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# #Jon'tDoubleMyRate was a

central topic of Twitter discussion on

Friday, May 4, after U.S. President

Barack Obama visited Washington-

Lee in an effort to encourage

students (and potential voters) to

speak out against raising student

loan rates. Following a private round

table discussion with three

students, including class of 201 2's

Amirah Delwm, the president

addressed a crowd of more than

one thousand |uniors, seniors, staff,

and parents. "It was very cool to see

him in person and to hear him talk

about how much he cares about our

futures," said senior McKenzie

Nelson.

Among a few |okes about prom

and final exams, President Obama'

case for maintaining the Stafford

loan program and keeping stude

loan interest rates low was clear He

added, "You guys shouldn't have to

pay an extra thousand dollars [per

ar] just because Congress can't

fet it's act together." In addition, he

encouraged students and parents

to tweet their representatives in

Congress. Senior Danielle Harris

agreed and said, "I was so proud of

our school, county, state, and

country. #DontDoubleMyRate."

Regardlessofpoliticalpreference,

students and staff found Obama's

visit both memorable and inspiring.

How many students across the

country can say that a sitting United

States President visited their high

school?" said Principal Gregg

Robertson. "Our kids didn't just read

about history—they were a part of

it. It is something they will tell their

grandchildren about."
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CONNECT YOU AND ME
FRESHmEn STUDEOTS LE/IROED THE ROPES FROfTl UPPERCL/1S5mEn DURIHG THEIR UJELCOfTiE TO TH6 SCHOOL

T.hisyear, the school adopted a new

mentoring program called the Connect

Program. Connect paired two to three

upperclassmen with each freshman

Generals Period class. These

upperclassmen went through several

training sessions that not only taught

them how to be successful mentors, but

also how to connect with the new

freshman class, as well with the

administration and the other mentors.

The mentors' mam goal and purpose

was to help the incoming freshmen feel

more involved and comfortable in the

high school environment. Mentors

helped to facilitate peer relationships

between freshmen students as well as

with some of the older students.

One goal of the mentors was to help

ease the incoming stress and worry that

came with not only being at a new school,

but also with adjusting to life as a high

school student. "The Connect Program

creates pairs of freshmen and selected

mentors in grades 10, 11, and 1 2 and

uses interactive programming to build

relationships and promote a culture that

makes ninth graders feel more

connected to the high school," said

Connect coordinator Ms. Pamela

McClellan.

Mentors were also present during

freshmen orientation, helping to

facilitate activities and introducing the

new students to their teachers and each

other. Mentors also sacrificed their late

morning start to the first day by showing

upearlierthanthe usual 8:1 9 start time.

During the Welcome Assembly, a slight

technical problem gave the mentors the

perfect opportunity to properly

introduce the freshmen with an

impromptu flash mob. "We did the flash

mob to make the freshmen excited for

their first day of high school," said senior

Margaret Burgos. "We knew it was early

in the morning, so we were trying to wake

them up with some funky dance moves!"
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Freshmen
CONNECT
STUDEnT LIFE

Mentor

8. Freshman Rebeca Mercado-Rios tosses a bean bag while playing the Name Game, where students tossed a bean bag to ea

other while yelling out names. 9. Freshman Andrew Nix runs to a rubber chicken during a game of Alaskan Baseball. 1 0. Watchi

her fellow classmates, freshman Dolly Fabian laughs at some of the antics used to complete the |ump rope activity. 1 1
.
A freshm

Generals Period runs during one of the outdoor activities. 1 2. Receiving help from his Generals Period Mentor, freshman Cc

McFarlane fills out his schedule to determine his lunch. 1 3. P.E. teacher Mr. Derek Sweet helps freshman Mohamed Bashir figi

out what classes he needed to go to onW and L days. 1 4. Watching his Generals Period, senior Alexander Clegg encourages t

freshmen in a game of Alaskan Baseball. 1 5. Working on figuring out her schedule, freshman Rachel Carlson studies her cIe

list. 16. A group of freshmen participate in the jump rope activity. Challenges for the activity included partners holding han'

having a fellow freshman run under the rope each rotation, and running under the rope as a complete group.



1 . Freshman Meghan Fox gives a piggy-back ride to freshman Slavma Ancheva. One of the outdoor activities that mentors led the freshmen

through was a jump rope activity in which the freshmen were tasked with finding creative ways to go under the rope. 2. To avoid hitting the

rope, freshman Peter Cook jumps in the air. 3. Laughing with their freshman Generals Period class, Connect mentors |unior Amelia Davidson

and senior Andrew Auchter watch as freshmen |ump rope. 4. Along with his Generals Period, freshman Dylan Schuler works to untangle

himself while participating in the human knot activity. During this task, freshmen grabbed hands with fellow classmates across the circle

and tried to untangle themselves. 5. During a challenge, freshman Hayley Roy tosses a bean bag to a fellow classmate. 6. A freshman

Generals Period runs under a jump rope as a complete group. 7. Junior mentor Annika Macewen leads freshmen Brian Hughes, Sarah

Young, and Patricia Zetkulic in a game of Alaskan Baseball.

Freshmen
CONNECT

STUDETIT LIFE
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Washington-Lee Spirit Week
Monday "v«ih

Wednesday

Blast (rom the Past/(
|

Historical Characters

Left: Mr Christopher Jacobs dons a kilt and other traditional

Scottish garb. 1 . Junior Lucy Slevm wears a Parisian jacket. "I

really like to see other people's culture and clothing," said

Slevm "It's fun to try and be creative ." 2 Senior Stephanie

Seias-Castro goes all-Amencan. "Around the World Day is

another way to show my love for culture." said Seias-Castro

3 Freshman Grace Burgess sports a French beret during

lunch 4 Sophomores Daphne Martin and Caitna Boomsma
dress up for the occasion. 5. Ms Margarita Cruz wears a

shirt with the flag of her native country, Cuba. 6. Senior James
Infantio dons a sombrero and a mustache. "I had a sombrero.

and I have always wanted to wear it." said Infantine "I am very

proud of my Mexican heritage."

R.ACTELR.

Students from all grades dressed up as their

favorite character, fictional or not. The Doctor,

Barbie, Luna Lovegood, and superheroes were

seen mingling.

Left: Freshmen Anna Vargas and Kelsey Vander Ley dress

up as characters from the popular movie "Harry Potter

"

1 . Freshman Natalya Baranek dresses up as Little Red

Riding Hood. 2 Senior Mary Parker-Simkin wears a cape

and boots as the Dark Knight. 3 Sophomores Allison

Jaffe and Mane Serfis dress up as a Girl Scout and a cat.

4. Seniors Emma Schimley, Zoe Van Grack. Sarah

Goodman, and Mary Lynn Clark dress up as Safari,

Princess, Hippie, and Sleepover Barbie, respectively. 5

Seniors Madeleine Nelson. Audrey Paduda, and Charlotte

Vincent wear matching teletubbie costumes. Vincent said,

"I wanted to match my friends and be a teletubbie." 6. Junior

Patricia Ochoa-Barajas strikes a pose as Superwoman.
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Although seniors traditionally wore togas

and administration, tie dye, the

underclassmen's outfits dated from the wild

west to the 80's.

1 . Front Row: Seniors Natalie Gerardi. Vincenza Montante. Alexis Sison-

Postma, Ms. Mendez. Alycia Bouchard Back Row: Lilians Olsen, Pernn

Falkner, Jonas Albro, Natalie Hewitt, Jo Claire Constants, Ryan Uckert,

and Zaira Flores pose for a picture in their signature togas "Blast from

the Past is the only day I dress up for," said Gerardi. "It's a bonding thing,

with all of the seniors wearing togas." 2. Front Row: Ms. Margarita

Cruz, Ms. Jessica Baith, Ms. Claire Peters Back Row: Mr. Gregg

Robertson, Mr. Tony Hall, Mr. Paul Jamelske, Mr. Chad DeMagistris dress

up as hippies from the 1 960s. 3. Ms. Debbie Germosen and Ms. Claudia

Vasquez pose with senior Dewan Clay, wearing the traditional senior toga.

1 1 Spirit Week
. STUPEflT LIFE



*s Seth Whitmore, Trevor Thornhill, Hugh Durbin 2 Junior Gazal Amer. senior Mary Weimar 3 Junior Gwendolyn Bobst, seniors Gregory Wicks, Sarah Humphries 4 Junior Torrey Putty sophomore Bryan MaIdonado-Romero 5 Senior

; Maggie- 6 Junior Trevor McManus 7 Freshman Elijah Baco

CLA66 Co \-0 R.6

^ With often the highest rate of participation, Class Colors

Day was a way to promote unity within grades. Each grade

wore a specific color in order to represent its class:

freshmen wore green, sophomores wore white, juniors

wore red, and seniors wore blue.

1 . Senior Hussnam Ahmed shows his school spirit by wearing his class shirt. Most seniors

wore their shirts as a sign of their class pride and solidarity among bretheren. 2. Juniors

Jacob Weiser and Ahad Shahid support their class by getting decked out in red. "I show

spirit for the junior class by getting all dressed up in red," said Shahid. "I want a red body

suit that covers me completely." Each class competed against each other for points to see

who could wear the most of their specific color. 3. Sophomores Elizabeth Johnson and Alisha

Hiskey show their pride in the sophomore class. Johnson said, "I like the more classic days,"

said Johnson. 4. Freshmen Zan Chin and Walter Butler support their class by wearing green.

Classmates often helped each other to show the most spirit possible, with face paint, jewelry,

and signs. Chin said, "I like dressing up with my friends." 5. Junior Narankhuu Ganbaatar

buys a class shirt. "I love showing spirit because I love W-L," said Ganbaatar. Shirts were

always the class color and incorporated the year of graduation into its design.
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For the final day of spirit week, students joined together

during the pep rally to promote school spirit with blue and

gray as the colors of the day.

1. Junior Bruno Ochoa gets pumped for the pep rally. The class that could make the most

noise during the pep rally were given extra points. As a member of the football team, Ochoa

was among those present on the field during the pep rally. 2. The senior section professes

their love for the underclassmen at the pep rally. "We all have the same love for the school,"

said senior Mohamed Osman. "That brings us all together." 3. Freshmen Brenda Hidalgo

Blanco, Enkhgerel Baasandorj, and Agiimaa Erdenebaatar walk back to the school after the

pep rally. "I like the pep rally because it brings each student in each grad together," said

freshman Brenda Hidalgo Blanco. 4. Sophomores James Thompson and Nabil Ali wear their

football jerseys. "I like Generals Pride Day the best because I love this school," said Thompson.

Sophomores wore white to show off their pride. 5. Senior Rebecca Rhinehart competes in

the pep rally for her class. "It was a lot of fun hula-hooping but also a lot of pressure," said

Rhinehart. "I loved being down there representing the seniors." The senior class won the

pep rally with the most points.



"My favorite event to watch

was the hula hooping because

it was funny to watch the

contestants as the challenge

got harder
."

-filexh Siion-Poitma., '13

"I like the balloon stomp because I

thought it was fun to see everyone

stomping on each other and

having friendly competition."

Haitice ^pUto, '15tUit

"I liked the balloon game better

because there was more action

because people were lumping

around making sure their balloon

didn't pop, but in hula hooping,

people |ust stood there."

Qoie Kerenauel- -fituio, '15

"I liked the class spirit

because the |uniors rocked the

red."

& yamin fats. '14

"My favorite part was

probably the fact that me and a

couple of friends wrote a

message on our chests, and it

spelled mahalo baybay."

Qn/tei (jxjalei, '14

"I liked that all of the

junior class was wearing the

same color because it felt like w
were united in a way."

A/ebeuu t-nqlda., '14

A tthepep rally, studentscameto expect

to watch sports' captains hula hoop and pop

each other's balloons Although some students

enjoyed watching them, some also wished that

they had tried new games at the pep rally.

Sophomore Harmony Tesfai said, "The games

were so much fun, and I wish they made more

people involved, but they were still a lot of fun,

and I can't wait until next year."

"I like the balloon pop the best because I

think it's funny to watch the people with their

expressions and their reactions to when their

balloon was popped," said sophomore Joseline

Intenano. In the balloon popping game, a

captain from each of the fall sports teams tied

a balloon to their ankles and tried to pop other's

balloons.

The other game that traditionally occurred

during the pep rally was the hula hooping

contest. "I liked the hula hooping contest

because it was unigue," said Junior David

Chavez. "It was also pretty fun because some
of our football players were out there; it was

fun to see them try."

"If I could choose an activity, I would get a

trampoline, and students could show off their

skills and get judged on who's the best, how
creative they are, and if they pumped up the

crowd the most," said senior Sarah Fellenzer.

Conversely, junior Lucas Dolan would have liked

to see a game of dodgeball. He said, "I would

probably like to see a game of dodgeball

because it's more fun to watch [and] because

dodgeball is amusing."

Suzmantna bucket, '15

Senior Emma Cooper shows her

school spirit during the pep rally by

painting her face and wearing her

class color, blue. "I wish we were

allowed to run around to each of the

grades, so it would be more exciting."

Cooper said, "I also wish we were in.,

the gym, so it would be louder."

HUNGRY FOR GAMES
,.

12 I Pep Rally

STUDEnT LIFE



1. Freshman Jordan Koon, junior James Winnefield, and senior Henry Doll cheer during the pep rally

after the golf team won the balloon pop. 2. Junior Yanglei Cato lands after doing a jump. Cato said, "I liked

cheering and doing jumps because I like pumping up the classes and helping them get into it." 3.

Sophomores Luis Santos-Molina and Colleen Salazarlean over the railing of the bleachers to get a better

look at the activities. Santos said, "I didn't really have a favorite part of the pep rally because, as

sophomores, we were so far away from the field that it was kind of hard to see what was going on." 4.

Senior Taylor Leonard cheers to pump up the seniors in the crowd. "At the pep rally, I enioyed all the

energy. It was fun to see from on the field how each class tried to show the most spirit and express

themselves," said Leonard. "Being able to represent cross country was special for me because it was

an honor to be representative of a team where the successes came from the individual efforts of so

many people, not just the leadership of captains or lucky wins over another team." 5. Senior Katnna Cook

holds up a sign pronouncing the senior class' love for juniors to gain more spirit points for the senior

class. 6. Junior Philip O'Doherty lifts up his shirt to show the "20" of 201 3. O'Doherty said, "The confetti

was my favorite part because I got to put my face in the confetti." 7. Seniors Manuel Mejia, Stephanie

Seias-Castro, and Graciela Torres-Santos crowd along the edge of the bleachers to watch the games.

8. Mr. Josh Shapiro announces the football team. 9. By being on the homecoming court, freshmen Joseph

Langley and Kara Fox represent their class. Langley said, "It was enjoyable to be on the homecoming

court because I felt like a king, and I liked getting the recognition from my friends, family, and teachers."

1 0. Senior Rosa Morales keeps her focus while hula hooping, so she can win the event for the dance team.

1 1
.
While the band plays, senior Alana Wiljanen closely watches the balloon pop. "I liked the band because

they were really together and played complex music," said Wiljanen. "The music was nice, and it was cool

that [the band] conducted themselves." 1 2. Seniors participate in the balloon pop until the moment that

the final balloon pops. 1 3. The members of the varsity football team get down on one knee and cheer for

coach Shapiro. 14. Juniors Patrick Muggil and Narankhuci Ganbaatar run along the bleachers carrying a

sign representing the junior class. Ganbaatar said, "Carrying the sign was |ust something that happened
in the moment: it was to get everyone riled up, and we |ust ran down and back on the track." Pep Rally "|3
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"I was very electrified and honored

to represent the sophomore class

Kasneron Afcui, '15

"It was the best Homecoming so far.

They had good music, and they had

really good snacks."

-f)n</tei Ueu'-fitjoitLno, '13

"I felt we came together as a team

and they took us starters out and

gave the second and third string

players a chance to show their

skills

<2kukwu<Jh. Okeke, '14

"I loved the excitement of the

freshman class during spirit week

and the leadup to the dance. Getting

dressed up was the best part."

i-flliion Kon&non, '
1

6

"I expected that my peers would

reelect me as their representative

as homecoming prince

"

yaquan Whitina, '15

"Homecoming senior year was
unforgettable because of how awful

the music was; it was all the songs

that were overplayed on the radio."

Cldtollne Quinn, '13

"Being in Homecoming Court was
totally radical and made me happy

Winning Homecoming court runs in

the family. My sister and I won for

my mom "

Samuel L/ouna, '14

"There was so many different types

of candy this year- way better than

the pizza last year."

Mackenzie -ffndetl&n, '14

1*

X.,

Homecoming
STUDEnT LIFE

5. Senior Charlotte Vincent goes in for a hug with another student. Many students felt that the dance
was a great way to see their friends. Vincent said, "It was really sad knowing it was my last Homecoming
because it's always fun being with all of your friends and seeing everyone in an environment other than

a classroom." 6. Senior Alexis Moore dances with her date, junior Alexander Saxerud. The two went with

a big group of friends. Moore said. "The best part of Homecoming [was] taking a ton of pictures and
making memories." 7. The crowd joins in a moment of exclamation. Many, however, were dissapointed

in the music selections. "My favorite dance song is Till the World Ends'," said senior Emilia Zevallos. "But

I didn't hear it play." 8. By dancing in the courtyard, junior Thomas Muir and freshman Kaitlyn Beckwith

extncatet themselves from the loud music and commotion experienced in The Commons. The
Homecoming committee wanted to make sure the courtyard was used as an alternative area for students

who wished to be surrounded by everybody. "I did enjoy the courtyard being open very much because we
could get away from the crowd inside, which was a little claustrophobic at times," said Muir. 9. Sophomore
Sean Wilson chats with his date in the mam hallway. Many students thought of creative ways to ask their

dates to the dance. Wilson said, "[I asked my date] by giving her cupcakes."

1. Seniors Fred Williams and Kiara James walk out onto the field at half time for the announcement of

Homecoming King and Queen. Williams ended up taking the crown. "I was very excited and surprised when

my name was called for Homecoming King," said Williams. "It was the icing on top of a great Homecoming

week." 2. Senior Heather Banikas accepts her Homecoming Queen crown. "I didn't think I would actually win,

so when they called my name, I was shocked," said Banikas. 3. Senior David Smith focuses on the game while

on the sideline. The players knew the game was an important one and made sure to concentrate. "It was a

fight from the start," said Smith. "The crowd definitely helped [motivate us]." 4. The football team stor

the field to get the crowd pumped up. It was a tradition for the team to break through a banner.

I



Sophomore Bianca

Galvez performs for

her peers atthe dance.

"It was-, an amazing

experience," said

Galvez. "I loved it so

much because I've

been singing since I

could remember."

5 tudents felt that spirit week was a way

to express their pride. Later on, the big

homecoming game and dance made the week

a success. Many students from all grades

attended and participated in the Homecoming

game against Wakefield. The team won 49-1 4,

with their heads held high and smiles on their

faces. "Beating Wakefield High School made
me feel really good about myself as well as my
team," said junior, William Hunter.

In the seniors' attempt to keep a tradition

alive, they painted their stomachs with letters

and stood in a line behind the end zone. What
made this year different was the impressive

number of seniors who participated. The

amount of thought that went into planning

inspired many. "When we got to the parking

lot before the game, I was shocked at how many
people actually showed up," said senior Kezia

Crawely, "We must have used 1 5 bottles of

paint!"

The excitement of the victory rolled over

into the Homecoming dance. Many students

were able to enjoy the food and dancing. "The

music didn't seem like it was what the students

wanted to hear," said senior Rourke Donahue.

The senior class president worked on creating

a Twitter feed for the students, allowing them

to suggest songs to be played at homecoming.

"I was expecting the music to be great, but the

Twitter feed didn't help," said sophomore

Charlotte Martin. By the end of the night, many
students were grateful for the time and fun

they had with their friends.

3fyLt£it. 16
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ast school year, Generals Period was
implemented into students' schedules in order

to help them be more successful by allowing

them time to catch up on homework, meet with

teachers, or perform any other approved task

during the 40 minute period. Many students

used Generals Period to listen to music, use

school computer labs, or simply relax before

their next class. "I use Generals Period to see

if I understand homework assignments, and if

not, I can easily go see my teachers," said junior

Hope Neuling.

Since Generals Period allowed students

to leave the classroom, many students took

advantage of the opportunity. Some did

makeup work for teachers, but others visited

teachers once or twice a week. Due to space

limitation in certain areas, such as the PC and

Mac labs, students needed to sign up early in

order to reserve a place. On this matter, |unior

William Ponds said, "I don't like it, but it is fair.

First come, first serve."

The amount of work that students finished

tended to be small assignments. "Generals

Period is not traditional 'instructional' time, but

it allows students to process their learning and

to practice their skills that will positively impact

their performance in their classes," said

Instructional Lead Teacher Julie Cantor. "So, in

that way, it very much supports instructional

time. It allows students to be in control of their

time. I would encourage students to set goals

for the way they want to use Generals Period."

In agreement, junior Chelsea Valentine said,

"Generals Period should definitely be continued

because we get assigned a lot of work,

especially in full International Baccalaureate

(IB); having time during school to do it keeps

me sane, and I get a bit more sleep."

3kelma-@ktket, '14

GENERALLY PRODUCTIVE
16

ll
Generals Period
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1 . Seniors Beth Bodner and Brittany Mirro make up a lab for physics on pendulums. They were glad to

have the time to complete assignments. Bodner said, "Generals Period is helpful because we missed

class and were able to make up our lab without going in after school." 2. Junior Max Ferlauto uses

Generals Period to finish up his Math Analysis and Trigonometry homework. He used the period everyday

for something, whether it was to go see teachers or to finish an assignment. Ferlauto said, "I appreciate

the time to start an assignment." 3. Juniors Hannah Fitzmaunce. Jennifer Kaku, and Cassidy Boomsma
look at pictures and chat with each other. They used the time to catch up with friends or, if needed, to

get some work done. The three were also glad to be in the same Generals Period because they all took

IB classes and were able to ask each other for help if needed. 4. Junior Daniel Sharp waits for his computer

to load and. in the meantime, checks his phone for messages. Sharp used the computer to get some of

his work done and to check his teacher's website. He usually finished small assignments. 5. While in the

library, Juniors Gwenivere Moore and Regan Ryan have some fun on the computers. They also checked

the assignments for each of their classes on Blackboard. The two en|oyed being able to have some free

time to relax. 6. For IB English, ]uniors Cailm Dyer and Kyle Chipman analyze passages in Crime and

Punishment . Dyer and Chipman used the time to discuss passages for their upcoming presentations.

Dyer said, "It is nice to have the same Generals Period because it gives students the opportunity to

practice presentations with each other and receive a better grade."

USE OF GEHERylLS PERIOD

* 1 1 5 students surveyed

OTH6R
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"Generals Period

gives us time to

relax, socialize, and

get some work done.

If I had to change

anything about it, I

would make it

longer."

J-uia l/lazta., '14

"If there were no

longer a Generals

Period, I would feel

very sad, because I

en|oy talking with my
friends and having

some free time."

Monica A'anuuty,

'14

OTHER

"I usually tend to go

to play my
saxophone with my
friends in the band

room whenever I

have some free

time."

-QkajtZUil '14

"I usually never stay

[in my assigned

Generals Period

class] because I need

time to see teachers

and to go to the

computer labs, but if

I'm tired, I just like to

relax and take a nap."

/xo-iatio £>antcti-

rlotei, '14

'. Juniors Jhonn Guzman-Gonzales and Jacob Weiser use the computers to finish work for their science class.

Suzman-Gonzales and Weiser found it helpful to have laptops in the classroom. Guzman-Gonzales usually

tarted small things such as reading pages for his history class. 8. Junior Anna Santiago works on her IB

nglish vocabulary workbook. She said that the exercises took awhile, so she got started early and did them
nroughout the week. For her, it helped to have at least some time to get started and to see how long she

'eeded for the whole lesson in the book. 9. Juniors Jeffrey Warren, Nicolas Manuel, and Jesse Chung enjoy

ome drinks and food. Each of them participated in a party with their Generals Period every Friday. Chung
aid, "I have oodles of fun with my fellow IB Students during Generals Period."

_>urfc?R

Junior Sarah Angell and her Generals Period had a

special occasion assigned for each time they met.

"Our Generals Period has a party every Friday. We
take turns bringing in food. We usually get donuts.

chips, and iced tea," said Angell. "I love having

something new each time. Everyone is happy to get

food, even if it's right before lunch."

Generals Period

STUDEflT LIFE il...
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y*FFECTIOn FOR OHE DIRECTIOn FAV^RJTC. MtM&CJi or

"One Direction is my favorite band. They are all so

attractive Zyan is my favorite member of One

Direction My favorite song by

m is Gotta Be You.'

-HlexanJita ronieca, '14

"I love his smile; it's just so

charming. He's so beau

tiful. He's ' >v-

British. J^. _ '.'

come on!"

I love the song 'One Thing' My
favorite member is either

Zayn or Liam."

Kevin Sasicnei-r-'ena.,

Alatu J-ifnn

<2LxU 13

PHOTO COURTESY OF

MCM MEDIA

OWtiSL POPULAR.

Muilc -Qttbte

*1 E>kJ^>CAH

"His music is realfy deep and

can connect to everyone."

T/etrick Hattb, '1

6

&0t> ^ABJUL.r

"He is a talented

singer. Lots of people

look up to him, and

his music is

3 meaningful."

Uenikex L/eleon-

M&aueqoi,'1

6

TUL E.AO-L5

"Their music is very crisp, and

I love the mix of country and

rock."

QotaUin <2attet, '1

6

M]ATCU&0X 20

"Matchbox 20 is a great band

because they focus on how good

their music is, not how good they

BIG
SEAN
BRINGING THE COOL Tl

DETROIT-BRED HIP-HC
BYMItrUltTU

(Jacob K&tyaL, '16
IC0URTE8Y01 real octroi l wii h

"Carly Rae Jepsen's

song is catchy, and

music video is cool and

modern

Karen (fuimasi, ' 1

6

love her

style, like her bangs

and the color of her

eyes I also like that they

made the senior shirts based

i on the 'Call me Maybe' song

I litianna j-oure, ' 1

3

I love the song 'Call me Maybe'

because it's a great pump-up song,

and it is really fun to sing along to."

TxackeL Heiniman, ' 1

5

HOTO COURTESY OF BELL MEDIA

think this song is easily recognizable. I think it

was very creative that this song was used to

represent the senior class."

Qeiiica Womblei, '12

While at the pep rally, senior

Diffee sports a senior class t-sf

pride. The front of the shir

"HERE'S MY # 2-0-1-3," while the

read. "SO CALL ME MAYBE?
SENIORS '13." The design of the

shirts was inspired by Carly

Rae Jepsen's summer
"Call Me Mayb

s sons of the summeR
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Sue Suti/eitet

DO VOU JUmP FOR GLEE?
"I'm going to ask you to smell

your armpits. That's the smell of

failure, and it's stinking up my

office." Coach Sue Sylvester, one

of the most controversial and

exciting characters on the hit

show Glee , is not without her fair

share of infamous quotes.

Although villainous in her efforts

to rum the glee club, Sylvester

managed to be one of the most

loved characters on the show.

verville *

m

A "1 think the producers >>

H/ of Glee took my ^B
K personality and made

^^K Sue with it My students 1

H ^B would describe me as a bit 1
sarcastic, strict but fair, y

[ bnlliantfunny. 1 am willing to 1

• » do whatever it takes to j

1 ^a

1

succeed. My favorite quote

by Sue is '1 will no longer be I

carrying photo ID. You know why?

People should know who 1 am.'"

W-J- M&tkemcdLci t/epaitment Llhaii

T-tnne VetvilU

"I like that Glee represents all kinds

of people coming together with

one common passion. My favorite

character [and song from Glee] is

Jesse St. James and his song

'Bohemian Rhapsody."'

Kaileij KoivaLiki, '15

"Glee is a fantastic show because of

the diverse range of people and the

immense amount of drama."

Matin Ikitten, '15

"I like it because they do really good covers of the songs, and the romance

is cute. I loved when they sang 'We Are Young.'"

-(-inntku Ionnquuen, '13

PHOTOS COURTESY OF FOX AND ITS RELATED ENTITIES

psycfcl
L^UIE.
"
Louie is my favorite TV show.

I have so many similarities

with Louis. The show has

changed me; it brightens my
day."

Mtznoit A/ahal, '14

A Vocroz. \Vi

ttfrhhllfetefcBitMafeMircilBl

"I like Doctor Who because it

incorporates aliens with fictional

based science and makes it really

interesting."

Aliabelta A/atvae?, '16

B>0ab0\Val£ Empire.

"I love the TV show Boardwalk

Empire ; it's from the

prohibition era-very classy

and dapper. The best part

about the show is that they

dance well and dress well."

M&nika -liauain, '13

OW&SL POPULAR.

leUvbl&n Setled
"Psych is, by far, my favorite TV
show. All the action and mystery

3> make it a great show."

lahita SKekman, '1

6

"
Pretty Little Liars is dramatic, and

that's why I like it, but sometimes it

can be too dramatic."

-Qtexa. <2katLii, '15

"I like the books better than the

TV show because they are much

more interesting. The TV shows

have a lot of filler."

<2tate^mitk, '14

HEEPine

"What makes Pretty Little Liars

great is all the clothes and

suspense. I've been watching the

show since the beginning.

Scutuf -Hail, '16

Little



ime after school was often designated

to finishing homework, attending sports

practice and clubs, or, if time permitted,

hanging out with friends; however, many

students made it their responsibility to attend

to their jobs. Students with jobs had an

additional obligation on their hands;

nevertheless, many found their work to be

fulfilling and often enjoyable. "I worked as a

beach lifeguard in Delaware," said senior

Daniella Penaranda. "Getting paid to be at the

beach everyday was my favorite part. I got

really close with the people I worked with."

Somefounditdifficulttofind hiring businesses

willing to accept those with little to no

experience with work. If accepted, students

had to meet the expectations of their

employers and perform to their best extent on

the job. "Finding a job was the hardest," said

senior Anana Urcia. "Balancing it with my
schoolwork was difficult, too."

While some students worked for a salary,

others participated in internship

opportunities, especially during the summer.

Through internships, students were unpaid but

were able to acquire new skills that would

assist them with improving academically and,

in some cases, with finding a job. "I was a

research assistant at a regenerative medicine

lab at the Texas Heart Institute," said senior

Maia Mandel. "It made me think more about

studying science in the future."

Whethertheyworked to impress customers

or to gain new knowledge for themselves,

students with jobs or internships experienced

firsthand the adult world of work. Students

were able to get a taste of their future by

working independently. Urcia said, "The most

fulfilling part is knowing you're working hard for

your money."

M&ta. Hclv, '13

A WILL FOR SKILL
20
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Jobs and Hangouts
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1 . Sophomore Trang Vo completes an assignment in the cafeteria after school while getting help from

her friends. Vo sometimes stayed after school to get assistance from teachers or to complete homework

with her peers. 2. Senior Patricia Alcala-Velasco finishes up a homework assignment in the library after

school. Alcala-Velasco often opted to go to the library to complete school work in order to avoid distraction.

"I sometimes work on college applications in the library to get everything done," said Alcala-Velasco.

3. Senior Monika Hossain serves customers at Pinkberry. Hossain worked there for about two months,

but planned to return once college preparations subsided. "I wanted to work there because of the frozen

yogurt," said Hossain. "It was awesome because everyone there was buckets of awesome." 4. Senior

Ratila Chowdhury rings up the purchases of customers at American Eagle. Chowdhury has been working

at the store for a year and a half. "I was looking for a |ob two summers ago, and I walked in [to the store]

and [the workers] asked if I wanted to work there," said Chowdhury. "My favorite part of my |ob is getting

to talk to the customers, but my least favorite part is folding clothes." 5. Senior Veronica Sever hangs

out with a student during an after school program at Randolph Elementary School. Sever helped the

younger students with their homework as an opportunity to volunteer. "The hardest part is keeping the

attention of the kids on the work that they do," said Sever. "The best part was probably working with kids

and seeing how happy they were when they understood their work."

B. Sophomore Bianca Galvez eats frozen yogurt on an early release day while hanging out in Georgetown

with friends. Galvez used early release days to her advantage to do activities she was usually unable to

do on full school days. 7. Sophomore Kanika-Devi Hav grabs a Starbucks drink at Ballston Mall in the

afternoon. Ballston Mall was a popular hangout for students during the year due to its close proximity to

the school. "After school, I go with my friends to Ballston Mall to get Starbucks if I can," said Hav. "It's

convenient because it's close by." 8. Senior Abigail Boshart works as a cashier at Michaels after school.

9. Sophomores VolodymyrPrystaiko, Patrick Smith, and Anna Somsikova film a project fortheir government

class after school in the library.

"I usually just go to soccer practice

after school. Soccer is my favorite

sport, so it's better than having to

do homework."

^apu (tl/K '15

"I'm involved in a bunch of clubs. My
friends told me about them and said

they'd be fun. so I joined."

Adodllact [/enUadei-CjtikueU, '13uao

"I usually go to band practice or the

library. I feel like I get more done [at

the library] than I do at home
because I can stay more focused."

/xebeckah ruaell, '15

"I worked at the Military Base Kids

Center at Fort Myer, and my favorite

part of my job was learning how to

handle kids properly."

/K&mit Cziveni, '14

"I like to go to school events like

football games and school plays if I

don't have to go to the library to do

work. I like to watch movies, too."

L/anieLLe -l/ana, '13

"I have track practice everyday after

school. My favorite thing about track

is that I have a lot of friends on it,

and you get into good shape."

Quel SMett, '13

"If I have a lot of work to do, I'll do it

at the library because I won't get as

distracted. If I don't have any, I like to

go home and sleep."

Aloha. C/iman, '15

"My favorite part about working at

the Suburban Animal Hospital was

being around adorable animals like

cats and dogs."

j-ouiia. l/oule, '14

Jabs and Hangouts
STUDEnT LIFE Jill
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"Make new friends by

talking to everyone,

including

upperclassmen
"

^>ean Al&ttke.

1
.
Senior Daniella Penaranda gets fans excited for a home game. The cheerleaders got fans involved by doing cheers and getting loud at

games. 2. Freshmen Peter Cook, Tyler Lutz. and James Burns get pumped before the varsity football homecoming game. The team went
on to win 49-1 4 with the support of the Generals Brigade. Cook said, "The game against Wakefield was very intense, and it was fun to cheer

our team on to victory."3. The varsity football team and fans get riled up before a game. Head coach for varsity football Mr. Josh Shapiro

said. "[The Generals Brigade] really adds to the environment; it produces a festive atmosphere. It fires up the boys and makes games more
entertaining." 4. Assistant Principal Mr. Antonio Hall rumbles with students at the pep rally. Mr. Hall said, "If you don't play a sport, you can

still get involved by going to games or becoming a manager."

"Become friends with

teachers,

administrators, and

other staff members ."

/.ucaj Lsolan, '14

"Talk to people about

clubs and sports that

interest you. Also find

people with common
interests."

finthonu Molina., '14

"Join a sport or club, go

to games, and wear

school colors."

'TpellMc&ae, '14

22 Generals Brigade

STUDEnTUFE



YELL A LITTLE LOUDER
STUDGDTS y>nO ST/IFF SUPPORTED THE TG/imS AT G/imES A?\U PEP RALLIES

nior Oscar Parra shows his pumped-up

side during the pep rally by cheering for

the seniors. With his last year soon

coming to an end, Parra decided to give

his best at the rally. The pep rally was

another way for students to show their

spirit and to have some fun right before

early release.

. Juniors Samatha Tigner and Sydney Bell do the Generals'

limble
. Bell said, "I felt very school spirited and enthusiastic

)out the game against Wakefield." 6. Seniors showed their

ipport by painting their stomachs and by standing at the

id zone. "Ever since ninth grade year, I've been waiting to

)int my stomach," said Devon Brown. "It's one of the best

inior perks." 7. Freshmen Isabel Parks and Emma Mobley
leer for the Generals. Students in all grades had the

jportunity to be members of Generals Brigade.

^ES^SSL^

Freshmen Michael and Jack Appel are among the few

identical twins at the school. Their older brother, junior

Samuel Appel, is the varsity football guarterback. Michael

Appel said, "It's a lot of pressure to be compared to Sam
because he is the varsity quarterback, and there is a lot

of pressure to perform 110 percent every game." Both

twins had been playing football since they were eight; Jack

was the right tackle and Michael was right guard on the

freshmen football team.

aoingtheGeneralsRumblewasnever

a problem for fans of the athletic teams,

and as of last year, the fans were officially

named the Generals Brigade. "The

Generals Brigade is a student-led section

based off the ideas of Duke Blue Crew,"

said Mr. Justin Bolfek, the Assistant

Director of Student Activities. The

Generals Brigade was the brainchild of

the Athletic Council, a group of students

who participated in multiple sports and

who demonstrated the characteristics

of true leadership as seen by their

coaches. "It's an honor to be thought of

as a leader and a role model," said

sophomore Jeffrey Kruger, a member of

the Athletic Council.

The Generals Brigade was a way to

get students involved in the athletic

program and to increase school pride.

Junior and varsity football player Thomas

Devin said, "Everyone gets pumped up

and that makes us want to play better."

Students showed their school spirit as

members of the Generals Brigade by

dressing up for spirit week, going to

sporting events in school gear, and

wearing school colors around campus.

Senior Petros Tesfaldet's favorite way to

show his school spirit was by attending

football games and wearing school

colors. Tesfaldet said, "It makes me feel

united with everyone, and I feel like a real

General."

In addition to supporting the teams,

Generals Brigade members earned

rewards for attending "Spotlight

Games". Activities Director Ms. Carol

Calloway said, "Generals Brigade

provides a fun and exciting environment,

and it's great to see kids have fun and

cheer on our teams."

lU.kunna. LL/ztpentet, '14

Auztiia -^hotu/ell, '16

ENERALS

GADE
Generals Brigade
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Senior Rourke Donahue was once able to play basketball

against President Obama. "I'm in the White House

mentorship program, and as a part of his birthday party

we got to watch a ten-on-ten game with the President,

and NBA stars such as Kobe Bryant. Dwane Wayde. and

Magic Johnson." After the game. Donahue shot some;

hoops with the President himself

"~H ptimatu object ihould be the education ok out uouth

in the icience ok qovetnment. lln a tepublic, what ipeciei

ok knou/ledae can be eaualtu important /-(-Ind ufhat dutu

more pteiiina than communicating it to thoie u/no ate to

be the kutute auatdiani ok the liberties ok the counttur

-(Jeotae Waihinaton

2* .il

1
.
Junior Samuel Douthit and senior Madeleine Nelson speak at a Young Republicans meeting. The club

focused on volunteering in the weeks leading up to the election. Douthit said. "Politics is one of my greatest

interests, and I wanted to be involved now that I'm older and more educated." 2. Sophomore Jonathan

Gnsham holds up his ballot for the mock election that students were able to participate in. regardless

of their age or grade. President Obama. who was the winner of both the 2008 and 201 2 presidential

elections, won the mock election with 86% of the vote. "I [liked] the mock election because it was
anonymous and gave the option to vote for a different party other than Democrats or Republicans," said

Gnsham. 3. Juniors Amelia Davidson and Kaitlm Dumont have a debate discussing the pros and cons

of each of the presidential candidates Dumont, a member of Young Republicans, said that her biggest

concern during the election was the economy. "It's the biggest problem because we're in debt with a lot

of countries, which is a security issue." 4. Junior Sofonias Getachew discusses politics before a Young
Democrats meeting. Getachew said, "With this election having such an impact on young people, it's really

important to get out there and do whatever you can to help support your side " 5. Young Democrats

president senior Dana Raphael addresses the club about its upcoming agenda. A major goal of the club

during the election season was to educate students. Raphael said, "If students are well informed about

the issues present in this election, they will help spread the knowledge and prompt others to vote."

Political Decisions

My pakjlmta uav/c. an impact ow my political VlCWfc.

BALLOT MEASURES

Von ITS or SO on EACH.
Qmrmm 1

She dd p=a b» cocad-asd a vesetiblc is

school ha

YES SO

Sto'Jil Principal Robertson tav$ io v.'jaf a

UVA stir: ot t-5 mxi Collie Pnd-i Day.

MM! t>e now arr.^ioo*''

a a

* 1 00 students surveyed

^k DISAGREE

•m, unoecioED

•m, STROnGLV DISAGREE

m STROH6LV /1GREE

Agree

DEfTIOCRAT REPUBLiCAn LBERTARIATI UnOEOOED

"On issues such as

healthcare reform

and gun control. I'm

much more likely to

be aligned with

Republican stances;

however, I support

Democratic policies

on social issues. You

could say I'd most

likely be Libertarian."

Satan (Goodman,' 13 liiabelJLatocca, '14 /uhaett Maniiv, '13

"The economy is in

bad shape, but I

believe that without

President Obama, it

would be worse. I

think he really thinks

about the benefit of

the whole country

rather than an elite

view."

"I think it's important

that people be

informed and have

an opinion so that

they can determine

what they want for

the country ... I plan

to join Young

Republicans as soon

as possible."

"I don't know much

about platforms, but

I do know what I

want on social

issues. I have a lot of

friends in politics

that are trying to

sway me both ways."

Kathtun Humphtiei,

'15

Campaign Efforts

STUDERT LIFE

6. Sophomore Gabrielle Young reads an article in Time magazine on the presidential election during Gener

Period. "Whoever becomes president would really affect our future because they're in office when we

graduate," said Young. 7. Seniors Katrina Cook and Alexis Sison-Postma hold the new Romney-Ryan bumper

stickers they received at a Young Republicans meeting. Sison-Postma said, "I think helping out with the

Romney campaign is especially important in Arlington because we live in such a liberal area." 8. History of

the Americas teacher and sponsor of Young Republicans Mr. Les Albers listens to a meeting. "Giving students

a voice in the school and the community is important because youth is the future."



OBAMA
BIDEN

A fter President Obama's 2QQ8 election

sparked an interest among young voters, the

2012 presidential election attracted many of

the newly eligible youth. Many seniors who had

recently turned 1 8 planned to take part in the

election by voting, including senior Sarah

Goodman, who said, "It's important to vote

because every vote counts." That was the

same mentality of both the WL Young

Democrats [WLYD] and Young Republicans

[WLYR]. Senior and WLYD president, Dana

Raphael, said that "voting is the fundamental

building block that makes our country function."

Even students who were not eligible to vote

played a role in the election by educating people

on issues and encouraging others to register.

Each political club believed that while they

should have been educating people on the

importance of voting, making sure potential

voters were aware of the issues that each

party supports was equally as crucial. "Outside

of school, members ofYoung Republicans raise

awareness specifically about Conservative

standpoints," said senior and Young

Republicans president Madeleine Nelson.

However, not all students knew exactly which

side they supported. Sophomore Kathryn

Humphries said, "I like the idea of states having

more freedom to govern themselves, but on

social issues, I tend to side more with

Democrats."

Regardless of political preference, many

students agreed that having different opinions

was crucial to maintaining a successful school

environment. Raphael said, "The political

debate between Democrats and Republicans

is essential in producing the best possible

government that is representative of all views."

<Llha.betn AJeutdter, '14

2-mm& ScnimLetJ, '13

CAMPAIGN CONNECTION
/is nofemBeR 6 ^ppro/ich6d, STUoenTS were seen helpihg their political c/iuse

Campaign Efforts
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STRESSED FOR THE BEST
l/IEWS OF SeniOR STUDEfTTS U'/IRIED ujheh it cxoie TO THE HARDEST P/1RT OF VlPPLVIHG TO colleges

A s the end of their high school

tenure approached, senior students

scrambled to complete college

applications prior to certain deadlines.

Students prepared to take SAT and ACT
exams through classes and study

sessions in order to promptly submit

their scores to colleges: additionally,

college and university visits became the

norm during both the summer and the

school year. The most challenging aspect

of the college application process varied

from student to student. "I think the

hardest part [of the process] is

balancing schoolwork, IB, and sports

while finding time to do the applications,"

said senior Taylor Leonard.

Some students found that writing

essays to submit to potential colleges

was the most difficult part of the

application process. With multiple

colleges in mind, writing essays often

became an excessively laborious task for

many seniors. "There are so many

essays [to do], so the process is really

tedious," said senior Elizabeth Roy. "You

have to be really deep and introspective.

Certain essays are easier than others."

Another notable component of the

application process was the SAT and ACT
tests and preparation. Some students

found it easier to take classes to

prepare, while others opted to study on

their own. "I'm a terrible test-taker and

don't work well on timed tests," said

senior Yeting Mattos. "[To prepare,] I got

an SAT coach. I also took practice tests

and tried to do a 'Question of the Day'

each day."

The process of applying for colleges

was one of the most prominent focuses

for senior students this year. The

difficulties that came with the

applications often required dedication

and commitment, but most students felt

that the experience was a rewarding one.

"While visiting colleges, I wanted to see

the people who were there," said senior

Mary Parker-Simkin. "These are the

people I'll be with for the next four years."

Mota -H&v, '13

26 ll College Counseling
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Senior Come Steele spent 1 1 days of her summer
visiting 10 colleges in various states. "It was really

exhausting," said Steele. "I got a feel of the places and

saw what it's like." When giving advice to students

preparing to apply to colleges, Steele said, "Don't

procrastinate, and start early, because it's a lot of

work."

5. Senior Martha Gebru works during her College

Summit class. 6. Senior Madeline Henshaw-Greene

and a friend make a visit to Vassar College. 7. A

presentation is given at College Information Night. The

event included a question-and-answer session with

admissions officers from five local colleges as well as

a meeting with counselors following the presentation



1. An admissions officer from Virginia Commonwealth University speaks to students during a college visit. Students learned more about

the colleges themselves as well as ways of improving acceptance chances at these visits. "Don't leave applications until the last minute,"

said senior Anhthu Tonnguyen, who attended the college visit and echoed the sentiments of other students. "Work on them whenever you

have free time." 2. Senior Madeline Henshaw-Greene, on the far right, takes a tour of Mount Holyoke College. 3. Students attend a visit

session from Gettysburg College. Admissions officers answered questions about topics such as essays at these visits. "The most important

[piece of advice I would give] is to spend time on the personal statement and essay for a minimum of two weeks," said Career Education

Specialist Eric Hill. "Spend time talking about your passion." 4. Senior Khusboo Azim studies before her College Summit class begins.

TDP 3
mosT impoRTAnT
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1. Junior Jacqueline Mashburn. 2. Junior Mackenzie Anderson. 3. Junior Truman Towle. 4.

Freshman Allison Hemty and sophomore Summer Pans. 5. Freshman Timothy Fry. 6. Senior

Madeleine Sendek.
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Sophomore Daquay Harris Wmhush, freshman Craig W'nte, freshman Mussa Seid. and junior Dwayne Williams unite for a

relay. 'Throughout the seasor we ve gotten closer as team." said Seid. "You have to focus on your speed starting off, and you

have to trust your teammates to put the baton in your ; : The suspense is exciting, people should come out end do it"

A SEAMLESS
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eing on the football team introduced

students to new people who quickly became
their family. "I met a lot of cool people who
became my closest friends," said junior William

Hunter. "You share a bond with your team that

you don't share with anyone else."

Other than just meeting new people, being

on the team transferred into other parts of a

player's school life. Junior Mark Varner said,

"Playing football helps to discipline me in my
academics and school work." The coaches also

brought a sense of discipline to the team. In

reference to Coach Files being a captain on the

police force, junior Benjamin Bean said, "We
can all look up to Coach Files because he is an

authoritative figure that we all respect; he

brings something more important then us to

the team."

However, being on the football team did not

only affect players' interactions with their

friends and school work; it also connected

them to the whole school. Senior Trevor

Thomhill said, "[Being on the football team]

really influenced my high school experience

because I got to meet and get to know a lot of

different people, and I got compliments both in

and out of school from people I didn't really

know." The members of the football team were

representatives of the school. Finally, being on

the team gave the members something to look

forward to at the beginning of the year. Senior

Douglas Diffee said, "[Football] gives me
something to look forward to at the beginning

of each year and at the beginning of each day;

it makes starting school a little bit easier.

"
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Junior Trevor McManus, who played outside

linebacker and slot receiver, and teammate senior

McKinnon Hokanson, who played defensive back

and safety, celebrate after winning the game
against Mt. Vernon. The players did a lot to get

pumped before and after games. McManus said,

"I take it upon myself to pump up my team before

and during games; our best games are when we
play as a team, as a family and as a synchronized

unit"

CONNECT AND PROTECT
FOOTBALL HELPED PLyiVEBS TO SUCCEED BOTH OH THE FIELD ID /IRD ID THE CL/ISSROOdl

Varsity Football

ATHLETICS



1 . Junior punter Thomas Devin watches and listens to the coaches as they give the team feedback on a

play during the game against Mt. Vernon. After every play, the coaches told the players how it went and

what they could have done better. 2. Junior Kenneth Moore, who played defensive end, walks off the field

after a tough play. Even in games where the team won, the plays did not always go as planned. Moore said,

"Not all plays go exactly as we want them to, but when we win, you forget about it and focus on the positive."

3. Slot receiver senior Alexander Clegg cleans the visor on his helmet. The football team used helmets to

help prevent head injuries, as football had a history of causing a high number of concussions. 4. Quarterback

junior Samuel Appel watches the crowd after finishing a big play. Appel said, "When I am on the field, I take

my job very seriously and do my best to lead my team to victory." 5. Sophomore Daquay Harris-Winbush,

who played corner back and running back, dodges a player on Hayfield after a hand-off from the quarter

back. Depending on the situation, the team used many different plays in order to gain the most yardage.

Harris-Winbush said, "I got goose bumps when I saw the Hayfield player charging toward me; I knew I had

to do whatever I could to get the first down." B. The entire team comes together after winning a game.

Sophomore Sean Matthews, who played defensive end and running back, said, "The passion of playing a

game in front of the home crowd is exhilarating; when you walk on the field, you feel a rush, and you get

the chills when the ball is kicked off".
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7. Senior Seth Whitmore, who played wide

receiver and free safety, runs with the ball

after a pass from the quarterback. The wide

receivers were a key part of passing plays,

and the position required both speed and

agility. 8. Sophomore Nicko Patron, who

played line backer and full back, runs with the

ball after catching a return kick in the game
against Wakefield. Patron said, "It's a lot of

hard work to play both varsity and JV, but it

was such an honor to be picked as a

sophomore and to actually get playing time."

9. Senior Fred Williams, who played running

back and safety, beats a tackle as he goes for

a first down. 10. Coach Derek Sweet, the

special team coordinator, talks to kicker

senior Miguel Garcia-Merida about his kick.

Sweet said, "I knew his kick was gonna fall

short, so I told him to take a couple steps back

and relax and to see the ball going through

the uprights. I had faith in him."

Varsity Football

ATHLETICS
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oth JV and freshman football teams

were dexterous, but what JV head coach Jon

Turrisi was most proud of was his team's

flexibility. The team's flexibility had led to many
victories, including a win against Mount

Vernon. Turrisi said, "Our team is startling

when it comes to flexibility; whether we have

a player out with injury and we need a

replacement or a change in the lineup to

execute a new play, it decided whether we
won or lost."

The team's flexibility also helped them

score and gain yards. Sophomore Bryan

Maldonado-Romero said ,'The team is always

giving 1 1 0% whether it's scoring or being

flexible on and off the field, our team gets the

job done." Practices are an important part of

the team because they help work on plays.

Freshman JackJohnson said, "Practices help

us get down plays we're learning and correct

any errors."

Through discipline and life lessons, the

freshman football team used flexibility

differently. Head Coach Mr. Luis Martinez

said, "I teach my players discipline and life

lessons that will stay with them the next few

years they're playing football." Flexibility was
mostly incorporated in the practices where

the team improved the most, working on

plays and errors they had had. It is mixed in

with the discipline and life lessons, thus being

the backbone ofthe team. Freshman Thomas
Sheehy said, "Discipline is what drives me to

make my tackles because, if I don't, it can

really affect if our team wins or not."
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The freshman football team tenses as

the players get ready to spring

forward the moment the ball moves

an inch. The defense adjusted their

formation as they broke down and

tried to read their opponent's play.

FLEXIBILITY YIELDS WINS
JV/Freshman Football

ATHLETICS
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1 . Freshman Joshua McCaw goes up for a catch for a gain of yards. McCaw did not miss the catch, or it

would have been a interception. He said, "It makes my dad proud when I make a catch." 2. Freshmen line

up for another play. They fought throughout the whole game. Freshman Justin Robinson said, "It doesn't

get too hard because we have been conditioning for a long time." The team gained strength as their

teammate freshman Jason Lopez cheered them on from the sidelines. 3. Freshman Sean Killalea, starting

quarterback for the freshman team, holds the ball and runs. After a blitz, the defense was not able to stop.

Killalea slid for a first down, getting the team closer to a touchdown. 4. Freshman Thomas Sheehy makes

a tackle, stopping the opposing team from gaining extra yards. He understood how important it was to

make tackles. Sheehy said, "It is critical because if I don't make the tackle, our opponent could score." 5.

Freshman Ricardo Mestre rolls to the right to get out of pressure. Freshman Henry Casey signalled for

Mestre to throw the ball to him. The team's communication on the field helped to win games. 6. The JV

line waits for the other team to come out of the huddle. The line-up was adjusted so that the defensive line

could stop the opposing line from moving the ball forward. One misconception with football was that it was

just a physical sport. However, an important aspect of the game was figuring out what plays the other

team planned on running and how best to stop the ball from moving. Sophomore Bryan Maldonado-Romero

said, "Right before the play I am thinking about giving 1 1 0% effort."

QVToottratl Front Raw: Jonathan Hilton, Jonathan Grisham, Jose Aruajo, Luis Mulero, Brandon Saunders,

Kenneth Worden. Yefrin Argueta, Nicko Patron, Manbir Nahal Raw 2: Robert Griffin, James Thompson, George

Jobson, Alex Moreno, Matt Ellis, Brian Meade, Joaquin Friedman, Will Kelsch, Brian Ponce, Bled Aliu Back Raw:
Nabilo Ali, David Chavez, Jose Perdomo, Daniel Arispe, Doug Rohr, Eric Bat-Erdene, Joseph Myers, Benjamin

Buckholz, Jeffery Kruger, Sean Wilson, Tate Fitzmaurice
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Txeihman TootOall Front Row: Ricardo Meastre, Omid Khali, Eduardo Fuentes, Andy Olivarez, Peter Cook,

Conner Banks Raw 2: Estuardo Fuentes, Steven Wynkoop, Ali Ahmed, Joshua McCaw, Jose Alvarado Raw
3: Ceneca Espinoza, Tyler Lutz, Mussa Sied, Thomas Sheehy, Isabel Parks, Ethen Gurnther Row 4: Sean Kaku,

Joshua Matthews, Keani Solorzano, Sean Howard, Dallas Moales-Hinton, Justin Robinson, Thomas Hedrick,

Julian Esquer-Perez Back Row: Jack Johnson, Henry Casey, Sean Killalea, Michael Appel, Troy Allison, Jack

Appel, Thomas Hedrick, Estavon Smith, Thanos Sarreas



i very sport had its rules, and the

players had their own set of traditions for every

game or meet. The cheerleaders were no

different. Junior Lauren Winger said, "All three

teams have their own set of superstitions, and

as you move up through the teams, those

superstitions also become traditions." For the

varsity cheer team, these superstitions

included not splitting the pole when walking

through a door and always going through

double doors on the right-hand side. Also, on

competition days, the cheerleaders had a rule

of not walking on the Generals emblem on the

floor in the main hallway. Junior Selena

Fernandez said, "We can't walk on the General

because then the other teams will walk all over

us."

For cheerleading, beauty and grace were

as big a part as the physical commitment. On
competitions days, there were even rules when
doing hair. Junior Amanda Barillas said, "A

teammate informed us on a new rule. It is that

two people shouldn't work on one person's hair

at one time." For example, in Districts, one

member of the team got her hair stuck in her

braces after allowing two of her teammates to

take her rollers out. "It is bad luck," said Barillas.

In addition to these superstitions, the

cheerleaders also hope to create a new
tradition of winning Districts. This year was the

first in three years that they had achieved this

honor, and they planned to stay competitive in

the years to come. Freshman Nieve Schimley

said, "After we found out that we won, I could

not even process my emotions. I hope we can

do this again next year!"

Tcnunna. LL&tpentet, '14

SUPERSTITION AMD TRADITION
CHEERLEADERS STRODE TO BEAT THE SUPERSTITIOD TO HOLD Ofl TO TRADITIOD •

ATHLETICS



1 . Junior varsity cheerleader Amanda Barillas comes on the field to do the rumble during the pep rally. It was the

!

cheerleaders' job to get the students excited about upcoming events such as Homecoming. "Being a cheerleader

allows me to be a part of all the pep rallies," said Barillas. "It is really exciting to be in front of all my classmates,

' but sometimes it's also a little nerve racking." 2. While doing one of her cheers, senior varsity cheerleader Daniella

Penaranda laughs. Penaranda said, "Some of the cheers are so ridiculous you just have to laugh and have a good

time while you are doing them." 3. Junior varsity cheerleader Lauren Winger yells during the game against Mt.

Vernon. The cheerleaders encouraged the football team and helped to get fans pumped during games. 4. Junior

varsity cheerleader Selena Fernandez performs during the pep rally. All three teams practiced and performed

together at the pep rally and homecoming game. Fernandez said, "Working with the other teams makes us more

1 unified and closes the gap between the upperclassmen and the underclassmen." B. Sophomore varsity cheerleader

SChukwudilimm Emordi performs one of her routines at the pep rally. The cheerleaders used their routines for

both games and competitions. Emoridi said, "Sometimes the hardest cheers are the most fun." 7. Freshman JV

cheerleader Andrea Rodriguez-Figueroa strikes a pose during one of the cheers. 8. Freshman JV cheerleader

Andrea Rodriguez screams at a game. The different teams cheered on their respective football teams every

week. 9. With the varsity cheer team, freshman Lisa Lai performs a stunt. Lai said, "Stunts are the best part of

* cheer because they're so exciting for both us and the crowd." 1 0. The varsity cheerleaders show off at the end

of their routine. Routines were meant to display cheerleaders' attitude and confidence.

l/anitu Gitli' 3ketx Front Row: Daniella Penaranda,

Selena Fernandez, Alexandra Fonseca, Martha Gebru,

Amanda Barillas. Elizabeth Yuhas, Kiara James Row 2: Nieve

Schimley, Lisa Lai, Audrey O'Donnell, McKenna O'Donnell, Julia

Campbell, Yanglie Cato Row 3: TChynna Carpenter, Alisha

Hiskey, Lauren Winger, Lauren Rivera, Sofia Cardamone,

Melissa Swan, Chukwudilim Emordi

I very much enjoy being

a part of a group I can

call my family"

Kteanna Quintan, ' 1

6

"Cheer helps me be

more social and

outgoing, and I feel that

cheer has really helped

me open up.

L/siite Kan. ' 1

6

When I cheer, I like to

put my heart and soul

into everything we do,

and I enjoy stunting the

most."

M&ttka tfelnu, '13

"Winning Districts

made me feel very

excited; I feel like we
deserved it. All of our

hard work paid off."

Jjia J-oi '16

'theerleading brings

out the positive energy

in me. What can I say

other than cheerleading

is my life?"

Kiata Qamei. '13

Cheer

ATHLETICS
35
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ftera competitiveseason offield hockey,

the girls played in the district tournament to

determine the best team in the area. The

competition in those games was even stronger

than normal. "Districts are really intense

because we know if we lose, we're out," said

sophomore Sarah Chamness. The district

tournament games raised the stakes with a

whole new level of play than the regular season.

Junior Catherine Dempsey said, "There's a lot

more pressure to do well at districts. The team
is a lot more focused!"

In-season games gave theteam preparation

for the intense post-season tournament. "Our

regular-season games prepare us for our

district tournament games," said junior

Jacqueline Mashburn. "During the regular

season we learn to play with each other and

improve as individuals so that when the district

tournament comes, we can go outand play with

1 1 0% and mesh as a team." The intensity of

the district tournament games gave the girls

a chance to come together as a team more
than ever. "The team really pumps each other

up and encourages each other during these

tough games," said sophomore Sarah

Chamness.

The girls won their first game against Falls

Church and despite a double-overtime loss to

Yorktown, secured a spot in regionals. On the

topic, junior Heidi Schmidt said, "The loss was
the toughest part, but we gave it our all. We
will do better next year with new talent."

Junior Jacqueline Mashburn focu_

on dribbling down the field. While

teammates junior Abby Grace and

senior Katrina Cook watched and

supported their teammate from

behind.
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1 . As a member of the opposing team tries to catch up to her, sophomore Colleen Salazar does a quick

move to get past two Robinson defenders. Salazar said, "[What] I was thinking at that moment was that

I wanted to either get the ball up the field, to one of my teammates or into the other team's goal." The

Robinson defender tried unsuccessfully to throw her stick in the mix. 2. Junior Rebecca Choate stands

with her stick down awaiting the ball to come to her in a home varsity field hockey game. The line field

hockey coaches most often said was, "Get your stick down," as the varsity players all knew. 3. Junior Sonia

Lunn swiftly dribbles past a Rams defender, about to look up the field. Her teammate waited beside her to

give her a passing option in case she needed it. 4. In the Robinson game, junior Sarah Bauman speeds

past a defender. "At that moment, I was dribbling towards the goal, and all I wanted to do was score," said

Bauman. They went on to win that game 1-0 in front of the home crowd. 5. Senior Emilia Zevallos looks

up the field while dribbling the ball. Zevallos said, "I was looking up the field for an open pass." With no

defenders around, it was easy for Zevallos to make a play. 6. Goalkeeper senior Margaret Burgos high

fives teammates in the varsity field hockey pre-game ritual. "As varsity players, we hit hands before lining

up for the national anthem before our game," said Burgos. "I was thinking about the game and getting

pumped up to play." The girls pumped each other up before every game with that ritual.
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7. Senior Destiny Boyd sprints towards a ball. Boyd said, "I was running

towards the ball, thinking I wanted the ball and telling myself to hustle and

get it." Boyd's speed helped out the team. 8. A Robinson defender

unsuccessfully contests captain senior Dana Raphael's pass down the field.

The girls transitioned to the offensive with Raphael's pass. 9. Junior Abby

Grace sets up to stop one of Robinson's players' flicks. Herteammates looked

on as they waited for her to finish the play. 10. Sophomore Catherine Dempsey

focuses on getting the ball around the opposing team's defender. "I was

thinking about cutting off the opposing player," said Dempsey. Senior Emilia

Zevallos awaited a pass from Dempsey on the other side as a defender

shadowed Dempsey.

d playing

freshman yi

it into it because my
unt played in college

nd loved it. I love being

n varsity because we
so much-frozen

Friday, team

sleepovers and movie

nights."

\Sckmi& '14
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Madison 1

Robinson 1 o
Lee 2 1 '
Fairfax 6

Chantilly 1

Stuart ». 3
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Hayfield
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2

1

Wins: 8 Losses: 6

l/atsity field tfockey Front Row: Dana Raphael, Morgan Burns, Jacqueline Mashburn, Margaret
Burgos Row 2: Colleen Salazar, Sarah Chamness, Katelynn Petrasic, Abby Grace, Abigail Boshart,

Catherine Dempsey Back Row: Assistant Coach Sharon Prange, Heidi Schmidt, Emilia Zevallos, Katrina

Cook, Destiny Boyd, Sonia Lunn, Sarah Bauman. Rebecca Choate, Head Coach Ms. Beth Prange Not
Pictured: Ramona Rubalcava

Varsity Field Hockey
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eeping the energy high on and off

the field helped the freshman and JV field

hockey players with their game. They used a

variety of methods to pump up one another and

to get themselves energized by doing dress up

days, listening to music, and supporting each

other on and off the field. "We listen to music

and joke around and have a lot of fun [on the

bus]," said sophomore Caroline Polly. "Before

the game, we also get serious and talk about

what we want to do in the game and try to

accomplish that."

On dress up days,teams dressed uniquely

to set themselves apart from others in school.

"I like that on dress up days, others can see us

as a team, and we can let people know how

much we like being on the team and show that

we're proud ofthe team," said freshman Allison

Bohanon. Dress up days included "blackout"

days for games against Yorktown and other

days such as nerd day. "My favorite dress up

day is western day because I get to show off

my country style," said sophomore Charlotte

Hay. "It's fun because it shows spirit."

Onbusridesandduringwarm-ups.the teams

liked to listen to music because it helped keep

the energy high. "Music really helps the team

get pumped, especially when it's really loud,"

said sophomore Julia Fyffe. "Getting everyone

pumped up by singing and cheering is one of

the best parts of being captain." Likewise,

"being pumped up helped the JV and freshmen

field hockey teams because it included talking

with one another, which helps maintain the

intensity," said freshman Bryn Edwards. "There

was a lot of yelling, but positive yelling, to

encourage people on the team. We tell the

other team that we're going to win."

S>&mantna./ucKet, '15

Freshman Grace Douthit runs down

the field with the ball on her stick while

her teammate, Sophie Moran. runs

parallel to her on her left as an open

flat pass. It was important to have

both a flat and through pass to ensure

a quick pass to a teammate.

CHICKS WITH STICKS
Freshman/JV
Field Hockey
ATHLETICS



1 The freshman field hockey team huddles during halftime to discuss what they need to work on during

the second half. During halftime huddles, the team discussed what went well and what needed to be

improved upon. 2. After the opposing team was fouled in the circle, freshman Helen Weierbach gets

low, so she can push pass the ball across the circle. 3. The JV team sprints out of the goal during a

corner, so they can block the ball before it gets too close to the goal. Corners were caused by fouls that

happened in the goal circle. "Corners are either really stressful or exciting depending on what side you're

on," said Engida. "Defense corners are the worst because there's the chance that the other team could

score a goal, and offensive corners are exciting because you have a chance to score and maybe win the

game." 4. In order to get the ball, sophomore Rachel Heinzman does a jab to remove the ball from her

opponent's stick. Jabs were used when the ball came off of the players' stick to get it away from them

and stall them without having to use a block tackle. 5. After the game, freshman Bryn Edwards leads

her team in shaking hands because she played goalie for that game. The freshman team switched off

who played goalie every game to give everyone a chance to try different positions. Edwards said, "I liked

being goalie because I got to kick the ball like I do in soccer, and I also like getting to hit the ball with those

big oven mitts." B. Freshman Chloe Rogers blocks out her opponent after getting around her. In field

hockey, players had to be careful to block out other players because itwas easy to be fouled for obstruction.

"I like defense because I like making

sure the other team doesn't score,

and I like going against offensive

~ and getting the ball out of

the circle."

M&tqot -f)uitin, '14

"I like midfield because it has the

most action, and I also like getting to

bring the ball up the field to the

forwards."

Helen lveietoa.cn, '16
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Tteihmen Tield -//odey Front Row: Carolyn Bradley,

Nicole Rocha, Isabella Narvaez Lauren Charles Row 2: Allison

Bohanon, Juliana RalphArzoe Yousuf , Isabel Arnade. Rebecca

Wroblewski Back Row: Chloe Rogers, Bryn Edwards. Marie

Johnson. Sophie Moran, Sydney Kulok, Megan Huber Mot
Pictured: Grace Douthit

1
. Sophomore Kesh Mullen waits patiently to go into a block tackle, so her opponent will not be able to easily

jo around her. Being patient in field hockey was important. If a player went into a block tackle too early, the

ither team could easily go around them. Mullen said, "I like getting the ball because I get to bring it up the

ield and bring it near the goal, so we can score." 8. Even with a defender on her, freshman Nicole Rocha-

Aguilar keeps the ball on her stick, so she has more control over the ball and to make it harder for the

lefender. "My favorite part about getting the ball was the adrenaline rush and the feeling of being in control,"

!;aid Rocha-Aguilar. "My go-to move when I had the ball was a c-dodge."

"I like midfield because I like running,

so it was the best position for me,

and I liked to help my teammates

out on offense and defense."

lliabeL A/dtvcLei, '16

"I like playing goalie because I like

having control on the field and

having the defense listen to me."

Summer P&ti3, '15

Freshman/JV
Field Hockey
ATHLETICS



uring practice and games, the golf

team used a variety of methods to improve its

score. Some of those methods included a

unique coaching style from their coach and

using specific clubs. This led to an improved

season and personal improvements. "A high

point of the season was during our game
against Edison because it was my best round

of the season," said sophomore Andrew Long.

"The season was also great because we
improved a lot."

The unique coaching style was integral to

the improvement of the team. "The thing that

makes the team unique was coach Downs
because he brings a new aspect to the sport

and team vibe," said sophomore Andrew Long.

The coach had a unique coaching style which

helped the players because he was more of a

friend then a figure of authority. Sophomore

Jeffrey Constantz said, "Practices were my
favorite part of the season because Coach

Downs was funny, and there was a good group

of kids that meshed well with the coach's

teaching style."

The clubs that players' used also influenced

their game because some players were more
comfortable with a certain club than others.

Some also preferred certain clubs because of

their specific use. Sophomore Christopher

Seymour said, "My favorite club is my driver

because I like being able to hit the ball as far

and hard as I can."

Both having a good coach and being

comfortable with the clubs used made the

season memorable and enjoyable for the

players. Sophomore Christopher Seymour

said, "My favorite part of golf is that you play

against a course, so no one can change how
well you play."

Senior Henry Doll smiles after his

drive, satisfied with its course. "My

favorite golf club to use is my three

iron because I can hit pretty much any

shot with it, and very few people can

use it." said Doll. "I also love the way it

feels when I have a good hit."

-£amantna. bucket, '15

STRIVE TO DRIVE
Varsity Golf



1 . Before hitting the ball, sophomore Christopher Seymour carefully plans out his hit, so it will end up close

to the hole. Planning was an important part of golf because it allowed greater accuracy by mapping a hit,

taking distance and position into consideration. 2. Senior Justin Snow stands back to track the ball after

driving it. It was important for players to track their ball, so they knew its location for their next hit. 3. Before

his round, sophomore Benjamin Bohanon discusses his plan with his coach. Discussing a plan was

important, as it was helpful for players to know what holes needed a certain amount of power or if they

needed to aim in a certain direction. "Coach Downs helped because he would tell us to just go out there,

have fun, don't think about it too much, and he told us to try our best," said Bohanon. "He also made sure

that we practiced and that he treated us like adults, which helped us improve as a team." 4. Junior James

Winnifield lightly putts the ball, so he will not miss the hole. Putting was important because it allowed players

to lightly tap the ball into the hole or hit it into the hole from close distances. 5. After driving the ball, senior

Lucas McCartin holds his backswing while tracking the ball. Backswings were important because they

helped provide more power in hits, which ensured the ball would travel farther. B. While keeping his eyes

on the ball, sophomore Andrew Long prepares to hit the ball by having a high backswing. It was important

to keep one's eye on the ball, so players would not miss it when they swung.

ft? t
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7. Freshman John Doll smiles after one of his teammates has a good hit.

8. Junior James Winnifield and senior Lucas McCartin add up the score

together. In golf, players tried to get the lowest score possible, and the four

lowest scores on the team added up to be the overall score. "I improved my
score by practice, practice, practice and working on the mental part of a

game, which could kill you," said McCartin. "Our coach helped us with this by

focusing on the mental aspect instead of the physical swing." 9. Junior James
Winnifield and sophomore Benjamin Bohanon discuss their results so far

while walking to their next hole. 1 0. Before his turn, senior Henry Doll sits with

his brother, freshman John Doll, while listening to music.
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^jHE. Falls Church 200 171
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Hayfield 170 170
Mt Vernon 189 176

"The high points of
Wakefield 225 173

the season were Yorktown 157 173
practices because

Edison H 175 172
they were funny and

entertaining. The k
low points of the

season were the

games that we lost

by only a couple of

strokes."
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Wins: 5 Losses: 1 Ties: 1

vaiitty Cfolf) Front Raw: John Doll, Jeffrey Constants, Isabel Parks, Benjamin Bohanon, Justin Snow
Back Raw: Coach Will Downs, Christopher Seymour, Michael Maykish, Henry Doll, Lucas McCartin,

Spencer Philps Not Pictured: James Winnifield ^
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hile the beginning of the season

seemed to start off slowly, the varsity volleyball

team found inspiration by competing in the

second annual VolleyBRAWL tournament. "I'm

most proud of almost beating Yorktown in the

final round of the tournament," said senior

Devon Brown. The team finished in second

place overall, beating schools such as Lake

Braddock, Jefferson, and Madison.

The season was different than the previous

one, however, which was noticed by the girls.

"What's special aboutthe team this year is that

it's a very young varsity team," said sophomore

Azzaya Ganbaatar. Similarly, Brown said, "A lot

of the younger girls have improved during the

season." The noted improvement was clearly

reflected through the team's scores. "After

[VolleyBRAWL], everyone was so happy and in

such a good mood," said Ganbaatar. "As a

team, our communication skills and the waywe
worked together on the court [progressed]."

The changes in the girls' connections and

general skills came as a surprise to many,

including their competition. "My favorite

memory from this season has to be going

against schools that no one thought we could

beat, [such as J.E.B. and Jefferson]," said

senior Nicole Collantes. The team continued to

encourage each other to work harder in the

hopes of becoming a strong competitor in the

district tournament. Co-captain senior

Heather Banikas remained positive before

districts and said, "Although we've had our ups

and downs, our team has pushed through to

have an overall winning season."

d-mma. ScklmUu, '13
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1 . Captain senior Heather Banikas gets ready for a play during warm ups. During warm ups, the team

worked on a number of drills, starting with a drill where they would "pepper," or pass, set, and hit the ball

with a partner. Warm ups ended with the girls practicing their serves. 2. Freshman Emma Mobley smiles

while working on a passing drill during warm-ups. Mobley said, "My goal is to become a starting right side

and also to do well in districts." 3. Senior Nicole Collantes gets walked out by her family on Senior Night.

She said, "[Senior Night] was a blast for me because, since I've been playing for the program for five years,

I've been looking forward to it for a long time." Highlights of the night included leaving with a win and moving

up to second in the district. 4. Sophomore Samantha Harris gets ready to serve the ball. "My teammates

are always motivating me throughout the season," said Harris. The team's motivation helped the girls get

to the final round of the district tournament, where they finished second, losing to Yorktown. 5. Junior

Sydney Bell watches the ball that she dived for in an attempt to keep the ball in play. Along with keeping

their eyes on the ball and making every play count, the girls made sure to focus on "confidence and playing

as a team," according to Bell. 6. The team gets pumped up for a game by having a pajama day. Spirit days

let the girls have fun and further connected them as a team. Sophomore Samantha Harris said, "I love

dressing up and getting all the strange looks."

\t, I
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7. Senior Devon Brown hits the ball, while a Mclean player attempts to block.

"During games, I'm focusing on the ball and what's happening on the other

side of the court," said Brown. 8. During a huddle, freshman Emma Mobley

motivates the girls. Junior Quetzal Norton said, "We have a lot of cheers and

chants that we use throughout the games that we use to pump us up." 9.

The underclassmen on the team line up to support their senior teammates

on their Senior Night. Junior Lauren Karpinski said, "Everyone is always very

encouraging, and we push each other to do the best we can." 1 0. Juniors

Sydney Bell, Quetzal Norton, and senior Heather Banikas get ready for the

ball to come to their side of the court.
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Wins: 1 Losses: 5

Vaxiltij tfiiU' l/olleulttdl Front Raw: Ariana Urcia, Sydney Bell, Brianna Queen, Azzaya Ganbaatar

Row 2: Samantha Harris, Nicole Collantes, Heather Banikas, Lauren Karpinski. Lauren Armstrong Back
Row: Head Coach John Delaney. Devon Brown, Audrey Batcheller, Emma Mobley. Melissa Swan, Emily

Bragaw-Butler, Coach Steve Taphorn Not Pictured: Quetzal Norton
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his year, there was a push to get the JV

and freshman volleyball teams more involved

with the whole volleyball program. The girlswho
participated were able to, for the first time,

participate in a program fundraiser called

VolleyBrawl. VolleyBrawl was a tournament-

style competition that involved several area

school teams. There was a joint freshman/JV

team as well as a varsity team. "When we won
the silver cup, I was so excited," said freshman

Casey Spellman. "We worked so hard for it, and

I felt that all the hard practices finally payed off."

Besides participating in VolleyBrawl, the

volleyball program tried to get more eighth

graders to join the team. "Playing with eighth

graders was great. The girls were really fun to

be around," said freshman Chloe Jacques. The

thinking behind this was that if younger girls

joined the program earlier, then they could not

only act as team leaders but could also help

build better inter-team connections between

the JV and freshman teams. 'The girls are all

really funny; we all became really good friends,"

said Jacques.

Another goal was to get more siblings

involved. Several players had older sisters

playing for the program or older sisters who
had played for the program in the past. "I've

been playing for W-L for two years now," said

freshman Meghan Fox. "I first started because

my sister was playing, and I had enjoyed playing

the sport in school." By involving families in the

program, there was a greater support for the

teams.

&}&*U'I3

Freshmen Jennifer Brown and Leah

DeLancey stand with the rest of the

JV team to make a tunnel for the

freshman team. There was a big push

to create inter-team connections

between the different I

START YOUIMG
JV/Freshman Volleyball

ATHLETICS



1 Taking a dig, freshman Clare Mclnerney passes the ball to the setter. Mclnemey played the libera

position for the JV team. The libera was a defensive specialist and would replace the middle hitter on

the back row during the rotation. Liberos were members of the team who had the most consistent

passes. 2. Taking a dig, sophomore Alix Ehlers turns to take a long pass. Passes that went long were

called 'free balls,'which meant that the opposing team did not get the chance to hit the ball; instead, they

had to pass to ball over. These passes could go deep on the court, which often times would make players

scramble to return the ball and set up a hit. 3. Returning a hit, freshman Tara Dolan makes a dig pass,

as fellow freshman Michelle Howard watches on. Covering hits was important. In case a player made a

mistake, the team could still recover. Backing up a teammate was important not only during passing,

but also during setting, hitting and blocking. By 'covering' a teammate, players insured that the maximum

amount of points could be earned. 4. Blocking a hit, freshmen Lucy Shoemaker and Casey Spellman

jump to win a point. Blocking hits was a way for teams to earn points without having to undergo the

bump, set, spike method to return the ball. Blocking was imperative to the front row, and was consistently

worked on during practice. 5. Sophomore Gabrielle Young jumps to make a set pass. Setting was a skill

normally reserved for one or two players, but was regularly worked on during practice. If the setter took

the first set, it was imperative that another player be able to set up an opportunity for a hit.

Us Them

Row: Katarina Holtzapple, Clare

Mclnerney, Jennifer Brown, Mackenzie Bell, Isabel Parks, Alix

Ehlers Back Raw: Alison Miller, Katherine Wftte, Imogen

Thomas, Gabrielle Young, Leah DeLancey, Abigail Stengle Not
Pictured: Olivia Beach, Meghan Fox, Gail Muggill, Maura

Thomas Jefferson 2

Centreville 2

West Springfield III

D

2

Yorktown

MtVemon
Edison 2 D
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D

D
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Wins: 9 Losses: 6
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Marshall 2 ^^^^H

McLean 2

Thomas Jefferson 1 2

Centreville 2

Lee 2

South Lakes 1 2

West Springfield

Hayfield

Yorktown

2

2

2

1

Mt.. Vernon 2
r- ,
buison

Wakefield

2

2 o
Stuart
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Falls Church °

Jjj

Txeikman i/olUulrall Front Row: Chloe Jacques,

Dominique Maderal, Shannon Murphy, Kelsey Vander Ley,

Michelle Howard. Brenna Douthitt Back Row: Jordan

Armstrong, Alexandra Michalowski, Lucy Banks. Casey

Spellman, Slavina Ancheva, Lucy Shoemaker Not Pictured:

Tara Dolan
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,6. During a match, freshman Jennifer Brawn takes a back row hit. Brown had been playing the sport since

sixth grade, when her older sister had begun playing the sport. "My sister was playing, and she suggested

Ithat I try it too." said Brawn. Playing the same sport as a sibling could sometimes be stressful and cause

i sibling rivalries to occur because of the comparisons between the two players. "Playing the same sport

as my sister can be kind of annoying." said Brown. "We play the same position, but she's 6'0", so naturally

everyone compares our playing." 7. Freshman Isabel Parks serves the ball during a match. Serving was
crucial to scoring points because the action would set up specific plays and could even earn players points

if the ball was not returned. Players spent a significant amount of practice working on serves.

"Everyone is really supportive and we
have a lot of fun playing the sport we

love."

'atnuz -fiolhapjale '15

"Being on a team you get really close

to each other, you become family."

UfttlnidU LjourHj, '15

"The team is really supportive;

if you make a mistake,

everyone still cheers you on."

Mauta. O'^ielltf, '16

"We all have to work as a

team and work together to

win points."

K&tketlne Wltie, '15

jm/mm

JV/Freshman Volleyball
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hileseveralfactorsinfluencedrunning

performance in cross country, the effort put

into practices was integral to each individual's

success in races. "The practices affect my
performance in races a lot," said junior Lecia

Stock. "I missed a lot of practices because of

marching band and though I improved, it was
much more difficult. Workouts, even though

they are horrible to do, really help you to run

better."

Theteam also influenced how each individual

performed. "Teamwork is very important in

cross country. The team drives me to perfect

my performance, and it helps when everyone

cheers theirteam on," said senior Reese Lewis.

Support from teammates and coaches, along

with the desire to set personal records,

provided motivation. The coaches' willingness

to go above and beyond their responsibilities

especially influenced both sophomore Adam
Michalak and junior Kaitlin Dumont. "The

coaches are great," said Michalak and

Dumont. "They push you hard, but care about

you. If you are injured, they make sure you do

the proper things to help [the injury]."

For the day of the meet, helpful techniques

developed by the runners included pacing

themselves and focusing on the race rather

than external distractions. "I think about the

beat of a song that matches my pace," said

freshman Miles Clapp. While thinking about

music helped pace Clapp, setting goals to pass

a specific runner ahead of one's self was
beneficial for others "A method that helps me
to do better is to pick a certain girl to keep up

with, and then when you pass her, pinpoint

another girl," said girls' captain senior Rebecca

Rhinehart. "At the end, it all comes down to

practice, if you practice hard, you'll definitely do

well in races " ^kalma. -fiktket, '14

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
— EFFORT PUT IDTO PRACTICES UJy^S ODE OF SEI/ER/1L FACTORS TH»T mOTIl^/ITED CROSS COUHTRV RURHERS -

[ rnss Country
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1 Junior Anna Mendelson paces herself as she runs during a meet. Itwas the second yearthat Mendelson

participated in cross country, and she hoped to do so again. Mendelson said, "I try not to think about

anything except the race [when I run]." 2. Junior Haileyesus Demsie keeps his goal of winning in his mind

and makes sure he doesn't lose his stamina. Other members on the team looked up to him and were

encouraged to give everything their best. Demise said, "I just try my hardest and push myself a lot." 3.

Sophomores Dakota Wenberg and Maya Sterett help each other by keeping pace while running together.

Both were known to keep their goal in mind and to keep running, no matter what. Wenberg and Sterett

said, "As a team, we push each other and work together to maintain a good pace during races and

workouts." 4. Senior Michael Hughes hopes to outrun junior Jeremy Lokke-Seunarine. Both Hughes and

Lokke-Seunarine had a strategy where they each kept up with someone on the team, who kept them

running until the end. Hughes said, "During a race, we try to focus on the person that is ahead of us and

keep our mind clear of all thoughts, while being motivated by the thought of a better performance than

the last performance." 5. Junior Caitlyn Mulcahy runs with the hope of getting a personal record. During

practices, Mulcahy challenged herself to do well, but like many members on the team, she felt she could

have done better. Mulcahy said, "[The intensity of practice] all depends on each day. Some days our

coaches tell us to take it easy, but some days are difficult."

"Practice is the key to racing well.

Without good workouts during

practice, you do not have the physical

or mental capacity to do as well as

you should during races."

Qotdan <?elL, ' 14

m "My strategy is to usually start a

race slower than I finish, and then I

speed up on the hills while my mind

wanders or counts steps."

A/oak Kennedy, ' 1

6

Girls' 3-Mile Times

Sarah Angell 17:55

Annika MacEwen 18:54

Jordan Selby 18:57

Sarah Sears 19:00

Jordan GrirMldi 19-10

V

Front Row: Annika Rhinehart, Holli Helm, Gianna Lum,

Rebecca Rhinehart Row 2: Dakota Wenberg, Kathryn Eng,

i Row: Head Coach Matthew Przydz*

i. Caitiyn Mulcahy. Allison Jaffe, Helen Westergrer

Leonard, Pernn Falkner, Assistant Coach Laura Przydzial Mot
Pictured: Sarah Angell. Casey Andrade, Mareike Dubbels.

Kaitlyn Dumont, Zaira Flores, Julia Scarselli, Madison Gallant,

Jordan Grimaldi, Mora-Devi Hav, Isabel Larraca, Skylar List,

Annika Macewen, Anna Mendelson, Adeline M"~-

Nichols, Isabella Quinn, Jordan Selby, liana Shap

Lecia Stock, Deanna Thurman, Adriana

IP"""

HARYLANp

KERALS

m
Haileyesus Demsie 15:46

Patrick Odlurr

Christopher K

Alexander Seff 17:05
* "atthew Tatum 17:12

>ah Kennedy, Oscar Montana Assistant Coach Laura

ydzial Row & Miles Clapp, Nathan Heinzman, William

jahan, Jeremy Lokke-Seunarine, Jeremy Thacker, Michael

hes, Jens Byer Back Row: Head Coach Matthew
—
'zial, Benjamin Hyde. Noah King. Christopher Bardo, Kyle

ay, Geoffrey Odium, Alexander Seff, Justin Szczerbinski,

mes Markert Mot Pictured: Kevin Corcoran, Marco
jredia, Moussa Dia, Daniel Eigler-Harding, Julian Leiter,

Reese Lewis, Rober MacFarlane. Antonio Mestre, Neil Mockler,

Christopher Mutty, Patrick Odium, Johannes Petter, Scott

V

3. As she runs, sophomore Donia Nichols disregards all outside distractions. She was greatly influenced

-o do well each time, because winning and pushing herself to high demands were two important persuaders

iier.

Nichols said, "I like winning and making myteam and coaches proud of me." 7. JuniorOscar Montano
nts in the race with a determined mind along with freshman Justin Szczerbinski. Montano, among
;rs, was also influenced by his coaches. "The coaches are amazing," said Montano. 'They are supportive

know how to push you." 8. Sophomore Christopher Mutty maintains his own pace as he runs as fast

ie can to the finish line. Mutty was driven by the need to excel at each of the workouts and races. Mutty
I. "I try to do most of my workouts, but in all, I am definitely driven by the competition

"

"The coaches are really encouraging.

Nothing is more motivating than

hearing them yelling at you during a

race."

*>atah %eati, '14



layers on the girls varsity basketball

team practiced to improve skills not only for

upcoming games, but also for large-scale

tournaments between multiple schools.

Attention and concentration were especially

vital for the practices prior to the games and

tournaments, as players sought to work with

one another to perform their drills as smoothly

as possible.

In order to display a sense of cooperation

during the games, players looked to be eye-to-

eye with one another during practices. The

importance of communication between

teammates was especially significant during

drills. "Without communication, there is no

structure and everything is disorganized," said

junior Tatianna Roberts-Torres, one of the

captains of the team.

Dedication to practices was also an

important factor for success for the larger

tournaments in addition to the usual games.

Good attendance was especially necessary, as

practices provided time for players to

communicate with both their teammates and

their coaches.

Every minute of preparation time prior to

tournaments was vital to the team's success.

Wins ultimately made the practices and

communication between the team worthwhile.

Said sophomore Arielle Hogan, "The best part

is being able to help and work together with my
teammates to do the best we can while

playing."

M(yta.-/-/at/, '13
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Sophomore Arielle Hogan dribbles

down the court Hogan has been playing

basketball for seven years. "[I like) being

able to meet different people of all age

groups that share a common interest

of playing basketball," said Hogan.

A SEAMLESS TEAM
Varsity Girls Basketball

ATHLETICS



1 . Sophomore Arielle Hogan searches for an open teammate for a pass. 2. Junior Sarah Bauman gets

ready to shoot. 3. Players gather to steal the ball from an opponent on the opposite team. Members of

the team were able to frequently improve their skills with one another during practices in order to develop

a sense of cooperation among the team, which was necessary for games. Practices allowed players to

run through a routine of drills and go through plays with each other while improving individually. "One of

the most important skills to have as a basketball player is being able to look up when you dribble so that

you can see the court," said senior Ariana Urcia. "The best thing about being on the team is having your

teammates there to encourage you and pump you up during the games." 4. Sophomore Arielle Hogan

practices during a warm-up prior to a game. 5. Junior Mackenzie Anderson attempts to steal the ball from

an opponent. Anderson thought that practices were crucial to the team's success and allowed players to

further develop their skills before games. "[Practices are important because] how you practice is how you

play," said Anderson. 6. Junior Laura Pastre looks to pass to another player as an opponent attempts to

block. Pastre joined the team during her freshman year. "My advice would be to start working out before

the season starts and to go to the fall ball games," said Pastre when giving advice to future players. "It

puts you ahead of the rest and in basketball mode. Don't be nervous, you will be great!"
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7. Junior Tatianna Roberts-Torres dribbles the ball. Roberts-Torres was one

of the captains of the team this season and saw that communication was an

especially significant component to the team's overall successes and game
wins. "Communication is key," said Roberts-Torres. 8. Sophomore Marie

Serfis guards the ball. When giving advice to future players, Serfis said, 'Try

to participate in summer clinics and fall pre-season. Basketball is year-round."

9. Junior Mackenzie Anderson looks for someone to pass to. 1 0. Prospective

players watch as other players demonstrate new techniques. Prior to the

beginning of the season, players participated in a one-day skills development

clinic in order to prepare for tryouts.
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"The team is like my
family. We all

support each other

and push ourselves

; the best. We
" have a lot of

igether. and

jay together

through rough

times or games."

-fttidna. Utcia, '13

Herndon

Westfield

Annandale

Wakefield

Centreville

Hayfield

Mount Vern

Blacksburg

Pulaski

Liberty

Yorktown

Falls Church

1^*53

Wins: 8 Losses:

l/etiitif (fhli /Saikatlttdl Front Row: Manager Au'Jordan Hunt, Sarah Bauman, Arielle Hogan, Cindy

Berry, Janel Moore, Ariana Urcia, Coach Beth Prange Back Row: Assistant Coach Ron Files, Mackenzie
Anderson, Tatianna Torres-Roberts, Laura Pastre, Audrey Bartz, Marie Serfis, Coach Angie Kelly Not
Pictured: Destiny Boyd
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t was not a surprise that the boys varsity

basketball team wanted to become district

champions: the question was what it was going

to take for them to get that far. Junior Kyle

Davis said, "We need to play together as one,

make smart choices, and not let what others

say affect us." This year, the boys really wanted

to make a change from last year. Davis said,

"That is my team, and never will I ever let anyone

come in between."

One of the key factors the boys thought

might hold them back was not having a set

leader. Coach Robert Dobson said, "We need

someone to step up and be a leader. I can only

be the coach, not the leader too." Even

teammates who were not captains had to take

it upon themselves to get the team pumped

before games. Senior Lucas McCartin said,

'The dinners we have before the games get us

really hyped, but the hypest moments we have

are in the locker room while we listen to Love

Sosa."

The team wanted to repeat and improve

on their record from last year. With most

players returning, the team understood what

it would take to become district champions.

This also allowed for younger and new players

to learn from veterans. Sophomore Alexander

Seff said, "I look up to the older players because

I know theyare very experienced, and they know

how to perform under pressure."
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WHAT WILL IT TAKE?
THE BOVS ST6P UP /IRD DO THGIR JOB TO BRIDG HOIDG A CH^mPIORSHIP

Varsity Boys
Basketball
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1 . As a member of the opposing team tries to block him, junior Jonah Sens takes a shot. Sens

said, "At 6' 5", I'm one of the tallest people on the team, and I use my height to shoot over the

heads of people on the other team." 2. Senior Lucas McCartin takes a jumpshot for three

points. The team made lots of threes throughout the course of the season. McCartain said,

"Thats how we won many of our games. Our team is a three-point team; we have many jump

shot shooters." 3. Junior Kyle Davis dribbles looking for an open man to pass to so that the

team can have the open play. A lot of time was spent controlling the ball and looking for the

best way to get in for the shot. 4. Senior David Duncan runs down the court as he drives to

the basket and looks for the open shot. Duncan was the shooting guard, and it was up to him

to score points for the team. 5. Senior Alex Coppa sets for a technical. Coppa said, "A technical

shot is one of the easiest ways to benefit off the mistakes of the otherteam without the pressure

of a normal freethrow where you have people on either side of you waiting for you to mess up."

6. Junior Jonah Sens holds the ball as he looks up at the basket ready to take a shot. Timing

was critical when taking a shot.
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7. Senior Kellen Blake dribbles the ball as he calls out the play. The team had

a lot of different plays, and it was up to the guards to choose the play they

thought would work best. 8. Senior Matthew Slater rebounds the ball after

the opposing team missed the jump shot. This meantthat Slater had to decide

»VJ if he was going to pass the ball or run up the middle ofthe court. 9. Sophomore

Alexander Seff dribbles to complete the three point play. Making three point

J plays was one of the many ways the team decided to take an easy win. 1 0.

Senior Lucus McCartin makes a hard decision on the court in the last few

seconds of the game. McCartin said, "It is difficult deciding between shooting

or passing, but you have to make smart choices."

£ >Jt team we are

unstoppabi

we can't

defeated, i

thought we had

Vatiitif Eoyj' Eaiketbell Front Row: Lucas McCartin, Matthew Slater, Julius Spain, Paul Murphy, Drew
Pasqucrette Row 2: Coach Russie Alexander, Alexander Seff, David Duncan, Kyle Davis, Kellen Blake, Keith

Whitney Back Row: Coach Chris Jacobs, Samuel Patecell, Alex Coppa, Gantulga Bathbald, Jonah Sens,

Aaron James, Coach Robert Dobson
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» ractice was an important part of playing

any sport, including playing basketball. The JV
and freshman team specifically were trained

to play in practice as they would play in games.

This included the energy at practice and the

type of drills and plays that the girls ran. The

drills imitated game-time situations so the girls

always had to take them seriously. Sophomore
Courtney Hatton said, "We practice to get

better, so whatwe practice should show on the

court, or [the hard work] was just a waste of

time."

The girls learned different plays to

incorporate into the games. The point guard

called a play based on the type of defense that

the opposing team was playing, whether that

be man-to-man, zone, orsome variation of both.

It was very important to run plays correctly at

practice to ensure that the team was ready for

the intense situation in a game. Freshman

Ashley James said, "the things in practice

become a force of habit so it comes naturally

in games."

Running the correct drills and having a good

arsenal of plays learned at practice was
important, however, the actual game play

depended on the intensity of the drills while

being practiced. In a game, the opposing team
always came out playing harder than the team
expected. So, at practices, the girls often

played with and scrimmaged with an upper

team: JV played with varsity, and the freshman

team played with JV. This also upped the

intensity at practice to prepare for game time.

Sophomore Anna SomsiKova said, "It's

important to practice with varsity players

because they push us and make us better.

None ofthe JVteamswe play will evercompare

to the varsity level."

Zfydetk^, '15

-

fake near the basket. The girls

taught to do pump fakes on fast

s to fake the defender into

laying. Chamness' pump fake

—
was successful and got th

\ in the air a few feet.
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TRAIN TO WIN
uJI^ y*nD FRESHm/in B/ISHETB^LL PRACTICED TO PREP/IRE FOR in— G/lfTIE SITU/ITIOnS-

Freshman/JV
Girls Basketball
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1 Freshman Kierra Nelson does a crossover just as she gets over half court. The ball was below her knees,

which the coaches frequently told the players to do. A low crossover was important, so the other team

would not steal the ball while the point guard was making a move. 2. Freshman Lydia Cawley stands with

her hands on her hips in front of the free throw line. Cawley said, "Free throws are important because if

games are close, they can be the difference between a win or a loss. My free throw routine is short but

important because it gives me time to catch my breath." Players sometimes stood behind the line before

shooting to calm down and focus. 3. Freshmen Audrey Bartz dribbles around one of the other teams'

defenders. Post players were depended on to get to the basket, so it was important for post players to

be able to get around large defenders by making moves. 4. Post players get in the paint to be able to take

shots. Sophomore Anna Somiskova goes up for a shot in the paint against the Annandale Atoms defenders.

As she wastallerthan the defenders, this was an effective move. 5. Freshman basketball coach Mr. Turrisi

points at the court during a huddle. Freshman Joanna Paniagua said of the huddles, "It motivates me to

try hard and not give up. The coach tells us what we should work on, what plays to run, and sometimes

the other team's weakness. Players in the huddle tell each other to watch for the screens or say things

like 'good shot'." The teams huddled to reflect on their playing.

don

i/estfield

Annandale

Wakefield

Centreville
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2^ 32
49
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RgflStel Perez,

h Serf. Kierra Nelson.

Chamness Back Raw:
e, La'Shea Thomas, Anna

iwn Blow

were easy points for the girls to score, so they practiced a lot on making them. Focusing helped Th
achieve her shot. 7. Freshman Michelle Howard dribbles the ball up the court as the Generals face theM
jin an away game. It was important for the girls to keep their determination level high when playing at away
yames and for the girls to not get intimidated. 8. Freshman Olivia Wadzinski flies down the court on a fast

oreak. Fast break baskets provided easy points for the quick team. Although Wadzinski was a forward, she
|«as one of the fastest on the team and contributed well with her fast break opportunities.

"I like basketball because it's a fast

sport; we're always moving. I think the

team looks really good so far with

good communication and all."

Txa/iueL 7-^ete^, '15

"I play a post, either center or power

forward. The perks are that I can

rebound and hit bank shots. I just

love playing the game."

-QudLteu Rath, '16

"I started playing in fourth grade,

and I play a point guard. Basketball is

m sport, and it's fun to

iass and play defense."

vtaen Sxi&meto, '1

6
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nowing the team was an undeniable

advantage when playing a team sport. Knowing

the teams strengths and weaknesses helped

both the freshman and the JV teams achieve

victories this year. Freshman Gene Jones said,

"It is fun because we've played with each other

before, and I knew what to expect from my
teammates, so I could anticipate their next

move on the court."

This year, a lot ofthe players played together

outside of school on travel and club teams. This

caused a lot of overlap of players. Freshman

Justin Szcerbinski said, "Even if you didnt play

with someone, you know who everyone is, and

you know how they play because you've played

against them." In Arlington, players can play on

a variety of teams, including House and

Recreation teams, AAU, and they can travel. All

these teams offer different levels of

competition and help the players improve

essential skills. Junior Benjamin English said,

"Everyone likes playing on multiple teams

because sometimes you want to be challenged,

and sometimes you want to be a star."

The goal for the team was to go for the

district title. Freshman Mebratu Ausink said, "I

hope we can win Districts, but I know we will

have to put in a lot of work." This extra work

included playing pickup games and doing more
workouts separate from practice. Ausink said,

"Knowing and being friends with most of my
teammates made getting together on the

weekends to play easier, and it really helped me
improve my skills."

M&tba. 2>kotweLL, 1

6
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Freshman Mebratu Auskm

at the top of the key to go

hard lay-up. Auskin saPd. "Th

the most difficult plays we ha
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1 Freshman William Siegal runs down the court dribbling the ball. The freshman team started their

season with big wins but hit a rough spot for a while. Siegal said, "Even though we are one and three in

the district, and we've had a couple of really close games, I know we will pull through and take over." 2.

Freshmen Evan Schadelbauer takes a shot over the back of a player on the opposing team. Good form

was key to making baskets, and players had to focus on the basics to make sure they sunk the shot.

Schadelbauer said, "It's great to be on a team with people you know because the games are more

competitive and fun to play in." 3. Sophomore Jacob Campbell recovers the ball after a turnover. Getting

the ball after the other team lost it was a great way to gain an advantage and to turn the game around,

sometimes, even giving the team the chance at making a lay-up. "I'm excited to play on the team with not

just sophmores but [also with] juniors and freshmen, too," said Campbell. "They all bring a lotto the team."

4. Freshman Henry Casey goes up for the tip off at the beginning of the game. Getting the jump ball gave

the team the upper hand from the start. Casey said, "Getting the jump ball shows the other team not to

mess with us, because we beat them from the beginning." 5. Freshman Derrick Harris switches hands

in an effort to fake out the other team. Being able to confuse and ultimatly beat the other team was a

good skill to have but it required lots of practice on the players' own time. Harris said, "My teammates

motivate me to practice everyday and work hard. I don't want to let down such great teammates."

"Even though I'm shorter than most

players, being point guard, I get to

handle the ball a lot. When I beat

someone taller, it's a good feeling."

Jlucai MencJlei, '16

f£)

"Playing out of school helps me
improve my skills, so when I play in

school, I always do my best
."

-fivel UoncLnnei, '15

manager is a way to be a

of the team by writing [the

—i'] stats and additional

information."

3 Freshman (

nuch height as possible allowed for players to shoot over the other team. "When I'm going to the basket.

:'s just me and the hoop: I'm just thinking about making the shot," Jones said. "I stay focused, and I don't let

iothing get in my head." 7. Preparing to pass to one of his teammates, junior Benjamin English stops and
|3oks around. Making a good pass meant the difference between scoring and losing the ball. English said,

Before I pass, I have to run through all the different options in my head and pick the best one." 8. Junior

jOebeyu Engida dribbles the ball up the center of the court to go up for the lay-up.



he swim and dive team this yearwas filled

with positive energy as the boys and girls of the

swim and dive teams prepared to win another

district championship. Swim team head coach

Kristina Dorville and assistant coaches Rachel

Wishner, Nina Kuziel, and A.J. Dunn led after

school practices Monday-Friday. Dive team

coach Jess Ward also supported the team for

another successful season. Dive team captain,

senior Rourke Donahue helped lead the team.

Donahue said, "The boys are undefeated, and

the girls are second, so we all help to keep each

other motivated."

Senior Julianna Butler also agrees that the

seniors have made a difference this year. 'This

has been one of the best seasons because we
have such strong seniors for role models, plus

it's always good to be on top."

The Friday night meets throughout the

season were exciting, whether they were held

at the Washington-Lee pool or at their

opponent's pool, the swim team had a solid

student cheering section. "I like that my team

is on the edge of the deck screaming and

pounding on the blocks," said sophomore

Matias Moreno. "It felt really great when I

finished my 100 back [stroke] and everyone

was cheering for me." The team also enjoyed

the support of many parent volunteers that

help support the team with snacks at the

meets and by helping with swim team fund

raisers. This year, like previous years, the team
sponsored a table at the Washington-Lee

Holiday Bazaar in order to raise funds for the

team.

S>am&ntna. ^ueket, '15

1 SCREAM, YOU SCREAM
THE SUJim AViU Dll/E TE>»mS USED POSITIVE EflERGV TO HELP THEfll THROUGHOUT THE SE/ISOn

Swim and Dive

ATHLETICS
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1 . Freshman Stephen Ray prepares to do his dive. 2. Before diving, freshman Allison Bohanon waits to

make sure the judges are ready for her. 3. Junior Gavin Obrist swims freestyle during his warmup. Freestyle

is the most basic stroke that many new swimmers learn. 4. Before her race, junior Catherine Seaton

gives advice to her fellow teammate, junioor Caitlyn Mulcahy. Many swimmers took the time during warm-

up to get ready for their race by fine tuning their details. 5. At the beginning of his race, sophomore Bryan

Meade performs a backstroke start. Meade competed in the state meet along with junior Francisco

Rodriguez, junior Philip O'Doherty, and junior Jay DeLancey. Meade said "Swimming in States was definitely

a great experience for the team because it was fun and a really fast meet." B. Seniors Daniella Penaranda,

Natalie Hewitt, Deborah Wroblewski, Zoe Van Grack, Hanna Smith-Benjamin, Margaret Burgos, and May
Stearman pose for a photo in their senior night outfits. Senior night is a big deal for swim team which

starts with a breakfast before school and continues through the day with a special performance from the

seniors during the meet. "Being a senior on the team is a lot of fun because everyone looks up to you, and

you're the oldest on the team, so people come up to you with their problems," said senior Hanna Smith-

Benjamin. "My favorite part of senior night is when the coaches make speeches about you and everyone

gets emotional. It's nice to hear what the coaches think about you and all the other seniors on the team."

1 \D*~¥

34
117

106

Wins: 7 Losses:

Swim and Dive
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hegymnasticsroomwasfullofexcitement

on the first day of practice. Many new
underclassmen attended, and the team

captains were glad to see so many new faces.

"I love seeing new faces on the team and

getting to know the underclassmen," said

senior Mary Lynn Clark. The coaches started

off the practice by seeing what the new
gymnasts could do. Senior Brittany Mirro said,

"It's so fun for me to see new people excited to

learn and enjoy gymnastics."

The captains took initiative throughout the

season and decided to boost team spirit and

try new ways to bring the team closer together.

"I am really excited to see how our team comes

together as a result of dressing up before

meets," said junior Heidi Schmidt. When the

idea of "Army Day" or "Baby Day" was
introduced, the team was eager to participate.

Senior Liliana Olsen said, "They seemed super

excited about dressing up as a team."

The gymnasts, along with their coaches,

looked forward to hosting the District

Championships. Senior Kylie Auble said, "I love

our gym, and I am excited for students to come
and see us. This year, winning Districts at home
will mean that we will have the support of our

Generals Brigade and our loving parents."

The support proved to be a key element in

helping the girls win the district and regional

meets and later become second in the state.

Said Clark, "When we had home meets, it really

motivated us to compete our best when we
saw our friends in the stands, cheering us on."

<?lcybLt£iit, '16

Ljnma. Scnim/ey, '13

Senior Madeline Sendek reaches up

to the bars to begin her routine.

"During my routine, I say key words like

extend, tight, push, toes, and sharp

[to] help me stay focused on my skills,"

said Sendek.

I
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1 . Senior Kylie Auble takes a jump while performing on vault. Many gymnasts made sure to stay focused

before their routines. "Before I vault, I run through the motions of the skill in my head and try to remember

all of the corrections my coaches have given me," said Auble. 2. Sophomore Ann Hatcher catches the bar.

Hatcher was one of the girls who was on the small competitive team. 3. Seniors Mary Lynn Clark, Kylie

Auble, Madeline Sendek, sophomore Ann Hatcher, and freshman Alexandra Webster await the final results

at a meet. Many of the girls felt that competing as a team provided a great level of enthusiasm that helped

keep everyone motivated,. "My teammates' cheering increases my confidence and makes me more

aggressive," said Sendek. 4. Senior Mary Lynn Clark sticks her landing after completing her routine on

bars. Her routine involved a giant to a layout fly away, which was especially difficult: it consisted of a swing

around the bar, release, a flip in the air, and a landing. "My favorite event is bars because they're really fun

to swing on," said Clark who went on to win the district all-around competition. 5. Coach Joe D'Emidio

watches senior Kylie Auble as she finishes her bar routine. Auble, who competed on the team for four

years, was proud of everything the team accomplished. "The best part of the season was winning Regionals

for the second year in a row," said Auble. 6. Freshman Alexandra Webster prepares to begin a bars

routine. Webster, along with all of the girls who competed, was on a club team as well. "The skills carry

over a lot," said Webster. "It helps to do club because you have extra practice."
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7. Senior Maia Mandel focuses as she begins her bars routine. "Before I

perform a routine, I always take a deep breath and tell myself to do my routine

like I practiced it," said Mandel. 8. Senior Kylie Auble, freshman Alexandra

Webster, and senior Madeline Sendek switch events in a rotation.

Sophomore Ann Hatcher said, "I love the excitement leading up to hearing

I the final score at a meet because it shows at the end how much hard work

and effort the team has put into their routines." 9. Sophomore Ann Hatcher

leaps while performing on beam. "Beam is my favorite event because I really

like the challenge of doing hard tricks and keeping my balance," said Hatcher.

1 0. Junior Anna Siddle begins a skill while on vault. This was Siddle's third

consecutive year on the team. "I am looking forward to being a captain next

year. It is going to be pretty fun," said Siddle.

Cfifmnaitla Front Row: Kateri Gajadhar, Morgan Burns. Mary Lynn Clark, Diana Voronina, Annie Siddle.

Elaine Khuu. Nieve Schimley, Michelle Vu, Camilla Rios Raw B: Coach Ron Melkis, Jennifer Laredo, Sonia

Holar, Alexander Webster, Summer Paris, Katherine Curtin, Cailin Ramsey, Coach Joe D"Emidio Back
Row: Brittany Mirro. Tynasia McKay. Alexa Cardamone. Heidi Schmidt, Katherine Taylor. Kylie Auble. Alisha

Hiskey, Annie Hatcher, Sophie Hatcher, Fiona Hickey Mot Pictured: Skylar List. Alison Bohanon, Liliana

Olsen

iing on the team

this year has been a

ton of fun. All of the

people from last

year are very

welcoming to all of

the new members.

The meets are long,

but all my
teammates have

made them really

fun to go to. I love

how everyone is so

positive and

encouraging to

each other."

Robinson Meet

McLean Meet

Mt. Vernon

Washington Lee

Langley

Mt. Vernon Q
Washington Lee

National Districts

Northern Region

States

t?b\

1 st out of 5

1 st out of
""

1 st out of 5

1 st out of 5

1 st out of 6

1 st out of 6

1 st out of 5

1 st out of 8

1 st out of 8

2nd out of 8

•if

/ins: 9 Losses:

Gymnastics
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ifle required high amounts of hard

work and patience. Intricacy was also an

important part of rifle that was needed to hit the

bullseye. Rifle was a fascinating sport on how the

rifle shoots the bullet when the trigger is pulled

and how the matches work. Sophomore

Brandon Timpane said, "I got interested in rifle

because of how different it is, but it is also very

fascinating." How a match works is there is a

bunch of different targets about a little bit bigger

than a quarter. There are three different

positions you shoot from: prone, kneeling, and

standing. Each competitor is scored on how
close the shot is to the center of the target.

SeniorTruman Towle said, "Since the targets are

so small, it takes lots of focus and steady hands

to make a bullseye. But with lots of practice and

hard work, you can hit a bullseye every time."

Most students who got interested in rifle

heard through the announcements or were

fascinated by the sport in general. But some
of the students had been shooting guns since

they were young. For example, Junior Wanda
Fountain said, "I have always had a passion for

rifle ever since myfatherand grandfathertaught

me how to shoot a rifle when I was young." This

was the same for assistant coach Yates. She

started rifle back in high school and really liked

it because rifle was a sport for all ages. Coach

Yates said, "Rifle has always been a passion of

mine ever since I started in high school. On the

range, my main goal is to keep the range as safe

as possible, and I have stuck with that ever since."

i
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(Jetemu Tkacket, '1
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1 Junior Truman Towle sets up his scope to see where he hit the target. He also adjusts his scope on

his rifle to the right zoom so he can see the target crisply. This is something he has had a lot of practice

with. It can help make a shot a lot easier. 2. Sophomore Timothy Bates looks through his scope down

range picking what targets he wants to shoot at. The use of a scope in rifle is actually a very important

part because its use is to see where the shot hit on the target and then make adjustments depending

on where you hit the target. If the shot is far off from the target, it helps walk the shot in. 3. Sophomore

Brandon Timpane and senior Raymond Dulman aim down range for their next shot in practice. Practice

is a key part in rifle because it helps become more accustom with a rifle and also build technique. Practice

also helps shooters get accustom to the three different positions of rifle. 4. Junior Wanda Foutain picks

her next target in the standing position. Standing is one of the positions she is working on. It takes a lot

of focus and patience to master the standing position. 5. Freshman Timothy Fry reloads his rifle with a

pellet. These rifles are not actually real guns but the team treats the guns like they are real. The guns

are powered by compressed air. The guns are made very light because of how long shooters have to

hold the rifle to take a good shot. 6. Coach Yates shows sophomore Timothy Bates how to load a pellet

into his rifle and reload the rifle as well. This an important skill because not knowing how to load the rifle

could cause jams, and in worse cases, damage the rifle.

"My main goal in rifle is to become the

best on the team and someday go to

the Junior Olympics, and with focus

and practice, I can achieve this."

Ktandan Timpune, '15

"I got started in rifle because I heard

about it on the announcements, and

it sounded really fun, so I decided to

give rifle a try, and I have loved it."

/K&umonA l/ulman, '13

Us Them

ege 967 10

West Potomac 982 J
A

Robinson

WTWoo
Landon

Lake Braddock 1020 110
West Springfield 1002 108
Mavericks 1032 443
Yorktown

951 1081 f

1020 1104 b
ry, Truman Towl

7 oach Yates teaches Timothy Fry some extra techniques and tips so he can get a bulls' eye every shot. Little

i can actually make a big difference because it's those little adjustments that really affect the shot when
i bull's eye is the size of a quarter. 8. Truman Towle lines up his next shot down range with his high precision
i Every shot counts, and Truman is an expert at making sure he is precise. In a meet, the shooter only

3' > a certain amount of shots per position, and it is important to make every shot count. 9. Truman Towle
T :es adjustments to his gun after his original shot was off-target. He uses these adjustments to walk the
si

:
until he can hit the bull's eye every time. His patience and focus has helped him to become the team

:i ain, something he is very proud of.

"With rifle, I hope to someday get a

scholarship to college with it. In rifle,

ady breathing, and I'm

good at all positions."

'anda. rountain, '14

"I am very happy to be co-captain on

the rifle team; it took long hours and

lots of hard work. I am excited to

see how our team does this year."

Itumdn lourle, '14

shooting guns with my
d and grandfather since I was

so I think that really gave me
a head start in rifle."

limo-tnu Ttu, '1

6

i

"Rifle is a great sport, and the team

is lots of fun. I enjoy it very much.

Rifle has taught me responsiblity."

limoiltij Kaiei, '15

*??
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restling was physically demanding

and required tight regulation of athletes'

weights. Team members chose to go up or

down in weight in order to be as close to the

top of the weight class in competition and have

an advantage over their competitors. Senior

Mehedi Patwary said, "I prefer to go down a

weight class because I gain a lot of weight in

the off season, and I like to lose it when I get

back in shape."

Wrestlerswere on a strictdietthroughout

the season. Strict dietary rules controlled the

wrestlers' eating habits for some more than

others. Freshman Thomas Sheehy said,

"Whenever I go out with friends, I have to eat

before, so I don't get tempted by soda and junk

food."

On the other hand, some chose to gain

weight because they found it to be easier.

Putting on weight through eating and building

muscle mass was common among wrestlers.

Favorite meals of the team included high

protein and high carbohydrate foods, such as

chicken breast and pasta dishes. Junior Bruno

Ochoa said, "I gain weight because I like to eat,

and muscle weighs more than fat."

In addition to dieting, weightlifting and

running were part of the cross training

workouts geared for wrestlers. Junior Trevor

McManus said, "I don't worry about what I eat

because I can go to a hard practice and lose

six pounds, and even if I gain it back, I'll just lose

it by the next week."

/(inynna (2atpentet, '14
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Junior Elias Argueta brings his opponent to the

mat using one of his many taught moves.

Argueta said, "Going against an opponent from

another school gives me the pride to win for my
school."

^

1

1

Varsity/JV Wrestling

ATHLETICS



1 . Junior Bryan Curtin pins his opponent to the mat. By being on top of his opponent, Curtin was able to

hold him down with both technique and strength. Curtin said, "Bulking up is important, but you can't get

too buff, or you would move up a weight class, which would hurt, not help, you." 2. Sophomore Matthew

Ellis grabs the hands of his opponent in an attempt to free himself and turn on the opposing wrestler.

Moves like these were common at practice, and the wrestlers could only perfectthem by going to practice

every day. Ellis said, "It takes commitment to be on the wrestling team: commitment to yourself and

working hard everyday at practice." 3. Freshman Justin Robinson pins the other wrestler. Robinson

attempted to put his opponent on his back in an attempt to win the match. "Wrestling is fun, but it takes

a lot of work, and you have to want to be out there," said Robinson. "It teaches you to never give up." 4.

Coach Derek Sweet instructs one of his wrestlers during a match. "[Wrestling] is a sport that requires

intense focus because you exert maximal force with every muscle fiber in the body," said Sweet. "It

requires willpower and the ability to overcome many challenges: from watching your weight to stepping

toe-to-toe to another individual on the mat." 5. Senior Bibas Pant squares off with his opponent. At the

start of every match, the wrestlers faced off, giving them an even chance at the first points. Pant said,

"You have to have heart to wrestle because you have to be committed; a lot of people who tryout quit in

the first week because it is such a physically demanding sport."

"I love dominating my opponent

because it makes me feel on top."

/? Y)

"I love the feeling of winning. Winning

makes me feel like I can accomplish

anything."

Etuan MmLdonaJo, '15
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g the team was rewarding

because I not only made 30 new
friends, but I [also] learned the value of

hardwork, dedication, and inspiration."

-QnqeL Meihe, '13

"It is a one-on-one sport where you

can only rely on yourself, and all your

hard work is shown on the mat."

Matanknuu (^anbaaiat, '14

Front Raw: Bibas Pant, Mehedi Patwary, Narankhuu Ganbaatar, Isaiah Lopez, Matthew Ellis, Justin Robinson, Bryan

Curtin, Caleb Watada Back Raw: Coach Patrick Glasper, Bruno Ochoa, Trevor McManus, Batchuluun Bayarmaa.

Rommel Romano, Bryan Maldonado, Achbold Tesveensuren, Benjamin Hyde, Bipin Pant, Coach Derek Sweet Not
Pictured: Brandon Saunders, Ruben Galicia-Ponce
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is one thing you need to

onent, and beating them

is glorifying."

Ellfta Pant, '13

"When I pin someone, I like to see

the facial expression of my
opponent; it gives me the drive I

need to win my match"

rcommel /Korvumcr, '14

Front Row: Violet Ronquillo, Shehab Abulgasem, Jose Araujo, Jakuan Crews, Ali Ahmed, Caleb Watada Back
Row: Yusuf Richardson, Ethan Guenther, Jose Perdomo, Thomas Sheehy, Andrew Roy Mot Pictured: Elias

Arqueta

"[The wrestling coaches] prepare

you for leadership and [the] future;

they always tell us practice makes

perfect."

Eipin Pant, '1

6

"Wrestling is all about not giving up,

and you have to keep fighting no

matter what happens."

ftndaew Txou, '1

6

Varsity/JV Wrestling

ATHLETICS



this was the first year that the

softball team will have an official home field on

campus since the school was built in 1 925. The

new field was a spirit booster for the team.

Senior Elizsa Key said, "The long bus rides before

home games really dampened our spirits in the

past because we would get all excited in the

locker room and then it would fizzle out by the

time we got to the field." The team also thought

having a field on campus would improve the

number of attendees at the games. The old

home field was at Barcroft, and thus, it was hard

for students without cars to find a way to come
support the team. Sophomore Deja White said,

"I think that we'll have more a lot more fans this

year because it will be easier for them to get to

the field and support us."

The new field had been a goal since the new
school was built. Having a field on campus aimed

to improve practices, unlike the previous

practice field at Quincy, which is actually a

baseball field. Also the new field allowed for

practice time to be used more efficiently, as less

time could be spent trekking equipment to

Quincy Park. In anticipation of the completion of

the new field, sophomore Melanie Diffee said, "It

will be nice not to have to carry everything to

Quincy everyday, and it will let us spend more
time actually practicing, and thus, improving our

skills."

With the team having the home field

advantage, players hoped thatthey would be able

to win more games. Junior Talia Zulueta said,

"We feel that being able to play at home will give

us the edge we need to dominate this season,

because we will have the support of our

classmates, teachers and staff."

T'ulnunna. (2.axpentet, 14'

Maxba. ^kotu/eLL, 1
6'
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Freshman Audrey Bartz hits the ball

to get on base. Players try to hit

through the gap in the outfield. Bartz

said, "It is imporant to keep a clear

mindset [when in the game] and focus

on the current play."

HOME FIELD ADVANTAGE
Varsity Softball

ATHLETICS



1 . Seniors Jo Claire Constantz and Jennifer Peel talk in the infield about the game. Communication was

key to winning games because it allowed the team to work as a unit on the field. Constantz said,

"Communication is essential on the field. It is particulary important during tight games when every out is

critical." 2. Sophomore Emily Bennett watches her team from the outfield. The outfield was there to make

catches off of big hits and always had to stay alert. 3. Freshman Megan Main slides past a member of the

opposing team in her run for the plate. By sliding, Main increased her chances of being safe because it

allowed her to reach the base even when she was a couple steps away. Main said, "Sliding can be fun, but

if you don't do it right, it can hurt alot; yet, if you do it correctly, and you're safe, it's a great feeling." 4.

Sophomore Abigail Stengle runs down the first base line past the base. First base was the only base one

was allowed to run through. 5. Junior Amelia Davidson winds up for the pitch. In softball, pitches had to be

underhand, but that did not mean pitchers were limited in the type of pitch they could do. Some of the

different types of pitches included curve balls, fast balls, screw balls and a changeup. 6. Coach Jack Belcher

talks to senior Elizsa Key about her performance. The coaches were resources for the players and helped

them to improve in both practice and in games. Key said, "The coaches are really helpful in games because

they remind us of the little things we worked on in practice that we need to remember to focus on in the

7. Sophomore Melanie Diffee pitches the ball. There were multiple pitchers

on the team because those players needed to rest between the games in

order to ensure they pitched to the best of their ability. Diffee said, "Having

mulitple pitchers is good because we can learn from each other," 8. Junior

Amelia Davidson hits the ball. Following through when hitting the ball was

important because it meant that the batter got the most power behind the

ball. 9. Freshmen Liana Ashby tags a member of the opposing team out while

playing catcher. The catcher was often able to save the team by making an

out even when the hitter had run all of the other bases. 1 0. The team comes

together to get feedback from the coaches at the end of the inning. Innings

were divided into two halves: the top and and the bottom.

iywty$ ;

at made me
nt to play in

je is that I like

lg the sport. I

t want to quit

len I went to

ige, because

oing to be my
st four years

really able to play."

let Peel, '13 At third base, sophomore Deja White

catches a groundball. White said,

"Groundballs are an easy catch and

an easy way to secure an out."

raiiity "ojjtlraU. Front Row: Liana Ashby, Elizsa Key, Grace Evans, Talia Zulueta Row 2: Elizabeth

Johnson, Jo Claire Constantz, Jennifer Peel, Abigail Stengle, Megan Main Back Row: Coach William

Downs, Melanie Diffee, Emily Bennett, Deja White, Audrey Bartz, Amelia Davidson, Melissa Swan

Varsity Softball

ATHLETICS
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* « notable advantage of the varsity

team was the number of returning players.

Almost the entire team played for either varsity

or JV last year, and they were able to build off

of their knowledge of what would be needed to

succeed. The veterans planned to lead their

team to many victories. Sophomore Andrew
Long said, "It feels good to now be the person

the younger kids can look up to." The younger

team members they often felt that had

something to prove. Freshman William

Burgess said, "People might think that because

I'm a freshman, I'm not a threat and I need to

prove myself to my teammates. My goal is to

be either starting second base or shortstop

as well hitting a 400 plus average, and I want

to support my team."

The underclassmen were also able to learn

from the veterans because playing with older

and more experienced team members offered

a different level of competition. Senior Brandon

Urrutia said, "I practice in the off season by

doing individual conditioning and by playing

travel over the summer as well as playing with

an olderteam, because competition among the

older teams makes me a better player then if

you play in your age group."

One of the goals for the team was to take

the district title and, to many, that was
perceived to be the only acceptable option.

Therefore, the seniors felt the need to pull their

own weightand to make their last yearthe best.

"This is my fifth year, and I have very high

expectations; becoming district champs is the

goal and nothing less," said Senior Nicholas

Bornbusch. "It feels good to be at the top

because we started from the bottom, and now
we are here."

l'(j.nunna.Lia.tpentet, '14

Mtztba. Sfkotu/ell, '16

VIEW OF THE VETERANS
•l^ETGRvinS OF THE By4SEBy4LL TE/im SET THE STyiHDyiRD FOR THE SEXSOD

Varsity Baseball

ATHLETICS
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Senior Nicholas Bornbusch stands beside sophomore Christopher Seymour and gives him a piece of

advice for the next time they are on the field. The upperclassmen were a resource to the younger players.

2. Junior Lucas Dolan stands in the field waiting for the next batter from the other team. Always being

ready was an important part of any sport, and in baseball, the outfielders had to expect that any ball could

pop over the infielders and come to them. Dolan said, "I always like to be ready, waiting for the ball because

you always have to be one step ahead of the competition." 3. Senior Alex Coppa walks back in the dug-out

after he scores a run. Coppa said, "You always have the best feeling after you know you helped your team

score." 4. Freshman Thomas Sheehy hits the ball and runs around the bases. Sheehy was one of a few

freshmen who played varsity. Sheehy said, "It's a challenge playing on varsity, but it's also exciting. I get to

see the competition that I'll be playing against for the next four years. Watching the older players helps

me learn and improve." 5. Freshman William Burgess takes the lead off his base. Burgess said, "Taking

the lead can mean the difference between making it to the next base and getting a run for the team." 6.

Freshman Theodore Herbert tries to get the out, so the team can go up to bat and take the lead, "It is

best to rely on your mechanics when pitching. I use my curve ball when an inning is getting too long."

Herbert continued to say, "When a big hitter comes up to the plate, I like to switch up what balls I throw,

but I have to be able to trust my teammates if he does get a good hit."

Li&nnectl&n

" It's time for us to put in work,

not only myself but my team as

well. We are ready to bring

home the title."

^tickaxu Peum&n, '13 8

tfPj

"I have very high expectations for

the team, and becoming district

champs is our highest goal.

"

Quitin Snow, '13

I

Senior Seth Whitmore waits in the dug-out.

Whitmore said, "The team this year is a lot

,
closer. There's more of a bond, and we're

I
playing a lot better. This is going to be a great

I season because we're going to win lots of

10

7. The varsity team huddles to talk about its

game plan to beat the opposing team. 8.

Senior Justin Snow watches the play take off.

Snow had been playing baseball for the school

the previous five years. Snow said, "Playing

baseball for Washington-Lee has made me a

stronger player." Because it made him a

stronger player, baseball gave him confidence

to also succeed in school. 9. Sophomore

Christopher Seymour waits for the pass from

his teammates, so he can get the out at his

base. The play gave the generals what they

needed to get the third out. 1 0. Sophomore

Andrew Long and freshman Theodore

Herbert take their warm-up laps. The warm-

up laps gave the boys the focus necessary to

prepare for the games. Long said, "Warming

up is important because it helps you loosen

up and get in the zone before the game."

Varsity Baseball

ATHLETICS



he JV baseball and Softball teams

remained optimistic despite several

challenges. After a later start to the formation

of the team, focusing on the new players' skills

became a priority for Softball. "Last year, there

were more people on the team that knew how
to play softball," said freshman Leah DeLancey.

"This year, those who know how to play are

taking on leadership roles and helping out the

other people who may not know as much about

the sport." Getting the new players up to speed

was no easy feat. The basics had to be covered

in order to achieve the team goal of ending the

season with a winning record. "We focus on

the fundamentals of throwing, catching, hitting,

and how to play the game," said coach Aubrey

Mosley.

In JV baseball's case, their challenge was
meeting, and surpassing, the expectations that

had been given to them from the previous

years. "W-L baseball has a very high standard

and we're going to be pushed like never before,"

said freshman Henry Bramham. The team set

a goal of receiving first place in the district, a

position they were tied in the previous year.

Freshman Henry Bendon recognized that their

goal was going to be difficult saying, "We face

some schools that are biggerthan us, and have

more of an interest in baseball."

Despite their respected challenges, both

JV baseball and softball made sure to keep a

positive outlook throughout the season. "Drills

and conditioning are extremely helpful, and we
get better and better every day [because of]

them," said freshman Callie Randall.

AjnmaSeklmleu, '13

Freshman ...

to hit the ball. Swisherwas a returning

r forJV after playing for the team
ighth grade. "My goal is mainly to

play well throughout the season, and

ourteams—
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1 . Freshman Breanna Quinlan gets prepared for the ball to come towards her position at first base. As

a first baseman, Quinlan had to make sure that she was ready for all possible options. "You have to

concentrate because you don't know where they're going to hit the ball." 2. Freshman William Siegal

watches the outfield. Those who had positions in the outfield had to be very focused since they were the

last possible option to get to the ball while playing defense. "I get to utilize my speed, and it's a very

important position because you can't let anything get past you," said Siegal. 3. Freshman Andrew Lewis

runs to first base as coach Matthew Norris looks to give him direction. Having a coach on first base

helped the players determine their next move. "The first base coach helps guide me when I'm running

and identify the pitchers moves to first base," said Lewis. 4. Freshman Leah Delancey throws the bat

after making a hit. The girls recognized how crucial it was to get a hit while up at bat. "Hitting is nerve

wracking, but once you get a good hit, you feel good because you've really helped your team out and

moved the game forward," said DeLancey. 5. Members of the JV baseball team cheer on a player after

he makes it to home plate. Throughout the season, the boys were able to become closer to each other

and used the brotherhood that was created in an effective way. "The overall goal is to be able to use that

brotherhood to pick each other up when we're down in order to win," said freshman Henry Bramham.

"Not everyone has a lot of skills and

a lot of knowledge, so I think getting

everyone up to date [is really

important]."

Ketutah -QJUlt, '16

"[My favorite part about being on the

team is] just playing baseball six

days a week ."

Quinn Montante, '1

6

Sofjtlratl Front Row: Lylianna Bonilla-Sanvannara, Sara Brown, Allison Bernardo, J<

agua Row «?: Margaret Paniagua, Keturah Adair, Kathryn Carlson, Leah DeLancey, Mishu

Breanna Quinlan, Danielle DoughtyBack Row: Zainab Bashir, Miranda Katsenberser, Delphma Charles,

Callie Randall, Mon'a Moses, Emily Reyes, Coach Aubrey Mosley



jng all of the sports available to

students, crew was debatably the most time

consuming. Rowers devoted six days a week to

the sport, and as a result, crew offered some
of the most dedicated athletes on campus.

"Crew is a lifestyle," said sophomore Grayson

Steigler. "It's very time consuming because

practice is year round, and you make a lot of

friends."

Training for crew was no small endeavor. "In

the winter, there is off-the-water conditioning

every day," said senior Taylor Leonard. "And in

the spring, we run down to the boathouse

before practice on the water. You cant travel

anywhere over Spring Break, which is sad, but

it's a great opportunity to get quality practice

time." Although significant amounts of time

and energy had to be put into crew, the effort

paid off through the lifelong friends that were

made. "I have definitely bonded with my
teammates," said junior Ariel Pizzamiglio. "If

spending two and a half hours in a confined

space with them won't do it, we have pasta

dinners on Fridays as well."

One of the reasons for crew's popularity was
its status as a no-cut sport, meaning that no

one could be turned down from competing due

to lack of skill or experience. Any student from

eighth to twelfth grade who was passing at

least five courses was eligible for the team.

"Ranks are based on boats," said sophomore

Rebecca Yohannes. 'The goal on varsity is to

be on the first varsity eight."

Despite the difficulties of crew, the team

agreed in the value of participating. "My

favorite part is getting to know the other guys

on the boat," said senior Nathan Heinzman.

"We are all really dedicated and driven."

i. IhcLbetlt AJeuteLtet, '14

<?kalm<L-f}ktket, '14

nor Emma Sheehy rows on the Poto

iver during crew practice. Sheehy \

slotted for the crew team at Bucknell

University. Sheehy said, 'They only choose

about ten people out of 400. If you sign the

contract, you get an automatic letter of

acceptance, which is nice because it relieves

some of the stress of applying for college."

ROW FOR LIFE

ATHLETICS



1 . Junior Robert Powell and senior Dustin Reynolds erg outside during a crew practice. Erging practiced

the motions of rowing and built strength while still on land. Reynolds said, "I joined crew because I like

intense sports. I used to be a wrestler, but crew is harder." 2. Freshman Hevert Herrera carries the boat

with his fellow rowers into the Potomac River. Herrera started crew the beginning of freshman year but

was introduced to crew in middle school, when his sister took him to a Charlie Butt Regatta. Herrera said,

"I would say [crew is] a lifestyle because we practice everyday and have regattas on Saturdays that start

at 6am and end at noon. To be a rower, you must have 1 00 percent effort and dedication." 3. Junior Emily

Claure does wall sits with crew teammates junior Anna Santiago and sophomore Caroline Harpel. Training

for crew started in the off-season, with exercises on land. "Official training starts around November with

winter conditioning," said Claure, "which consists of erging, cardio, weights and core. When the real season

starts, there's a lot of running, stairs, erging, and core when the weather doesn't permit us to be on the

water." 4. Sophomore Alisha Hiskey ergs during crew practice. "Crew really helps you with teamwork,

dedication, endurance, communication, and perseverance," said Hiskey. 5. Senior Madeleine Humm ergs

with teammates during crew practice. Erging was the most popular way to practice the motions of rowing

while on land. Humm had been part of crew since her freshman year and said, "Crew has introduced me
to some of my closest friends and has taught me the importance of being part of a team." 6. Freshman

Brian Hughes grabs an oar and prepares to get in a boat. Hughes said, "I chose to do crew because it's

an easy sport to start without needing [prior] experience."

Freshmen Joseph Langley, Nicolas Yabar,

and James Wombles practice strengthening

exercises at the Georgetown boathouse.

Wombles said, "My grades have improved

since I started rowing because o"

dedication my coaches have taught me.

Crew
ATHLETICS
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efore the lacrosse season started,

the girls varsity lacrosse team prepared

through activities ranging from a team camp
to Wall Ball Wednesdays. The purpose the

preseason activities was to prepare the team

for a great season for which the players would

be ready to start without having to relearn

some of the basic skills. "I went to Green Days,

played club, and went to conditioning, so when
I went to tryouts, I would be prepared, and I

would be in shape," said junior Jordan Rivera.

"We did all this stuff so that when the season

started, we would be starting off from where

we left off last year."

The activities the team participated in before

tryouts included school-based events such as

conditioning and Green Days, which were

preseason practices. "I really liked Green Days

because they were a good chance to get out

and practice before the season," said

sophomore Sarah Chamness. "They helped me
learn what the coach expects and what I need

to know before tryouts."

While the team did training such as

conditioning, it also participated in more unique

events, including a tournament and a team
camp. Junior Catherine Dempsey said, "Fall

Brawl was my favorite because it's a lot of fun

to have the chance to spend a lot of time with

everyone and be in game-like situations." Fall

Brawl was a tournament for local high schools

to participate in without the pressure of

tournaments with club teams and college

coaches. The variety of preseason activities

helped prepare the team for the season with

the hope of winning Districts.

Samanina.J.ucket, '15
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Senior Morgan Burns runs through her defender

after a clear. Speed was important in lacrosse

because players needed to be able to clear the

ball out of their defensive end and to be able to

recover quickly. "Defense is important because

you play it throughout the whole field," said Burns

"Offense is really only useful when you're in the 8.

but if you lose the ball on attack, you need to play

defense to get it back."

I

Varsity Girls Lacrosse

ATHLETICS
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1 . Junior Deanna Thurman breaks down her steps before approaching her defender. Being able to break

down one's steps was important because doing so allowed players to make quick cuts and to lose her

defender more easily. 2. In order to create space on the field, sophomore Colleen Salazar takes the ball

behind the goal. To help players spread out, many offenders brought the balll behind the goal, so they could

wait for a pass with less pressure from a defender. Salazar said, "I feel a lot better about the season

because preseason conditioning helped me get in shape for tryouts, and having a stick in my hand helped

me get back into the sport." 3. The varsity girls lacrosse team does a cheer before the game. The team

cheered each other on in order to become a stronger unit. Junior Margot Austin said, "We're really a

close team, and we all get along really well. We do a lot of team bonding, and we have a lot of fun together."

4. After a clear, junior Jacqueline Mashburn runs the ball up the field. Clears were important because they

could quickly get the ball out of the defensive end. 5. Freshman Meghan Fox takes a shot on goal. Fox was

the only freshman on the varsity team. "It's fun to be the only freshman because I feel special because I

have people to look up to, and if I need anything, I know I can ask any of the older girls." 6. During halftime,

the team gathers near the goal to talk aboutwhat each player needs to improve on. Halftime was important

because it allowed the coach to point out what the team was doing well and what could be changed, which

could lead to a stronger second half.
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7. Senior Katrina Cook follows through on her

shot. Follow throughs were important

because they helped with shot and pass

accuracy. 8. After the game, the team lines

up to shake hands with their opponents.

9. After taking the draw, sophomore Rachel

Heinzman scans the air for the ball. Draws

started the game and were key because

winning the draw could make it easier for

one's team to run the ball down the field and

score. Heinzman said, 'This season I'm

working to improve by giving 1 1 0% during

every practice and continuously working on

getting better." 10. Sophomore Julia Fyffe

pulls her stick away from her defender to

lower the chances of getting checked. When
players got checked, it quickly turned the

game around because the ball became a

50/50 ball. Fyffe said, "Games are really fun

and exciting because I love playing with my
team and representing Washinaton-Lee."

Varsity Girls Lacrosse

ATHLETICS i



he boys varsity lacrosse team welcomed

a new coach, Mr. Chris Corey. Coach Corey

previously coached the team but returned as

the varsity head coach. Sophomore Kieran

Burns said, "The coach seems like a good guy

and a good coach, and I look forward to working

with him this season."

With a new coach came new plays depending

on what the coach learned. "We have a new
system with offense and defense, but I'll be able

to adapt to it by listening, so I'll understand

whatto do and how to do it," said junior Kenneth

Moore. Many coaches had different styles of

defense, which they preferred to implement on

the field, such as zone and man-to-man

defense.

Coach Corey brought new goals for the

season. "I hope we have a really good record,

and the team will have more leadership," said

sophomore Tate Fitzmaurice. "To do this, we
will make sure no one skips practice, and [we'll]

have meetings before games."

Coach Corey changed how the team
interacted both on and off of the field. "[Coach

Chris Corey] focuses a lot more on a team
effort," said junior Benjamin Jenks. "He makes
us all work together during practice and act as

a team before practice by having us get

together and hang out."

^>am<znth.a.jLucket, '15
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To make sure he does not get

checked, sophomore Kieran Burns

pulls his stick away from his defender.

Checking was used to easily get the

ball from one's opponent. Burns said,

"(You have to pay attention] One time

I even broke my shaft on a kid. He had

to go to the hospital."

*
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MEW COACH, MEW TEAM
Varsity Boys Lacrosse

ATHLETICS
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1 . Senior Alexander Clegg cuts toward the ball. Cuts were important because they allowed players to quickly

lose their defenders, so they could get the ball. "I play LSM, which stands for long stick midfield, because

when I first started playing, I wasn't very good with a short stick, and I was good on defense, so they gave

me a long pole and put me on LSM," said Clegg. "On defense, you just got to think about the next play and

don't let anything previous get to you." 2. Sophomore Sean Wilson waits for someone to get open before

he passes the ball. Patience was important because the team worked so hand to get the ball that the

players did not want to throw it away and have to get it back. 3. Sophomore Jacob Newsome pushes off

of his defender to make it harder to get checked. Players were careful not to get checked because they

did not want to lose the ball. 4. Junior Glen Bennet sprints down the field with a clear path. Speed was

important in lacrosse because it was such a fast moving game. "I play defense and long stick midfield

because I like carrying the big stick around," said Bennet. "Defense teaches character, and it makes the

whole team depend on you." 5. In order to make the goal, junior Kenneth Moore sprints toward the ground

ball. Catching ground balls was vital to the team's offense. Moore said, "Ground balls win games." 6.

Sophomore Tate Fitzmaurice covers the ball, so his opponents would not be able to get it as easily. Ground

balls were key because they were 50/50 balls.
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7. Senior McKinnon Hokanson stops and waits to look for an open player

before passing the ball. 8. Sophomore Sean Wilson looks for a pass. Being

patient was an important part of lacrosse because it helped players to make
their passes and shots more accurate. 9. When approaching his defender,

junior Mark Varner pulls his stick up to prepare to make a fake out. Faking

out one's defender was important because doing so gave players a few

seconds to lose their defender. Varner said, "Almost all of lacrosse is about

being balanced and making sure you can change directions quickly." 1 0. The

team lines up to prepare for the national anthem. Before every varsity game,

the team's starters were announced before lining up.
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vaxiity /Soyi 'JLactoiie Front Row: Manager Emma Troy, Peter Cook, Kieran Burns, Trevor Thornhill,

Benjamin Jenks, Tate Fitzmaurice, Hugh Durbin, Alexander Clegg, Dylan Ledger, Manager Cailin Ramsey
Row 2: Manager Danielle Butler, Tony Lopez, Sean Wilson, Noah Harrington, N'Dri Sligh N'Cho, McKinnon
Hokanson, Jonathan Green, Glen Bennett, Samuel Douthit, Peter Readdy, Manager Kela Seals Back Row:
Coach Jack Flaherty, Kenneth Moore, Jacob Newsome, Mark Varner, David Rundle, Paul Frondorf, Petros
Tesfaldet, Samuel Young, Samuel Fitz, Coach Chris Corey, Coach Alex White

Senior N'Dri Sligh N'Cho keeps his arm out to

stop his defender from checking him. N'Cho

said, "It is important that we know how to

communicate and adjust to other teams' plays."



oth the JV girls and boys lacrosse

teams had several beginners show up to fill the

slots left by rising varsity players. The large

amount of beginner lacrosse players brought

new energy and opportunities to both JV
lacrosse teams. The teams adjusted to having

new players in similar ways; more experienced

JV players helped the beginners by setting an

example of how to play. "It's a lot of hard work

to learn a new sport," said beginner freshman

Chloe Rogers, "It's a lot of running, but the

coaches are really great."

Beingayoungteamwaschallengingbecause

ofthe players' varying skill levels, but there were

also advantages to having a new team. The girls

and boys learned the skills at a high level the

first time. The new players also brought a fresh

feeling to practices and games. "An advantage

to having younger girls is that I get the chance

to teach and to help them improve in the sport,"

said freshman Allison Bohanon, who had played

lacrosse before. "[New players] bring a lot of

energy to the team and can help other girls get

excited."

The more experienced players reached out

to the new players to help them improve and

to get them used to playing the game. They

were willing to meet with newer players and to

help them work on their skills to prepare for

the season. Bohanon said, "[I] will always stay

before or after practice to help them amend
their skills." The older players also supported

newer ones with theirwork ethic and practicing

on their own. "We encourage them to work on

their weaknesses on the weekends," said

sophomore Walter Schutz. "Playing just at the

practices isn't enough."

FRE5H 5TART
JV Girls/Boys
Lacrosse

ATHLETICS



1 Sophomore Zachary Corneby plays defense on his opponent from Lee High School. He kept his stick

up, was ready to check, and was able to cause a turnover. Corneby said, "Good defensive positioning

requires discipline and awareness. Without awareness, a player cannot stop the attack of the other

team." 2. Freshman Nicole Rocha plants her foot while cradling on offense. The girls were taught to plant

their feet whenever they wanted to turn in order to be more precise and quick. Rocha's move was made

easier with her use of the technique. 3. Freshman Walter Butler and junior Jonathan Madrigal pass on

the sideline of the field. The boys warmed up on the sidelines, so they were ready when they were selected

by the coach to sub in. 4. Sophomore Caroline Polly watches and cheers on her team from the sideline.

"I pay attention to things we need to work on as a team and what I can do to improve my game when I

go in," said Polly. "It's important to cheer on my teammates and to encourage them to give 1 1 0% and

to be positive during the game." It was important for the girls to cheer their teammates on through

tough games and to keep them going in order to win. 5. Sophomore Nabil Ali stands next to Coach Paul

Guevara as Guevara watches the game, deciding who to substitute Ali in for. The boys needed to remember

who they were subbing in for and to know their position in order to be ready. 6. Junior Thomas Roberts

runs to get a ground ball. In order to maintain possession, a key element in lacrosse, players had to

sprint toward every ground ball and win it. With no pressure, Roberts picked up the ball with ease.

"I started playing goalie because I

like to lead the defense. I started

playing because my sister played.

We practice, and she shoots on me."

-HnnLka /<kinehatt, '15

"I'm excited for the season because

I'm, hopefully, going to start. I like

making friends with everyone and

knowing everyone."

(J&mei Ketlin, '1

6

Q\/ Gltli Jlacioaa Front Raw: Abegail Anderson, Allison Bohanon, Sophia Mesches, Aman
Schneck, Zoe Edwards, Nicole Rocha, Mary Corina Raw 2: Caroline Polly, Kristin Uckert, Annik,

Rhinehart, Samantha Zucker. Emma Vogel, Chloe Rogers Back Row: Coach Rachel Sauer, Grace

Douthit, Brooke Tannehill, Zoey Mondshine, Chloe Jacques. Eliamani Ismail, ach Katie Aird Not
Pictured: Elizabeth Ridgeway

Raghav Dumera. Jack Doll, Benjamin Grimmelbein, Brendan Early Raw 2: Oscar Gallardo, Tyler Lutz,

Benjamin Pirko, Nabil Ali, Benjamin Bohanon, Nathaniel Jones, Gerardo Tortola Back Raw: Coach
Chris Monroe, Thomas Roberts, James Berlin, Zachary Comeby, Alec Tober, William Grossmann,

'"-'-jr. Jesse Ramirez, WalterSchutz, Coach Evan Rodger, Coach Paul GuevaraNotPictured:
hart, Jonathan Madrigal, Ryan Szczerbinski

'. From her spot on the sideline, freshman Abegail Anderson watches the game and holds her stick. "I watch
o that I know what's going on so that when I get subbed in, I know what to do," said Anderson. "I watch the
erson I'm being subbed in for, the person with the ball and everyone in general." The girls were expected

3 watch theirteammates and to be prapared to sub in at any moment. 8. Freshman Allison Bohanon shoots
left-handed shot off a crease roll. Bohanon ran around in front of the goal and moved the goalie, which the
iris were taught to do again and again. She brought the goaiie to her left and shot and scored a goal on St.

ohn's as she showed off the skill.

"I started playing in seventh grade.

My cousin played for her college and

got me into it. It's fun hanging out

with my teammates."

Ktbtln Uclcett, '16

"Winning is the best part of playing

lacrosse. We dont win a lot, so it's a

lot of fun when we do. I love playing

with all of the kids in school."

Kenjamin liokanan, '15
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mong all of the competitive sports the

school had to offer, track was unique. Under

one name, dozens of events were

encompassed, including hurdles, relays,

sprints, and field events, which took place over

two seasons- winter and spring. This wide

variety of subcategories made it possible for

many different people to compete in track. "I

run hurdles, relay, and high-jump," said junior

Emma Troy. "My favorite event is hurdles

because that's where my personal best is."

Although they had many similarities, indoor

and outdoor track had some differences as

well. Junior Kela Seals said, "Indoor track is a

no cut sport, which is cool because it gives

everybody an opportunity. The weather is really

nice in outdoor track, while indoor is more like

bonding time." Troy agreed with this, and said,

"The races are longer in outdoor track."

With indoor track in the winter and outdoor

in the spring, students involved in other

running- based activities had the opportunity

to participate in different seasons. "I play

paintball and baseball in other seasons," said

freshman Jordan Carter, "which is like track

practice. This cross-sport relationship helps

the track team become even better."

Even if students did not participate in both

track activities, track was still an enriching

experience. Freshman Zan Chin said, "I love

running and pushing myself to do better every

single time I run."

dJlja.beth A/euteitet, '14

<>kalma.-@ldket, '14

reshman Mussa Seid n

relay for indoor track. Seid
|

track to stay in shape and to me
new people "My favorite part

track is the competition be-
lt gives you a boost and mo
you to perform better," said

our j
f

l
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Kellen Blake competes in the high jump for outdoor track. Blake got his start in the high jump because

of basketball. "I jump high in basketball, and so Coach Gillus asked me to join track. I also compete in the

1 00m dash, relay, and long jump. For the high jump, I usually jump about five and a half feet," said Blake.

2. Junior Lauren Armstrong gets ready to run before the 50m hurdles. Armstrong also competed in the

four by 200 relay. "I really like the relay because you get to feel a part of a team even though it's an individual

sport," said Armstrong. 3. Freshman Casey Andrade runs the one mile event in track as well as the two

mile event. "I love running," said Andrade, "The environment is really positive, but I only do indoor track to

keep all of my homework balanced." 4. Senior David Smith competes in shot-put for outdoor track. He also

threw the discus and competed in the 1 00m dash. "I joined track in freshman year," said Smith, "I love to

win and am motivated enought to put in the effort." 5. Junior Sofia Cardamone prepares to start during

an event. Cardamone competed in hurdles. "I prefer indoor track to outdoor because I don't really like

running in the cold or heat." said Cardamone. 6. Senior Kirubel Fessesework throws discus for outdoor

track. The object of discus was to throw the heavy metal disk as far as possible. "I really like how the disk

looks when it's in the air," said Fessesework.

t Haw: Co

bella Narvaez, Abegail Anderson, Jordan Grimaldi, Madison Gallant.

uacqueline Mashburn, Ariel Bobbett, Ana Gibbons, Coach Warren Gillus Row
2: Elli Panagiotopoulou, Carta Siangas, Emily Perrow. Annika Macewen, Holli

Helm, Holly Darnell, Bianca Galvez, Casey Andrade, Jordan Selby, Isabel

Larroca, Gianna Lum, Alice Maggio Back Row: Sofia Cardamone, Tara

Dolan, Rebecca Choate, Chloe Jacques, Lauren Armstrong, Anna Mendelson,

Dwannisha Wilson, Mareike Dubbels, Janel Moore, Kela Seals, Marisa

Shotwell. Natalia Park. Natalie Lemek, Emma Troy Not Pictured: Sarah

Angell, Isabel Arnade, Jaelin Blyther, Ariana Chaivaranon, Katrina Cook,

Kathryn Eng, Allison Cuesta, Meghan Fox, Julia Franchi-Scarselli, Danielle

'rris. Marie Johnson, Jordan Koon, Mikayla Lawrence, Sarah F

—

nemaker, Natalie Slater, Lecia Stock, Deanna Thurman, Helen W

i-. Michael Schwartz. David Gonneville, Renzo Ortiz Lopez, Haileyesus Demsie.

Jegg, Craig White, Jeremy Mott, Raghav DuMera. Jonathan Grisham, Usman
in Guzman Row 2: Coach Emily Ferrar, Oscar Montano, Ceheca Espinoza.

Petter. Mussa Seid, Victor Ramos. Dwayne Williams. Michael Hughes, Tyler

ihua Robson. AlexanderSaxerud.DaquayHarrisAA/inbush, Marco Cruz-Heredia,

:n Gillus Back Row: Coach Cory Herold. Gmo Sites. William Sheahan. David

ey Robinson. Mark Varner. Patrick Odium, Jordan Carter, Jordan Manchev.

s Noah Harrington, Christopher Bardo, David Smith, Timothy Collins Not
Jens Byer. Kyle Conway. Kevin Corcoran, Dominic Draghi. Nathan Heinzman,

ghes. Benjamin Hyde, Corey Jones. Sean Kaku, Noah Kennedy. Noah King,

yman. Julian Leiter. Christopher Mutty, Geoffrey Odium. Joshua Ruiz. Alexander

Sendek, Patrick Smith, Michael Stearman, Peter Stewart. Nathaniel St
'

rerbinski, Matthew Tatum Jeremy Thacker. Noah Wlnslow. Ausin Zveare

"I like indoor track

because all of the

meets are in

same place. Th

cut policy is .

good because

everyone is included.

The coaches are

really awesome, t

Front Row: Yanira Asiam-Nina, Mikayla Lawrence, Desire Kan, Cailin Ramsey, Ana
Gibbons, Rita Hagos, Harmony Tesfai, Monica Burgos. Maya Wheeler, Donia Nichols.

Jordan Grimaldi Row B: Holly Darnell. Gianna Lum. Holli Helm, Isabel Arnade, Carla

Siangas. Raquel Perez, Kanika Hav, Bianca Galvez. Kathryn Eng, Mingzhu HeRow 3: Kaitlin

Dumont. Alexa Cardamone. Jordan Selby, Janel Moore,Emma Troy, Rebecca Choate, Ofelia

Vallejo, Sofia Cardamone, Allison Fladd, Emnet Atlabachew, Tanay Penn, Katen Gajadhar,

Ariana Chaivaranon, Lucy Shoemaker Back Row: Isabel Larroca, Lecia Stock, Anna
Mendelson, Elena Parcell, Pernn Falkner, Nicole Layne, Natalia Park, Ariel Bobbett, Mareike

Dubbels, Elena Amparo. Zan Chin, Hannah Fitzmaurice, Bryn Edwards Not Pictured:

Katarina Holtzapple, Alejandra Rodas, Emily Perrow. Kastlee Ashton, Kela Seals. Helen

Weierbach, Julia Franchi-Scarselli, Caitlyn Mulchahy, Natalie Lemek, Allison Jaffe, Sarah

Angell, D'wannisha Wilson, Elli Panagiotopoulou, Sarah Sears. Audrey Bartz. Munkhsar

Bayarmagnai, Carina Campellone, Delphina Charles, Allison Cuesta. Yenifer Deleon-

Mazariegos, Kara Fox, Charlotte Hay, Rnroina Jimenez-Alvarez, Mane Hohnson, Zxena

ah, Nikira Marshall, Adeline Murphy,'Audrey O'Donnell. McKenna O'Donnt

Monica Panlilio.Brenda Andrade.Laura Pastre, Kristi Powers, Isabella Quin.Tatianna

,rts-Torres, Heidi Schmidt, Nia Ze'

_ two mile.
"

occasionally the

meter during ou

track. Outdoor track

is more based on

speed for shorter

distances."

yiaiin Siqetbinikl,

^Ulmtt

ntano, Joshua Robson. Tyler Laredo.

Usman tshaq. PeterStehm, Joshua Ruiz, Gerson Qsorio, Adam Michalak.

Michael Hughes, James Hughes, Chrisopher Bardo Back Raw: Justin Szczerbinski,

Isaac Morttmer^Lotke, Afexander Winter, Scott Ricker, Gabriel Solomon, Kellen Blake,

PatrickOdlum. Kennan Grier, John Parcel). Christopher Mutty, Jens ByerNot Pictured:

Nebiue Adefrsew, Anamuel Admassu, Troy Allison. Bryan Almeyda. Gantulga Bat'

Conway. Marco Cmz-Heredia, Lance De-Konick, Dominic Draghi, Michael Emanuel. Ceneca

Espinoza Kirubel Fessework, Ruben Galicia-Ponce. Daquay Harns-Winbush, E"

William Hunter, Benjamin Hyde, Dawit Jabessa. Jacob Leiter, Jordan Manchev. Bryan

Meade. Victor Mendoza, George Nyambal. Geoffrey Odium, Bibas Pant, Samuef Patecefl.

Emanuel Perez, Sean Pratt, Craig Rampersad, Joshua Robson, Cameron Rodngues. David

id Smith. Nathaniel Stokes. Jeremy Thacker, Husten Van Tassel

onvc.%
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layers onthe girls varsitysoccerteam

utilized practices and games throughout the

season in hopes of making it to the district

tournament. The championship game was the

end goal of the season for many of the players.

Senior Chelsea Irizarry said, "Our team is really

good this year, so I think we have a really strong

chance of making it to the district finals."

Practices were crucial to the success of the

team during games. Game wins throughout

the season were necessary in order to reach

a district title, as more wins brought the team
closer to attending the tournament. Practices

also gave players time for drills and intense

workouts to increase stamina during games.

Senior Corrie Steele said, "We get to know

each other as players, so it helps to know how
people play."

Making the effort to attend every practice

and game required a strong interest in the

sport. Practices provided players with time to

improve skills and meet with other team
members, so being present allowed the team's

sense of camaraderie to further develop and

provided opportunities for players to prepare

for the district tournament. Steele said, "It's

important to know people's strengths and

weaknesses so you can win."

Regular attendance of practices and games
was important for players to work their way up

to playing at the district tournament. Taking

part in a championship game gave players a

chance to be involved with games of a greater

scale than usual and provided them with a goal

to work towards throughout the season. We
have a really good group of girls this year," said

Steele. "If we all work really hard, it's possible

for us to go really far."

Motn-1-la.v, '13
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1 . Junior Quetzal Norton warms up before a game begins in order to practice techniques and skills as well

as to develop a game-playing mindset. 2. Sophomore Sydney Johnson gets ready to kick the ball to another

teammate as other teammates remain open for the pass. 3. Players congregate together in order to

discuss possible tactics and techniques to be used throughout the duration of the game. Communication

was an important factor in reaching team aims and working with one another in order to score goals and

win games to make it to the district finals at the end of the season. The team was able to go to the district

finals but lost to Yorktown. 4. Freshman Hayley Roy and senior Deborah Wroblewski celebrate with one

another. Wroblewski had been part of the school soccer team since her freshman year and played on the

team while participating in other activities. 5. Senior Olivia Ricks practices catching the ball before a game.

Ricks played goalkeeper throughout the season and had time to enhance her skills outside of school by

playing on travel teams. 6. Players line up as the coach speaks to the entire team. Many athletes saw the

multiple benefits of being on the team, one being able to exercise with peers. "You get to meet a lot of

people, have a lot of fun, and get in shape, so it's beneficial for everyone by being on the team," said senior

Corrie Steele. "I've been playing for about seven years, and I got to know a lot of people by being on the

team, both this year and in the past."

T

7. As an opponent approaches from behind, senior Chelsea Irizarry dribbles

across the field. Irizarry was one of the captains of the team. "Practice is

important so that you can improve your skills and get them down solid and

improve yourself so that you don't make so many mistakes during a game."

8. Players congratulate one another following a game. 9. The teammates

gather together prior to a game in order to support and encourage one

another to perform well. Team camaraderie was a necessary aspect of the

team's ultimate success during both games and practices. 10. Junior Zoey

Lande prepares to pass to another player.

' long time:

13 years

.e best part

being on the

is being able

y the game I

with people

ire amazing

he sport."

J»o

Senior Olivia Ricks guards the ball from the

goal. Ricks played on teams outside of

school in order to further improve her skills.

CfitU Vaxihij\Soccax Front Raw: Sofia Rodriguez, Quetzal Norton, Katherine Lawson, Annika MacEwen,
Chelsea Irizarry, Zoey Lande, Deborah Wroblewski Row 2: Tara Dolan, Leah Young, Samantha Tigner,

Olivia Ricks, Sonia Lunn. Angela Mestre, Corrie Steele, Lauren Karpinski Back Raw: Caroline Fitzgerald,

Margo Ricks, Rebecca Palacios. Mary Dewald, Josie Twomey, Sydney Johnson, Coach Eddy Matos Not
Pictured: Hayley Roy

Varsity Girls Soccer
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he boys varsity soccer team had a

unique dynamic to it. With few returning

players, the team was considered to be very

young . A youthful squad could have been seen

as a major complication to the team's flow,

however, the boys made sure to take it as a

positive characteristic. "Having a younger

team is not only encouraging, but it is also great

for the program," said senior Ryan Uckert.

"[The underclassmen's] passion to contribute

and compete can already be seen, which is

fantastic."

The inexperience of the underclassmen

called for the seniors and juniors on the team

to act as role models. 'The upperclassmen

really keep it together by showing what is

expected of everyone and by helping everyone

find their role on the field," said junior Andrew
Layman. The two senior captains made sure

to act as leaders for the entire team. "I feel like

it's my job to keep everyone motivated because

all of the conditioning we will do will make
everyone tired," said senior Brian Romero. "But

I have to push them to keep going [because]

this hard work at practice will lead to wins."

Theleadershiprolesthattheupperclassmen

took on ended up helping the team ultimately

achieve its goal of being a more disciplined unit.

This goal was a major part of practices, and

the captains made sure all players recognized

how important it was to work hard. "We can't

go very far and succeed without a team that

acts as a unit," said Uckert. "[One] that is

composed of players that have the same
mentality and long-term goals."

siENtRV
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4^^^^ Senior Samuel Peralta tries to beat a player to the ball

with senior Brian Romero behind to assist. At

practices, it was important that players focused on

^ communication so the team would be able to overcome

W) major challenges. Romero said, "Everyone needs to be*o at practice, so we can play together more and build

chemistry and discipline."
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1 . Sophomore Sergio Carrizo tries to beat a player from Robert E. Lee High School to the ball. The younger

players were able to contribute a lot to the team. "There are a lot of underclassmen players, but they are

pretty skilled," said senior Jimmy Begazo. 2. Junior Chukwudi Okeke races back to the goal to help prevent

another player from scoring. Having a strong defense was an essential principle that would help the team

attempt to go as far as possible during the district tournament. "Defense is played by everyone, not just

the defenders," said senior Cristian Gutierrez. "I like to say this quote a lot: 'Defense wins championships!"
1

3. Junior El-Hadji-Mamadou Beye raises his arm to tell his teammates that he will go for the ball. The team's

communication was part of what made up the players' hard- working unit. "We play and work hard for one

another, whether it's during practice [or] on game day," said junior Derryck Aquice. 4. Senior Ryan Uckert

passes the ball in a game against Robert E. Lee. Many of the players felt it was an honor to be a part of

the team. "I feel an extra sense of pride going into my final season as a General and hope that this year's

team can put it's mark on a long list of successful teams," said Uckert. 5. Sophomore Daniel Dell'Agostino

forces himself in front of his opponent in order to get to the ball. B. Senior Samuel Peralta uses strategic

moves to confuse another player. Other than overcoming the challenge of having a younger team, the boys

had to focus on working together. "A challenge would be to build a strong chemistry with each other on

the field, and that will happen [over] time," said Peralta.

CaptaiM

L-onnectlo-n

»*
"I've always looked up to captains

we've had in the past, and it's a

great feeling to be given the chance

to follow in their footsteps."

/Qu&n licked, '13
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"To be a captain, you have to be able

to find a connection between your

players and the coaches. It is very

important to make sure everyone

stays focused and helps them find a

way to play their best."

Euan /Kometo, '13
Senior Christian Pinto

tries to keep up with

the ball during a game.
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vaxiltij'football Front Raw: Manager Khusboo Azim, Derryck Aquice, Harrison Ramos-Palma, Sergio Carrizo. Luis Vela-

Roias, William Sheahan. Brian Romero, Christian Pinto, Maycol Nunez Avilla, Manager Dora FuentesRow 2: Coach Christopher

Duggett-Rowzee, Coach Eduardo Carrasquillo, Yefrin Mejia-Argueta, Andres Penovi Orjales, Ryan Uckert, Samuel Peralta,

Chukwudi Okeke, Daniel Dell'Agostino. Juan Justiniano Dominguez, Jaras Chaimuangchuen, Coach Jimmy Carrasquillo, Manager
Patricia Ochoa Back Raw: Timothy Collins, Connor Berry. Andrew Layman, Rommel Romano-Chavez, Cristian Gutierrez, El-

Hadji-Mamadou Beye. Jimmy Begazo Not Pictured: Benjamin English

7. Senior Ryan Uckert gets ready to pass the

ball. Other than the team being considered

young, a major challenge was the smaller size

of the team. "Physically, we're a small team

and are not going to be able to be dependent

on out-muscling opponents," said Uckert. 8.

Sophomore Timothy Collins gets ready to

throw the ball into play. 9. Junior Andrew

Layman high fives his teammates. The team

bonded over fun experiences at practice. "I

love the team, whether it's hanging before the

[games atteam dinners] or just joking around

at practice," said Layman. 1 0. Senior Jaras

Chaimuangchuen and the rest of the team

wait for the coaches to speak to them after

a game. "#NeverWalkAlone is the motto that

will help [us] achieve triumph throughout the

season," said Chaimuangchuen. The team

hoped to go as far as they could and to win

the Arlington Cup.

Varsity Bays Soccer
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rior to the start of the season, players on

the JV girls and boys soccer teams prepared

for tryouts by practicing with friends and

playing at home or with another team outside

of school. Many players were members of

another team, which allowed them to polish

their skills with ample amounts of practice

before trying out. "[Practices are important

because] you learn about your teammates and

how they play," said freshman Eleni Riris. "You

see who works well with who."

Some players prepared for the season by

working with other players of the same
position. Such practices would allow players to

improve their skills in various ways before the

season began. "I like the extra goalie training I

get," said freshman Olivia Wadzinski. "I see a

lot of benefit in practicing both with my
teammates and with the varsity goalies."

Other players already had lots of experience

under their wings, many from joining a soccer

team at a young age or from playing with

friends or family members. Being part of a

travel team and the school team
simultaneously provided some players with

extra periods of time for practice, which many
found to be beneficial. "I'm on a travel team,"

said Riris. "You get used to competitive soccer

and see what the coaches expect from you in

terms of competitiveness and skill level."

Pre-season preparation was an integral

aspect of the season as a whole, since it was
necessary for players to brush up on their

strategies and skills in order to perform well

out on the field and score goals. Han said, "It's

good to get ready before the season starts

because the season will go much more
smoothly."

MottL-Hav, '13

Sophomore Emily Reed dribbles the

ball down the field. Reed found that

being on the team was one of the

highlights of her year. "Everyone has

an awesome time," said Reed. "The

players and coaches are really great,

and it's always cool to see the team
improve throughout the season."
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1 . Freshman Julian Esquer-Perez gets ready to throw in the ball as freshman Pablo Orjales runs to his

position. Esquer-Perez enjoyed the various aspects of being on the team that differed from other sports.

"JV soccer is a lot of fun because it's different from all the other teams I have been a part of, and my

teammates are really great," said Esquer-Perez. 2. Freshman Aidan Wang looks to pass the ball to a

fellow teammate. Wang especially liked being on the team due to its camaraderie factor. "Soccer is fun

because I get to play with a lot of the people I've been friends with forever, and we normally don't get to

really play together," said Wang. 3. Freshman Geronimo Kurzbach Pevere attempts to save the ball from

an opponent. "Soccer is my favorite sport and my favorite way to pass time," said Kurzbach Pevere. "It

relaxes me and gives me an adrenaline rush at the same time." 4. Sophomore Paplova Moya prepares

to kick the ball. The team played a two-touch passing possession game that allowed for many people to

be a part of every play and also helped to move the ball up the field. 5. Sophomore Abigail Han and

freshman Ariana Martinez do wall sits during practice. "We do a lot more work on the JV soccer team

than people give us credit for. Coach Steph pushes us, so we perform to the best of our abilities everyday,"

said Han. "She wants us to do well."

ving a really good season,

teammates are very nice,

re a really tight team."

dlUni/Qitb, '16

"JV soccer has been a lot of fun

because it's harder than the other

teams I've played for, and I think I will

improve a lot because of this

Mia. ftatket, '1

6

fll/ifi-diSoccet FrontWBk Emily Reed, Mayra Flores-Orellana, Miche

Rins. Paplova Moya Row 2: Nora Oleary, Deniz Gurler, Marisa Shotwetl,

Steiana Martinez, Courtney Hatton Back Row: Allison Herrity. Sabnna Daley, Abigail Har

Dassanare Arkema, Gemma Harris, Coach Stephanie Nichols

p. Freshman Gemma Harris prepares to pass. Harris was able to start new friendships by joining the team.
I really love being a part of the JV soccer team because I got to meet new people, and I get to play the sport,

love everyday with a great group of girls," said Harris. 7. Freshman Benhur Gebretnsaie dribbles down the
ield, getting ready to pass. Gebretnsaie looked around prior to making the pass, as being aware of where
Jther players were on the field was crucial to winning games. S. Freshman Evan Schadelbauer watches as
sophomore Luis Santos Molina prepares to pass the ball. Each player had an assigned position, but there
>vas fluidity depending on what was happening.

I together, and we play

as a family."

relix. -Hetn&nde?, '15

"I really like JV soccer because it's

more relaxed than my travel team,

and I can try things I normally

wouldn't do."

ufullen Koone, '1

6
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JV Girls/Boys
Soccer
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he girls tennis team welcomed many
more experienced players this season. With

higher skill level, the drills the girls ran and the

coaching style that was used were adjusted to

the players. Sophomore Diana Voronina said,

"Our top six is really good. We definitely have

stronger players." The top six girls were the

ones who competed in matches. The girls went

into the season with high expectations

because of the skills of the players on the team.

The team also had a new practice approach

at the beginning of the season. Usually, the first

weeks of practice were used to go over the

basics with the beginners. Freshman Natalie

Skoloda said, "We only need a few touch-ups

here and there. We have the basics down; we
only have to work on top spin, faster serves and

being ready for the ball." The girls' season got

a head start with working on more advanced

techniques and skills, which gave them a head

start over the competition.

The girls welcomed a new coach along with

a new coaching technique for their season. Ms.

Laura Hale, the new coach, was very excited to

start coaching the more experienced girls. Ms.

Hale said, "The girls have been working hard in

practice to prepare for our upcoming

matches, I think that we are going to be

competitive." Ms. Hale brought the team a lot

of new energy as a new coach and was
welcomed with equal amounts of energy from

the team. With more advanced girls, the team
was able to practice a lot of match play. Hale

said, "My coaching philosophy is to meet each

girl where they are at in terms of skill level."

\

Junior MosanaTafa re follows through

on her two-handed backhand at

practice. Having a good follow through

and holding this technique was
important for the girls to have a sharp,

fast and accurate shot.

ls Tennis Te^m BenepiTED FRom H/ii'ins /*n ^DfymceDTe^m FRom

Girls Tennis

ATHLETICS
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1 . Sophomore Charlotte Baskerville prepares to serve by holding the ball close to her racket. It was

important for the girls to focus on the serve because it set the tone for the rest of the game. Baskerville

said, "To focus, you have to remember the right form and clear your head. A serve is what wins the match."

She went on to add that "you have to remember your footwork, throw the ball high and keep your hand

positioning. The hand positioning is different for everyone. It's whatever's comfortable." Serves were an

important part for the girls to focus on at practice and in scrimmages. 2. Sophomore Diana Voronina

jumps to the side in order to be able to hit a one-handed forehand shot. If the ball was hit straight to the

girls, they had to move themselves out of the way to be able to get a good shot. Movement and adaptation

were key parts of playing tennis. 3. Senior Kezia Crawley prepares to serve. Getting off a good serve set

the tone for the rest of the match; it was an easy way to score points. 4. Junior Alicia Huggett prepares

to hit a forehand shot by focusing on the ball. In order to not have a miss-hit or to miss the ball, the girls

had to make sure to watch the ball coming towards them. 5. Sophomore Charlotte Baskerville follows

through over her shoulder. Following through over the shoulder was a technique that the girls were

continually taught. 6. Junior Alicia Huggett goes up for a serve. Jumping and moving her whole body got

more power behind the ball, which was a key part of a good serve. Huggett had her eyes on the ball to

focus on hitting it at the right spot on her racket and achieving back spin.
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7. Junior Cara Maisel follows through on her two-handed backhand. It was
imperative for the girls to practice and develop a strong backhand in order

to be able to hit shots coming at them from different directions. 8. Senior

Katherine Andersh shakes hands with her opponent. The handshake at the

end of the match was a sportsmanlike gesture by both players. 9. The small

tennis score cards hang at the center next to the net. Freshman Gail Muggill

said, "In our typical tennis matches, singles play one set with up to 1 games.

In doubles, we play one set up to eight, and you have to win by two." The cards

showed the score of each individual game as well as the number of sets won.

1 0. Sophomore Kesh Mullen hits the ball in a singles game.

vatMtij Tennis Front Raw: Isabella Narvaez, Gail Muggill, Kesh Mullen. Cara Maisel, Diana Voronina,

Monlka Hossein Back Row: Coach Laura Hale, Mosana Tafere, Erin Morris, Lauren Armstrong,
Chukwudilimm Emordi, Charlotte Baskerville, Katherine Andersh, Natalie Skoloda Not Pictured: Alicia

Huggett. Kezia Crawley, Lysa Diarra

ho are very

3d. We also

new coach

d is very

rical about

eason. To

pare, we
:e every day

n drills as a

ejia (2rau//ey, '13

\
V

V

Senior Katherine Andersh prepares

to throw the ball up for her serve. A
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he boys tennis team set their eyes on

winning districts for the third year in a row. The

boys tennis team practiced at Quincy Park,

where the players fine-tuned strategies and

worked on the techniques they were best at.

Sophomore Thomas Shea said, "The technique

I think I'm best at is my powerful serve." Each

of the players on the team brought his own
talents, which helped when it came to winning

games. "Our team is quite diverse, which gives

us unique and talented players," said senior

Marcus Lusby. "This is one of the team's

advantages." Many of the players on the team

prepared by themselves in addition to

preparing with the team at the practices,.

Junior Jeremy Mott said, "A lot of the players

on the team don't just work on their game at

practice but [also] on their on time." Some of

the players even went down to the local YMCA
to play together.

CoachRussieAlexanderoftheboystennis

team used unique coaching strategies to

improve the team as a whole as well as the

tennis players as individuals. "I am a player's

coach; I like to empower my players to have

them become leaders," said Alexander. "I want

my players to think and use strategy to beat

their opponents. Most ofthe players can hit the

ball; however, they must have a plan to win." In

the end, every player on the boys tennis team

contributed his own talents to make the team

one of the best. "I believe our team will go

undefeated and win districts this year," said

senior Chingun Erdenebaatar, "Coach

Alexander and everyone on the team have

played a huge role in our success."

(Jetemu Thacket, '1

6
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ornore Haris Sehic reaches down for the ball to

make a good play on it. Movement and agility were used

to make good returns Players moved swiftly around the

court to make a shot and win the match in tr

Sophomon.

RALLY FOR DISTRICT!
bovs Tennis prepared through practices to win districts for the third ve^r in a row

Boys Tennis

ATHLETICS



1 . Senior Victor Mendoza focuses in on the ball to make the best shot possible. Players needed to watch

the ball until connection was made with their racket. Watching the ball allowed players to plan how best

to hit the ball and where to send it to their opponents' side of the court. When players improved their

shots, they were able to win more points, which led to more matches and winning sets. 2. Senior Marcus

Lusby extends his arm during a serve to get the most power possible. It was important to fully extend

one's arm during a serve to create more power. Serving was an advantage because it gave the player the

first chance to score. 3. Senior Orton Babb pulls back to follow through on the ball. Follow through on a

ball was important because it gave more accuracy to the shot. 4. Junior Max Thompson rests after a

particular enduring match. Making a match short can be beneficial for a player because it required less

energy. This was a strategy used by some of the players on the boys tennis team. 5. Sophomore Jackson

Doolittle winds to return a good serve. It was important to have perfect timing to get the ball where it was

intended to land. Good timing could decide whether or not a match was won or lost. This was one skill

worked on by many on the team. B. Freshman Anirudh Sreekumar runs up to the net to save a ball. A big

part of tennis was having agility, being able to move your feet and reach for balls. This skill could take time

to learn but could be effective in play. Freshman Anirudh Sreekumar said, "As my first year on the boys

tennis team, it took time for me to learn how to move around the court swiftly."

vatMty SofjtbaU Front Row: Patrick Muggill, Jackson Towle, Chingunbaatar Erdenebaatar, Jeremy
Mott, Alemayehu Enyew, Alexandre Fall Back Row: Thomas Shea, Mark Falamoun, Sofonias Getachew,
Austin LaPointe, Jackson Doolittle, Anirudh Sreekumar, Coah Russie Alexander



1. Freshman Andrew Lewis 2 Junior Ofelia Vallejo 3. Juniors Ashleigh Anderson. Lauren

Armstrong, Andrew Layman. Robert Lewis, and Benjamin Jenks 4. Junior Enkh|in Tuvshinzaya

and sophomore Anudari Munkhchuluun 5. Freshmen Henry Casey and Lucas Mendes 6. Junior
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TIE
[noun]
1 . a thing that unites or links people;

something that serves as a connecting

link

[verb]
1. to place orestablish in a relationship;

to connect, bond, or link

Connected by a variety of interests and

passions, we can develop valuable ties

to those within the classroom and

throughout the community. Our bonds

and friendships make up who we are

as well as who we aspire to be. Not only

are we able to tie ourselves to our

peers through our different

personalities, but we can also develop

substantial ties with our teachers,

mentors, and friends in order to

establish relationships that can last a

lifetime.

"Aiu exjaetien.ee at

W-J- has shaped mu

fiutute because St met

many dikkeient people

with vetu diverse

Ifackatounds and saw

how each Leained and

coped In dlkketent

waus,

"Theresa JZutfij, '13
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M^t Lively T0......

...TRIP UP THE STEPS
Auzdeleine AJeLion & /xoutke L/onaJiue

BE A BEST—SELLIRG AUTHOR
J-uba. KcLnchohk £ LikazLei -fitaon

BEComE >*n OLvmpi^n
rted U/tlliami £ Matu Jlunn U-Utk

...GROW OLD TOGETHER
WLLLLa.m S>neaAa.n £ Ma.taa.td Eutaoi

„>in EnTERTvlinER

iientu L/oLL £ Ktitianu -Haute

...H>ii^E Peter P>in SvnDRomE
Matu Qcbeaet £ AJom Kina



<5tMtffc ^>UPtRLA!TVt6

...LOSE THEIR LICERSE

(Jennlnet Peet £ u/teqotu Wicki

...BE L>1TE TO COLLEGE
CiaxoLine zztuinn £ Sxzmuel S>il</etman

...inspiRE a Fyismon lire

S>tepkanLe ±?ejcui-(2(Litto & Mateo (2tuj -lieteJdcL

...BE HflOWn FOR THEIR LylUGH

l/avid\L<ype? £ liou'lou -fincteti

...m>lRRV /K POP ST>1R

J.a.cka.tu Kiaai <£ d-mma. Llcxypet

v4R inTERRET SEnS>lTIOn
Kevin Salt/aAoz £ Sata Kouta&u&ne
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"Overall, I liked it here. I learned

a lot here and had a fun time.

[The school] is a nice

community."

Ijetlntj M&ttos, '13

"Senior year was very busy. I

had a lot of work to do, but I

think it will be worth it in the

end."

KujlnlKnam Suk/i, '13

Jawad Abdi

It is important to expect nothinq, to

take ei/eru experience, includinq the

e ones, as merelu itepi on the

Hussnain Ahmed

"Sin uou tell me truth about hour

uou 're keelinq, it become! kunnu.

"

native

Colleen Aiken

"Thinqi work out belt lor thole who

make the belt ok how thinqi work.
"

Nabila Akbar

"Uevelop a passion kor learninq. Ilk

Jonas Albro

'letter cut the

path, anil to proceed

-RAM PA65

"Uou better cut the pilia in f)our

, uou u/ill nei/er cease to qrow. " pieces because SI'm not hunqru enouqh

to eat six.

"

-Yoc;\ F3E.E.EA

Basil All Bryan Almeyda

"SI near not the man who has

practiced. 1 0,000 Licks once, but SI

near the man who has practiced, one

Lick 10,000 times."

Jorge Alvarado-Calderon

"SI don 't have a lolution, but SI

admire the problem..

"

Daniel Alvarez Esli Alvarez Boteo

"7hank uou to everu petlon who has

ever told me SI can't. Uou are just

another reason whu SI will.
"

Paolo Alvarez-Pedraza Bazin Amaha Gabriel Am ram

"CJut deepest near is not that we are

inadequate. C/ur deepest near is that

we are powetkul beuond measure. Sit is

our liqht, not our darlness, that most

kriqhtenl us.

"

Elizabeth Andarge

Senior Class Portraits

PEOPLE
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"All of the teachers here are

amazing and inspirational

because of their enthusiasm

for their subject."

Juliana Sutler, '139«

Kathenne Andersh

lime doein V take away ktom

ktiendskip, not Joes itpa.ta.tion.

"

Joshua Anderson

"SJ'tl tell you wkat. ik out school woj

tka nice SJ would qo tkete mote titan

once a week.

"

-TUE. £>ASklE.T&ALL PlAtiltS

Melissa Arevalo

'Mo at all:,teamet b evet too imall: no

dteam b evet too bia.

"

Charles Argon

"Hptei mot, le deluye

"

Donovan Arias

"SJ'm inipited by ckallenqei. My like

wai alwayi like tkb.

"

Kylie Auble

"SJfl SJ live the lifle SJ'm yiven, SJ won 't

lie seated to die.

"

-Tut AVtTT B>E/7TUE.I^

Andrew Auchter

'Ilk you te not kailinq evety now ana

ayain. it 'i a lian uou te not doina

anytkina vety innovative.

"

-\V<?tfDY ALLE.N

Ford Avery

"S/n tke beyinniny tke Univetie wai

cteated Tkb kaj made a lot of)

people vetu anaty and kai been widely

Khusboo Azim

"J-ine it wottk livinq as lony at tkete '}

a lauqk in it.

"

Orton Babb

toed ai a bad move.

-P^ucuvs Adams

tea,

Araiya Baghdadi Luisa Banchoff

"l/on '/ ale tke pk

dy to aniw,

-JAC£ k^E-E^UAC

yon t uie the phone,

nevet teady to amwet it. Hi,

/-'eople ate

poetty.

'

Heather Banikas

"SJ don V lee muielk ai ever being like

anybody elie.

"

-Lady (^ac;a

Christopher Bardo

"Walk on. wkat uou dot tkey can V

iteal it, no tkeu can V even keel it.

"

Nora Baron

"Uou could be btilliant, but you 'te k

muck ok a cowatd
"

98
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"My favorite memory is the

dance battle my freshman

year."

flldy Mzcklc Eaton, '13

m

"I feel like W-L has given me a

good multiracial perspective to

build off of."

(Jabtiel -flmtam, '13

Margaret Barry

"Inb ii tke stzonaeit life Sl've evez

Known.

-JlM \J\OZSM>OW

Undram Bat-Ulziit

"-Happiness b not sometk

in. I

f
'appiness b not something tea

lit comes Ijzom uouz own

actions.

-Dalai Lama

Baljinnyam Batmunkh Temuge Batzaya

"Uouz dze&ms ate ctaiu and

elusional uefoze It comes Into

fzuition.

"

Idergun Bayanmunkh

Vu if uou 'II live ho

Jimmy Begazo

"Tkese qizli love sosa.

"

Zackary Biggs

"The puzpose of) life b a life v/itk a

puzpose. So D'd'

zatkez Jlie fot a

auie than live a life tkat b woztkless.

"

-IMMORTAL Te.CJJNI<?UE.

Khodeza Begum

ucation ii not pzepazation foz life

education is life ibelf.

"

Gilmer Benitez-Hernandez Sara Benitez-Hernandez Abigail Bessler

" Wken one dooz of kappiness closes, "-find tkb next pazt sounds like

anotkez one openi but often u/e look to nonsense, liutU sureaz to Cuod, lina

lona at tke closed dooz tkat use do not leu aave me confidence.
"

iee tke one u/kick b opened foz us.
"

-JJlLEN kJlLLEE.

-ClJlLDIAlJ <^AMe>lN<?

Muhammad Bilal Kellen Blake Francisco Blanco Garcia

"AJo pzessuze, no diamonds.

-R^lll

Ariel Bobbett

"ufzavitation cannot lie keld

tesponsiule fot people fallinq in love.

-Al&LET EjNATEIN

Senior Class Portraits
i
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Beth Bodner

"My favorite memory is when

Obama came my junior year

because the gym was loud and

the atmosphere was wild
"

Ktuast -HlmeuAa, '13

Astnd Bonilla

"l/on V give up truing to do what uou

really want to do. Where thete b love

«« inspiration, uou can not go

wrong.
*

Michael Bonilla Nicholas Bornbusch Abigail Boshart

'let.

good, sentences.

-i>YL\/lA PlATU

Alycia Bouchard Kyla Bouldin

'J-ifse b made up oh ueati that mean

nothing andmomenb that mean it

all.'

Sara Bourdouane

'SJ'm worse at what SJ do belt

andlyyt thb gifjt SJ peel blessed"

Destiny Boyd Brittany Bradford

"uon V ever ijorget who was thete fjot '+-'[)* & "*e photography. We

uou when no one else was.

"

develop mom the negative!
"

Jasmine Briley

"L.vexuthing SJ'm not made me

everything SI am.

"

-k^ANYL W/tiT

A''
Devon Brown

"-H girl nevet know* when she miaht

need a couple oh diamond at ten

o 'clock in the morning.

"

-IC.R.1.5 JE.NNEE

Raisha Budiman Margaret Burgos CJ Burka

"ike knack [to kluinaj ueJ in leamina "Uou remember tkat place between

how to throw uouneln at the around ileep and awake, the place where you

fid.and mu3. all

-P<?UCLA5 ADAM6

can still remember dreaming:

-J.N/|. E>AE.[ilE.
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Freshman year was my most

memorable moment. I met people
|

who helped me become the

uerson I am now, as a senior, over|

the course of that year."

-Qikby -l-laMey. '13

"W-L has taught me all the basic

skills I need to succeed In college

as well as creating strong

relationships with people."

Undt/zm Eai-lMydt, '13

%

Morgan Burns Juliana Butler

u/otmj had quni, (jitd utouldn V

men with them.

"

-K1ate.iNa CoovL

"lln a qentle wau, uou can ihaki

world
"

-CJaNpUi

Khemmapat Butthep

"-fill dau ei/etudau.

"

David Butts Tuvshinbayar Buyandelger

"We can't chanqe the world unleii we "AJobodu qii/ei uou chancel, uou qotta

chanqe outielves.

"

take chancei.

"

-\\o\0\Z.\0\Si> &\.C
I

. -Pw/AYNE. N/]lOJAEL Ca£T£E. Je_

Batchuluun Buyarmaa Jessica Cabel Olga Cabrera Jeidi Cabrera-Garcia Gladys Castellon

"Keinq happu Li the qoal, but qxeatneii

b mu I/Liion.

"

-CiJlLPIAU CJAM&II^

Juwan Cephas Daniela Cervantes-Camacho Jaras Chaimuangchuen

l/o not follow whete the path, mail

Lead, (jo, instead, whete thete ii no

path and leave a trail,
"

Lindsay Chamness

nq mu

SJ'm iuit qoinq to oik them whete

theu'te qoinq and hook up with them

latet.

"

-\l\\TOi jJtP&£E.C

Rachael Chase

Senior Class Portraits
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"Ms. Fionni was one of the

ladies that made my freshman

year smooth and not as

terrifying/'

Kelly <2ke»e$. '13 \^* 1
1

Kelly Chevez Rafa Chowdhury Ratila Chowdhury

"£) am an ovet-ackievet, and. SI want

to be known kot tke qood tkinqi in

mil like.

'

-Tayu?e. t>\J\rx

Mary Lynn Clark

"SJt'i not the fife o[) the Aoq in tne

pifnt. it 'i the life ojj the fjiqkt in tne

doq.

"

-M^ae*! Twain

Karina Claure-Orellana

Devon Clay

'SJjj you tkink tne itukk II lau ii ctayu,

you Ji he amajea at tne itukfiU /on V

mil.

"

-k^AlN CAETE.E

Dewan Clay

'U'm ituck in tkii like kotenet. ike

mote tkinqi ckanqe. tke mote tkeu itmi

tke lame. Wko am II to ckanqe tke

qamer

-JayZ

Alexander Clegg

"Ilk uou ttu to lee evetutkinq, uou

won V lee anutkinq.

"

-\Villiam f. Campbell

Ashley Coleson

"(sltui (ZLy £-vetqJa.ij!"

Nicole Collantes

conltantlu ttuinq to make uou

sometkinq elie ii tke qteaieii

acco.npliikment.

"

-RALPU WaLOO E-MtEiPM

Henry Conklin Jo Claire Constantz Kyle Conway Katnna Cook Emma Cooper

"Ilk uou come to a kotk in tke toacC "Urn vetu competitive but in a vetu

take it.

"

-Yoq P3e.i2.ea

nice wau.

-pArol J-llLL

102
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"I plan to go to college, and W-L

has helped me because of all of

the AP and IB classes [it has

provided."

AJlcote (sollantei, '13

Alex Coppa

< 'te last.

Meghan Craig

Lmbrace who you are. /Literally. Ijua

uourselk.

"

-E.LLE.N DtCJLNE.B.E^>

Emilia Corea

"SJt is wkat it a.

"

Kevin Corneby Kyle Cornish

"Slil lie wnatever SI want to

-Philip J. F"ey

Akira Crawford

"SI nave never Let mu scnoolina

interfere with mu education.
"

-N/1ae.H Twain

Dakota Crawford

"Inat ii not dead wnick can etetnal

tie, and with stranqe aeons even deatn

mail die,

"

Tut Call oy Ctuuluu. J-I.P. -

UtVECRAFT

Jeremy Crawford

•Ave as ih uou were to die tomorrow,

learn as in uou mere to live korever.

"

-C^aNdUi

Sebastian Coupe

Kezia Crawley

Emma Cregan

l+ij auotation is a handy thinq to

.ve about, savins one tke troulile ok

thinking j^or oneselk. alwaui a

laborious business.

"

-A.A. N/|lLME.

Luisa Cruz Sanchez

"Unless someone like uou cares a

uhole awhul lot. notkiinq is qoinq to

aet better. SJt's not.
"

Pilar Curtis Elijah Davenport Jean-Marc Daviau-Williams

"[Music] an cnanqe out lives not tke

bettet.

"

__
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"W-L has taught me the

importance of working hard,

proper planning, and the

importance of asking questions

and cooperating."

/xaumond. Isulmtzn, 13

Andres Dell'Agostino Matthew Delli Pnscoli Sophia Delmar

'11
've build over and over and over "SJ'll make it to tie moon in U have to

aaain in mu Like and that it whu SJ crawl.

"

succeed" -I2.E.P \\oi ClJlLI Pt,PPt,BJ>

-N/|lOJAE.L JtfR.PAN

Mary Dewald

nber uou all in

-Pl_ANlklT<?N

"Sl'll remember uou all in therapu.

Douglas Diffee

"-(-fll we can nope to do in like is to

make a d'kkerence.

"

9»

Jon Dixon Elizabeth Dodson

"Tyon t wottu about what uou don t

know. J-ipe's a dance, you learn as

uou go.

"

Henry Doll

"H perked round ok qolk is an 18. U
once dreamed ll made 1 7 holes-in-one

in a row and lipped out on 1 8. U
woke up anaru.

"

-&E.N JJ^AM

Rourke Donahue

&eservinq judgements is a matter oh

inkinite hope.

"

TUE. <^E.EAT CATi&Y

Arnel Dorado

"A/o one can chanqe a person, out t

person can lie a reason someone

chanqes.

"

Denesha Drlgo Benjamin Drucker

•Vc be'on t cru because it s over.

because it happened

"

-Pe. i>E.U66

Raymond Dulman

Smile
"^~v

e ii n°t &u about hard work, but

hard work b an important part ok

0L-

David Duncan

"Whether uou are 7 or 70, uou can

make a dikkerence.

"

-\\/lN5"R?N PuNCAM

Hugh Durbin

"-fill we have to decide h what to t

with the time that is qiven to us.

-J.E.E. T0LIOE.N

10*
.11
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"My favorite memory is when

Angela and I raced all the way down

the fourth floor hallway in two

rolling chairs; it was amazing... until

Mr. Laurie arrived."

^mdia J.e</&LLoi-/xotietti, '13

Sarah Echols

"SJ'm kind on a oiq deai

-EL?N &UE.CUNDY

Joseph Enright

"Uou Know wko else qtaduated niqk

icUtPMl/MOMl"

-I\/|U6CLE.MAN| (N/|lTOJ

iwE.E.LN5TEINl)

Susie Estrada

Ikey say you wete mated to do

tkinqs, but wotds only come to like

wken uou tieliet/e.
"

,

"1 liked when 1 made a sign the day

of our pep rally that said, "seniors

love freshman." Walking down the

hallway, 1 heard the freshmen say,

"We love you too, seniors."

L/ora. iuentei, '13

,

Daniel Edgar

"A/ei/et say nevet.

"

-JuiTINl &IE.&E.E.

David Ellis Ochbayar Enkhbat William Ennis

"Tke sky is nallinq, yet we qo on all "Kekind ei/ety kace ties a stoty oh "Uou wete botn an otiqinal. L/on 't

the sttuqqle.
"

become a co,'H-

Alemayehu Enyew Hiruy Ephrem

"J-ine is a staqe.

"

Chingunbaatar Erdenebaatar Tuul Erdenebold

"Snoot not tke moon. L-i/en in uou "Me tke ckanqe uou wisk to see in tke

miss, uou Li land amonq tke Stan.
"

wotld
"

-Lea E?e.<?\VN -N/|aUatma £j"anpui

Diana Estrella Perrin Falkner

"Wken J/ qot tited, II slept. U/ken AJ

qot kunqty, U ate. Wken U kad to

qo, uou know, II went.
"

-f0QSZ!LST (L7UMP

Nataly Farag Thomas Faris

"Hoi anyone teally been hat as

£cided to use even qo want to do

Look mote like.

"
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"I don't have a favorite memory
because every time I came to

school there was something

good and bad to go through."

leiica /Qometo, '139-

Kirubel Fessesework

" when 3 am lad. J/ stop beina sad

andbe-QWZSOMHinsteJL True

storu.

'

-&AE.ME.Y -frnNStfN

Zaira Flores Thomas Fravel Paul Frondorf Dora Fuentes

'Music reminds us that we re never too "Nueces) & not kinal. kailute is not " rat krom whatU once was, but not

old to etu.

"

kaial: it is the couraae to continue that uet what SJ'm aoina to lie.

"

counts.

"

Kevin Gamez

"J-ine is about runnina antex uout

dream and. never backina down or

qivinq up:

Galtsog Gantulga Gan-Erdene Ganzorig Saul Garcia Miguel Garcia-Menda

"There') an ini/etie between how aood "D am the best there is, the belt there

lomethina is nor uou, amihow much was, and the best there will ever be.

kun it is.

"

Period.
"

-&RG.T JJaE.T

Denitra Gaskins Martha Gebru Natalie Gerardi Leonardo Godinez-Melendez

"+-) iourneu is best measured in kriends "While evetubodu else is complaining,

rather than miles.
"

SJ'm thaniina Cfodkox mu like.
"

-Tim CaUill

Emily Goldman

"
Ihe dead are livina.

"

-N/|lTOJ Luc^te
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"My favorite memory is the

time I almost drank pen ink.
1

(2hs.tbi -Qttjcrn, '13

"My favorite memory is from

when my brother told me not

to take school for granted

when I was a freshman."

Karen Gonzalez-Na|era

"Uteam like uou 'II live noorever, but

ive each moment ai in it 'i uour but.
'

Sarah Goodman

"ike cSomtitution aivei people tke

rujkt to putiue kappineii. Uou kav,

Darius Gray Ja'rel Green

-&E.N pEANklLlN

Elizabeth Grossmann

"II don 't know wkai mu nature koldi,

but SI do know urko koldi mu kuture.

-TlM Tt&£\V

Christian Gudiel

Danielle Harris

Jn a. aentle way, you can ikake

world

"

-M.AUATMA CJaNDUI

Jessica Guevara-Lazo

"Sin order to be Irreplaceable one muJt

alwaui be dinnerent.

"

-COCO ClJANLL

Cristian Gutierrez Ashley Hadley

"II can accept kailure, everuone naib at "lie 50 kappu tkat wken otken look at

iometkina. !iut SI can 't accept not uou. tkeu become kappu too.

"

truina.

"

Ian Hal

Mora-Devi Hav

"How lucku SJ am to kave iometkina

tkat makei iayina aoodbue io kard
"

-AA MjL-NE_ \\/lNMlt-TtlE-P<7<?U

Brittany Hayes

n 't care wkai uou tkink about

me. SI don 't tkink about uou at all.
"

-COCO CUANtL

Nathan Heinzman

"+-I imootk tea never majde a ikillec

sailor.

"

-E.NCLI5LI Pe.0\/le.&

Madeline Henshaw-Greene

"SI've tkouakt on an endina nor mu

book - '-find ke lived kappilu ever

anter, to tke end ok kii dat/i.
'"

PEOPLE ,||



"W-L exposed me to different

people, views of the world, and

different ideas that enabled me to

see the world in different angles."

Kltubel reiseiewotk, '13

Dreavon Herbert Dilcia Hernandez Luz Hernandez

'fiction may not bring happiness, but "Tough time) may keel like hell, but

there ii no happiness without action. " everyone has to go through hell to tee

-&E.NJAMIN PliEAE-LI the light of) heaven.
"

Natalie Hewitt

"Success ii otjten achieved by those

who don t Know that kailure ii

inevitable.

"

-Coco Gjanll

Daniel Hilla

lS« latex. space cowboy.

-Captain N/jalc^lm \2jLytiov.vt

Christina Hogan McKinnon Hokanson Sonia Holar Jasmine Holt

"lit) everyone is awesome, you have to '-fill thai II am. ot hope to be. ±J owe "SJij you can V spot the crajy person on

be awesome awesome.

"

to my angel mother.
"

the bus. it 's you.
"

-N/|e- Jao7&.s -A&rauam Lincoln -Te.p N/|^*y

Damicha Hopwood

"3'm psychic in the end. U jjoke my

thoughts and reality lets them in."

-kdlD Cuo\

Anufa Hossain

"/xemember. today ii the tomorrow

you worried about yesterday.

"

-Pale. CAE.NE.Clt

108
..III

Hossain Hossain Monika Hossain

"Uou know. U'm sick ok hollowing my

dreams, man. U'm just going to ask

where they're going and hook up with

'em later.

"

-N/|lTOJ 1J.E.0&UE.C

Shadat Hossain

Senior Class Portraits
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"I plan on being an automotive

technician, and the career

center helped me get my job at

BMW."

Jasmyn Howard

Sometimes, uou will never know the

hue value ok a moment until It

become} a memoru.
"

David Huaman

"
/his b it.

"

-MjoJae-l Jac/soH

Joshua Hueston Michael Hughes

"Hi, SJ'm Sill. SJ'm a birth survivor.

"

Madeleine Humm

"IIjust wanted to sou that uou 'te all

winners, -find tkat SI couldn 't be

happier the school uear is endinq.

"

-N/|e_ Puvall (N/|eaN £j"ir.ls)

Sarah Humphries

'(Son 't cru because it 's over, smile

because it happened.

"

-Pe. 6E.U66

Colton Hust

"SJ'm not superstitious, out SJ am .

little stitious.

"

-N/|lOjAE.L £}COT\

Han-Anthony Huynh

"SJ'm not akraid ok death, SJjust

don t want to be there when it

happeni.

"

-\Joovr Al_LE.fJ

Benjamin Hyde Temujin Ider

"AJo one looks back on their like and

remembers the niqht theu hadplentu

ok sleep.

"

I'm not quna lett anythinq take the

we farom mij heart, tke love ok like

ma. Spteadinq peace andpositive,

thank ijou eatt, SJ'm alive.
"

-i_ii_e>

Chelsea Irizarry

"SJ'm an idealist. SJ don V know where

SJ am qoinq, but SJ am on mu wau.

"

-CAR.L i>ANP&UE.(;

"SJ didn 't chose the thuq like, the thuq

like chose me.

"

Mary Jaeger

WotJ theto uour mother.

VaMilux Ice.
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"I have no idea what I want to do in

the future, but W-L has provided

me with so many different classes

that I feel prepared to take on

anything."

£ucai Mc&tiln, '13

Juthi Jahangir

"/xemembet all t ed to do ,

close uout eues, open uout heart and

keel the klow ok tke ait around (Just

peel tke ait.

"

-Lex LIyuhCiae.

Kiara James

"Wanting to be someone else is a

waste ok tke person uou ate.

"

Michelle Jewel Halimo Jidal Oscar Jimenez

'He tke best at wkat uou can be. 2_nd is not tke end Sin kact S.A/.ls. "J-et us live so tkat wken we come k

l/on t ttu to bo sometkina thai uou te means <Lkkott A/evet ISies. So take to die. even tke entettainet will be sonu.

not. -flndik you do kail down, aet tke next level.

'

-N/|aE.£ Tw/AIN

tiakt back up and ttu attain.

"

Elana Jobson-Ohver Adrian Johnson Austin Johnson Destiny Johnson Ra|een Johnson

'JSik]e 's like a box ok ckocolates, uou 'laskfjotce. ptotect J-il M at all "rtiendskip is botn at tkat momen

nevet know wkat uou te aonna aet.
'

times.

"

wken one petson sous to anotket:

-foZ.Z.0^1 C^UMP -i_n_e> Wkat! l/ou too?SJ tkouakt SI was t

onlu one.

"

-C.t). LeAN/IS

ifflfl
Ovidio Juarez-Cabrera Armando Juarez-Castro Rachel Kamvar Brian Kaplan Anna Karagulina

"yust keep Swimmina, fust keep

swimmina.
"

-P<?£Y

"SId tatket be katednot wko SIam

tkan lovedkot wko S' am not.

"

-kluRT Ctf&AlN

"ike beautu ok tkinas must be tka

tkeu end

"

- Jao£ \Cq.Z£UAC

Q III 5en 'Dr Class Portraits
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"My favorite memory is

painting our stomachs and

cheering senior year at the

homecoming football game. 1

l&tdcin PanJjj, '13

"It was memorable when Obama
came to W-L because not many

kids can say the president came to

their school and gave them a

speech."

LennLtser /-'eel, '13(Jennihe

f m

H^ nflfc

^ ML"-

Moges Kebede Saron Kebede Elizsa Key

"Some journeus take us kat krom

kome. Some adventures lead us to out

destinu.

"

-TUE. CjjEtfNlCLE-S Of I\IaG.NIA:

The. LitfN. tue. wrrctl and tue.

\Vae.de.i?e>£

Nazia Khan Sarah Kharimah

"Clan 't make up uour mind riant

awau, ueak / Who Know! urnat 'U

happen in tke kuture/ SJt never

Elaine Khuu

.-f-t person's a person no matter nous

small.

"

-Dr. ituii

Noah King

"SJt 's psuckosomatic. Uou need a

Loootomu. II'11 Get a saw.
"

Emma Klein Austin LaPomte Rafi Lawindo

itu GO l/GJJS

up, mu huencL

-AuCUiTUA W/aTE-E^>

's wnu

uncompromLSLnG

.

-Jimmy Pa^e.

Katherine Lawson

o, uk, ijou play the beautikul same

trtos. . . brothers. . . brethren {

>6ue.'a TiJe. N/|an

Nicole Layne Cendy Lazo

'A/ever let tne keat ok strikina out lei

uou krom piauina tne qame!"

Kelvin Lazo

"J-ile is what uou make ok it. We all

make mistakes, but tken aqain, u/e'te

uounq.

'

Amy Le

"vi/ken in d&ubt, pinku out.

-Patrick ty\t&.
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"My favorite memory is

storytime in sophomore

English class."

lames /QantltdL '13£

Nadia Lee

'AJevet let anyone tay anything about

uou thai uou can 't admit youtielh.

HlivtUji ipeak up even when foaced

with advettitu.

"

Mary Lefande Taylor Leonard

"(Soutane b not tie abience
oft fjeat.

out rattier the judgment that lomethina

b mote important than neat.

-M\ Cab^t

Charlz Lewis Reese Lewis

" Weaielina out oh thinai b impottan

to leatn. llt'i what tepatatei ui htom,

the animal}. ..except the weasel."
,

Madison List Antonio Lopez David Lopez

"
Ihe worldb what uou want it to (re,

and my wotld'i a itaye.
"

Isaiah Lopez Juan Lopez

"SI did battle with ianotance today,

and ianotance won...

"

-JJ.UE.Y FdE-E-MAN. TlJE.

Brianna Lowe

"Llhanae b the law oh like, and thole

who look only to the past at ptetent

ate certain to mbi the hutute.

"

-JFI^

Veronika Lozano Kyle Lusby Marcus Lusby

qtTMP! @tipfrottLlnave"

Theresa Lustig

"-llumani have a knack foot
chooiini

ptecbely the thinai that ate wotit qo

them.

"

- Al_e>Ui PuM&LE.D<7E.E.

112
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"My most memorable moment was

when I made the lacrosse team

freshman year because it has

grown to be such a big part of my
life."

Anthony Luu

'LUeSsed witk some success So U'ma tru

*nu best to live mu line riakt: wken U
lee 6/od he '11 be impressed

"

-N/|aC N/|lLLE.E.

Aldo Machic-Baran Alice Maggio

e uounetj] in a wor,

Sarah Magnin

'% L
t

constantly truina to make uou

sometkina else is tke areatest

accompliskment.
"

-ELaLPU \VaLP<? E-ME-E.6<?N

Caroline Maggio

"Uou cannot hindpeace lyu avoiding

fa"
- VIRGINIA W00LJF

Holly Magnin

"CJnce more into tke hrau,. Unto tke

areatest nifkt It'll ever know. To live

ot die on tkis dau. Io live ot die on

Elghali Makouar

"SJ'm just wkat uou made C/od not

manu II trust.

"

-K.IP ClJPI

John Malvar

"ikere's more to tkem tkan meets tke

eue.

"

Maia Mandel

"Some people want it to kappen.

iome wisk it would kappen, otken

make it kappen.

"

-K/|icuae.l J<?e.paN

Zuhaerr Mansiv

"l/o wkatever uou will but hint be

Suck as are able to will.

"

-fE.IE.PE.IClJ NIiETZSCJJE.

Diego Mariaca-Vaca

yt

Yeting Mattos

onlu live once but in uo

riant, once is enouqn

-N/|ae. W/e^t

Sean McBride Lucas McCartin

" Wkat uou are ai a person is har

more important tkan wkat uou are as

a basketballplayer.

"

--]oM \V<?#PE.N

Patrick McMenamin

"Ike trutk will set uou hree. Kut not

until it is ninisked witk uou.
"

-PaVip F^iTE.E. Wallace.
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"Washington-Lee has shaped

my personality by allowing me
to be accepting and caring

"

/xouike 1/onahue, '13

Manuel Mejia

"T/o not aain the worldand lose your

soul, wisdom a uetter than silver and

yold"

-%>Ot> N/|a£LE.Y

Victor Mendoza

'SJt tin 't homework unless it ') due

tomorrow,
'

Eyou-Ab Mesfm Angela Mestre Seim Michael

"tLverythina is everything.

-I_AU£YN jJlLL

Kirby Miller

"That 's all J/ have to sou about that.

'

-f
r
0G.B.E_i>T C~UMP

Brittany Mirro Roberto Molina

"Success is aettina what uou want.

Happiness is wantiny what uou yet.

'

-Pale. C~ae.ne.oe.

Sylvia Monet

"So lona. ana thanks hot all the

-i-llTOJlJl£E.E.'5 C~UIPE. 10 TUE.

C~ALAXY

Carlos Monroy

"A/ow that the easy part is out ofj the

way, time to move on to what truly

matteti.

"

Ttt

Stephen Montano Vincenza Montante Alexis Moore Rosa Morales Miguel Morales Garcia

"A/ever hollow someone else 's path "l/on V let anyone steal your dream.
"
The liest way to predict your future .

unless you're in the woods and you're Slt's your dream, not theirs.

"

to create it.

"

last and uou see a path, liy all means. -Pan Zadra -A&raUam Lincoln

you should hollow that.

"

-E.LLE.N De.C~E.NE.R.E^>
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"My most memorable moment

is when marching band

achieved a superior rating."

Zlijdetk JQoy, '13

"W-L has made me realize that life

goes on, some people will hate you

and some people will love you. and

that real friendship is worth

keeping."

M&utelu .Salaitit, ' 1

3

Bereket Mulatu

"U love teacheti.

"

-MjTT RZ7MNE.Y

Jennifer Murcia-Paz Claudia Narvaez

-#/« juit
l

\or lomeone wd>

Pe.£AM J-Iioj

Madeleine Nelson

"We'ze iupezhezoei...what can

happen r

-&0B PaE.E

McKenzie Nelson

"Isid evezuone lee that/KecauieU
will not lie doinq it aqain.

"

-Captain Jaci^ .±>pae.e/a\/

M'"*^

™

1 9^H

Kevin Nieves Molina Brittany O'Grady Tenley O'JHara Geoffrey Odium

"Ljou can't jult turn on czeativitu like "d-ducation b what zemaini ahtez one

a kaucet. Uou have to tie In the ziaht hoi hozqotten evezuthinq he leazned In

mood. What moodb that/J-Oit- ichool.

"

minute panic." -A|_&E.RX E.INATE.IN

-&ILL \VATTE.E^7N

•£

Liliana Olsen

eojole aze vezu decbive wheome peopte aze vezu ctecULve when

it cornel to avoidinq decbionl.
"

^ebeca Orellana-Montano Noelia Orihuela-Cespedes Maria Ornelas-Gallardo

- the pen ii in youz handl, the zelt b "-flll ouz dzeaml can come tzue, M we

itili unwtitten.

"

have the couzaqe to puziue them.

"

-Nata6Ua £>ldin<;fiq_p AN/alt PisNey

Samuel Ortiz-Colque

"(Jult do it!"

Mohamed Osman

"U am a limple man.
"

-PaEAM k-ATAE.

Senior Class Portraits I
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"One of my most memorable

moments is playing in band

concerts because I always get a

sense of family when I do that"

Sata/t -Humpkuet, '13

Jose Osono Audrey Paduda

Uou'te"

Jordan Pandy

"Sometime} uou gotta dig deep, when

ptoblem) come neat, don t neat thing}

get tevete fjot evetgbodg evetgwhete.

'

Bibas Pant Natalia Park

"Uou ehoose uout own 11^

Mary Parmer-Simkin

'1/ mult be a metmaid, jjot SJ have no

freat of) depth} anda great jjeat ok

ikalLour living.

"

-Anaia NlN

Oscar Parra

'Stay hungry, stau hooliih.

Drew Pasquarette Kathy Patino Mehedi Patwary

Ryan Pederson

"SJ think 11 }ound etaiu tight now. SI

ptooauLu do, but SI live in mu own

head io it all make} ien}e to me.

"

Marlene Pedraza-Torres

I.I
Jennifer Peel

"We laid a lot ok memotie} down,

like tattoo} on thb town.

"

. -Jas<?n Alpean

Daniella Penaranda

"Hold uout own. Know uout name

and go uout own way.
"

-Jaa^n N/|eaz

Samuel Peralta

"Uou ttied uout belt andijou fialla

mbetably. the le}ion i} 'nevet tty.

")"|(5 I Senior Class Portraits
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'One of my most memorable moments

was in sophomore year when my

English class had a Julius Caesar day

and we were all wearing togas and

there was a fire drill."

Siaxon j-ieuniKL, '13

"One of my most memorable

moments was coming off the stage

from the Crucible and being

enveloped in a screaming hug from

my best friends."

-fimu Skeahan, '13

Graciela Pereddo

Lmotions, drama, broken hearts, tint*

lies. Uet theu were some oh the belt

d&us oh our lives!"

Zachary Perlman

"Sometimes uou win, sometime! uou

tale, and sometimes it rains, think

about that hot awhile.
"

-£>ULL Pue.uam

Alan Phung Cnsthian Pinto

"<Lstablish uour presence upon hiitotu,

let uout existence lii/e throuah the

memories oh others,

"

Daryl Plight

"We can't chanae the world Unless

we chanae ourselves.

"

-B>l<7c;iE. -f)MALL5

Sean Pratt Jonathan Prentice Caroline Quinn

"(Jptimism ii heu; we willprevail,

"

-Caroline Owm

James Randall

\auU will hind the tiaht worA

eu will be simple.
"

-J.AC£ ICtR.0UAC. TiJE. PlJARMA

Dana Raphael

"Olonhormitu is the jailer oh hreedom

and. the enemu oh axowth.
"

-J\OM F. kltNNLPY

Ruth Rapp Cristian Reyes

"Hard, work beats talent, ih talent hails

to work hard.

"

Dustin Reynolds

"11 don't know how to put this... but

U'm kind oh a bia dleal.

"

-Anchorman

Rebecca Rhinehart

"Uh uou're unhappu with uour lihe,

make someone else 's better.
"

Margo Ricks

"U intend to live horever, so har, so

aood
"

-i>TEVE.M \\/e.I^UT
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"I won't forget hitting a home

run against Yorktown during

my sophomore year and then

beating them 9-7."

luitin Snow, '139«

Olivia Ricks Vera Rideout Benjamin Rim

"When uou come to the end on uour

rope, tie a knot andnana on.

'

Joselyn Rivas

"Hi's keen real. W£.'

Corey Robinson

"tLveruthinq use qet, we must wotl

hatd foot it.

"

Ana Rodas

'Ee who uou ate and sou what uou

keel because those who mind don't

mattet and thoie who matter don 't

mind
'

-De. i>E.Uii

Andy Rodriguez

"
The true >ian oh intelligence ii not

knowledge but imagination.

'

-ALBE.E.T LlNiTEJN

Samuel Rodriguez Francisco Rodriguez-Hernandez Karina Rojas

"II ve hailed over and over and over

aaain in mu like and that is whu II

"Whatever direction lifie lead) me.

there'} a putpose behind it: that) the

wau it was iuppoied to be.

"

-N/|ACklLLM<?E.E.

An ji
Mayrena Romano Brian Romero

"So manu oh our dreams leem

impossible, then theu seem improbable.

and then, when we summon the will,

theu loon become inevitable.

"

-CiJE.I6T0PUE.E. E.E.QVE.

Jesica Romero

"J-if)e has a bunch ok upi and downs.

but uou alwau) have to remember it's

qoinq to be okai/ in the end
"

Elizabeth Roy

"J-ihe is not measured bu the number

ok breaths we take, but bu the number

ok moments thai take our breath

awau.

"

Maurely Salazar-Obando

"Went krom most hated to the

champion qod falow, il queis that's

keelinq onlu me andJ-ebron know.

-klANYt \VWr
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'The buzzer beater against

Wakefield was pretty memorable

for me because it was an emotional

event, and I will always cherish the

fact that I was part of the moment"

Quliui Szpcdn, '13

"A memorable moment was

when Ms. Root would talk

about her wild days in

California."

Steven Sneats, '13

Kevin Salvador

"Sometime! tke truth isn 't qood

enouqk, sometimes people deserve

mote. Sometime} people desezve to

have tkeiz naitk tewazded

"

-B>atman

Franklin San Miguel Dennis Sanchez-Boquin

"Uou make uouz own destination u.

tke choices uou make in like.
"

Kevin Sanchez-Pena

"Stau J-Ookinq (Jooood ;/"

Arriana Santa Ana Sumit Sarwar Alec Schadelbauer Emma Schimley Stephanie Sejas-Castro

"SJ'tn not a. builneisman, D'm d. "Uou can pau not school but uou 'ly am Ufod's vessel. But mu qteatest fill out dteamj can come true -

uu3Lne44...mari.
"

can 't buu class.
"

pain in like is that SJ will nei/et tie we have the coutaqe to puzsue them.

-Jay-Z -Jay-Z aisle to lee muselk petkotm live.

"

-^LaNYE. \VWr
-W/alt PiaNey

Steven Sejas-Castro

. /he only ttue wisdom is knowinq uou

know notkinq.

"

-6tfCRATE-S

ladeleine Sendek

"l/ecide that uou want it mote than

uou ate aktaid ok it.

"

-&ILL Cose>y

Veronica Sever Sachin Sharma Amy Sheahan

"II don 't know hoik ok uou ham as

well as II should like: ana SI like less

than hoik ok uou hoik as well as uou

deserve.

"

-E>ILE><? &AWN5
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"From all the experiences I got

from high school, I feel

prepared and exactly what I

should be."

lemujin SJdet, '13

William Sheahan

•£uUuuA*tau*!!!!!!!!!!!ll!'

-&E.IAM Jac<?ue^>

Steven Sheats

'1/ am alwayi in love.
"

-E.R.NE.ST LIe.MINCWAY

Emma Sheehy

"Succeu b how hiyh you bounce when

you nil the bottom.

'

Jackson Sheehy

"Hiyh School b repubii/e.

Tanveer Shefat

J-ike b inoti, line it up.

"

Robert Shepardson

"L-vetutnina wai terrible and nothina

wai not on kite.

"

Sabnna Sherali

"<Lither you run the day or the day

rum you.

"

-JlM Ej?UN

Lara Sierra David Silverman Samuel Silverman

"t-/s you yet older, it i> harder to have "l/on't ao around thinkinq the world "l/on't ao around thinkinq the world

heroej, but it b iort on neceitary. " owei you a lifinq. The world owei owes you a livinq. The world owei
|

-E.E.NE-5T Ulmi^CvVAY you nothinq. JJt was here kirit.

"

you notkiny. lit was here flint.

"

-N/|a(££ TW/AlN -PAViD .5lL\/E.KMAN

Prem Singh

"A/ukk iucceii to ya, even in you wbh

me the oppoiite.

"

-NA6

Alexis Sison-Postma Matthew Slater N'Dn Sligh N'Cho

"Clouldn 't akkord ikea car io she namet "When nine hundred ueari old you

her dauahter -fllexui.

"

"S/t 'i what you learn ahter you know it

all that counts.
"

reach, look ai qood you will not.

-JtftIN \JoODQH hmmm?'"

-Y<?PA. 6tA£ \VAELi E.PIA0PE.

Vl: R.E.TUE.N Of TUE. Je.PI

Colman Smith

-i>TEA/E. LlANS0tf

ISO
I
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"The CAS program got me involved

in volunteering at the hospital, and

so I got used to the environment

and want to continue on that path

"

David Smith Hanna Smith-Benjamin

•m,ou need. 1} trust and a.

ok pixie du}t.

"

-Pexeji Pan

little bit

Justin Snow

"
Ike onlu tkinqU note mote tkan

loiinq i} not winninq.
"

-JuiTlN i>N<?\V (Act 8)

Leah Solomon

"We wa} uounq, and we wa}

but we nod keatt.

"

-Tupac i>UAkluE.

Michelly Sorge Barbosa

Kelvin Sorto

il-ike is a windinq toad Cikerbk uour

Paul Soutter

"Wken we ittii/e to become better than

\7teateit momenti korei/er and tru uour we are, everutkinq around ui becomes

hardeit to make uour like enjouable.
"

better, too.

"

-Paul Coq.lUc>

Julius Spain

"Jlk it'} important to uou, uou'a hind

a wau. Alk not, uou'll kind an exruie.

-fATTJU

Eleanor Splan

"lit takei couraqe to qrow up

become wko uou reallu are

-E_EL CummiNcs

May Stearman

"II qot diamond} on the sole} ok mu

ihoei.
"

-Paul imvi^M

Corrie Steele

Worry doei not empty tomorrow ok

ib lorrowi, it emptie} today ok its

itrenqtk.

"

-C0R.E.1E. Ten £wm

Nicole Stevens

I ki} i} tke ocean, sillu, we're not tke

onlu 1

-VoQX. FlNDlNC, hJtMtf

Jessica Stipe Lauren Strauss Samantha Studer
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"One of my most memorable

moments at W-L has been

coming into contact with such

great staff."

yt&ce lotxei Moteita, '13

Nicolas Suarez

"who wants to live fjoreverr

Bujinlkham Sukh

'IJn three words, D can sum up

everything H've learnedabout lifte: lit

goes on.

'

Tiffani Sykhammountry

'We're all mad here.

'

-Ltw/ii Ce&siai- "Alice. Im

\\/(?mde.kcamd"

Colette Talbot

"We're allpretty uijarre. Some of) it)

are just better at hiding it, that 's all."

James Tate

"Talent is C^od given. Me (tumble.

Tame ii man-given. Me gralekul.

Conceit is self-given. Me careful.

"

Eden Tecle Yoseph Teferi

"J^Uu the fame, don t let the game

play you.

'

Petros Tesfaldet

'Ilk uou admire somebody, uou should

go aheadand tell tkem. i-'eople never

get the fait
vhile theu can itillowers while theu can

imell them.

'

Jacqueline Thai August Thomas

"The crystals break and uou know iti

all over. The red letter) on the screen.

(2tf.
' Thanhs guys, it was a blast.

"

Amber Thompson Andrew Thong

"A(y future is righteousness.

-&<?& N/JAE.LE.Y

Trevor Thornhlll

"
I hexes a nine line between wrong and

visionary. Unfortunately, uou have to

be a viiionary to see it.

"

-i>UE.LPtfN COOPQ-C

Adriana Toledo

"ilk someone asks uou to do

something, do it really badso uou

never have to dr> it again

"

-PaE.15 jJlLTtfN

Anhthu Tonnguyen

"When the world turns iti itch o,

uou, uou turn your back on the

world

"

-TlM^N (Tut LltfN ^d)
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"W-L helped me become more

of an independent individual."

/ui/itiinbtiutzt Kuuandeujet,

'13

Brandyn Toone Grace Torres-Moreira

"Hhope uo live a tiki\e uou te proud

ndou hind, uou te not. 4 it**4$i
uou hai/e tie sttenqth to start all ovet

Alvaro Torrico-Mollinedo

"11'11 miss the plauqxounas and the

animals and diqqinq up wozms.

"

-M^MT

Ngoc-Nu Tran Paul Tranoris

-f. £>COTT FlTZ^LBALD

Josie Twomey

"U you'te not lii/inq tine on the eJL

you 'te takinq up too much space.

Ryan Uckert

"Well, D'm still kete, D aieb 't kave

to qo to tehau, andll'm not bzoke.

"

-Jimmy B>uffex

"HatJ. tvotk heals talent ivhen talent

doesn V u/otl hard.

"

-kltVlM DuEANT

Esther UHberg

Ut always seems impossible until it's

-lNE.Li>0N N/]aNPE.LA.

Jack Ung Ariana Urcia

AJei/et let the neat on stxikinq out

keep uou ntom plai/inq the qamel

-&A&E. E.UTU

Benkely Vanegas Jasmin Vargas

"lit 's all happeninq.
"

-Al_M<?iT Fam^u^

Senior Class Portraits I 123
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"My favorite memory is the first

lalftime show at the first football game
in 201 1 because it made me feel

awesome after working really hard and

doing weeks of band camp

"

Kenjamin U/engett. '13

Everett Vaughn

'U'all din V hip to mg nexiel clip.

'

Jonathon Vega Rodngo Ventiades-Onhuela Edgar Villatoro

'd-ine is a preparation nor tkt nature. 'When gou believe in something, "II am building a fare, andeveryday.

and the belt preparation Qor the future believe in it all the wag, implicitly ant/ ±J train, ±1 add more huel. -fit just the

is to live as in there were none. " unauestionablg.
'

right moment. II light the match.

'

-\ValT DlSNEY

Charlotte Vincent

"Uou rock, don 't ever chanael"

Lizzie N/|cl7uire_

Christian Volz Julia Walker Honora Walls Bradley Warnke Sharrief Washington

"Ljou know. Hoboes, tome dags even 'JJt was our hands that were supposed "(Zourt dismbsed bring in the dancing "ljou onlg live once, but
ifo

gou do it "Wait, 10 do iljust tgpe something in

my lucky rocketship underpants don't to be hull oh the huture; which could lobsters." tight, once is enough." this box and it'll go in the yearbook.''

help. "
1st held but not seen." -J U DCE. Te.UDY

-CalViN

riant, once is enough

-IVJAL W/tiT

Mary Weimar Benjamin Wengert

"HI we have no peace, it is because we "Packed the 4-)P classes. Kurnt the

have horgotten that we belong to each midnight oil. Stepping oil at 8 to

other.

"

5.

"

-fV|tfTUc_£ Te.E.£AA

Seth Whitmore

"+-) dag without sunshine is like, gou

know, night.
"

--f)TE\/E N/|ae.tin

Gregory Wicks

"^Intelligence is the abilitg to avoid

doing work, get getting the work

done.
"

-LlMUi T<?£VALD3

Alana Wiljanen

"l/ow jjar that little candle throws his

beams!So shines a good deed in a

naughty world.
"

--f>LlA£E^>PEAE.E,7UE. N/| £.e.Ol AfJ'

OF VENICE.
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"I will never forget running on

the varsity relay team in indoor

track."

"My favorite memory is my
physics roller coaster proiect

which won judge's choice for

third period."

[/icku Uima, '13

Fred Williams Windy Williams

"L/o what uou want and in it's

Eric WltivV Jessica Wombles

"Some sou the qUss b hoik emptu,

somethinq uou '11 reqret in the morninq. some sou the qlass b hoik null, SJ sou,

3miP>M'JL&TtL
"

ate uou qoinq to JtrinL tkat?'

-\V|Z kllJALIFA -Danie.lT<?6U

Deborah Wroblewski

"J-OSi words axe onlu words.

"

-CozMtc McCarthy

Vicky Yang

"Uou leatch not the answers that

nooodu else Knows.

"

-PE>6kl (e>*i_EBz?)

Savannah Young

rorever b composed oh nows.

-E-MILY PlCtOhJitfN

Muhammad Zareen

JoelZeballos

.Mecause then nothinq wouldn V lie,

qou can 't have nothinq bn '/,

everuthinq b.

"

-LtfUIS C\C

Emilia Zevallos-Roberts

"This b a dream tkat SI have kaa.

since tunch andII am not qivinq up

on it now.
"

-K/|iojall i>can

Sarah Zielinski

"H qirl should be two thinqs: cLlssu

and nauulous.

"

-Coco CtlANtL

Veronica Zurita-Torrico

"Sometimes uou must HLUkI Sin

order to KAJOW ."T^JLE in order

to qKOW. £03£in order to

6ff)SjA/ because like 's qreatest Lessons

are Learned throuqh Z-'+iS'Aj.

Not Pictured:

Tasha Adkins-Blanch

Patricia Alcala

Angie Alvarez Quinde

Anudan Amartuvshin

Edin Amaya Guardado

Steffany Aranibar-

Gallinate

Alpana Barua

Khaliunaa Bayaraa

Austin Blach

Nia Black

Brayan Buendia Orellana

Angela Cabrera

Cesar Carranza Lovo

Walter Chavez Moreno

Mitchell Downing

Sarah Fellenzer

Deniz Funez Hernandez

Louis Grimmelbein

Turner Harris

Sudipta Hyder

Romina Wanes

Misbah Javed

Stephenie Lmge

George Lopez

Giselle MacDonald

Ester Martinez Tellez

Tiara Mayasari

Teodros Mekuria

Jessica Merida

Fernando Montano Rony

Ordonez Guinea

Cirelle Overton

Sade Owens

Donna Pitcher

Milton Portillo Ortez

Yesica Ramirez

Cassandra Rennie

Tiffani Sykanmountry

Kelmisha Townsend

Enkh-Amar Tserendorj

Boris Vasquez

Rodngo Vida Vasquez

Mayra Villanueva
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Jawad Abdi

Hussnain Ahmed
Bryan Almeyda

Jorge Alvarado

Calderon

Esli Alvarez Boteo

Paolo Alvarez-Pedraza

Gabriel Amram

Elizabeth Andarge

Katherine Andersh

Melissa Arevalo

Donovan Arias

Kylie Auble

Ford Avery

Khusboo Azim

Luisa Banchoff

Heather Banikas

Nora Baron

Margaret Barry

Undram Bat-Ulziit

Temuge Batzaya

Abigail Bessler

Zackary Biggs

Kellen Blake

Ariel Bobbett

Beth Bodner

Astnd Bonilla

Michael Bonilla

Nicholas Bombusch

Abigail Boshart

Alycia Bouchard

Kyla Bouldin

Sara Bourdouane

Destiny Boyd

Devon Brown

Margaret Burgos

CJ Burka

Morgan Burns

Juliana Butler

Khemmapat Butthep

Tuvshinbayar

Buyandelger

Gladys Castellon

Lindsay Chamness

Rachael Chase

Rafa Chowdhury

Ratila Chowdhury

Mary Lynn Clark

Kanna Claure-Orellana

Alexander Clegg

Nicole Collantes
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Jo Claire Constantz

Kyle Conway

Katrina Cook

Alex Coppa

Emilia Corea

Kyle Cornish

Meghan Craig

Akira Crawford

Dakota Crawford

Jeremy Crawford

Pilar Curtis

Sophia Delmar

Mary Dewald

Douglas Diffee

Elizabeth Dodson

Henry Doll

Rourke Donahue

Benjamin Drucker

Raymond Dulman

David Duncan

Sarah Echols

Chingunbaatar

Erdenebaatar

Tuul Erdenebold

Susie Estrada

Perrin Falkner

Thomas Fravel

Dora Fuentes

Natalie Gerardi

Leonardo Godinez-

Melendez

Karen Gonzalez-Najera

Sarah Goodman
Elizabeth Grossmann

Jessica Guevara-Lazo

Cristian Gutierrez

Ashley Hadley

Danielle Harris

Mora-Devi Hav

Brittany Hayes

Nathan Heinzman

Madeline Henshaw-

Greene

Luz Hernandez

Natalie Hewitt

Daniel Hilla

Christina Hogan

McKinnon Hokanson

Sonia Holar

Darnicha Hopwood

Anufa Hossain

Monika Hossain

Jasmyn Howard

Madeleine Humm
Han-Anthony Huynh

Benjamin Hyde

James Infantino

Chelsea Irizarry

Ayesha Ishaq

•V, yi
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Mary Jaeger

Kiara James
Oscar Jimenez

Rachel Kamvar

Anna Karagulina

Elizsa Key

Elaine Khuu

Emma Klein

Austin LaPointe

Katherine Lawson

Cendy Lazo

Nadia Lee

Taylor Leonard

Charlz Lewis

Reese Lewis

David Lopez

Juan Lopez

Brianna Lowe

Veronika Lozano

Anthony Luu

Aldo Machic-Baran

Alice Maggio

Caroline Maggio

Elghali Makouar

John Malvar

Maia Mandel

Lucas McCartin

Patrick McMenamin

i f flTTi

i

/

V

/ <4|

t

m

Manuel Mejia

Angela Mestre

Seim Michael

Kirby Miller

Brittany Mirro

Roberto Molina

Alexis Moore

Rosa Morales

Jennifer Murcia-Paz

Claudia Narvaez

Madeleine Nelson

McKenzie Nelson

Tenley O'Hara

Geoffrey Odium

Noelia Orihuela-

Cespedes

Samuel Ortiz-Colque

Abubakr Osman
Audrey Paduda

Jordan Pandy

Natalia Park

Mary Parker-Simkin

Mehedi Patwary

Jennifer Peel

Daniella Penaranda

Samuel Peralta

Graciela Pereddo

Zachary Perlman

Alan Phung
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Daryl Plight

Caroline Quinn

James Randall

Dana Raphael

Margo Ricks

Benjamin Rim

Joselyn Rivas

Corey Robinson

Ana Rodas

Samuel Rodriguez

Brian Romero
Elizabeth Roy

Maurely Salazar-

Obando

Kevin Salvador

Dennis Sanchez-Boquin

Kevin Sanchez-Pena

Alec Schadelbauer

Emma Schimley

Stephanie Sejas-Castro

Steven Sejas-Castro

Veronica Sever

AmySheahan
Steven Sheats

Emma Sheehy

Jackson Sheehy

David Silverman

Samuel Silverman

Alexis Sison-Postma
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N'Dri Sligh N'Cho

Colman Smith

Hanna Smith-Benjamin

Justin Snow

Leah Solomon

Kelvin Sorto

Julius Spain

Eleanor Splan

May Stearman

Corrie Steele

Nicole Stevens

Nicolas Suarez

Eden Tecle

Jacqueline Thai

Anhthu Tonnguyen

Brandyn Toone

Grace Torres-Moreira

Alvaro Torrico-Mollinedo

Josie Twomey
Ryan Uckert

Esther Ullberg

Ariana Urcia

Brandon Urrutia

Zoe Van Grack

Jasmin Vargas

Rodrigo Ventiades-

Orihuela

Edgar Villatoro

Charlotte Vincent

-*w»BB
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Julia Walker

Honora Walls

Mary Weimar
Benjamin Wengert

Seth Whitmore

Alana Wiljanen

Eric Witiw

Deborah Wroblewski

Vicky Yang

Savannah Young

Emilia Zevallos-Roberts

/ •

^r

17*

'-. •-

»

^>ejs|i^7r. Time. Capsule.

Name:

Nickname:

How do you want to be remembered If I had a million dollars, the first

after high school? thing I would do is:

What is your favorite class?

What is your most memorable

moment9

Best friends?:

Five things I want to accomplish in

Most difficult part of being a senior? the next 10 years are:

Best part of senior year?

Where would you like to travel?

My favorite teacher is:
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JUNIOR CLASS

Talbayah Abdullah

Amanuel Admassu

Mario Aguilar

Tanq Ahmed
Shalma Akther

Amir Albounni

Cepehr Alizadeh

Jesica Almanza

Jennifer Almendras

Chnstos Alpos

Gazal Amer
Elena Amparo

Ashleigh Anderson

Mackenzie Anderson

Kevin Andrade

Wesley Andrade

Timothy Andrews

Sarah Angell

Samuel Appel

Derryck Aquice Estrada

Linda Arau|0

Agustm Argueta-

Mendosa
Daniel Anspe-Castro

Lauren Armstrong

Jabbran Arshad

Margot Austin

Oxzana Ayala

Asima Azam
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"Stress? What is this stress?"

~Toti Mitchell, '14

Don't get behind on work; get

on top/'

/xeoecca Palacioi, '14

Aloha Backenstose

Bnttnee Bade

Amanda Barillas

Mario Barrera-Najarro

Karla Barnos-Orozco

Mishu Barua

Zainab Bashir

Sara Bastos-lnfantas

Erdeneshagai Bat-Erdene

Audrey Batcheller

Sarah Bauman
Elaine Bayne

Beniamm Bean

Nina Beatrice

Sydney Bell

Marvin Belteton

Dons Benavides

David Benjamin

Emily Bennett

Glen Bennett

Cindy Berry

Connor Berry

El-Hadji-Mamadou Beye

Derrick Blakely

James Blakely

Gwendolyn Bobst

Cassidy Boomsma
Madeline Bowman
Connor Bradfield

Ajala Bragg

Peter Brown

Raven Brubach

Bryan Burgess

Jose Bustillo

Danielle Butler

Jenna Campa

Clare Canavan

Gabnelle Canning

Sofia Cardamone

Tchynna Carpenter

Nicole Carrasco

Alexis Carrillo

_



"Be sure to maintain a balance

between various aspects of

your life."

KaiketLne Kina, '14

Robert Carter

Emma Casagrande

Victoria Castro

Yanglei Cato

Cameron Cavanaugh

Delphlna Charles

David Chavez

Kyle Chipman

Rebecca Choate

Jesse Chung

Ervm Cifuentes-

Maldonado

Kenny Cifuentes-

Maldonado

Joseph Clark

Andrew Clarkson

Emily Claure

Timothy Clements

Jacob Coffman

Nathaly Conchambay-

Vasco

Bndgette Cooke

Bryan Curtin

Elnathan Daniel

Dashdon Danzannyam

Amelia Davidson

Christopher Davis

Jay DeLancey

Juan Delcid

Esias Delwm

Bethlehem Demissie

Catherine Dempsey

Haileyesus Demsie

Thomas Devin

Moussa Dia

Lysa Diarra

Miguel Diaz

Bounnie Doan

Kerem Dokuzcan

Lucas Dolan

Christian Dolhff

Julianna Dos

Samuel Douthit

Marquise Downs

Amelia Doyle

Louisa Doyle

Dominic Draghi

Mareike Dubbels

Anastasia Duenas

Raghav Dumera

Kaitlm Dumont
Cailin Dyer
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"I like being a junior because

I'm a closer to senior year."

Qenniket Adonaulacr, '14

"

"I wish I knew that I had so

many major tests this year."

Sokonuca Kidnnu, '14

Michael Emanuel

Nebeyu Engida

Benjamin English

Nehemias Espinoza

Tomas Esquer-Perez

Jomir Faiardo

Mark Falamoun

Max Ferlauto

Luis Fernandez

Selena Fernandez

Samuel Fitz

Caroline Fitzgerald

Hannah Fitzmaurice

Caitlin Fitzsimmons

Alexis Flores

Gustabo Flores

Milena Flores

Bielka Flores-Rivas

Alexandra Fonseca

Wanda Fountain

Julia Franchi Scarselli

Nicholas Franco

Michael Freed

Michael Gaines

Gian Galas

Wilmer Galdamez

Narankhuu Ganbaatar

Misheel Ganbat

Anthony Garcia

Maria Garcia-Jaramillo

Sonia Garfinkel

Shreya Gautam

Adonay Gebretnsaie

Nevyat Gebru

Sofonias Getachew

Molly Gibson

Sean Gilley

Ramir Givens

David Gonneville

Daysi Gonzalez

Jose Gonzalez-Flores

Abby Grace



"My favorite part of the year

has been the Best Buddies

Audi Challenge walk because I

got to spend it with my buddy
'

lohn ?<loi-Erooki, '149°

Carolyn Grahn

Hunter Gray

Elena Green

Jessica Green

Peter Griffin

Jairo Gnialva

Karla Gnialva-Estrada

Joshua Gross

Nathaniel Gross

Darby Grover

Kathryn Grumbles

Karen Guzman-Arnez

Wendy Guzman-Cona

Jhonn Guzman-

Gonzales

Jamal Hall

Ping Han

Dagny Hankins

Mary Hanula

Jayquan Harden

Alicia Hartz

Caroline Harvey

Mmgzhu He

Patricia Heaton

Christopher Hednck

Derek Henderson

Isai Hernandez

Elisa Herrera

Hunter Hipschen

Sir Holland

Jeffrey Horowitz

Reafa Hossain

Alec Hudd

Samuel Huffman

James Hughes

Leslie Hungna

William Hunter

Damia Hurst

Natalie Hussmann

Andy Huynh

Kevin Huynh

Griffin Hyde

Joshua Inyangson

Amma Ishaq

Dawit Jabessa

Ryan Jakovich

Billy James
Samia Jaouhan

Kelly Jean-Baptiste

Beniamin Jenks
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I don't let myself be stressed.
1

/Jatk&n UlLbetq, '14

Peter Jensen

Romina Jimenez-Alvarez

Jhoselm Juarez-Castro

Jennifer Kaku

Malak Kallel

Lauren Karpinski

Michael Katz

Clyde Katzenberger

Malate Kebebew

May Khalil

Muhammad Khan

Prabhat Khemchandani

Temuulen Khurelbaatar

Sofonyas Kidanu

Katherine King

Michael King

John Kirchenbauer

Zoey Lande

Paul Landini

Mansela Lara

Tyler Laredo

Isabel Larroca

Jack Lax

Andrew Layman

Dejah Lee

Dylan Leger

Julian Leiter

Natalie Lemek
Christopher Leo

Kevin Leon

Chloe Lewelling

Robert Lewis

SueYoung Liu

Jhaquelm Loayza-Vela

Priscilla Loera

Jeremy Lokke-Seunarine

Kathryn Loper

Cnstian Lopez

Vanessa Lopez-Gonzalez

Ananna Lozano

Juan Lozano De Santiago

Grace Lundgren



"I wish I knew to prepare for

earlier for the SATs and ACTs.'

S>uAneu Kelt '14

Sonia Lunn

Rachel Lustig

Nicci Luu

Remy MacDonald

Annika Macewen
Jonathan Madrigal

Fans Mahgoub

Cara Maisel

Yordan Manchev

Zxena Mannah

Nicolas Manuel

Archit Manuia

Carina Mae Marquez

Alexandra Martinez

Cynthia Martinez

Jacqueline Mashburn

Manon Mashid

Diana Mateo-Chacon

Michael Maykish

Tyrelle McCrae

Kala Mcintosh

Brendan McLaughlin

Trevor McManus
Kevyn McNew

Kathenne Medrano

Caroline Meek
Norma Mepa

Yefnn Mejia-Argueta

Deborah Melendez-

Jimenez

James Mellln

Anna Mendelson

Zulma Menpvar

Hannah Mesches

Edom Mesfm

Moira Miller

Alazar Missiker

Ton Mitchell

Alaa Mohamed All

Oscar Montano

Pnncia Moody
Gwenivere Moore

Janel Moore

Kenneth Moore

Florencia Morales

Katy Moreno-Oliva

Balmons Moreno-

Potter

Elizabeth Morley

Enn Morns
Jeremy Mott
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"Take junior year seriously; it's a

very hard year."

<?hloe3&tt, '14

"I love that I can drive now, and

also, being an upperclassmen

is fun."

Cialkeune L/emyciieu, '14

Patrick Muggill

Thomas Muir

Caitlyn Mulcahy

Paul Murphy

Alexis Myers

Manbir Nahal

Farah Naz

Damn Neeley

Cnsten Negron

Hope Neuling

Elizabeth Neureiter

John Nguyen

Matthew Nice

Quetzal Norton

Philip O'Doherty

Gavin Obnst

Bruno Ochoa

Patricia Ochoa-Barajas

Chukwudi Okeke

Wedad Omer
Andres Orjales

Nathaniel Ott

Rebecca Palacios

Elli Panagiotopoulou

Monica Isabelle Panlilio

Elena Parcell

Brenda Paredes Andrade

Valeria Pareja

Laura Pastre

Samuel Patecell

Michelle Pathan Perez

Aaron Patron

Brandon Pedraza

Steven Penarrieta

Katelynn Petrasic

Johannes Petter

Chandara Phat

Charles Phillips'

Ruslan Pietra

Fa nana Pireya

Ariel Pizzamiglio

Kennedi Poland

J



"I handle stress by trying to

stay organized and eating a

lot."

lienjasnin i-nqiLik, '14

Brian Ponce

William Ponds

Henessy Portillo

Jose Portugal-Sanchez

Robert Powell

Knsti Powers

Shamima Pnanca

Torrey Putty

Bnanna Queen

Samuel Quillin

Kyle Quinn

Christopher Quisbert

Victor Ramos
Cailm Ramsey

Zachary Randall

Ashrafur Rashid

Peter Readdy

Yudong Ren

Crisian Reyes

Joseph Rich

Greer Richey

John Rios-Brooks

Jordan Rivera

Justin Roberts

Thomas Roberts

Tatianna Roberts-

Torres

Joshua Robson

Natalia Rodas-Calderon

Krystal Rodriguez

Lissett Rodriguez

Peter Rodriguez

Sofia Rodriguez

Douglas Rohr

Rommel Romano-

Chavez

Carolyn Rondal

Jennifer Ronquillo

Katelyn Rowland

Ramona Rubalcava

Jonathan Ruiz

Joshua Ruiz

David Rundle

Regan Ryan

Angeles Saavedra

Tatiana Sabin

Khyber Safi

Guillermo Salinas

Edna Samron

Jose Sanchez

Vanessa Sanchez

no Junior Class Portraits
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Ash I knew to skip a foreign

language."

"Pettick RlakeLf, '14

"I handle the stress with a calm

attitude."

Ajevuat uebxu, '14

Brenda Sandoval

Anna Santiago

Rosano Santos-Flores

Dayana Saravia

Brandon Saunders

Alexander Saxerud

Heidi Schmidt

Kela Seals

Sarah Sears

Catherine Seaton

Jordan Selby

Jonah Sens

Ahad Shahid

liana Shapiro

Mm Sharif

Daniel Sharp

David Shirzad

Anna Siddle

Mikal Siele

Mariana Silva

Naomi Michela Simatos

Lucy Slevin

Clare Smith

Thomas Soiles

Bethany Solano

Gabriel Solomon

Knstian Spraggms

Chloe Starr

Peter Stehm

Kathenne Stephanson

Matthew Stewart

Robson Stewart

Harley Stinson

Robert Stitzel

Lecia Stock

Nathaniel Stokes

Allyson Suna-Hernandez

Busani Suryadi

Melissa Swan
Meredith Sweeney

Ryan Szczerbinski

Victoria Taber



"Junior year is an important

year colleges look at. Have fun,

but make sure you get your

work done."

-f-tmella l/oule, '14

Mosana Tafere

Mayerlin Tavarez-

Delgado

Ezana Tekleselassie

Anne Terpstra

Bereket Tewelde

Max Thompson

Deanna Thurman

Samantha Tigner

Benjamin Tobin

Truman Towle

Brian Tran

Matthew Trice

Emma Troy

Ricky Turcios

Enkhpn Tuvshmzaya

Nathan Ullberg

Sujata Upreti

Isabel Urena-Dones

Nathaly Unona

Sakena Valdovmos

Delgado

Israel Valencia

Chelsea Valentine

Jose Valladarez-Pmeda

Ofeha Vallejo

Austin Vander Ley

Mark Varner

Jonathan Veizaga

Vivian Veizaga

Giovanni Veht

William Vernia

Kyhe Vick

Olivia Viola

Sergio Vitela

Belinda Vu

Michelle Thanh Vu

Craig Wanda
Jeffrey Warren

Marsden Watson

Sterling Webster

John Weiller

Jacob Weiser

Sydney Wiley

Dwannisha Wilson

Maria Winchell

Lauren Winger

Dorothy Winter

David Workneh

Gwendolyn Yamanaka

Jordan Yauger
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"I try to be calm. If I'm stressed,

I want to relax and take some

time off."

Katen (jujmtLn -fJtnej, '14

"I deal with stress through

denial, chocolate, crying, and

mini golf."

Matthew Itice, '14

Leah Young

Paul Young

Samuel Young

Steven Young

Mubashir Yousaf

Elizabeth Yuhas

Nia Zekan

Matthew Zetkulic

Chen Zhang

Talia Zulueta

Austin Zveare

ot Pictured:

jta Abraham

jmil Ahmed
ahangir Alam

las Argueta

atchuluun Bayarmaa

Imer Benitez-Hemandez

zegorz Borecki

een Breslin

jatthew Bucklm O'Neill

a Campbell

anna Campellone

)ng Cheng

athya Choum

i\e Davis

'ilian Del Cid-Delgato

Alexandre Fall

Herson Fitzgibbons

Selasi Fynn

Alyson Ganbat

Karla Gutierrez-Pena

Edis Hernandez

Delorenzo Keels

Muhammad Jenanzeb Kahn

Carlos Lopez

Vanessa Lopez

Juan Lozano De Santiago

Christian Merly

Anthony Molina

Margaret Paniagua

Lmdsey Paul

Ureba Rashid

Adin Reyes

Lauren Rivera

Mayrena Romano-Chavez

Oscar Sanchez Chavez

Alexander Solis-Vasquez

Jennifer Torrez

Achbold Tseveensuren

Oliver Valdes Munoz

Joel Vela-Rojas

Rocio Villalobos

Dwayne Williams

Victoria Wolford

Betellhem Yohannes

James Wmnefeld



SOPHOMORE CLA5S

Bled Ahu

Karen Almendras

Aldair Alvarez

Ana Alvarez Zamora

Cameron Anderson

Carl Anderson

Josue Angel-Recmos

Junior Arandia Roias

Yessica Arely Villacorta

Cassandre Arkema

Griffin Arkilic

Kamran Arshad

Ashik Azim

Enka Balmores

Sohail Banaras

Henry Banks

Elmer Barrera-Lazo

Charlotte Baskerville

Sue-Ellen Bastos-

Infantas

Timothy Bates

William Bates

1**
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"Don't get in the sophomore

slump."

/-ucu AJaland, '15

"Make sure you study hard, yet

have fun."

(Jeue /-^ollacL '15

Hokp Hw bcM^Miv:, ^Lj^i

Tuguldur Batsukh

Unubold Batsuuri

Munkhsar Bayarmagnai

Jessica Beaston

Antonio Beltran

Anibal Benitez-Hernandez

Jose Berenguel-Arauio

Julia Berger

Monique Bernardo

Beniamin Bohanon

Angelica Bond

Daniel Bonilla

Caitna Boomsma
Elizabeth Bosch

Omar Bouasria

Emily Bragaw-Butler

Xavier Syrryl Brandares

Kaila Brown

Beniamin Buchholz

Maxwell Burka

Kieran Bums
Napatsorn Butthep

Jens Byer

Gustavo Cabrera-

Pomposo

Karla Cadiz

Cordell Campbell

Jacob Campbell

Leslie Campos
Shawna Carmody

Miranda Carpenter

Gabnella Carrillo

Sergio Carnzo

Emre Cehreli

Lilians del Carmen Cevallos

Sarah Chamness
Alexa Charlery

Carlos Chavez

Dina Chavez

An Chernoff

Mohmeet Choudhary

Jackelm Citalan

Sean Clare

.



Roberto Claure

Martin Angelo

Clemente

Timothy Collins

Jeffrey Constants

Kevin Corcoran

Zachary Corneby

Ementa Cornejo Aguilar

Jakuan Crews

Gabriel Cnttenden-Toth

Aura Cruz Heredia

Kathenne Curtin

Nurbanu Davaz

Raphael Debrame

Dominic Decarlo

John DeGross

Daniel Dell' Agostmo

Chantell Denney

Hadiatou Diallo

Kathenne Diaz

Melanie Diffee

Gillian Doby

Jackson Doohttle

Jonathan Dos

Danielle Doughty

Victoria Dnggs

LiDu

Carlos Duarte Pena

Katnna Dubee

Brendan Early

William Edmisten

Alix Ehlers

Matthew Ellis

Zachary Ellison

Chukwudilimm Emordi

William Encubahre

Kathryn Eng

Betilhem Engida

Zineb Enni|m

Nicholas Farr

Abdel Fawzi

Ronald Fecso

Samuel Felix-Hernandez

Daniel Fellenzer

Victor Fels

Gina Fendley

Bruno Fernandez

Maritess Fernandez

Ayesha Ferozpun

Tate Fitzmaunce
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"Do your homework, take AP

Government, and actually read

the assigned books in English."

/xeoecca. Lj&hannei, '15

"Work hard so you can relax

later."

(2kibtopket Muttu, ' 1

5

Andrew Fleckenstein

Jenny Flor Zegarra

Hector Flores

Christian Franco Colato

Jennifer Franco Villalobos

Joaquin Friedman

Jordan Frye

Rebeckah Fussell

Julia Fyffe

Katen Gaiadhar-Smith

Ruben Galicia Ponce

Madison Gallant

Oscar Gallardo

Carolina Gallegos

Quiguango

Bianca Galvez

Azzaya Ganbaatar

Edras Garcia

Jose Garcia

Nely Garcia

Amaniale Gebru

Turgerel Gereltuv

Ana Cnstina Gibbons

Ashley Gomez-Figueredo

Anoel Grande

Jonathan Green

Carlyn Greenfield

Nathaniel Grevatt

Kenan Gner

Robert Griffin

Samuel Gnmmelbein

Ashleigh Grimmer

Jason Grisham

Jonathan Grisham

William Grossmann

Meyui Guevaya

Quentin Gumbs

Aydee Guzman-Reyes

Rita Hagos

Rim Haile

Nathaniel Haldenstein

Daisha Hammel
Abigail Han



"My favorite part of being a

sophomore is that it's my last

year of gym."

<Lleasiot jLent, '15

Caroline Harpel

Samantha Hams
Daquay Hams-Winbush

Ann Hatcher

Sophie Hatcher

Courtney Hatton

Kanika-Devi Hav

Charlotte Hay

Rachel Hemzman
Holh Helm

Alexander Henshaw-

Greene

Juwan Hernandez

Carolyn Hernandez

Gallosa

Jonathan Herrera

Fiona Hickey

Pamela Hicks

Jonathan Hilten

Alisha Jane Hiskey

Anelle Hogan

Katanna Holtzapple

Alicia Huggett

Kathryn Humphries

Andrew Hunt

Rida Hussaln

Joselme Intenano

Villatoro

Diana Iraheta

Jocylyn Claire Jaca

Matthew Jackson

Allison Jaffe

Garrett Janson

George Jobson-ONver

Ehzabeth Johnson

Jalen Johnson

Sydney Johnson

Corey Jones

Nathaniel Jones

Apancio Juarez Lopez

Joel Juarez Lopez

Juan Justmiano

Dommguez
Andrea Kaplan

Neha Kaushal

Ian Kavanagh

William Kelsch

Noah Kennedy

Sarah Keyser

Galeas Keysmer

Mohammad Khan

Tariq Khan

Bailey Kowalski
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love having more freedom

than last year, being more

familiar with school, and having

a lot of friends going into

school."

[/ictctzia. Istiaqi, '15

Jeffrey Kruger

Jennifer Laredo

Evelyn Lazo

Eleanor Lent

Angie Leon

Hemede Lesa

Andrew Long

Meredith Loper

Jose Lopez

Ivan Lopez-Coello

Gianna Lum
Khanh-Chau Mai

Axel Maldonado

Evelyn Maldonado-Barrios

Bryan Maldonado-Romero

Ewan Marsden

Charlotte Martin

Daphne Martin

Alandra Martinez

Floren Martinez

Christian Mata

Robert McFarlane

Tynasia McKay
Connor McMahan

Bryan Meade
Milen Mehan
Magali Merino

Eskinder Mesafmt

Antonio Mestre

Adam Michalak

Gebrelwa Mikuna

Alison Miller

Kameron Mills

Adnana Mitchell

Rodngo Molina Rodriguez

Samantha Montana

Qumn Montante

Brandi Moore

Jesica Moran

Matias Moreno

Isaac Mortimer-Lotke

Paplova Moya

_



"My favorite part of being a

sophomore is knowing how
school works."

AuT&ntlti <2<Ltpentet, '15

Luis Mulero

Kesh Mullen

Anudan Munkhchuluun

Adeline Murphy

Christopher Mutty

Joseph Myers

Sukhman Nahal

Maria Naiarro Samayoa

Lucy Naland

Said Nassim

Jasmine Nguyen

Phuc Nguyen

Stephanie Nguyen

Donia Nichols

Yeorge Nino Bermudez

Geovani Nogales

Pimienta

Audrey Donnell

McKenna Donnell

Nora Leary

Patrick Odium

Norma Ortega

Jose Ortez Guillen

Noha Osman
Gerson Osono

Naransosor

Otgondemberel

Ronald Pachacopa

Fernandez

John Pacheco

Amber Paige

Christian Palomino

Bipm Pant

Kevin Pardo Aguilar

Summer Pans

Jasmine Parks

Emily Parr

Nicko Patron

Deybid Paz Seias

Emily Pearson Beck

Jonathan Penhale

Jose Perdomo Treio

Javier Perez

Jennifer Perez

Raquel Perez Elvira

Emily Perrow

Margaret Petree

Paul Petnch

Jasmine Pineda

Kenny Pmedo Ramos
Jesse Pollack

Caroline Polly
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"Keep up language classes, and

try to take an AP or intensified

course."

<Lmilu Pecuon Keck, '15

"We've had a year's experience

of being in high school so we
know how things work, but also

have had enough time to try

new things."

<?».
«f'

Alex Portillo

Beatriz Portilloz

Volodymyr Prystaiko

Jose Puente

Isabella Qumn
Fayiun Rahman

Jesse Ramirez

Craig Rampersad

Hailey Ramsey

Krsna Raniga

Louis Raygal

llyas Raza

Emily Reed

Nicolas Reeves

Saira Rehman
Nadia Rendon

Joseph Rentner

Dimas Reyes

Annika Rhinehart

Yusuf Richardson

James Rigassio

Camilla Rios

Matilde Rios

Vanessa Rivera

Maria Roa

Jawaun Robinson

Mason Rockman

Roger Roias Goodbold

Kally Ronquillo

Luis Rosas Ayala

Remy Rossi

Rebecca Rowell

Alexander Saenz

Ajmal Safi

Colleen Salazar

Yamila Salinas

Jennifer Salmeron Chavarna

Bo Sampson

Janai Sanchez

Luis Santos Molina

Walter Schutz

Mackenzie Scurka



"You still have to take PE. which

means you have one period

where no concentration or

brain power is required."

Katktun <Lna, '15

Amanuel Sebsibe

Alexander Seff

Elizabeth Seff

Hans Sehic

Hanan Seid

Kathryn Selmski

Johnston

Martmo Serafmi

Mane Serfis

Christopher Seymour

Thomas Shea

Jeremy Sherman

Carla Siangas

Gmo Siles

Julia Simon

Rodolfo Sis Bachan

Patrick Smith

Iman Soliman

Anna Somsikova

Maria Soto Gomez
Claire Spaulding

Patrice Splan

Grayson Steigler

Abigail Stengle

Maya Sterett

Myles Stremick

Gregory Stryk

Yonas Tamene
Matthew Tatum

Julian Teal

Harmony Tesfai

Bathsheba Teshome

Emily Thai

La Shea Thomas

James Thompson

Jenell Thompson

David Thorp

Brandon Timpane

Jonathan Tobar

Galdamez

Mayra Toro Manscal

Gerardo Tortola

Jackson Towle

Jessica Troup

Angel Umana
Alexander Urrutia

Moreno

Rodngo Ussier

Husten Van Tassel

Nora Vazbyte

Luis Vela Rojas

Antonio Veney

ll I
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Make sure you do extra credit

if it's available; it can be a life

saver."

/-'aitice 2>pla.n ,
'15

Trang Vo

Natalie Volk

Diana Voronina

Marcus Walker

Alexander Wallace

Hannah Walmsley

Jasmine Washington Price

Dakota Wenberg
Maya Wheeler

Deja White

Ian White

Mecca Whiters Russell

Jaquan Whiting

Julia Wicks

Elijah Williams

Jonathan Wilson

Sean Wilson

Jessie Wimmer

Katherine Windham
Lyle Winklerpnns

Alexander Winter

Katherine Witte

Kenneth Worden
Mussie Yacob

Abel Yohannes

Rebecca Yohannes

Gabnelle Young

Maria Zalles Tejada

Maria Zapata

Mm Zhong

at Pictured:

prren Antoigue

"itonio Beltran

pnn Benitez Hernandez
'Jrgio Cabrera Escobar
ane Carcamo Guevara
Brolina Castellon

pern Dogu

bney Douglas

mi Flores

ynor Franco de Paz

..

Victor Fuentes Arce

Kimberly Garcia

Ever Garcia Canllo

Edras Garcia Lemos
Carlos Jaimes Balderrama

Robert Lecce

Mark Lopez

Diana Machado
Cameliza Mallek

Sean Matthews

Alex Matute Portillo

Jack McCarthy

Jose Moreno Cordova

Farah Naz

Nicole 0|eda Randich

Jessica Parks

Brent Pizzamiglio

Roberto Ramos
Cameron Rodngues

Josehne Romero

Yanci Sagastizado

Edwin Sagastume Marroquin

Arturo Salvador Morales

Daniel Sanchez Mamam
Wilber Saravia

Moheba Shahid

Ayoub Tabn

Cesar Tautiu Pecher

Riccy Torees Santos

Cindy Turcios Amaya

Luna Uprety

Yessica Villacorta Andrade

Madison Warnke
Alexander Wasserman
Jessica Wright



FRESHMAN CLA55

Hasen Abdelaziz

Keturah Adair

Francesca Adamski

Anai Aguilar

Ah Ahmed
Shomi Akter

Una Al Hashimi

Miguel Alfaro Rivera

Basil Ah

Jesspert Alim

Troy Allison

Alexandras Alpos

Indra Altangerel

Cone Alvarado

Jose Alvarado

Gareth Ampuero

Figueroa

Slavina Ancheva

Abegail Anderson

Seth Anderson

Casey Andrade

Haziel Andrade Ayala

Jack Appel

Michael Appel

Lucia Arce

Edward Arevalo

Silvma Argote Moya

Gloria Argueta

Elsy Argueta Guardado

15* Freshman Class Portraits
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"I like how we have so much

more freedom than we did in

middle school. Adjusting

happened naturally."

(2a.to[lne Millet, '16

I

"I like freshman year because

of meeting new people and the

socializing during Generals

Period and lunch."

Qokn Klna, ' 1

6

Sawyer Arkilic

Isabel Arnade

Jocelyn Ascencio

Zekaryas Asfene

Liana Ashby

Yanira Aslam Nina

Emnet Atlabachew

Mebratu Ausmk

Saira Azam
Enkhgerel Baasandorj

Tegsh|arga Baasansukh

Minjin Baatar

Elyah Patrice Baco

Peter Banks

Emilio Barahona

Audrey Bartz

Mohamed Bashir

Sarangua Battumur

Tserendorj Bayarsaikhan

Olivia Beach

Maneth Beck

Renee Beck

Kaitlyn Beckwith

Hamza Belafia

Jasemine Ben Hamed
Jose Benavides

Henry Bendon

Natalya Beranek

James Berlin

Allison Bernardo

George Bigar

Justin Boatner

Eva Bogdewic

Allison Bohanon

Sergio Bonilla

Lylianna Bonilla Sanvannara

Cullen Boone

Cesar Boqum Zambrano

William Boshart

Henry Bramham
Jennifer Brown

Kaelan Brown



"I ad|usted to high school by

making a routine. I memorized

my schedule and the shortest

way to get to my classes."

-fituma. M&ttinej, ' 1

6

Grace Burgess

William Burgess

Monica Burgos

William Burns

Miles Burnside Clapp

James Burns

Walter Butler

Colleen Byrne

Juan Cabrera

Hernandez

Roberto Calleias Merlos

Ozmar Calustro

Ferrufmo

Beniamm Cannon

Sonia Carcamo Araujo

Alexa Cardamone

Kathryn Carlson

Rachel Carlson

Jordan Carter

Henry Casey

Kimberly Castro

Barrios

Lydia Cawley

Liam Cespedes

Montalvo

Alyssa Chin

Zan Chin

Adam Choate

Jhesenia Claros

Maldonado

Enck Claure-Orellana

Hevert Clavijo Herrera

Kayla Cleggett

Jacob Clements

Marlee Cobb

Zephren Collmson

Peter Cook

Synia Cook

Kiree Copeland

Karen Cordova Perez

Kuahe Crews

Nikolas Crittenden

Colin Crovella

Ian Crovella

Rachel Crull

Gabnela Cruz

Henry Cruz

Juliana Cuellar

Gutierrez

Allison Cuesta

Dylan Cunningham

Jacob Cupp

Hakan Dabak

Matthew Dabu

Arpan Dahal
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"I would tell a rising freshman

that [high school is] not

actually as scary as you think it

is. You're ready."

QuLncu MendeLion, ' 1

6

"I like freshman year because I

like the block scheduling, and I

like how nice most of the

seniors are."

A/Lcole /xocka, '16

Sabnna Daley

Hanh Dang

Zachary Danik

Holly Darnell

Jessica Davis

Lance De Konmck

Leah DeLancey

Gustavo Delcid Delgado

Jhonn Deleon Mazanegos

Yenifer Deleon Mazariegos

David Diaz

Tara Dolan

John Doll

Emely Dominguez Jimenez

Grace Douthit

Brenna Douthitt

Emerson Doyle

Lila Draney

Miles Dulman

Rosano Eduvma

Bryn Edwards

Daniel Eigler Harding

Yousra El Gattan

Mohamed Eltaeb

Kathenne Emanuel

Abigail England

Dulguun Enkhee

Agnmaa Erdenebaatar

Victor Escarate

Ceneca Espinoza

Julian Esquer-Perez

Ian Estevao

Dolly Fabian

Peter Falamoun

Talia Farrell Rosen

Mark Femberg

Mara Femer

David Felix Hernandez

Luz Fernandez Hurtado

Allison Fladd

Mayra Flores Orellana

Jocelyn Flores Quinteros



Kara Fox

Meghan Fox

Ever Franco

Timothy Fry

Eduardo Fuentes

Palomo

Estuardo Fuentes

Palomo

Oscar Gaitan

KennerGaleas

Leticia Gahcia Flores

Leticia Gahcia Flores

Abigail Gallin

Maralmaa Ganbat

Diego Gandanllas

Kathenne Garcia Ortiz

Benhur Gebretnsaie

George Gerardi

Bimosan Ghimire

William Gilbersten

Jeovany Gonzalez

Noah Goodkmd

Isabelle Grant

Jordan Gnmaldi

Eugene Grover

Liliana Guandique

Ethan Guenther

Deniz Gurler

Hector Gutierrez

Stephon Gutierrez

Wendy Guzman
Kathenne Guzman

Patino

Ruth Hailu

Bailey Hall

Darby Haller

Elias Hallowell

Catherine Hamilton

Preston Hansen

Derrick Harris

Gemma Harris

Sean Haselby

Ronela Haxhiai

Sophia Hays

Thomas Hednck

Caswell Hennig

Theodore Herbert

Donald Herndon

Allison Hernty

Allison Hernty

Brenda Hidalgo Blanco

Martha Hoagland
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"To ad|ust to high school, I

planned out how I would do my
proiects and balanced sports

and homework."

William S>ieaa.l, ' 1

6

Max Holar

Farhad Hossain

Michelle Howard

Sean Howard

Brian Hughes

Alexandra Hugo

Samuel Humes
Peter Huson

Malik Ibrahim John

Cedar Imani

David Inyangson

Eliott Ishak

Usman Ishaq

Eliamam Ismail

Chloe Jacques

Ashley James
Michael James
Andrew Jensen

Eric Johnson

Jack Johnson

Gene Jones

Abigail Juarez

Youssef Juarez Chaclan

Sean Kaku

Desire Kan

Jacob Katyal

Miranda Katzenberger

Zachary Kearse

Carolyn Keshap

Omid Khalili

Rupsha Khan

Nargilmaa Khangand

Sean Killalea

Pooyan Kimiyaee

John King

Jordan Koon

Charlotte Kropf

Geronimo Kurzbach Pevere

Lisa Lai

Robert Lamoa

Julia Landini

Joseph Langley



Jo-da

"The amount of tests and

quizzes quickly accelerated,

and it takes a little getting used

to."

Veronica. Sitoth, '16

Mikayla Lawrence

Jacob Leiter

Andrew Lewis

Skylar List

Cecilia Lopez

Jason Lopez

Pedro Lopez

Wilmer Lopez Cortez

Qumlan Lovett

Victor Lozano Ornelas

Anna Lu|an

Tyler Lutz

Jordan Luu

Richard Luu

Alyssa Luz Ricca

Henry Mai

Megan Mam
Alexander Maiano

Yulian Manchev

James Markert

Jorge Marquez Tornco

Nikira Marshall

Anana Martinez

Sergio Martinez Medina

Claretha Mason
Isabella Matos

Velazquez

Joshua Matthews

Jelver Mazanegos

Joshua McCaw
Collin McFarlane

Bishop McGee
Clare Mclnemey

Ana Medrano

Alejandra Mejia Gomez
Dons Melendez

Qulncy Mendelson

Lucas Mendes

Lzandro Mercado

Flores

Rebeca Mercado Rios

Jhonny Menda Soto

Justin Messer

Joel Mia

Alexandra Michalowski

Fiona Miller

Caroline Miller Bruns

Collin Mitchell

Dallas Moales Hinton

Emma Mobley

Neil Mockler
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"I would tell a rising freshman

to do a fall sport. It helps you

j meet new people, so there are

more familiar faces."

Helen Weietoa.cn, '16

"What I like about freshman

year is the freedom at lunch

and the choices of clubs and

sports."

<Lmnet -fitlalracneu/, '/6

Elizabeth Monge
Gisela Monge
Sophie Moran

Jonathon Moreno

Samantha Morley

Mon'a Moses

Kelly Motzko

Gail Muggill

Evelyn Murcia

Shannon Murphy

Jacob Muskovitz

Myadagbadam

Myagmarsuren

Reid Nagurka

Isabella Narvaez

Ullah Neamat
Kierra Nelson

Gregory Newman
Annika Newton

Linda Nguyen

Thlen Tin Chrlstm Nguyen Ngo

Caeley Niess

Andrew Nix

Sepehr Nosouhian

Maycol Nunez

George Nyambal

Kelsey O'Malia

Maura O'Reilly

Sebastian Ochoa

Emanuel Olcese

Jocelyn Oliva

Francisco Olivarez

Nicholas Oliveira

Sohanny Orellana

Montiel

Lucas Orjales

Pablo Onales

Renzo Ortiz Lopez

Zachanah Osman
William Page

Joanna Paniagua

John Parcell

Emily Pardi

Mia Parker



Isabel Parks

Hannah Parra

Lilyanna Pattern

Evan Pederson

Jennifer Pedraza

Torres

Guadalupe Pedroza

Cruz

Tanay Penn

Emanuel Perez

William Perez

Marco Perez Morales

Madeline Petroskey

Samuel Phelan

Spencer Philps

Russell Pion

Emily Piatt

Jared Pleus

Shane Polisar

Ananda Poudel

Cole Praver

David Preiss

Christian Quezada

Kelly Quillm

Breanna Quinlan

Francisco Ramirez

Jose Ramos
Harrison Ramos Palma

Calhe Randall

Maliha Rashid

Stephen Ray

Tahira Rehman
Dayanara Reyes

Catalan

Claire Rhode

Scott Ricker

Jeffrey Rideout

Elisabeth Rios Brooks

"If I could give advice to a rising

freshman. I would say don't

procrastinate and that

freshman year counts."

Megan Alain, ' 1

6

Elem Rins

Faith Roberts

Kofi Roberts

Justin Robinson

Nicole Rocha Aguilar

Ale|andra Rodas

Calderon a U MB J^T^^i
Carla Rodriguez Lvff JJH^JH^fl

Andrea Rodriguez

Figueroa

Chloe Rogers

Daniel Rohr

Austin Roias

Morgan Romero
Isabel Ronquillo

Andrew Roy
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"I like having four classes a day

and W and L days in high

school. There's a lot of work,

but I adjusted pretty well."

flabe Weitettpen, '16

"I studied harder and looked for

my teacher's help to adjust to

high school. I would tell rising

freshman to enjoy it."

PMc, Ot/ala, '16

—

Hayley Roy

Hannah Russell Hunter

Solune Sadowsky

Jose Salas Mendez
Shenf Salem

Katherin Salmeron

Daniel Sanchez

Jeizon Santos

Thanos Sarreas

Trevor Savage

Evan Schadelbauer

Lillie Scheer

Nieve Schimley

Dylan Schuler

Theodore Schutz

Michael Schwartz

Anam Sebhat

Mussa Seid

Fafi Sejas

Sisay Sendek

Cynthia Serrano

Thomas Sheehy

Lucy Shoemaker

Mansa Shotwell

William Siegal

Keisy Siles

Ani Silva

Leandro Silva

Victoria Simatos

Veronica Sirotic

Natalie Skoloda

Charlotte Smith

Estavon Smith

George Smith

Kirubel Solomon

Keani Solorzano

Mira Soni

Luis Soto Cossio'

Casey Spellman

Tyler Spicer

Anirudh Sreekumar

Michael Stearman



Winston Stemler

Peter Stewart

Samantha Stipe

Brian Sweeney

Michael Swisher

Mansa Sydnor

Noreen Syet

Annabel Symanski

Justin Szczerbmski

Alam Tahidul

Julia Tayloe

Kathenne Taylor

Soliana Teame
Jane Terrell

Ivysara Tesfai

Samuel Tesfay

Jeremy Thacker

Shane Thin

Yvonne Thomason

Alexandra Todd

Justin Tran

Jackson Trice

Cole Trudo

Elson Turcios Erroa

Brooks Turner

Celvm Uceda

Kristin Uckert

Roiesh Upreti

Andre Urcia

Karla Valentin Valarezo

Nikolay Valov

Kelsey Vander Ley

Anna Vargas

Joahn Vargas

Elber Velasquez Soto

Caroline Verrecchia

Leobardo Villalobos

Maria Villatoro

Kendra Villegas

Sasha Volodm

Diane Vu

Olivia Wadzinski

Lauren Walker

Lauren Washington

Caleb Watada

Alexandra Webster

Helen Weierbach

Henry Weiss

Chabeli Soma Wells
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"It's nice to have Generals

Period in the middle of the day.

There's a lot more freedom in

high school." I
^ m
i I

"I like how all the teachers set

you up for success and help

you out if you need to bring

your grade up."

(luted /-'Leui, ' 1

6

Patricia Zetkulic

t fc

it Pictured:

mad Waseem
sit All

ydi Alvarez

briela Balderrama Montano
lirio Carranza Lovo

ixis Ceballos Gonzalez

rma Chambi

rla Chavez Sandoval

shiglen Chuluunhuu

Brenda Cordova Miranda

Liliana Cruz Castro

Madeleine Dougherty

Maya Fields

Luis Fuentes Chavez

Noah Hitt

Claudia Intenano

Matheos Kassahun

Aname Kidane

Hank Liu

Cecilia Lopez Juarez

Christian Martinez Flores

Hung Ngo

Bastel Noonstany

Oleksandr Prymachuk

Ana Rosales

Eduvina Rosano Alvarez

Ani Silva Pinto

Timothy Stroble

Edna Teklu

Ezera Thomas
Catenn Tornco Salinas

Neamat Ullah

Aldan Wang
Abdulwhab Youzghadli

Hayden Zahn

Gabriel Westergren

Sarah Wheeler

Craig White

Desiree White

Eleanor Wieland

Hannah Wilczek

Kyra Wilson

Jonathan Winnefeld

Noah Wmslow
Bezawit Wolde Yohannes

James Wombles
Cheyanne Wood

Selam Workneh

Solomon Workneh

Rebecca Wroblewski

Steven Wynkoop

Nicolas Yabar

Apollo Yong

Beraki Yosief

Sarah Young

Arzoe Yousuf

Samuel Zachanas

Anthony Zarate

Kathenne Zetkulic
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"Ms. [Amanda] Massie stands

out to me because math is my

worst sub|ect but she made it

a fun class and easier for me
to understand."

fitLana. Utcta, '13

"I loved taking Social and

Cultural Anthropology with Mr.

[Robert] Summers because

he's amazing and the class was

really interesting- it made me
interested in studying other

cultures and made me realize

my bias in looking at the world

because of American culture."

-HbLqalL Kealer,bui& 13

Joyce Clarke

Dionte Coleman

Sarah Congable

Mishay Cooley

Margarita Cruz

Melissa Cuba

Eileen Cutrona

Marsha Dale

Jen Dean

Chad Demagistns

Frank DeRocco

Knstina DeVesty

Robert Dobson

Peter Eschbacher

Alissa Etten

Erica Felker

Sara Fionni

Mary Fretts

Bob Garcia

Debbie Germosen

Kerne Gonnella

Jennifer Griffin

Lon Grimm
Doug Grove

Laura Hale

Kevin Hall

Sarah Haseltine

Caroline Headley

Martha Helgerson

Rosemary Hernandez

Courtney Holcombe

Hiromi Isobe

Elise Jackson

Chris Jacobs

Nevm Jaffer

Paul Jamelske

Katnna Jax-Reed

Rosanne Johengen

Angela Jones

Kira Jordan

Danielle Karaky

Keith Klein
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"Mr [Kenneth] McCreary has a

very deep understanding in

literature, which makes his

class Interesting and realistic.

He is very creative which

inspires me to find a career in

something I love doing. I love

that Mr. McCreary was very

helpful and insightful; I enioyed

working with him."

Setk SoJUet. '13

Ashley Kotania

Phil Krauth

Nina Kuziel

Monica Larneu

Erica Larsen

Joan Le

Jane Leifer

Crystal Liller

Pamela Lockndge

Lianne Loizou

Janet Luu

Stephanie Magin

Rosanna Marsh

Lauren Massey

Amanda Massie

Jeffrey McCarthy

Pam McClellan

Dawn McCoart

Kenneth McCreary

Carmen Mepa

Ron Melkis

Allison Menchel

Lilliana Mendez

Ryan Miller

Cat Misar

Mona Mitry

Adam Moir

Lisa Moore

Shonta Moore

Alberto Moreno

Aubrey Mosley

Lisseth Mosquera

Sandy Munnell

Lisa Myklestad

Matthew Noms

Jeana Norton

Karen Novello

Sarah-Katharine Owen
Claire Peters

David Peters

Kevin Phillips

Lucita Poliquit

«* fll ^
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"Mr. [Matt] Przydzial was the

best math teacher I've ever

had. One thing I really enjoyed

about his class was that in the

middle of his lectures he would

have us stretch or perform an

exercise for a few minutes so

that we wouldn't doze off or get

bored. He was also easy to talk

to and have a conversation

with about a variety of topics."

"Mr. [Jeff] McCarthy was a

great teacher. Don't be an idiot

and take A. P. Government

sophomore year. We live in

practically the suburbs of

Washington, DC- we need to

know what is up."

iana Outlet, '13

......

"

Mary Pnmosch
Matthew Przydzial

Anne Reed

Diane Richter

Betty Rivera

Gregg Robertson

Alex Robinson

Joel Rockwood

Lore Rodriguez

Pamela Sanchez

Eva Sanchez Bnceno

Elvia Santamana

Tom Schelstrate

Jennifer Scher

Josh Shapiro

Kristin Shapiro

Janet Shea

Timica Shivers

Andrea Shoham
Carol Show
Erin Smith

Maria Sotomayor

Jacqueline Stallworth

Catherine Steinmetz

Melanie Stowell

Derek Sweet

Thomas Sweet

Carolyn Taylor

Josh Taylor

Jo A Thomas
Mary Lib Tomb
Tereza Townsend

Meaghan Traverse

Liem Truong

Marie Valenzuela

Claudia Vasquez

Anne Verville

Peter Vogel

Jennifer Weidman
Ricia Werner

Grace Williams

Portia Wilson
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Ad|e Wilson Bahun

Brandon Wright

Leah Young

James Zarro

Doug Zebrak

Jennifer Zimmerman

"Ms [Sara] Fionni was one of

the teachers that made my
freshman year smooth and not

as terrifying She would be the

teacher I'll go to when I need

anything."

Kellu Cinevei, '13

.* «-!

w
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Not Pictured:

Roger Aleman Christine Buzan Frank DeRocco Eric Hill

Nekya Ball Julie Cantor Ashlee Doleno Jarrod Hills

Terry Bell Julie Caron Noel English Leslie Hindman

Emily E. Bennett Keith Cassidy Beth Flaherty Enka Hitchcock

Emily T. Bennet Elysse Catmo Susan Fox Paula James
Joan Bickelhaupt Tom Chisnell Warren Gillus Angie Kelly

David Blunt Kevin Clark Bryan Graitge Nora Kelly

Sharon Brahaney Floyd Chne Laura Hale Ashley Kotania

Valerie Budney Peggy Cole-Sabouni Tony Hall Susan Lauffer

Karen Bui Mishay Cooley Sharon Hams Hillary Lord

Johnnie Buxton Esperanza DeSisneros David Hernandez David Lunt

Pat Lyons

Jessica Mazur

Kathleen McNamee
Sair Molina

Jackie Nampha
Janet Needham
Stephanie Nichols

Janet O'Grady

Jesse O'Neal

Laurel Osmer Ceroid

Greg Papanicolas

Ahn Viet Phan

Maureen Pollard

Alanc Radosh

Rosa Reyes

Natalie Root

Lourdes Rubio

James Sample

Catherine Sauter

Theresa Sevenn

Marlene Smith

Christina Steury

Deborah Stoll

Robert Summers
Wendy Taylor

Jim Thomas

Rex Tomb
Kerstm Trimble

Jonathan Turnsi

Rahmo Wardere

Kathy Williams

Horace Willis



"Mr. [Anh Viet] Phan was the

best teacher I've had in my

time at W-L He was very

dedicated to his work, and I

think that he should be

recognized by everyone at this

school."

AJicote (2ollcintei, '13

'
I . ^.

"My favorite teacher is Phil

Krauth. He is the greatest

living being the world has ever

been graced with the presence

of."

-Hentu LlonkUn, '13

F&0M TUE. MtfUTd6 Of TUE. TeAOJE-RA:

TUEJR. APVlCE. fOXL ATUPE.NTA:

-My advice for students is "It is easier to keep up than it is to catch up." M. Stacy RtaifcelJL Science

-Achieving anything in life starts with a goal and a plan. A goal without a plan is just dreaming. Mt. tfteq RutUt,

Science

-Meet as many new people and try as many different things as possible. Mt. Sktb (Jacob, SocialStuJkei

-Realize you can learn a lot from a lot of different people. Mt. -fldam Molt, Vkusiad Education

TiJE.IR. FAVtfRJTE. TUlNc; A&0UT e>EJN<7 A TEAOJEJ2. AT \V-L :

As a former student at W-L (class of 2004!), the best thing about being a teacher is the ability to see school

from both sides-as the student and the teacher. It's really amazing working with my former instructors, who
am now proud to call colleagues. Of course, being a teacher wouldn't be great without the diverse

personalities and abilities of my students! Mt. Kite. (JotJLn, SocialStudio

The best part of teaching at W-L is working with our students every day. W-L students are bright, kind,

compassionate, inquisitive, studious, and have a good sense of humor. Every day I'm reminded of how

fortunate I am to work with such students. Mt. (Je^tey Mc(Sattky, SocialStudio

Washington-Lee provides the students and faculty with a great learning environment, the latest equipment,

and emphasizes the best learning practices. It is a wonderful school. Mt. £& -QlUti, SocialStudio

The best thing about being a teacher at W-L is the creative autonomy we have to connect with our students.

Mi. Satak (SonaaUe, £nqtiik
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'TeaJiet d tL I/eat Mr. Ryan Miller

\\AJAT M> YOUQ. FAV0RTTE PART AB0UT TUt CLASSES YOU TEACU [\t> ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS AMP SOCIETIES AdP CEOSPATIAL TOOLS AMP TEClWlOUEs)?

My favorite part is that no day is the same and that everything I teach, I'm really interested in.

UO\V PO YOU FEEL A&OUT &EJNC TEAOJER OF TUt YEAR? WERE Y0U SURPRISEP?

I'm honored, I'm humbled that my peers think of me that way. Yes, definitely.

\VUAT MAPt YOU \VAhTT TO TEACU SCIENCE?

I just find it enjoyable indicating the topics that I have to teach and covering topics I have to teach. I think trying to encourage

students to take a career in the environmental sciences is what keeps me teaching.

\VUAT IS Y0UR favorite EVEUT or lesson that you teacu purinc Tilt YEAR.?

I like to do this taste test on water bottles comparing our water from drinking fountains to bottled water and see if there

are any differences, thats fun.

DO TUtY FlNP A PIFFERENCE?

Sometimes they do, sometimes they don't. I also like doing the service projects at the end of the year to try to enhance the

school grounds.

CAN YOU TELL ME A&OUT Y0UR SPECIAL WEATHER. PREPICTlNC POWERS ANP TllE FACT THAT YOURE A WEATUERMAN?

I work for ABC 7 and news channel 8 and WTOP radio.

SO TUlS IS A&OUT YOU BElNC A WEATHERMAN AMD YOUR SPECIAL POWERS?

I studied meteorology in college, and working for a T.V. station allows me to access a lot of equipment and computers and

models that maybe the general public doesn't have. It's fun to be a meteorologist and a teacher at the same time, and I get

to do the things that I enjoy doing.

\VUAT 00 YOU UltE ABOUT MAI6NC TUE 6AMBOO HOUSES?

The bamboo projects is an interactive thing to get students working with tools they've never used before and using a resource

that is pretty renewable and engaging the students in a lesson that is interactive.

\VUAT 00 YOU U£E A&OUT TlJE STUPENTS &EJNC A&LE 10 $0 10 COSTA RICA?

Costa Rica allows the students to see a lot of the things we cover in class and experience a lot of the things we cover in

class in a way that is not possible in Arlington.

com/epaper/vl

tackles in downstream Is

ernational implications,

ely building dams for reasons other tha

D = NO TILL Bl
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Aincipal Mr, Gregg Robertson

\\AJAT MAHlES TUlS YEAR SPECIAL? AMY NEW/ YEARS RESOLUTIONS?

This year is special for a lot of reasons. We continue to have a great group of students, although it's

the largest group in Washington-Lee's history, and they're all great and getting involved in a lot of

activities. I'm trying to get in better shape, so I walk, and my secretary walks with me most of the

time. I try to walk to school because I live pretty close- about four blocks away.

iJ<AV PIP YOU FEEL A&OUT WEARlNC A UVA T-SlJiRT?

I was a little embarrassed to have to wear a shirt of my rival school, but it was fun to participate in

something the kids came up with, and deep down I know UVA is an incredible school.

\VHAT ARE YOUR OPINIONS ON UAVlNC A TV/ITTER ACCOUNT? UO\V HAS IT HELPED YOU TO COWULCT \VfTU STUPENTS?

At first I was a little worried that it would be a lot to keep up with and my schedule was always kind

of busy, but I realized it was fun to tweet about the kids and activities at Washington-Lee, so now I

enjoy it. I noticed that once I started posting things about students and activities, more students

signed up to follow me, so I decided it was a great tool to communicate with the students and the

parents.

\\AJat advice 00 rou Uave for. students?

I want kids to continue to stretch themselves, to reach higher goals, to maintain a sense of possibility

in all of their endeavors, and to remember that all of the adults are here to help them reach those

goals.

\VUAT MADE YOU PEC1PEYOU WANTED TO &E A PRINCIPAL? \\AJAT tJAVE YOU .SEEN CUANCED OVERYOURYEARS AS A PRINCIPAL?

My mother was a teacher, so growing up I knew I always wanted to be a teacher, and once I started

teaching, I got involved in a lot of activities outside of the classroom. I was SCA sponsor, social studies

chairperson, baseball coach, basketball coach, swim team coach. I enjoyed working on school

committees and after all those things and broadening my experiences, I decided I wanted to work

and be involved on a larger scale. The school where I first taught agreed to pay for my Masters in

Education, and once that was completed, I became a principal. Education has

changed a lot since I first started 23 years ago, and I enjoyed learning, growing,

and changing with it. Kids have always kept me young at heart, and I cannot imagine

a career where I wouldn't be involved with kids.

w/uat do rou Uave jo say to our senior class?

This senior class has been a great class, very supportive of each other

I loved how at the first pep rally, seniors held up signs that said

"seniors love freshmen." I think that shows a lot of character and '

willingness to support each other. There's a banner that says "take

care of yourself, take care of others, take care of your school",

and I think that represents Washington-Lee. I don't look at

graduation like an ending point, but as a new beginning. And I

would give them the same advice to continue stretching S
themselves and to always strive to do more. I'm going to f
miss the senior class. X. m.

ANY LAST WORDS? N^

When they graduate, I hope everyone realizes the great

opportunities they've been given at Washington-Lee. It's one of the best

schools in the country, and they've been given the groundwork to be very

successful individuals.

5^
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.
Senior Mary Jaeger 2. Sophomore Hans Sehic 3 Seniors Kyle Conway. James Randall, and

Henry Conklin 4 Senior Halimo Jidal 5. Junior Clyde Katzenberger and sophomores Jack

McCarthy and Nathaniel Jones 6. Senior Han-Anthony Huynh
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Senior Nahidu' HuqB^^PPwough a drill set up by the football team The Best Buddies Club partneneo^MnTH^WWba
team for a day in which the two groups came together for a dinner and a football clinic. "I had a really great time at the Bes

Buddies event with the football team. I thought it was really cool because it showed the incredible acceptance [at the school]

said sophomore Patrice Splan "Seeing the football players include the Buddies and work with them was really special."

LINK-BY
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ithin the mathematics department,

teachers competed with one another in an

attempt to have the highest percentage of

students who achieve a Pass Advanced score

on the Standards of Learning (SOL] tests. While

competitive in nature, the teachers worked

closely to help students succeed in the

classroom. "Working as a team allows us all to

share our best ideas and come up with new ways
of approaching some of the topics that our

students have struggled with in the past," said

mathematics teacher Mr. James Zarro. "All of

the classes have teams of teachers that meet
on a regular basis to discuss ways to teach

certain concepts and to write common exams.

This is to ensure that all of our students are as

prepared as they can be for tests."

The various techniques that each teacher

developed led to improvements in test scores,

and ultimately, higher SOL scores. "The way my
teacher hands out note packets for each lesson

helps a lot, especially when we do problems

together." said junior Aloha Backenstose, who
takes IB Math Studies. [Our teacher] is always

there to assist us whether it [be] after school or

Generals Period."

The math department also had a rivalry with

the gym teachers, which made math exciting to

many. "It started with the faculty needing to pay

dues. The physical education department was
ready to pay at our meeting, but as I was
standing up to turn in the check, Ms. Anne

Verville, the chair of math department, came
running forward and beat me to the punch, said

Ms. Sara Fiorini, a health and physical education

teacher. "So this past year, our department

turned in our check early in July. The math

department heard and made pencils that said

'Math is #1 ,' 'PE is #2.' It is really silly, butwe have

fun picking back and forth at one another."

S?kcdm<i-@ktket, '14

m
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Sophomore Khanh-Chau Mai receives hel|

from a fellow student on a study guide fo

an upcoming test. She was in Intensify

Algebra II for the year. Mai said, "I use note

that I took during the class to review fo

tests and quizzes, since they really help

"

A

TEAMWORK ADDS UP
Mathematics
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1 Sophomore Katherine Curtin works on rational functions. She was enrolled in intensified algebra II for

the year. Curtain said, "Math is really radical because once you understand it, it gets easier." 2. Shortly

before a group quiz in precalculus, junior Paul Murphy learns about logarithmic functions. Murphy said,

"One of the best things about our class is the groupwork, since having another student there to explain

anything is very helpful." 3. Sophomore Rodrigo Ussier and freshman Katherine Zetkulic study for a test

during Intensified Algebra II. They also received help from their teacher Ms. Karen Bui. Bui said, "My

method is to provide students with instruction coupled with group practice and presentations." 4. Senior

Elizabeth Dodson works on evaluating logarithms equations. Dodson said, "Ms. Lauffer is very competitive

with other departments. She loves to wear the math departmen's shirt that says they are number one,

above everyone else." 5. Sophomores Nicolas Reeves, Anudari Munkhchuluun and Bryan Meade seek

help from one another while reviewing for a test. Munkhchuluun said, "My teacher aims to help all her

students to reach their full potential to the best of her ability by working step by step through the problems

with us." 6. Junior Cara Maisel seeks help from her teacher Ms. Susan Louffer. Maisel, who took pre-

calculus wanted to know how to graph log functions. Maisel said, "It's really nice to have teachers available

to help, whether it is your own or another; they are all willing to help any way that they can."

Fv^ORITE m>4TH CLyISS
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Junior Maria Winchell, who currently takes Advanced

Placement BC Calculus, says her favorite math subject

is algebra. "In algebra, since there are so many topics,

you are bound to find something you love. Moreover,

it focuses on numbers, which I understand," said

Winchell. "The fact that I've been able to get help after

and during school from very patient teachers on

concepts really helped."

SEOCHETRV ALGEBRA I ALGEBRA I CALCULUS

"I enjoyed geometry

because it was easy.

This was due to it

being very visual.

Each problem felt

like a puzzle that,

once complete, was
rewarding."

l/ictot /Qa.m.66, '14

"I took Algebra I in

eight grade and

really enjoyed

learning it. I liked

how you can check

your answers for

everything, which

really helped when I

took my SOL for it."

JLaa. ^>ietta, '13

"I love algebra II

because I found it

very easy to

understand. Since I

understand it, I am
able to tutor others

and help them out

with any topic."

L/umtL VotonLna.,

"So far, I love

calculus because it is

interesting, and I like

how there can be so

many applications to

real life solutions.

That way, I feel like I

am actually learning

something useful."

<LJaine Knuu, '13

>eriior Audrey Paduda volunteers to show her work on exponential and logarithmic equations on the board.
>-

!
took precalculus during the year. Paduda said, "My teacher is really great in offering tons of reviews for

[- des and is very fair with grading." 8. Freshman John King works on finishing a worksheet on their current
t ic of rational functions. He did this during his Intensified Algebra II class. King said, "We were also hard
c rark taking notes, and solving problems to study for an upcoming test on the topic." 9. Sophomores Donia
^ hols and Quinn Montante and junior Leah Young work on quadratic word problems. They were in IB

" thematics Precalculus during the year. Young said, "My teacher helps us all the time by being there for

) during Generals Period or whenever we need her help in understanding a concept or homework."



"Mr. [Jason] Brodows

inspires fairy wisdom

all."

totd -Hvetu, '13

"Mr [Bill] Chamf

an endless encL,

and interesting teat

with patience to spa

Vaniel Hilk 75

Mr. [Rick] Avondet is

very chill and has a

great sense of humor

fll&n Pliuny, '13

1 . During an AP Chemistry lab. junior Matthew Zetkulic lights a Bunsen burner while senior Marco Cruz Heredia looks on. Bunsen burners

were used in many labs to heat up a variety of mixtures. 2. Participating in a lab in his Intensified Chemistry class, sophomore Jamej

Rigassio prepares a Bunsen burner. 3. Sophomore Ashleigh Grimmer examines the materials being used during a lab. Labs AP Chemistn

students participated in were often extensions of similar labs they had performed during any previous chemistry classes but with ar

increased difficulty to help understand the more complicated material. 4. Looking at their teacher's website, IB Physics seniors Margare

Barry and Sylvia Monet look at the notes from a previous class. "When teachers use electronic resources, it makes it easier for me tc

organize my study habits," said Barry. "All of the notes are online, so I can easily look over what we learned in class and what I need to knov!

for tests."

*<««&"

"Ms. [Christy] Buzan is

hilarious and always

has something exciting

to share about

Physics."

r
? ^

:.**!

Qikby J-ldttey. '13
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Esther Ullberg, and Alana \A

participates^ flame test lab. AP Ch
was a one^par course but filled two class

periods. Unlike last year, there were tog

many students who enrolled in the cla

which meant the school offered the rii«*« which me^it!
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his year, there was a total of 12

science class concentrations available to

students. These classes focused on a

variety of topics which included, but were

not limited to, classes in Biology,

Chemistry, Physics, and Environmental

Studies. Due to this wide variety of

classes available, many students found

that they could take more than one class

in order to fulfill the graduation require-

ments set by the state.

Even if students did not monopolize on

taking more than one class, students still

felt that they could take classes that

interested them. "I think it is hard

freshman and sophomore year because

there are only a few class options," said

senior Pilar Curtis. "Junior and senior

year, you can learn about anything; there

are so many options. So whatever you're

interested in, you can always find and

take a class that focuses on what you

want to learn about."

Taking AP and IB classes were one

way that students were able to achieve

taking more than one class. Since these

classes were available to any student,

many of the classes had a diverse

enrollment of full-diploma candidates

and those who were not pursuing a

diploma. "In my Biology class, there's a

good mix of those who are full IB and

those who aren't," said senior Amy
Sheahan. Sheahan was enrolled in

Higher Level IB Biology as well as Physics.

"There's not really any sort of

segregation; we all work together, and

there doesn't seem to be any real

competition during class. Everyone

seems to share a real interest in the

subject matter and whatwe are learning

about."

&}£utU -13

Working on a ramp lab in physics class, junior Heidi

hmidt observes the natural course of an object as
ravels down the ramp. 6. Participating in a stream
"dy, IB Biology seniors Lara Sierra and Patricia

:ala-Velasco collect plant and aquatic life during an
1 :door lab 7. Reviewing notes for a class, senior Ariel
1 bbett shows fellow senior Sonia Holar why the data
nduced the graph that is did.

Sophomore Matthew Tatum is a geography whiz. He

can tell the capital of almost any place you ask him. His

appreciation and talents are not only limited to

geography. "I like science because it relates to ever-

ything. It varies from the expanses of the universe to

the microscopic science of atoms. There is no limit to

the possibilities and the knowledge we can gain."

Science
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n English classes this year, teachers

tried harder to incorporate different kinds of

technology. This was because of the Standards

of Learning [SOLs], new standards from the

county that required teachers to focus on

media and technology literacy in their

classrooms. Some uses of technology included

making blogs, editorials, and advertisements.

To accomplish this, teachers started to use

iPads and many websites, including the

presentation creator site, Prezi. "I think that

the new SOLs address elements of academics

that students will need to be successful beyond

high school," said English teacher Ms. Kristina

Devesty, "For example, having a working

knowledge of how to evaluate technology, non-

fiction, and media is important for everyday

life."

However, some students thoughtthat using

technology such as iPads in class would be

more of a distraction. "I think using iPads in

class wouldn't be a great idea because they

would be distracting, and I would play around

on them instead of learning," said senior

Alemayehu Enyew.

Although some students might have gotten

distracted by using an iPad, others thought

that they were beneficial. "I think it would

depend on what we're doing," said sophomore

Ewan Marsden. "I think if we were reading or

discussing a book, it wouldn't make a

difference, but it would be useful when it comes

to grammar."

Students wanted to use iPads because they

thought it would be more fun than traditional

methods. Freshman Gregory Newman said, "I

would like to use iPads [in English] because I

think it would be more fun to have a technology-

oriented class than to use pencil and paper."

h
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During his class's discussion, senio

Tanveer Shefat carefully explains hi

view on stem cell research using hi

laptop. Shefat said "1 liked the semina

because it was very unique becaus

the topics were different, and we wer

all open minded, so we were able t

have a good conversation."HI

_ ^i..M #

S>amantna. ducket, '15

TECH SAVVY TEACHING
English

ACADEfTllCS



1 Senior Luisa Cruz Sanchez uses her hand while talking about the pros and cons of using stem cells

for research. In Ms. Rosa Reyes' English 1 2 class, students researched controversial topics after reading

Brave New World by Aldous Huxley. 2. During Poetry Out Loud, freshman Renee Beck points out what

baseball is about according the poem, "Analysis of Baseball" by May Swenson. Students chose poems

by going on the Poetry Out Loud website and choosing a poem that was approved by the organization.

"I chose my poem because there was a button, and when I pressed it, it gave me a random poem," said

Beck. "Then for my second poem, one of my classmates presented it, and I really liked it, so I decided to

use it." 3. Seniors Kelly Chevez, Susie Estrada, and Noelia Orihuela- Cespedes look over their research

while their classmates discuss communication and technological advances. 4. Senior Luisa Banchoff

presents her poem with emotion during Poetry Out Loud. 5. During PowerPoint presentations,

sophomore Ana Cristina Gibbons takes notes after her teacher warned the class that information from

the PowerPoints may be on the final exam. English teacher Ms. Katrina Reed has her students present

PowerPoints to have a better understanding of their book. The Prince and the Pauper and the time period

of the book, which was the sixteenth century.

"Using iPads would be cool because

we could have a greater opportunity

to learn more about different topics

that our English books don't have."

Matthew latum, '15

JP^N
^A

"I wish we got to use iPads in English

because it seems like it would be a

cool thing to use because you can

easily access sites and other things."

6 bphomore William Grossman presents his PowerPoint on medieval artists. 7. During the schoolwide

ccbetition of Poetry Out Loud, sophomore Daphne Martin presents the poem "Snow Day" by Billy Collins.

Mpn placed third. Martin said, "Poetry Out Loud was a really great experience because I love presenting
PC ns in front of others, and I love hearing others present poetry." 8. Seniors Tuul Erdenebold and Tuvshinbayar

Bimdelgar consider a comment made during their seminar en stem cells. The seminar required students

"I like using computers in English

because I like going on websites and

getting information instead of using

books."

ufaliioq d^antuLqa., '13

A
"I wish we got to use iPads because I

think it's more of a hands-on learning

experience, and it introduces new

technology to class."

J-inai&u (shtzmneii, '13

"I think using iPads makes learning easier,

but at the same time, they are a

distraction. If it makes learning easier,

than it outweighs the distractions."

Kevin Cf&mei, '13

"I don't want to use iPads because

we don't really need them. We just

use the book that we are reading in

class."

-Sam&ntna. 2>tipe, '16

"I think using iPads would be useful

because you can access the

internet, and it would help because I

could access my online portfolios."

Llaine KJtuu, '13

"We're using Google and Google

Docs to collaborate on research and

paper writing, and I can also give

corrections and grade papers on it."

Keith. Klein, Unaiiih teachet

=c omore Nathaniel Grevatt highlights an image he used on his PowerPoint via the classroom's SmartBoard. English

ACADEfTIICS



"(In World History.] I like

learning about what happened

in the past that made our

world what it is today,

especially the ethnic

differences that form the

basis of many conflicts past

and present."

Cfemma. -liaxtii, '1

6

"What I like about AP US/VA
History is learning about our

country's [past]. The most

challenging thing, however, is

reading through the textbook."

A/id. hkan, '14

"I like history, so I love everything

about [World History/Ancient

Civilizations]. It's easy to follow. I

want to take government next

year; everyone says it's a fun class.

It's good to know about politics."

L/abka. -HcLmmet, '15

"My favorite classes

are social sciences. I like learning

about human behavior and

emotion. A lot of the concepts in

psychology can easily be applied to

my own life.

"

•fHuciA SauchatJi. '13

Ithough social studies classes, such as

government and world history, were required

of students to graduate, it was common for

many students to go the extra mile by taking

electives offered by the department. With

these social studies electives, students were

given the opportunity to take courses that

interested them and were then able to apply

those skills in other subjects. "I think IB

Philosophy is one of my favorite classes

because it takes what you've learned in other

social studies classes, and you can use that to

create your own ideas," said senior Abigail

Boshart. "It's more learning ideas than just

memorizing facts."

It was not unusual for students to be able

to incorporate what they had learned to their

own lives as well. " I wanted to learn more about

[anthropology] because I feel like it has made
me more aware and has helped me
understand the world a little bit more," said

senior Eleanor Splan. Anthropology students

were also able to gain real-world experience

while on field trips to the N Street Women's
shelter and a D.C. mosque, which

corresponded to what they were reading in

class.

Itappearedthatelectivesinthesocialstudies

department were popular because of the way

they forced students to think. Junior Bryan

Burgess believed that the classes were a

favorite among the student body because

"they're looking at the environment we live in,

and not just a sterile lab environment."

"1 would definitely take

anthropology [in the future].

Understanding anthropology

helps you understand the way

the world works, and it's not

quite history."

Mile* Jiutnii&e (ilapp, '16u
"The history that we

learn in HOA goes into a loi

more detail than in other soc

studies classes. The topic thai

like best is the Revolutionar

War because it's what out i

country is founded on " i

Mouaa X?la., '14

Senior Sean McBndo gives a speech

while participating in an IB I 'lulu

debate. "The debates are an awe

way to reflect, upon material studied ir

class in a w;iy that isn't mundan

rather excitinq," said McBnde.

d-mma. Scnim/eu, '13

ABOVE AMD BEYOND
Social Studies

ACADEfTIICS
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1 Senior Beth Bodner works on a brainstorming web in her IB Geography class. In geography, students

learned about different countries in the world and often looked at them in comparison to the United

States. "I would definitely recommend geography to students," said Bodner. "It's interesting because you

learn about people and the countries they live in." 2. Sophomore James Rigassio studies his textbook

while in AP Government. The topics discussed included the media's effect on politics and different

components of government, such as interest groups and lobbying. "If you wish to take AP classes, or

lust learn a bit more about the inner workings of American government, the class is a must-have that

prepares you for college level courses," said Rigassio. 3. Sophomores Lucy Naland and Elizabeth Bosch

take a tour of the U.S. Capitol while on a government field trip. "It was interesting to go on a similar tour

to what I've seen before but to absorb more information and to be more interested now that I know

more on the subject," said Naland. 4. Juniors Cristian Lopez and Chandara Phat work on a group activity

during Mr. Steven Brown's Modern World History class. The activitywas able to help the class understand

the Protestant Reformation for an upcoming test. 5. While dressed up as Napoleon, senior Abigail

Boshart takes notes during a debate in IB Philosophy. "I was representing tyranny in a debate about the

different forms of government," said Boshart. "Dressing up for the debate was fun and so was arguing

with everyone in the class."

*"
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Fv4l^ORITE ELECTII^GS

I reshman Stephen D.iy and sophomore Suhu'y i )oiu|i<is participate m ,i mock panel during their World
;tory dees 1 1

u simulation called for students to think about whether or not Christopher Columbus
I put on trial based on tin; perspectives of ditterenl religious li .

: Junior lorn, is I squire

s .in activity on proactive personalities while in Mr Grove's. AP Psychology "I could iletmitely see
i|i going into Psychology," sau 1 1 si n lire Penv "I think that ,:'s an Interesting way ol looking at the brain

I mind." 8, Senior Alice Maggio poses with the architecture ol a in: mosque while on a field trip for

hropolngy "My lavonte part ol the held trip was walking around Washington in a head scart. said

'99'0 "I gol pei Bpective an the trip, especially through the eyes ol a Muslim women :

For her IB Psychology internal assessment, senior

Sophia Delmar studied the effects of placing significance

on words while trying to memorize them. "I spoke a set

list of words to [two] groups," explained Delmar. "A

control group used visualization to encode, and the

experimental group was asked to determine how useful

the object would be while on a vacation." Placing meaning

on an object proved most effective.

II

Social Studies

ACADEmiCS
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Junior Cindy Berry knows firsthand about i

with people who speak a different language.

!

to Arlington at the beginning of the school year

Germany with her twin brother Connor. "They spoke

tons of languages in Germany, including English and

French," Berry said. "I took German for the two years

I lived there. Now I take Spanish."

1 Freshmen Mon'a Moses and Nikira Marshall take notes in Spanish I, The class began by checking

grammar and vocabulary homework. "I took Spanish because you need it to get a good job now a days,"

said Moses. "There are so many vocabulary tests, and in order to pass you need to be really focused

and determined." 2. Junior liana Shapiro studies in IB French, Pt I. Romance languages such as French

and Spanish were especially popular in the department because of their accessibility. "I decided to take

French because the language is very elegant, and I've always been enthralled with French culture," said

Shapiro. "It's my dream to move to France and get a job there." 3. Juniors Hannah Fitzmaurice and Valeria

Pareja work in their textbook in IB French, part I. IB languages were split into two-year courses, and both

were needed to earn credit for the course. The IB program encouraged students to be well-rounded in

foreign languages in order to gain a global perspective. 4. Freshman Tara Dolan listens in Spanish III

Many students took Spanish with the hopes of one day using the language when they travel. "I want to

become fluent in Spanish," Dolan said. "A lot of people speak it, and I want to be able to communicate

with them. I want to go to Spanish-speaking countries." 5. Students in Ms. Santamaria's Spanish I class

check answers from the previous day's homework on a projector.

LATK3UAGE USAGE
U<7\V VO YOU PLAN OW USINC TUC £H0\\/LLP<7G. Of

Y0UR. LAN^UA^C.?*
* 1 00 students surveyed

SeTfe to communtc/iTe with moni people

91^ TO USE in A CAREER

'lleTfe TO LE/IRn mORE L^nSU^SES

T©^) to mOl/'E TO A FORSSn COUflTRV

TEf^) OTHER
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"I lived in Belgium for

awhile, and we were

all required to take

French because

most people there

speak French and

Dutch."

Molly pillion, '14

SPATMSH

"I've been taking

Spanish since

kindergarten. I've

gotten to go abroad

some and

communicate with

others, which I

thought was really

cool."

(sailln /K&mieu,

"We learn a lot

about mythology and

the army. I wanted

to take Latin

because I want to

major in Bio, and I

thought it would help

me with all the

GERmAn

"I used to speak

German because my

grandparents were

fluent, and my mom
taught me. I wanted

to continue learning

terms.
(

V) I I 1/ /Jd.uL Aiutpku, 14
/•<<iekel Kami/at, ' J

Spanish is a pretty language," said Motzko. "I want to become bilingual." 8. Freshman Jocelyn Asi

studies for a quiz in Spanish I. "I'm learning a lot about other countries and their cultures, along wit

language." said Ascencio. 9. Juniors Greer Richey and Elizabeth Yuhas work on a Latin exercise T

*™k IB Latin, Pt. II. "I took Latin because I heard that it improves SAT (Standard Aptitude Test) scores

World Languages
ACADEMICS
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Ms. Hernandez helps freshnr

eghan Fox and Lucy Shoemaker

workbook question in Spanish 3

g to use it to talk to other

f all the subjects students were required

to take during the year, only one area was

singularly focused on cultures of countries

around the world. World languages allowed

students to increase their knowledge and

understanding of the global community. Three

years of one world language or two years of

two languages were needed in order to

graduate, and the most popular choices were

Latin, Spanish, and French. "I originally chose

to take French because of a scheduling conflict

in middle school," said junior Matthew Nice. "My

favorite thing about it is connecting with

another culture."

Although less widely selected, language

options were presented well beyond the

traditional three. Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,

and German were also offered, although not

taught through traditional means. "I like

distance learning," said junior Gwendolyn

Yamanaka, who took Japanese. "Every week,

we get assignments online, and a teacher

comes in once a week to direct things. It's good

if you're a self-driven person."

Regardlessofthelanguagestudentschose

to take, the culture of people from around the

world were also studied. "Whenever there was
a Spanish holiday, we would have an activity on

it," said junior Cailin Ramsey. "I learned a lot

about the independence of South America and

Dia de los Muertos."

Some students had other motives for

learning a specific language. "I plan to use my
knowledge of Latin to make the world a better

place," said junior Max Ferlauto. "The new
vocabulary I've learned could help me go to

Harvard or something!"

£lha.(reth A/euteltet, '14

I I

World Languages
STUDERT LIFE



"I've been in HILT for

first I didn't know how to write or

read, but with the help of the tutors

and Mr. Garcia, I know a lot more."

Qlex. Atatute Pottillo, '15

"I was in HILT for a year and a half

where my reading, writing, and my
social skills improved with the

guidance of the teachers and

tutors."

Miineel Lfanbal, '14

"I've been tutoring HILT kids in biology

and math. The language barrier is a

challenge for many, but I'm fluent in

Spanish, so this way I can help

them."

Abtisela J.ata, '14

'This is my second year in HILT. I

have a hard time doing individual

work, so I got extra books to read

and got more help from my teacher."

ta.tak AJ&}, '15

1 . Freshman Abdelaziz Hasen does his classwork. He found the HILT Program beneficial because it allowed

him an environment to learn and improve his English. Hasan said, "I really like HILT because I learn

something new each day." 2. Sophomore Kerin Beltran Melgar passes out textbooks for his class. For

him, the class offered the students everything from academic help to advice about anything. Beltran

Melgar said, "I'm so glad this class exists for kids like me who come with little to no English skills." 3

Freshmen Celvin Uceda Hernandez and Pedro Lopez Orozco read books during an afternoon tutoring

session. Uceda Hernandez and Lopez Orozco attended these tutoring sessions so that their English will

improve faster. UcedaHernandez said, "My reading skills have improved a lot, so now I am able to read

more advanced books." 4. Freshman Juliana Gutierrez asks for more clarification as she does her

classwork. She found out that to do well in the class you had to ask for help. Gutierrez said, "I learned

more with group works and when we did class discussions." 5. HILT teacher Mr. Bob Garcia who has

been in charge of the after school tutoring for HILT students for the past 1 2 years, works with freshman

Wilmer Lopez Cortez. Mr. Garcia hopes these tutoring session will help students to improve their reading

skills. Garcia said, "I want the students to transition easily and quickly to regular classes." 6. Freshman

Bezawit Wolde Yohannes writes down notes. She entered the program two years ago. WoldeYohannes

said, "I am thankful for all the people here who are willing to help us understand difficult material

"

ZTMST 2*_

"I was in the HILT Program ninth and

1 0th grade. It really helped me to be

more outgoing and to always

persevere and be resilient."

Jjalimo tyhl, "13

"While tutoring for two years, I have

seen the kids improve their

pronunciations. I was able to help

them more since I knew three

languages."

Kevin A/Levei Molina, '13

"I really enjoy helping the ktds. The

tutoring provides them an opportunity

to ask questions and get answers

from students who have either been in

HILT or just want to help these kids."

Kaxen urujmasi'fitne}, '14
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"I've been in HILT for six months and

have learned a lot. My vocabulary

has increased, and I have started to

be less shy and ask for help."

HILT/HILTEX

ACADEITUCS
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learn, as well as have fun, in their HILT class. They were in the

program for one year. Sanchez Mamani and Barrera-Lazo said.

"Ourteacher is reallyhelpful and so is the homework, which could

be made harder. We also now understand that to do well we
have to ask questions and seek help."
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kin to past years, a select number of

students were placed into the High Intensity

Language Training (HILT) Program in order to

help them gain proficiency in English. For the

more advanced students, the High Intensity

Language Training Extension (HILTEX)

Program was offered. Students were placed in

HILT A or HILT B based upon language

proficiency assessments. HILT chair and

teacher Ms. Marsha Dale said, "As a teacher,

I try to establish a connection with each

individual and use a variety of techniques to

reach each learner. The goal is to get them

ready to function in mainstream or general

classes."

Some students, especially those who joined

later in the year, faced multiple challenges in

the program. Those who persevered

attributed their success to their thirst for

knowledge, their supportive parents, and their

willingness to put in the effort needed to excel

in the program. These students also took

summer HILT classes in order to exit the

program after four years. "I've been in the

program fortwo years. I didn't know any English

when I came to the United States, but then I

learned to read and write and understand

more now," said freshman Kenner Galeos

Ortez. "Because of HILT, I was able to make
more friends."

Students also received aid from student

tutors. Students tried to perfect their reading

and writing skills with various grammar
exercises. "I know that it is really hard for new
students, especially those who come with little

to no English language knowledge," said senior

Jasmin Vargas, a tutor for HILT students. "I

know if I were one of them, I would definitely

appreciate the help given and take full

advantage of it and keep seeking help."

-<%aLna -Qldket, '14

STUDEHTS in THE HILT PROGRID myjDE THE TRymSITIOn IRTO REGULAR CLASSES WITH TUTORS HELP

HILT/HILTEX

ACADEmCS



JKhomores, juniors, and seniors were

given the opportunity to take classes at the

Career Center, which allowed them to

experience hands-on learning in more real

world environments. Junior Chukwudi Okeke

was a fan of the unique learning environment

that Auto Technology provided and said a

valuable skill he had learned was, "how to

change oil, so that you can do it on your own

and save money." The variety of selections

allowed students to explore beyond the walls

of mandatory classes and gain perspective of

the career field they believed would interest

them later in life.

One ofthe more popular classes offered was
the Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)

course, where students learned the medical

skills EMTs use every day out on the job. Many
who took the class chose it because of the

benefits they gained, especially if they wanted

to continue in a similar field in the future. "I can

definitely see myself going into healthcare as

a career, hopefully becoming a doctor or

nurse," said senior Charlotte Vincent. 'This

class has really prepared me for anything."

A bonus some students received by taking

classes at the Career Center was the fact that

they were able to obtain a certificate after

completing two years in their respective field.

Senior Michael Hughes, who took ROTC for the

second year in a row, said that by getting a

certificate, one could receive numerous

advantages for the future. "If you choose to

enlist in the military after completing the ROTC
program [at the Career Center], you start with

an additional two ranks."

Ljnma. Sc/ii/n/ev, '13

3k<jLt£bt, '16

CAREER ORIENTED
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1 Seniors Rebecca Rhinehart and Rodrigo Ventiades practice taking blood pressure of patients while

in a simulation during their Emergency Medical Technician (EMT] class. Students were required to learn

skills that professional EMTs need in order to do their job, including how to perform CPR and memorize

the anatomy. "I was planning to do pre-med in college, so I thought this class would be a good intra [to

the] medical field" said Ventiades. 2. Junior Jack Lax holds a rabbit during Animal Science. 3. Senior

Sarah Fellenzer does push-ups with the rest of her ROTC class. The ROTC program gave students a

chance to see what the military is like and the emphasis it places on discipline. "I want to go into the

Army, and I like the fact that they're giving students the chance to see what it's like to be in the military,"

said Fellenzer. 4. Seniors Destiny Johnson and Jasmine Holt take a break during their Culinary Arts class.

Through Culinary Arts, they were able to learn various cooking techniques and then eat everything that

they made. 5. Senior Brittany Hayes practices her physical therapy skills by wrapping a classmate's leg

during a demonstration. Many students who took Physical Therapy/Sports Medicine did so to prepare

for possible careers in the field. "I took the class because I was interested in physical therapy," said Hayes.

"I hope to become a physical therapist for a NFL team." 6. Sophomore Jasmine Washington-Price

practices curling hair on a mannequin. Other than working with hair, students who took cosmetology

learned how to do manicures, apply face masks, and other beauty techniques.

omore Carolina Castellon washes the hair of a customer during Cosmetology. After completing the

:udents who took were able to become licensed cosmetologists. 8. Senior Kiara James tends to one
rats during Animal Science. The class offered the chance to interact with many different kinds of

including ferrets, dogs, and even a horse. "I want to become a marine biologist, so I thought that

Science] would help me get my career started," said James. 9. Seniors Jeremy Crawford, Brittany

and Junior Janele Moore practice taking portraits during digital photography. The class focused
ie basics of photogrpahy, such a different styles of shooting and how to use Photoshop.

Career Center

STUDEriT UFE



"NOT FAIR"
This year, more than 1 80 projects were displayed at the Science Fair. With more than half of tl

k ^^^ participants being freshmen who had never competed in a high school-level competition, tl

Wf I Virginia Junior Academy of Science Mentors program was introduced to help students pi;

t\ # their projects throughout the year. The mentors understood that there was a lot of speci
~") criteria that had to be met, and they made sure that each student was given attentic

"We try to work with small groups, so everyone understands the topic," said junior Elei

Parcell, who served as one of the mentors. Having the mentors meet with possit

VJAS candidates enabled students see that the competition was intriguing. Jum

Sarah Angell said, "Instead of just sitting there and listening to the teacher, they he

our input as well, which I hope they find helpful."

V
Freshman Zack Danik presents his

project on testing different soil

compositions to find which is best for

growing the cape sundew plant. Danik

said, "It's cool because the cape

sundew is a carnivorous plant."

VIRGOA JUniOR ACADEfTlV

OF SCIEnCE mETITORS
With the assistance of Ms. Crystal Liller and
Ms. Anne Reed, five juniors - Sarah Angell,
Eileen Breslin, Tyler Laredo, Elena Parcell,
and Alex Saxerud - farmed a new mentor
cohort dedicated to working with freshmen and
sophomores pursuing applying to the VJAS
Research Symposium at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University to present their
research. The mentors enjoyed providing the
insight they had gained through their
successful past experiences. Both Breslin and
Laredo also served as VJA5 state officers,
which involved traveling to multiple committee
meetings in Richmond throughout the year.
"When I was younger. I didn't have anyone
strong to lean on." said Laredo. "Now, I'm

sharing my knowledge."

Science Fair

ACADEmiCS

"[My] project was studying

whether the old W-L school

building or the newly renovated

one used more energy, and

which one was more efficient

"

Kathtun(2titLon, '1

6

"I measured the amount of

calories in snack foods. [I

concluded that] nuts have more

calories than pop corn
'

(JteqotuA/eurman, '14

8 Freshman Andrew Lewis presents his project, which concluded that illegal BESR baseball bats hit the

farther than bats that meet the certified standards. 9. Freshman Mira Soni listens to a judge's questu

about her project on the effect of storage times on the rate of degradation of vitamin C, specifically in orar

juice. 1 0. Freshman Elias Hallowell shows a judge the boat he used to test the effect of trim on the speed

acceleration of boats 1 1 . Junior and mentor Alexander Saxerud helps sophomores Eleanor Lent and .

Alvarez Zamora analyze a classmate's literature cited page before submitting it to VJAS



Sophomore Alexander Wallace shows a judge how he tested the effect of metal on the wireless transmission

f energy. 2. Junior Mark Varner describes his project to physics teacher, Mr. Andy Eschbacher. Varner tested

ie force of drag on different sports balls. 3. Freshman Sean Howard goes over how he tried to test the

trength of 3G networks with data analysis. 4. Freshman Craig White explains to his biology teacher, Ms.

/laria Sotomayor, how he tested the effect of temperature on a snake's movement. 5 Juniors Elena Parcell

nd Sarah Angell, who were both mentors, look over what they need to cover with a group of underclassmen.

i. Sophomore Samuel Grimmelbein presents his project, The Effect of Wheel Diameter on the Speed of a Toy

lar, to a judge. 7. Sophomores Arielle Hogan and Allison Jaffe look over an abstract before VJAS submission.

"[My project] was the effect of

auditory and visual distractions on

memory. I concluded that auditory

and visual distractions don't have a

significant effect on memory."

-liaiUij/xam5eu, '14

V
"My project was testing stress on

the patellar tendon. There's more

stress on the patellar tendon when

your knee's bent at an acute angle

rather than an obtuse angle."

Kaiketine Witte, '15

"My partner and I measured the

artificial sky glow on weekends

versus weeknights. We found that

there's more artificial light on

weekends."

Patrick OJdum, '16
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"Dont be afraid to

choose a hard

project, but ai

ne time.

understand the time

commitment that

comes with the more
difficult area of study

Kltt)y Millet. '13

"Choose a topic that

you're passionate

about, so you'll

motivate yourself to

do well.

"

/uhaetx Ai^nilv, ' 1

3

When y(

presenting, make
sure that you practice

beforehand and

consider different

questions that the

judges might ask you."

Hannah Meickei,

'Spend a lot of tim

with whoever your

teacher is and those

who have experience

in your category

C.u[Un Roone, '16

Science Fair



E>
the hats. Some

people think they are

ridiculous, but I think

they're stylish."

(2azolyn (jtahn, '14

1. Juniors Michael Gaines and Jesse Chung play during the fall pep rally. Other groups also performed during the pep rally, including the

cheerleading squad and the homecoming court. Gaines said, "I like performing because it's rewarding to show what you've been working

so hard on." 2. Sophomore Julia Landini performs during the homecoming game. The colorguard spun flags and rifles while the band played

during halftime to give the audience a multi-faceted experience. The varsity football team hosted the Wakefield Warriors for the homecoming

game and won 42-1 4. 3. Juniors Zoey Lande and Rachel Lustig play piccolo during the fall pep rally. The band traditionally played during pep

rallies and during other special events. 4. Junior Arianna Lozano, sophomore Samantha Montana, and junior Benjamin Tobin play clarinet

during the fall pep rally. The rally took place on the Friday before homecoming, following a week of themed dress-up days.

em Ml
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A d playing the

no in second grade.

_nd I play percussion

for band."

P&JPehick, 7

W

N I in marching

nd is to be

msidered an honors

band during

competitions with

superior ratings in lots

of areas."

KuU Clnipmtui, '14

p vly cousins did baton,

which I thought was

really cool, but they

didn't have anything like

that in Virginia.

Colorguard was the

next closest thing."

-Qdxi&na Mitchell, '15

Marching Band
and Colorguard
ACADEfTMCS

"I got into flute in fourth grade; I

stuck with it because I like the tone

and creativity of it."

AJalkaniel tftevatt, '15

.
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"I like band because it's a great

group of people; it makes me feel .

warm inside. I joined for the fierce sS

jackets and stayed for the show." 1

<?t/hiaMonet, '13 I -
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PLAY WITH ME

Junior Bryan Burgess, senior Amy
Le, and junior David Benjamin play

tie sousaphone, a type of tuba,

Juring the fall pep rally. Burgess

different way of thinking.

5 unior Remy MacDonald plays on a drum during the
h time show. "I like percussion because there are so
n iy different instruments to play," said MacDonald.
6 iophomores Katherine Curtin and Elizabeth Bosch
P pare to perform for colorguard at the fall pep rally.

1 e performing because I like hanging out with all my
fnds," said Curtin. 7. Sophomore Myles Stremick
P s trumpet during the homecoming game.

Senior Vincenza Montante is a member of the school's

marching band, and her role as drum major makes her a

critical member of the team. Her leadership kept the band

organized. "I keep time during performances, and during

rehearsals, I'm the student leader, along with Elizabeth

Roy," Montante said. "I'm the intermediary between Mr.

Robinson and the band."

ootballgamesoftenhadseveraldefining

factors: a heated rivalry, fighting players,

and a pumped crowd. Although football

players often received most of the glory,

there were others involved in the home
games that helped make them

successful. "During halftime, we help to

excite the crowd, which excites the

players, which makes them play better,"

said sophomore Elizabeth Bosch.

Students involved in marching band and

colorguard helped to keep a crowd

invested in each game and to encourage

the players to give their best effort. "The

band always supports us," said senior

Douglas Diffee. "They're terrific."

The marching band and colorguard

worked equally as hard as the athletes

they cheered for, although they may not

necessarily have received the same
recognition. "We practice three to four

times a week, with games on Fridays,"

said sophomore Lucy Naland. "I don't

think people really appreciate the work

we put in." Although they both performed

during football games, homecoming, and

pep rallies, neither colorguard nor band

was restricted to these events. The band

had many notable achievements,

including superior ratings at

competitions, including Virginia Bands of

America and the Virginia State Band

Competition. "We've won first place at

every competition this year so far," said

sophomore Victoria Driggs, the section

leader for clarinets. The colorguard had

also been successful in competitions

thus far. Bosch said, "We got first place

at a competition in Annapolis."

Both the marching band and

colorguard helped the crowd feel more

in touch with the players on the field by

providing a great display. "The show

appeals to all your senses," said

sophomore Adriana Mitchell. "The band

provides amazing music, and we add

visuals to that." Students within each

group also connected with each other.

"I've made a lot of new friends," Driggs

said. "Although it's tougher to get

schoolwork done sometimes, in the end

it's definitely worth it."

Ubaltetn A/euteitet, '14

Marching Band I

and Colorguard



1 . Sophomore first violin Katherine Diaz focuses on reading music and playing the correct notes. Focusing

on placement of fingers was important in Orchestra, as it enabled students to play the correct notes

more easily. "It's important for everyone to play the notes perfect so that we can look and sound like a

unified orchestra," said Diaz. "It's also important so that we sound in tune, or else all of our work would

have been for nothing." 2. The second violins stretch around the back of the orchestra room. The second

violins provided the group with a base for the first violin melody. While first violins were the featured part

of the orchestra, the second violins were integral to the orchestra's overall success. 3. While standing

at the back of the classroom, freshmen bassists Henry Bendon and William Burns play their large

instruments. Students who played the bass needed to be able to effectively handle their deep sound and

massive size. The basses provided a low-pitched foundation for the rest of the orchestra. "We provide

the rhythm, and we're the bottom that everyone builds off of," said Bendon. "If we don't play together, it's

useless. It doesn't sound right to not be together." 4. Junior Doris Benavides plays cello with the rest of

the orchestra in the background playing the piece. "I like the sound of it; it's nice and low. and we help the

melody of the orchestra," said Benavides. Members of the orchestra were expected to play the correct

fingering without looking and to maintain unity. Benavides said, "The cellos have to play together because

we have a very loud sound and would throw off the rest of the orchestra [if we did not] keep it all together
."

F/M'ORITE 6EHRE TO PL/1V
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Junior Nathan Ullberg is the first violin of the

symphonic orchestra. He said, "I'm concert master,

so I lead the orchestra and make sure we have the

right rhythm and articulation." Ullberg enhanced his

skill by playing in many different orchestras. "I've

gotten into several honors orchestras through

auditions," he said. The auditions are usually live, so I

have to think of nothing but the music

"

Ml

l«,n

Orchestra

ACADEmiCS

5. While playing a piece, freshman Sasha Volodin holds posture and positioning. Posture was imp

practice in rehearsal, as |udges took note of it during competitions. It also reinforced good habit

presentable for parents at school concerts. 6. Senior Yvonne Thomason plays the harp in the backgrouj

Of thi> orchestra Hie harp provided the group with a light, delicate sound to counteract thi

tones. 7. While simultaneously reading the music, freshman second cellist Grace Burgess wati

conductor This practice helped to keep the beat and to play the notes correctly. 8 Sophomore Nadii

watches the conductor in hsr peripheral vision. "It's important so that one knows to go by Ih.

Rem t or sets so thatyou can stay on beat and know when to increase or decrease in



;ry to practice every

1 day for about an hour,

iry Thursday, I attend

-ehearsals for the

igton Youth Symphony

:hestra (AYSO). I love

Deing able to play."

4/atalie \Zotk '15

"When I moved here, I wanted to

play saxophone, but I ended up

playing the violin, and it stuck.

Being an individual in Orchestra, I

am a team player. I like the

competitions best."

^>elaii tlnn, '14

"I started playing the

violin when I was in fourth grade,

when I was nine. I play several

instruments, and what I like about

Orchestra is that we play as a

group; it's not as individuals."

6fa.lftLeLLe Ciajwinq, '14

"I chose to start playing the violin

nine years ago. It looked fun in

elementary school. I love the trip

we go on every year; this year we

are going to New York. It's always

fun because we get to bond."

"I switched from

playing the violin to the bass in

seventh grade because the bass

looked cool. The bass keeps a

steady beat and tempo for all to

listen to. It holds everything

together and provides backing."

-Huijk LsLLtbin, '13

L/eitinu Saud, '13

"I started playing the

violin when I was five or six. I play

because it sounds nice, and it

serves as a stress reliever for

me. I really enjoy it a lot; it's fun

to play as a group."

dlhtut&pket J.e&, '14

As she plays along with the

orchestra, sophomore cellist

Diana Voronina concentrates

on reading the music. Voronina

said, "Reading music is huge

because of the key differences

[such as] flats, sharps and

naturals."

1
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chool orchestra concerts were fun and

enjoyable for the students to play in and for the

audience. However, the students had to play

with an increased sharpness in competitions.

Professional judges were hired at the

competitions, and they judged with acute eyes

and ears. "The judges look at overall tone and

quality of music and how musical the piece

sounds," said junior Greer Richey. "They also

look at the small technical things."

The orchestra prepared for the

performances carefully. "For competition,

practice is much more rigorous," said Richey.

The students prepared by practicing their

pieces multiple times in order to perfect them

and to please the critical judges. "For

competition, it is repetitive. We play the songs

over and over again, focusing on the parts we
have trouble with most," said senior David

Lopez. "Then, we change songs for different

competitions."

In preparation for the competitions, first

chair musicians led the string orchestra by

setting an example and playing well. The first

chairs modeled how to play for the rest of the

students. "First chairs lead by example of how
things should be going," said junior Brianna

Queen. In addition to following the first chair

leading the orchestra, the students were also

required to practice on their own at home.

Orchestra met every other day, just as the

majority of the classes did. Individual

preparation outside of school was crucial, as

and individual issues with the pieces could not

always be addressed in class. "We don't have

time to go over every little thing," said

sophomore Talia Farell-Rosen. "We have to

practice to all be on the same level."

^detkm, '15

II

Orchestra

ACADEmiCS
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azz band meantmore commitmentfor

students because it met twice a week after

school. The band also required auditions which

was different from the other bands. Of the

auditions, freshman Gregory Newman said,

"Auditions are playing a couple of scales and to

go into actual rehearsal and improvise a solo."

Auditions were needed because the group was
much smaller than a regular band, and the

music could be more difficult. Newman said,

"There are fewer people, the music is a little

more challenging, and there's only one person

on every part."

The regular band also had some practices

after school, but jazz band only had practices

after school, instead of in addition to in-school

practices. Senior Elizabeth Roy said, "[Mr.

Robinson] expects us to put in a lot of outside

practice time." The jazz band also played more
types of music than the band, which focuses

on mainly classical music. "It has more focused

practices on other types of music than

classical," said sophomore Victoria Driggs.

"We play different types of jazz, like swing and

Latin."

Playing in the jazz band caused students to

make sacrifices in order to be able to make
every rehearsal. It was important that

musicians made every practice because they

were only held Tuesdays and Thursdays after

school. Newman said, "Most have to sacrifice

sports, but some work around it because

they're able to do sports that start in the

summer." The jazz band focused mainly on

competitions rather than school concerts, so

the students had to be more committed to an

irregular schedule.

i/

.. Joshun In,

while reading music

saxophone players eil

because the instrument's bluesy

most associated

AFTER HOURS
Jazz Band
STUDEnT LIFE



1 Mr. Alex Robinson signals with his hands while teaching the band. Senior Hiruy Ephrem said, "In between

songs as we're changing or adjusting, he often corrects a couple of things, whether it is the amps or

something with what we play." 2. As he reads music, senior Thomas Faris plays the saxophone at the

front of the class. The band was composed of skilled players who were required to be able to read music

when they joined. 3. Sophomore Myles Stremick and other trumpet players stand at the beck of the

room playing their instruments. The trumpets had a large sound, so they were able to stand at the back

and sound throughout the room. "Trumpets are mainly the leads; first trumpet is supposed to be the

best in the band," said Stremick. "The lead trumpet is responsible for much of the jazz band, thus if he

or she is at the back, the whole band is able to hear them and lead them accordingly." 4. Junior Michael

Gaines plays the tenor saxophone at a rehearsal, backed by trumpet players. The room went from

instruments with the least sound to those with the most. Gaines and his tenor sax were at the front

because of the instrument's deep sound. 5. Senior James Infantino plays the drums beside sophomore

Joaquin Friedman playing the stand-up bass at an after-school practice. The sounds of the two

instruments were low and deep and provided the backing and rhythm for the band. 6. Senior Elizabeth

Roy plays the piano with freshman Apollo Yong sitting next to her watching. The two alternated playing

throughout the rehearsal. The pianists provided a melody for the rhythm provided by other members of

the band.

f>ii^orit6 music fenuE

i,ENk?R

uames Infantino started playing the drums when he

was five and started playing in school at the end of his

freshman year. "We do a lot of performances and go

to a lot of special places," he said. "There's a lot of free

food which is good." Infantino believed having a small

group was good because they work together easier,

play as one, and avoid boredom.

COTTCERT

"I like playing here at

school best because

of the atmosphere

and seeing people I

know, [such as the]

alumni and the

parents."

VLctaua Uticiqi,

umvERsnv

"I like playing there

because it's more
professional. You

have to know your

music, and it's

obvious if you don't

play correctly."

Cuteaatu AJeu/m&n

comPETiTion

"I really like the fact

that I get to see how

other people and

schools perform.

Listening to others'

styles lets me
improve on my own."

-fipoLLo Ljonq, '16

mVRTLE BEACH

"You meet a range of

people at out-of-

state competitions.

The stakes are

bigger and we get

more focused in

preparation."

/Qemu /kohl, '15

Junior oesse uiung plays a saxophone in front of Mr. Robinson's stand. I he room was arranged in three
iall rows because the band was only composed of 1 9 students. S. Sophomore Remy Rossi stands up
lying a solo at a rehearsal. The band players needed to know how to improvise solos. Playing without music
Jk a lot of skill and knowledge of what notes composed sounded good together. 9. Mr. Robinson sits in

>nt of the class before a rehearsal. "Usually, before counting off, he always emphasizes the importance of

srting strong," said senior Hiruy Ephrem. "When he has his back to the audience, he gives us a small

'ninder of how to begin, and then, we're off to playing. He strives to push us to do our best, and it has paid

tremendously." The students listened to their conductor in order to be their best and improve.

JkH
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"I really like Chorus because it's my
stress reliever. It's also a ton of fun.

it's probably my favorite class."

"Singing, I feel, is very inspiration

because you can feel what the artist

or singer is feeling through that

song."

AJevual (jelrtu, '14

"Chorus is something I really love

and take very seriously. It exposes

me to a big variety of music from all

time periods

"

3et/iny WeUtet, '14

1 . Chorus teacherTheresa Severin uses the piano to keep herstudents in tune and on beat. The Madrigals

were an advanced group of singers which required an audition to join. Senior James Randall said, "During

my Madrigal audition, I was very nervous but when it was over, I was relieved." 2. The chorus practices

one of its favorite songs and claps along to it. The chorus used clapping along to keep them on beat and

make the song a little more fun to sing. 3. The Madrigals sing "Happy Birthday" to someone at the Silver

Diner. The Madrigals went to the Silver Diner as a fundraiser for their end of the year trip to New York,

something most were looking forward to. The Madrigals sang, bussed tables, and served customers

that night. 4. Chorus practices to work out the kinks in a song they sang at performances. Every practice

before a performance, Chorus worked on memorizing the songs they sang and singing in harmony

Practices were an integral part of Chorus because they used the time to work on songs and practice

singing as a group. 5. Senior James Randall, senior Everett Vaughn, and junior Craig Wanda sing as the

baritones of the chorus. They worked as a team by singing as well and as loud as they could. They also

used class time to learn and to improve their skills in singing. Their hard work paid off because they

helped make the Madrigals a success. "Me, Everett, and James are great friends and have a great time

in Chorus," said junior Craig Wanda. "We use each other to become better singers."

1
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"Chorus gives me the chance to be

on stage and sing, something I really

like to do. It also helps me express

myself."

I-vetett l/auann, '13

*l*Ali

"Singing is something I really like to

do, and our school chorus program

is perfect for that. We all get along

very well in class, which really helps."

QhcuL +la.tt), '14

'This is my first year in chorus, and I

already love it. Our school's chorus

program is awesome because we
get to go to New York."

iiope A/eulina, '14

"This is my first year at this school,

and when I joined chorus, I could tell

everybody was very experienced, and

there is lots of variety."

Mon'a Aioiei, '16

^K^ A *A{
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"I have been singing for seven years,

but chorus here is great because

everybody gives each other pointers,

so we can improve and be the best."

lanajj Henri, ' 1

6
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As people walk into the Silver Diner, they are welcomed by tne Maangais. i

Iver Diner as a fundraiser. 7. During their fundraiser, the Madrigals projected their

iear them better. Projecting was very important in Chorus because it helped make songs sou'

"I. To help them learn a new song, the Madrigals numbered their stanzas. This helped them t

nd read the music. Numbering stanzas is also used to help them learn a song. 8. While Chc~

1s. Theresa Severin plays the piano and directs her students, some students goof off.
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horuswasan electivetaken bymany

musically-inclined students. The course often

had an environment full of variety and

experienced musical students. Junior Sterling

Webster said, "Chorus can be a really fun class

if you work hard at it, but dont expect for it to

be an easy-A class." Chorus was not a class

that could be taken lightly due to the nature of

the skilled performances, whether chorus was
performing for an audience or in class

practicing.

Thestudentsinchoruscritiquedthemselves

as well as each other. One waythey did this was
by having a few students go to the front and

sing a song for the class. Afterwards, peers

gave them feedback on what to fix. Freshman

Tanay Penn said, "As a freshman, I am new to

chorus, and something that helps me be

become a better singer is everyone in the class

is not afraid to give me pointers."

Many students in the chorus program

worked towards becoming a Madrigal. The

Madrigals were an advanced group of choral

singers for which one had to audition. Many
students in the choral department worked all

year to make the Madrigals. Hard work paid

off at the end of the year with the annual trip,

where the chorus performed for many
audiences. The trip gave students motivation

to work hard throughout the whole year. 'This

year, we are going to New York for our annual

trip," said junior Hope Neuling. "I am so excited;

the year can't go by fast enough."

Qetemu Tnacket, '1

6

HARD WORK, HARMONY
THE CHOR/1L GROUPS WORHeD HyIRD TO y1CI-B6I^E GRG/iT HvlRmOnV
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ACTING ON TRADITION
THE OLD TRy^DITIOnS OF THE DRyHH/1 D6P/1RTm6nT WERE STILL /4PPLIC/1BLE in THE mODERH D/1V

Ithoughtechnologyinthetheatre

department had come a long way since

its establishment in 1 924, some things

stayed the same. Tradition was at the

heart of the theatre department and

was present in all sorts of different

areas. "Theatre kids, as a rule, refuse to

say 'Macbeth' because it's bad luck." said

junior Jeffrey Warren. "Personally, I have

a hard time eating before shows

because I get too nervous."

The theatre department always did

two shows during the school year: a fall

play and a spring musical. "The Man Who
Came to Dinner" and "Guys and Dolls"

were selected to be performed. "I want

to do tech in the spring," said senior Amy
Sheahan. "I've been in two musicals

before, but I wanted to to tech with my
friends."

Each year seniors were awarded

prizes: silver eggplants and golden

pineapples. These prizes were given to

seniors who helped in theater or tech.

"The award is based on a poem," said

Sheahan. "Silver eggplants are given to

girls, and golden pineapples are for boys,

although in the poem it's the other way

around."

Ever since acting originated, there

have always been people behind the

scenes who made the show come
together. The technical crew

coordinated the lights and curtain to

ensure a great show that would connect

with the audience year after year.

Freshman Craig White said, "Everyone

has a needed role, from the lead actor

to the newest techie. We all make it

happen together."

<Llha.(retk A/euteitet, '14

ACADEmiCS
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No play is possible without the support of a skilled

technical crew. Although seniorEmma Klein was a techie

for 'The Man Who Came to Dinner," she also had acting

experience. "I was in 'Fiddler on the Roof last year," said

Klein. "But I like tech more because it's a more relaxed

environment while still being involved with the school

play."

5. Junior Jennifer Kaku plays June in "The Man Wl

Came to Dinner." "I was the daughter of the people w

housed Mr. Whiteside," she said. 6. Freshman Of

White works tech for the fall play. The technical en

was in charge of moving props, making sets, a

coordinating lights. 7 Junior Tatiana Sabin p£

attention during a tech meeting.



1 .
Sophomore Bailey Kowalski and senior Paul Soutter have a conversation in the fall play. "I love all the people involved in the play," said

Kowalski. "The theater community is full of wonderful people, and we had such a great time putting on this production." Soutter played

Mr. Stanley, Mr. Whiteside's host, while Kowalski played his wife. 2. Senior Amy Sheahan as Maggie Cutler in "The Man Who Came to

Dinner". Her character was secretary to Mr. Whiteside, an aging actor. 3. Sophomore Kathryn Humphries and junior Catherine Seaton

acting in "The Man Who Came to Dinner." 4. Sophomore Brent Pizzamiglio talks in the hallway after a production of "The Man Who
Came to Dinner." Pizzamiglio said, "I have bonded with the other people in the play; we hang out together after school and tell stories."

When I was little, I would hear my
dad singing songs from 'Le

Miserables' while he cooked. I've

been interested in theatre ever

(?LUi WelL, 7

-fitid Pinajnialio ' 1

4

"I played Mr. Whiteside's nurse. He
treated her really badly, and she

just took it until the end of the play.

She bursts out and quits while

telling him he's an awful person."

Colette ~TelUu '13

4&!

\
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1 . Sophomore Katherine Witte takes a picture of the school. Photography was a class that promoted

creativity. A lot of students liked photography because of the opportunity it provided to be creative and

to express oneself through the photo. Witte said, "My favorite part of Photo is I get to pick and take my
own pictures and then, in the end. seeing my hard work pay off." 2. Photography II students, juniors

Moussa Dia and Elizabeth Morley, put up pictures from their class. The pictures were based on a theme

called "Around the World". The pictures were postcards from around the word and showed the

adventures that were experienced. "I really like Photo because I get to put up all my pictures I took in the

hallways for everyone to see," said Dia. "This is also making our school a much prettier place." 3. Senior

Justin Snow paints his bowl. Painting was one of the last steps involved in making pottery. Painting the

piece was another way for students to show artistic emotion. Snow used the potter's wheel to make his

piece symmetrical. 4. Sophomore Julia Fyffe paints a piece of pottery. "The paints on the pottery right

now may look dull, but a firing in the kiln will make it shiny and glossy," said Fyffe. "Ceramics is probably

my favorite class of the day. I really like to paint all my pieces with vibrant colors because they stick out

"Ceramics gives me the chance to put my thoughts into real things you can see and touch."

Fvll/'ORITE TVPG OF ART

W/UAT IS Y0UR. FAN/0RJTC. TYPL Of ART ?

* 1 00 students surveyed

Ms. Carol Show, who teaches Child Development and

Parenting, was chosen to decorate the White House.

To get this volunteer job. Show emailed and said she

would like to help decorate the White House. She

said, "The main reason thatthey accepted me for this

job is that I have a veteran son." Out of the select few.

each person was assigned a room in the White

House. Ms. Show was assigned the "Blue Room" to

decorate. The theme for her room was "Joy to All."

She used stars

made by children

at military bases

to decorate it. It

took all of five days

to decorate the

jf
5^ whole White

House. On the

sixth day. First

I Lady Michelle

?/* Obama came to

* thank all who

Ms. Show had
" brought her

mother, who

«
K turned 84 that

day. and First Lady

Obama came
r' * ."

|
over, hugged and

' kissed her, then

PHOTOGRAPHS'

PAimnG

CERAITUCS/SCULPTURE

B^^B ^r^

PHOTOSR^PHV p^rnnnG SCULPTURE POP ^RT

"I got started in "1 have been painting "Sculpture is my "Pop art is a type of

Photo by a friend, for four years. 1 love favorite type of art art that uses three

and I have been to paint about death because you can main colors and is

doing it ever since. and cats. 1 strive to show lots of self very graphic. 1 like it

Art is more of a have a sense of expression in it. It because it's

hobby than realism in my helps me be something not very

something that will paintings. 1 get my creative and get my many people have

become a career." best work done

when I'm in my room

feelings out." heard of."

Pilar (?uttu. '13 listening to music."
L/a.na {iLau&LCL

Ma.tae.tet S&ttu, '13
/xapneet, '13 A/a.tvajei, '13

5. Senior Rosa Morales thinks of new ways to paint her work of art and what colors she wants v

When it came to ceramics, sometimes it did not just matter about the piece itself but also the colors thi

made it unique. Ceramics required skill to get what was wanted out of it. but if students worked har;

often found success. "Ceramics is a great class because the stuff I make I get to take home," said Morale I

"This class teaches me how to use my hands when it comes to modlmg." 6. Ms. Hiromi Isobe teaches ht|

IB studio art classes about the art in architecture and its significance.

Visual Arts

ACADEfTIICS
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Junior Caroline Fitzgerald cuts a slab

of clay off a block for her next project

m Ceramics. Clay is something

Fitzgerald knew very well and could

turn something simple such as a slab

of clay into a masterpiece.

/

S

M

he school is a beautiful place with

tons of art littered around," said senior Windy

Williams. It was not always this way, and this

year, efforts were made to make the school a

more appealing place. "Our school is already a

great place," said senior Margaret Barry. "I

think the one way they could make it [even]

better is to add a few more display cases for

students to put their best pieces in." Most

students would agree when walking around the

halls of the school it was a visually attractive

place. The school had many enthusiastic

artists that made the school unique when it

came to art. For example, senior Claudia

Narvaez worked in a medium called pop art.

With this kind of art, the painting had three

main colors and was technically graphic.

Narvaez said, "Pop art is my favorite type to

paint because it comes to me easily, and it's

something you don't see everyday."

ArtAttackswereanotherwaytheschool

incorporated art, and the idea began when the

school was said to have less art than other

nearby schools. This made the students

frustrated and pushed them to take action to

solve this problem. "Art Attacks are one of the

things that have really helped make the school

a more beautiful place," said senior Dana

Raphael. In previous years, Art Attacks have

included hanging snowflakes on the staircases

throughout the school. The Art Attacks, which

were student organized, were complete

surprises but played a role in making the school

a more pleasant place to be.

(Jetemu Tk&CKet, '1

6

ART ATTACK
THE SCHOOLS EFFORTS WERE REDEWED TO fTl/IHE IT A BEAUTIFUL PLyiCE ^HD BETTER FOR El^ERVOHE

Visual Arts

ACADEmiCS
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headditionofthreenewlnternational

Baccalaureate [IB] courses signaled the

increased interest for the program. The

IB program was designed to teach

students subjects in-depth, while

increasing global awareness. There

were two types of IB courses: standard

level (SL) for one year and higher level

(HL) fortwo years. IB Social Anthropology

(HL), and IB Mathematics (HL), each

previously offered only SL, were two of

the new courses. IB Sports, Exercise, and

Health Science (SEHS) (SL) was a

completely new course.

Studentswere drawn to these classes

because of their specific interest and

desire to learn more. "I took HL
Anthropology because I really enjoyed my
first year in Anthro," said senior Brittany

Hayes. IB Mathematics student junior

Anna Mendelson chose to take the class

because she wanted to challenge

herself. "I like how everything in Calculus

is connected," said Mendelson. "The

units all build off each other instead of

jumping to different topics." Students

taking SEHS learned about physiology

and body mechanisms. "I took this class

because I was potentially interested in

becoming a dietician," said junior Cara

Maisel. "I wanted a head start in

determining if that was the right

profession for me."

No matter which class was taken,

students were enriched through multiple

means, including field trips and Internal

Assessments (IA), projects that helped

students to further explore the topic on

their own. Junior Katelyn Rowland said,

"I did a design about the effect of different

sports on quadricep strength because I

thought it would be interesting to

analyze."

Studentswereguaranteed an in-depth

and comprehensive look in whatever IB

subject they were studying. "I would

recommend this class to others," said

Social Anthropology (HL) student senior

Tiffani Sykhommountry, "This course is

really thought-provoking and has given

me a lot of perspective."

1-LLja.ljetk A/euteitet, '14

I12ludma.-f)ktket, '14

New IB Courses
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James Hughes explains a

idtical concept to junior

lew Zetkulic in IB Mathematics

]. "IVe adjusted to the IB workload

by not checking Facebook every night."

Zetkulic said. ^^^

JuNl<?£

Jrrt

Junior Elena Amparo, a full IB diploma candidate, takes

all IB classes, including IB Mathematics [HL]. "I took

this class because it sounded interesting and

challenging." said Amparo. "Having an IB diploma is an

impressive accomplishment. It sets you apart from

other students when you apply to college." Amparo

wanted to use her math and physics knowledge to

become an engineer.

4. Junior Natalie Lemek studies for a quiz in

Mathematics (HL). 5. Junior Haileyesus Dems,

prepares for a Bruce Protocol Treadmill Test dunnc

field trip to the George Washington Exercise aij

Physiology Lab for his SEHS class. The mask measun;

his respiratory exchange ratio throughout the duratii

of the test. 6. Seniors Leah Solomon and Tl

Erdenebold study for an IB Social Anthropology test



1 . Senior Seim Michael talks with a classmate in Mr. Robert Summers' Social Anthropology [HL] class. Social Anthropology is a branch

of social science that questions how humans behave in social groups. "I'm fascinated about culture and all aspects of culture," said

Michael. "I took IB Anthro to continue with this interest." 2. Junior Robert Lewis sits inside a Bod Pod during a field trip to the George

Washington University Exercise Physiology Lab for SEHS. The Bod Pod measured his mass and volume through air displacement in

order to calculate body density. 3. Seniors Hussnain Ahmed and Kyle Conway discuss the pros and cons of IB Social Anthropology (HL).

The class was the most popular of the new IB courses, with 20 students enrolled. Ahmed said, "My least favorite part are the lAs

because they take a lot of time, but I do like the fact that the courses are so extensive."

L
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Ad
"Takinghigherlevemathcourses

gives me the opportunity to take

higher math courses in college and I
will give me an idea of what to

expect."

tyotdtm SfSy, '14

c

"My favorite part of the

class is when Mr. [Robert]

'Summers goes off on one of

his famous tangents. His

enthusiasm is contagious,

and I can't help but be

interested in what he has to

say. It also makes me realize

how much I still don't know."

<2&lUm -f)iken. '13
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[T^E. TEAOJELEiA] MADE. LEAE.NlNc; ANlP

L.PUCATI0N 60 MUOJ M0E.C VALUA&LE. IM TllCJR,

CLA56EA IT6 N0T A&tfUT CEAPELb 0B.

ME.M0E.IZATI0N. T'A A&0UT ACTUALLY TEYINC TO

E.NCACE. IN TUE. CLA56 ANP LELAR.N VlTlJtfUT ANY

EXn2.lN.5IC M^TlVATItfN. ^

yawaa -fltyjti

rou "need" to...

IE> 20TU CtHTURYT^PIC6
Taucut E>y: Jen Dean and Natalie GLc^t

1
'To understand the world this

new generation is inheriting, they

must leam about the events in

the 20th century that have

shaped today's world. Plus, it's so

fun to play with spiders."

±)£ lofiia teacket

Ad. AJatalie /toot

^ \
-
c
several's

VOGEL

"A reason to take Social

Cultural Anthropology is to

learn about other cultures and

how to develop a thematic

approach to the study of

human societies that is

applicable across the world."

iZo Social -flntkto teacket

Mt. /Yobett Summetl

TaUCKT &Y: E^&LRT iuMMCEi AND PtTLE V0GLA.

IE> E-NVlRtfNMttfTAL ^>Y5TtM6 IE> AtfCIAL CULTURAL AHtUR^P^U?OT
TaUOTT E>Y: E.YAN K^LLEE AND CaTUEJUNE .StEJNMETZ

'This class allows students a chance to

examine our use of the natural world

through current events, hands on

activities, and technology. We hope that

students will come out of the class with a

better awareness of the connections

between humans and the environment."

SJE £-nvLtonmentalSfyitemi teacket

Mt. /xuan Afallet

'The Pub. Lab is a family. We
diligently publish work that is

shared across the community,

then celebrate by throwing

paint at each other."

WW '4X JM|
\'- /.

^fcj^l
/ .,3

TaucUt 6t: Cat Mj-sar

Pu&i_k:ATk?N6

WE LEARN A&tfUT O7CNITI0N AND TLlE

&RAIN IN AP PsYClJ. \\AJlOJ IS REALLY

iNTERESTlNC. M^ CJWx/E 15

LITERALLY TUE GREATEST TEACLlER

EVER./

M^G-LLE Vu. '14

"If YtfU TAkiE AP Art iJlSR?RY

you'll &e a&le jo understand tue

JliTtfRY AND MEANlNc; &ELI1ND ANY ABT

^ PIE.C& YtfU SEE FR^M ANY MUSEUI^." I

> 7

J EN N I FEE. LaREDi?. 15

"TAkilNC PUYSC3 UA6 UELPED ME- IN MY

MATH CLASS AS V/ELL AS IN l& -SPIRTS

EXERCISE AND tlEALTiJ .SCIENCE "T~UE.

MATERIAL LEARNED M VlJE CLASS CAN

&E APPLIED T<? ANYTUiN^."

ICatelyN Rowland. '\4

"IFY0URE INTERESTED IN MWEE.N

HISTORY AND TUE EVENTS TlJAT SUAPE

POLITICS, TOPICS IS EASY JO DIC.

WAllLE TUE^MATERIAL CAN &E T0UCU.

tue class 16Very \V<?rtlI it."

James RaNball. '13

V
Tap ID Classes

ACADEmiCS tfSM
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"Psych tends to be popular because we
learn about similarities and differences

among all of us, and we try to have

some fun along the way."

Physics is great for

understanding the world

around you. It really opens

your eyes up to the world

around you to see things in a

completely new way. Learning

about physics will make you

better at anything you do."

Pkuila teacher

Mt. M&hmUu

-fiP Piuencfloau teacket

Mt. l/ouq uftove

Taught &Y: Voue; CJWa/e. A

AP P±rra\ou?c?r

. .#» j-

IE> ELo?NtfMic6
TaUCUT &Y: Je.FF N/|cCaE.TUY ANP klATULttN Cl_AA66E_N

"Economics is all about understanding

the world by understanding how

people make decisions based on

money."

UK £.a>n&mic} tea.en.et

Mt. yefjljtey McCarthy

TauclIt &y Paul E>ui

^.jAi-lWi "Photography gives

students a creative

outlet. We try to make
this class fun as well as

teach a skill they can use

in their daily lives."

Pkotoatapku teacket

M. -f)lbia.£ttt

Taught By: Ali^6a Lttcn amp ELrii£a Linaicoai.

PiJtfTtfSRARJY

AP ArtIJi^t^ry
Tau^jt &Y: JJie^mi I-

*m
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"Computer science is a gentle

introduction to computer

programming and game design. All

students should take computer

science because the world is highly

technological. The class is pretty fun,

too."

(Computet Science teacket

Mt. PaulSui

"Students enjoy this class

not only because they learn

about master works from '

prehistoric to

contemporary periods from

all over the world, but also

have the opportunity to

experience the works in

person at our world class

museums in the DC area."

flP-Qtt -l-liitotif teacket

M- HLtomi iJiolte

Lllit VWOJO BECAUSE. \J\Qjb. ELtTEN

A£ES TUlS CLASS FUN. AND UEE.

"AOjlNC. METLlOP REALLY MAHES
:.NSE"

V

RI^A F3almi7e.es. '15

"ME- k^cCARTUY IS AN AW/ESOME-

TEAOJEE. ANP IF3 \L.COti LlAS OPENEP MY

EYES JO THE WAY TUAT MONEY M^VES

tlIroucU oue. soagri. It is also

USEFUL IN MAkllNC. AENSE OF TLlE

pebate ovee. tue fepeeal peficit."

Geoffrey <?plum. '13

"computer. science is one of my

favorite classes. aNp N/|r F3ui is tue

REASON I VaHT JO BECAME A

proceami/ee. If you \VaNt jo uaVe

FUN \VUlLB LEARNlNC A USEFUL SlOLL.

TAtdE TLllS CLASS."

CoJristiaNiVolz. '13

"E_nvironme.ntal Systems is an

amazlnc. class because it teaches us

not only about tue environment, but

HjOV THE ENVIRONMENT CONNECTS jk •

*paily life. It's ALSO eeally a\Ve4ome

UAVlNC A WEATHERMAN AS A TEACUER"

,.5oNlA C^AEFlNliLE. '14

Top IO Classes

ACADEmiCS



Chinese Club FBLA
BEINC5 RUilNtii AND LDUCAWN TOCS.TULR IN A POSITIVE. V^EONC EtLATIffNi

Penman
AuPPOBTS fMATTVL iVEmHC AND PUMJiUCa TUt UTLBABY ABT MACAZlNL PttlWM

Model U.N.
PlSCUSiC^ AND iLLltS T« S0O/L WtfKLD I

Front Row: Emily Reed. Amy Le, Katarina Holtzapple, Katherine Zetkulic, Sophia

Hays. Maria Winchell, Ivysara Tesfai Row H: Yasmin Abisourour, Claire Spaulding.

Elena Amparo Row 3: Andrew Auchter, David Silverman. Nora Vazbyte, James

Wmnfeld, Carolyn Grahn, Tim Bates. Hiruy Ephrem, Terence Heiller Back Row:
Alexander Wallace, Kyle Cornish, Haris Sehic, Reese Lewis, Geoffrey Odium. Samuel

Silverman, Bryan Burgess. Robert Shepacasan

Environmental Club
PutF0RMi COMMUNITY ^teVlCC RtLATlNC TO C.NVtR<7NM£NTA{_ UiiULi

Front Row: Shalma Akther, Madeline Henshaw-Greene, Natalie Gerardi, Alycia

Bouchard, Rachel KamvarBack Row: Alexander Henshaw-Greene, Kyle Cornish,

Reese Lewis. Samuel Silverman, Christian Volz, Emma Klein.

£)

Debate
ANP CCiATti AFKIMATIVL

\

ry^mrn^__ m,tk —
Front Row:Agiimaa Erdenebaatar, Kayla Cleggett, Isabelle Grant, Maria

Winchell, Charlotte Smith, Shalma Akther Row 2: Mm Zhong, Nicolas Manuel.

Indra Altangerel, Elena Ampars, Naransosor Gtgondemberel, Zachiriah Osman

Colleen Byrne Back Row: Patrick Muggill. Nora Vazbyte, Samuel Douthit, Charles

Argon, James Blakely, Anirudh Sreekumar. Mary Parker-Simkin, Mishu Barua



Film Editing Film Club
DkbOJiiG^) MAJONC AMP QjOiVHC; VIDEOS AND CI2JTI<?UEJ> 0NLWG. VlPEZ?

Front Row: Talbayah Abdullah, Rebecca Rowell, Aloha Backenstose, Carina

Marquez

Art Honor 5ociet Multi-Racial Awareness Club
Poj>*J[01^b TU£_ W^Ulf^ QX. ACT COMMUNITY &Y E.NUANONC U AND D<?lNC. J
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Front Row: Maya Wheeler. Louisa Doyle, Emily Goldman Reafa Hossain, Jordan Rivera Row 2: Dana
Raphael. Margaret Barry, Romina Jiminez Alvarez, Chandara Phat. Mary Weimar. Natalia Rodas Calderon

* 3: Sarah Bauman. Emma Klein. Cindy Berry, Moussa Dia, Temujim Ider. Meredith Sweeney Mot
Pictured: Ana Todas, Ashley Coleson, Dagny Hankms. Emilia Zevallos, Jackelin Citalan. Jaras Chaimuangchen,

Samantha Studer, Sudipta Hyder. Arzoe Yousuf . Sohany Montiel, Jhesenia Calros, Monica Burgos. Apollo Young.

Cheyanne Wood, Ronela Haxhiaj. Leslie Hungna. Windy Williams, Mane Serfis, Raquel Perez., Ruth Rapp.

Ashley Hadley.. Anna Amartuvshm, Aloha Backenstose, Idergun Bayamunkh. Karla Barrios Orozco, Alexa

Cardamone, Nicole Collantes. Denesha Dngo, Rag Dumera. Adrian Johnson, George Lopez. Claudia Navaes

Cinelle Overton. Isabella Qumn. Jesse Ramirez.

k_XPU?RE^> MULTIRACIAL IPEJJTITY PEVE.I_0PMEJJT

Latin American Student Omanization
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Front Row: Clare Canavan. Danielle Harris, Karla Valentin Valazero. Kimberly Castro Barrios. Shalma Akther. Brenda Hidalgo Blanco. Elaine Khuu. Nathaly Conchambay Vasco, Unda c\ru|o. Cecilia Lopez. Pilar Curtis Row r?: Sponsor 1

i
Emilia Corea. Susie Estrada, Noelia Onhuela Cespedes. Melissa Arujo. Carolina Gallegos. Karina Claure Orellana. Cladys Castellon. Rebeca Orellan Montana. tohthu Tonnguyen. Anna Luian, Eduyin Rosano. Uliana Gusndigue. Graciela 1
-ereddo. Sponsor Mr. Bob Garcia Row 4: Pedro Lopez, Cnstian Reyes. Dennis Sanchez Boqum. Leslie Campos. Rosario Santos Flores. Deborah Melende
Row 5: Michelle Pathan Perez, Vivian Veizaga. Ana Rodas, Stephanie Seias Castro. Halimo Jidal. David Huaman, Brayan Buendia Orellena. Lysa Diarra. Je
~odngo Ventiades Onhuela. Jasmine Pineda, Stevan Sejas Castro. Patrice Splan, Katen Gajadhar Smith, Eleanor Splan, Patricia Alcana. Saron Kebede. Am

z Jimenez. Elizabeth Monge. Armando Suarez Castro. Mana Zalles Tejada 1

nny Flor. Mosana Tafere. Celvin Uceda. Witmer Lopez Cortez Last Row: 1
na Ishaq. Ayesha Ishaq. Nicolas Suarez. Emanuet Ofcese. Samuel Fitz



Humanitarian
ApViXTATT-i fOQ. UUMAN RICUT3 bZjOU^D TUt \JOQXX) $P0HSVRJ> SLE^CL PRtfJCCTS f

Front Row: Maya Wheeler. Emily Pearson-Beck. Heather Banikas, Pilar Curtis

Back Row: Sponsor Ms. Kristina DeVesty. Eleanor Splan. Callie Randall. Angela

Mestre. Tiffani Sykhammountry.
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Front Row: Hiruy Ephrem, Tuul Erdenebold. Brian Kaplan, Adam Michalak. Seim

Michael, Matthew Jackson Row 2: Alexander Winter. Juan Lopez. Steven Shi

Sachin Sharma. Nicolas Suarez. Andy Rodriguez Back Row: Orton Babb. 1

Amaha, Peter Brown. Peter Rodriguez. Alan Phung.Temujin Ider

Sunken Word Imnruv
PR^fck7Tti TUL ART 0F 0HAL PtftTBY MJP PttiMPtA PtEFtfRMANtX OPP0Q.ThtiT} KtLAT WAY T<? LLACN UiTV T<? ftt Y<S»UBAtLf
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YORK

Front Row: Helga Conklm. Reginald Conkhn, Victoria Conklin Back Row:
Elizabeth Conklin, Mr Rupert Conklin, Mrs Rupert Conklin

QJ
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Front Row: Pnncia Moody, Elilta Abraham, Kristian Spraggins, Elizsa Key. Eln; an

Daniel, Cheyanne Wood Row 2: Sponsor Ms. Heather Mizell, Lauren Winger. TO na

Carpenter, Kelly Jean Baptiste, Elizabeth Andarge, Chantell Denney Back Row: / :na

Mannah, Jaelin Blyther, Callie Randall, Delphma Charles, Zamab Bashir, De|a Whi



Freshman Class Representatives Investin

EE-PEE-StNT TUE. FE.LMJMC.N IM FUNDEAISlMC OUCMitZlUC; EVE.NTS. AND MClNC TUE. 0PINIOTJ5 Of TUCIR. CLAS^

l
Front Row: Mansa Shotwell, Abegail Anderson, Caroline Miller- Bruns, Mohamed

Elltaeb Back Row: Sponsor Ms. Timica Shivers, Beraki Yosief, Rebeca Mercado

Rios, Natalie Skoloda Mot Pictured: Jordan Grimaldi

Life Plannin Communitu Action
E. ANP CAREER Pl^MMINC Ptaf^EJMi SERVICE PK^JOTTi. WUICU E.DUCATE.

Front Row: Rida Hussain, Hamede Lesa. Kaila Brown, Ayesha Ferozpuri,

Gebrelwa Mikuna Back Row: Sponsor Ms. Elysse Catmo. Hannah Walmsley,

Saira Rehman, Nadia Rendon, Samantha Montana, Hanan Seid

Front Row: Diane Vu, Alexandra Todd, Zoey Lande. Alexandra Webster. Caroline

Miller-Bruns, Kathryn Loper, Margaret Burgos Row 2: Talia Farrel-Rosen, Nina

Beatrice, Abby Grace, Cailin Dyer, Kelly Motzko, Cassidy Boomsma, Sarah Bauman,

Samantha Zucker Back Row: Elizabeth Morley. Marcus Lusby, Audrey Bartz,

Callie Randall, Matthew Trice, Rourke Donahue, Deanna Thurman, Sonia Lunn

6i5TtR.6 #N Purpose.

The club, Sisters on Purpose, focused on and promoted self-awareness,

,

sisterhood, and leadership in service. Although the club represented

i

these three values, members in the club joined for a variety of

reasons. "I've formed a sisterhood by the club coming together

and being honest with each other," said sophomore Deja White.

"You learn your self worth and confidence. It's opened me up

because I can talk more, and it's changed me because I [have]

figured out [whom] I can trust." While learning more about

|themselves, other members joined to make new friendships. "I

Jjoined to become close with other girls and because I like Ms.

"Mizell as well as [to] empower myself," said junior Delphina

Charles.

.5i5TtE.6 ^N Purpose, N/|e.M0RJE^>

1. "I think [my favorite memory from Sisters on

Purpose] would have to be going to the play, Fela , with

Mr. Sample's group of guys because we got to come

together and have a good time."

C.n&nietl L/enneu. 75

2. "I like all of the events, but if I had to choose my
favorite, it would have to be the hunger banquet,

which is held at Annandale High School."

Llhtu Key, '13

3. "Jeans for Teens was fun, and it gave us an

opportunity to give to people who don't have

as much as we do. We also collected a lot

of leans."

KzutloM Sptaaaim, '14

I

Junior Knstian Spraggms



Younp Republicans
:Vmt3 AHD LEJUWJ FEZ7M CULM SPEA*.L£3 TLS F<?C AfJP CEEATt-i TUt M0NTULY NtA\A

Front Row: Katanna Holtzapple, Sophie Hatcher, Abigail Boshart, Alice Maggio,

Isabel Larroca. Cedar Imanl Row 2: Sponsor Ms. Cat Misar. Jessica Wombles,

Sarah Sears, Noah Wmslow, William Siegal, Abigail Bessler, Sarah Angell, Jasmine

Ben Hamed Back Row: Saira Rehman, Lucy Naland, Kirby Miller. CJ Burka, Amy
Sheahan. Thomas Sheehy, Sydney Johnson

Bead far Life

MA*.t_i RtADs mn or papce re suppobt wmh.i Ln/iN< in Ucanca

Generals Dailu Disnatch
pRAcTKTti V\QV? PH0VUCT\0ti AMP MAMACL5 TUU \VL TV ^U^AV, T>
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Front Row: Alyson Gorske. Margaret Burgos, Sonia Holar, Caroline Maggio.

Katherine Zetkulic, Graciela Pereddo. Mira Soni, Justin Snow Row E-. Sponsor

Ms. Cat Misar. Audrey Batcheller, Eliamani Ismail, Sofia Cardamone, KelseyO'Maha.

Jonathan Grisham Jackson Trice, Heather Banikas. Mackenzie Scurka, Undram

Bat-Ulziit Back Row: Rourke Donahue, Lauren Karpinski. Mary Dewald, Samuel

Fitz, Paul Frondorf, Kyle Davis, Mackenzie Anderson, Caroline Quinn, Laura Pastre

.IV/LS iTUDCNTi A CiiMiCt. TO PAINT AND DRAW/

People for Animal Welfare
D<?NATLA TO LOCAL ANIMAL iULLTtei AND UL.LP5 ANIMALS FIND U^M&S

EWWtWSlt
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Front Row: Vicky Yang, Juthi Jahangir, Emily Pearson Beck, Eva Bogdewic, Maya

Wheeler Row 2: Rafer Chowdhury, Amelia Doyle, Madeline Henshaw-Greene.
;

Louisa Doyle Back Row: Rachel Kamvar, Eliamani Ismail, Jane Terrell. Colleen

Byrne, McKenzie Nelson
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E-&ATE_i FOE. tiOH-COHFHOUTAVt PLNTi AND PQJ)Wl\Lt> CREATIVITY llsJ PU&U<

Front Row: Coach Ms. Rosa Reyes, Joseph Rodriguez, Amelia Davidson

Life Skills

A PEZ>C£AM FOB. 6PE-OAL MEXP6 iTUDtrfT^

Front Row: Aydee Guzman Reyes, Elisa Herrera, Kevin Leon, Justin Boatner,

Amber Thompson Row 2: Carolyn Taylor, Adonay Gebrethsaie, Dreavon Herbert,

Karina Rojas, Emily Andrusko

HOPE
foCUSQS OH UQ.LPINC E-PUCATCP OjlLPEEN IN UCA

Front Row: Julia Landini, Erin Morris, Alexandre Fall, Jennifer Kaku, Ahad Shahid,

Cailm Ramsey Row 2: Paul Landini, Matthew Nice, Matthew Zetkulic, Joshua

Inyangson. Alexander Saxerud, Caroline Meek, Cassidy Boomsma Back Row:
Craig Wanda, Kyle Quinn, Griffin Hyde, Benjamin English, Christian Dolliff, Derek

Henderson. Connor Bradfield

Cancer Education and Action
-t>Te.l\/E^> TO EAliE. A\VAE££Ng_S5 A&0UT TUE. QJFE-CTi Of CANCER AND DtfNATEi M0NEY FtfH CANCEL [£E_SEA£CU

Front Row: Michelle Vu, Morgan Burns, Sara Bourdouane, Mary Hanula, Juliana '

Butler, Brittany Mirro, Madeleine Nelson Row 2: Leah Young. Lauren Karpinski,

Romina Jimenez, Zoey Lande Row 3: Michael Katz, Danielle Butler, Mary Dewald,

Cassidy Anders, Caroline Quinn, Audrey Paduda, Peter Stehm, Nebeyu Engida

Back Row: Samuel Fitz, Mark Falamoun, Benjamin Bean, Peter O'Doherty, Tomas
Esquer Perez, Trevor McManus, Rourke Donahue

Latinas Leadino Tomorrow Architect Construction Engineering Design
AM DEEMED TO trJCACE- AtJD LNUCUTEJI STUDENT
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Front Row: Elaine Khuu. Margaret Barry, Andrew Auchter, Lauren Washington,

Peter Huson, Naransosor Otgandemberel Row 2: Noah Kennedy, Lauren

Armstrong, Aaron Patron, Victor Ramos, Tyler Laredo, Jonathan Ruiz, Jhonn

Guzman Gonzales Back Row: Adriana Mitchell, Matthew Tatum, Mark Varner,

Geoffrey Odium, Steven Sejas Castro, Dustin Reynolds. Emily Pardi



Enaineerin Bike
COMPETES IN NATIONAL C0MPETTTWNS KECAHDINC ENONELElNC PK/>JECTS

Student Council Association
HELPS PHOHffTi. MUHA. SPIBJT. COMMUNITY SERVICE. AND ACTS AS A UA1S0N BETWEEN THE STAFF AMD STUDENTS

Cartoonists
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Front Row: Olivia Viola, Nora O'Leary, Emily Pearson Beck, Diana Voronina, Emily U

Row 2: Daniel Edgar, Margaret Barry, Katen Ga|adhar Smith, Bridgette Cooke, /

'

Backenstose, Sonia Holar Back Row: Tiffani Sykhammountry, Jack Lax, Steven Sh t

Natalie Volk, Patrice Splan



Senior Class Representatives Oh The Humani-Tea
EtiE-MT TUE itllBRi IN FuNDEAISlNC 0ECANIZIK EVMTS. ANP MON;; TUE

Front Row: Hiruy Ephrem, Graciela Pereddo, Rachel KamvarBack Row: Saron

Kebede, Lara Sierra, Orton Babb, Emma Schimley

Junior Class Representatives
R.E.PR£^)£JJT TUE. JUMl0(£i> IN FUNPEAISiNC (7E.CAI4IZINC EVE.NT6. AMP VtflONC TUE. OP\ti\Oti±> Of TUEJ

Blue and Grai
Ce£ATE^> AfJP MAMACti TUE. PEj7PUCTWN <?F TU

Cay/^>traiciIt Alliance.

Gay/Straight Alliance (GSA) was formed to promote acceptance, equality,

and awareness for the LGBT community and their allies at Washington-

Lee and beyond. Some of the members joined to have a safe space. "I

was looking for a place that was accepting, and after going to the first

meeting, I felt really comfortable," said sophomore Nora O'Leary. Other

members joined the club to help create a safe place and to show their

support for members of the LGBT community. "I joined mainly because I

support gay and homosexual rights, and all other kinds of rights,

and I wanted to go out there and support mine and others

rights," said junior Aloha Backenstose. GSA held a numerous
amount of activities during the school year to inform and

to educate W-L about the LGBT community. One of

these included 'Ally Week", which celebrated allies who
were against anti-LGBT language and bullying.

C^AY/^TRAictlT Alliance. N/|e.m^e.ie^>

1. "My favorite activity was the counter protest against

the Westboro Baptist Church because it showed a lot

of different people coming together to support the GSA
population."

Pottice Splan ,
'15

2. "A great experience was being in the cafeteria

during ally week and seeing how many signatures we
got. It was a really eye-opening experience."

L-miLu Aceed, '15

3. "We discuss how to really help the LGBT

community outside of our school by

discussing legislation and problems

today. It makes us happy knowing

that we can make a difference

outside of school."

AJatelle l/o/i. '15

Junior Jack Lax



Sophomore Class Reoreseotatives
RtPeLSLMT Twt 50PU0*40B.ZJ> IN FUNPRAIilNC tfKCANlZINC EVCNTi. AND V0\C\H<; TUt iTPtNltffJi 0F TUCJB. CLAi£>

Front Row: Stephanie Nguyen. Carina Marques, Shalma Akther, Kayta Cleggett Row 2:l.un,i ilpiiv

Caroline Harpel. Ana ChnsLma Gibbons. Artel Bobbett. Diana Voroma, Diane Vu, AyeshB I erozpun I nkhgei i

Baasandon Row 3: Talbta Abdullah. Caroline Polly, Rim Hade, Bailey l lall, Belilhem t ngida, Kami a

Naransosor Otgondemberel. Munkhsar Bayarmagnai. Knliienne Diaz Row 4: Julia Fyfte Sophie I latche

'itligatlHesv.il i I t.iniiahMc " h. . Ju .hti.iRui I n i. n ,. I It
,

.:.

lathsheba Tashome Mi ihu Baru i At h is Mi ndi Ison, i lallie Randall, i uis

Banchoff . Kiruy Miller, Saira Rehnian. Gino &l<

Tran. Samuel Silverman, I Ford Avery. Sytvid Monet, Carlos Mom oy Kevin Selvodoi

WWffl TOMmi?
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DECA It's Academic
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Front Row: Wedad Omer, Altyson Suna Hernandez. BeteRhem Yohannes. Alteon Hemty Far-ana Banttas.

Yanglei Cato Row 2: Sponsor Ms Lisa Moore. Dylan Cunningham Dulguun Enkhee. Atexa Chartery. Rosa

Morales. Chloe Jacques. Ronela Haxhiaj Harmony Tesfai, Justin TranRow 3: Victor Mendo/a. Luis Fernandez.

Mohamed Bashir. Nebiue Adefrsew. Fred Williams. Trevor Thornhill. Robbie Moore. Truman Towte. Sean Kaku

—:k Row: Zachary Randall McKmnon Hokanson. Robson Stewart. Alex Coopa. Kenneth Moore Daniel

.u..r. Craig Romper-sad Not Pictured: Amanda Barillas. Rosa Morales

fi <5.

Front Row: Diana Voronma. Kevin Andrade. Nathaniel Goss, Andrew Auchter,

Katen Gajadhar Smith Back Raw: Alexander Wallace, Peter Brawn. Nathaniel

Ctt. Matthew Tatum, Peter Rodriguez

Yoono Democrats Needs for Kids
VlMOai&nC ATUDtUTi VU0 CCT TtfCE.'nJLB. ANP UELP QH AfJP LtACN A&0UT DEMOCRATIC VltVi RAISLA M^NLY F0Z. MTT5. CU7JllSJ>. AND MtCC_iilTI£Li FOB. £lPi IN '_>U(_ LTk t
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Front Row: Balmores Moreno Potter, Steven Penameta. Aaron Patron Back

Row: Sponsor Ms. Leslie Hindman. Ryan Szczerbinski. Kerem Dokuzcan, Archibald

Tseveensuren, Ryan Jakovich



Lumberjack Photo Club

PEDICATED TO FUN. FLANMEL. ANP FLAPJACKS VUtf CAliE M0NEY TO UELP WE E.NVIR0NME.N JELPS STUDENTS TO &EC0ME SETTER PU<7TO£f>APU

Tri-M National Honor Societ

II

Front Raw: Olivia Viola, Margaret Barry, Geoffrey Odium, William Sheahan, Alexis

Moore, David Lopez Back Raw: Sonia Holar, Sarah Echols, Connor Browne,

Sterling Webster, Austin La Pointe, Sebastian Coupe, Elizabeth Yuhas, Alicia Hartz,

Esther Ullberg

jip, -Service, and Cu>

National Honor 5ocieti Math Team
IIZLi iTUPE.NTi VUtf LXCLL IM THE. AEtAi <?F -6oJ(? t^ama^mUiaBliMaaatidSmataM
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(' 1- -!, 'HMt
iw: Danielle Hams, Alana Wil|anen, Enkh|in Tuvshinzaya, Veronika Lozano, Madeline Henshaw-

w, ^^...c. u.ivia Viola Row 2: Sponsor Ms. Esperanza De Sisneros, Colleen Aiken, Elizabeth Dodson, Esther

Ullberg Row 3: Perrin Falkner, Elizabeth Neureiter, Audrey Batcbeller. Kevin Salvador, Cepehr Alizadeh. Anna

I: David Silverman, Luisa Banchoff. Charles Argon. Christopher Bardo,

d: Paul Soutter, Carolyn Grahn, Hunter Gray.— .— .. u *,u^, ,, ^uv, y ^, c.v„ ,. ,_,,;, ltl r->, , ,|ja, vj, i_,>c tl , u, ca, v,^gan Chiu. Jesse Chung, B™'~

Dolliff, Michael Gaines, Caroline Harvey. John Kirchenbauer, Greer Richey, Sarah Sears. Eli

Miller. Hanna Smith- Benjamin, Ben|amin Wengert, Kathenne Andersh, Christopher i

Lindsay Chamness. Emma Cregan. Nathan Heinzman. Elizabeth Roy, Lara Sierra. Anhthu lonnguyen. trie

» Emilia Zevallos Roberts. Charles Argon. CJ Burka. Rachael Chase. Mary Lynn Clark. Jo Claire Constantz,

: Nelson. Elena Parcell. August Thomas. Paul Tranons, Stefany Viruez Guzman

Front Row: Enkhgerel Baasandorj, Diana Voronia, Margaret Barry. Naransosor

Otgondemberel, Elaine Khuu Raw 2: Alycia Bouchard, Chelsea Valentine, Mishu

Barua, Raquel Perez Elvira, Savannah Young, Clare Canavan Back Row: Sarah

Goodman, Sasha Volodin, Geoffrey Odium, Krsna Raniga, Marco Cruz Heredia
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Katrina Dubee. Alison IV iller,Front Row: Alicia HuggetX. Claire Spaulding

Katarina Holtzapple

1

Red Crass

i£ll«MiaS^MiHl*liU
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Front Row: Shalma Akter, Kathryn Grumbles, SueYoung Liu, Anhthu Tonnguyen,

Karen Guzman Arnez, Shamima Prianea, Trang Vo Row 2: Sponsor Ms
Esperanza De Sisneros, Clare Canavan, Munkhsar Bayarmagnai, Monica Panlilio.

Anudan Munkchuiuun. Nevyat Gebru, Enkhijn Tuvshinzaya, Chelsea Valentine,

Brenda Paredes Andrade, Belinda Vu Back Row: Misheel Ganbat, Cassidy

Boomsma, Jennifer Kakum Brian Tran, Hope Neuling, Lysa Diarra, Yasmm
Abisourour, Kathryn Loper

Front Row: Samuel Fitz. Kathryn Grumbles, Madeleine Nelson, Kevin Leon. Aydee Guzman Ri

Rebecca Rhmehart. Elisa Herrera, Sara Bourdouane How 2: Sponsor Ms. Carolyn Taylor, Emily F

Samantha Zucker, Morgan Burns, Brittany Mirro, Cassidy Boomsma, Elizabeth Morley, Cathe

Dempsey, Grace Burgess, Caitlm Fitzsimmons, Karina Roias Row 3: Heather Mizell. Adi

Gebretsaie, Juliana Butler, Noah Kennedy, Cepehr Alizadh, Eleanor Splan, Danielle Butler. Mary Hai

Dravon Herbett, sponsor Ms. Emily Andrusko Back Row: Michael Katz. Patrice Splan, Tr

McManus . Philip O'Doherty. Mark Varner, Benjamin English, David Shirzad, Benjamin Bean, Matt

Trice, Amber Thompson. Mark Falamoun



Diversitu Peer Trainin Veterans Action
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Front Raw: Naomi Simatos, Andrea Kaplan, Annika Rhinehart, Diana Mateo

Chacon, Bipin Pant, Princia Moody, Edom Mesfm Raw 2: Sponsor Ms. Marsha

Dale, Elnathan Daniel, Zachary Ellison, Julia Berger, Carlos Duarte Pena, Tariq

Ahmed, Abigail Stengle, Jaquan Whiting, Pamela Hicks Back Row: Joel Zeballos,

Martino Serafini, Delphina Charles, Cassidy Anders, Kyle Davis, Jack McCarthy,

Eghali Makuvar, Thomas Soiles

Front Raw: Bridgette Cooke, Gabrielle Canning, Zoey Lande, Nina Beatrice ,

Kathryn Loper, Aloha Backenstose Raw 2: Sponsor Mr. Les Albers, Cailin Dyer,

Noah Kennedy, Caitlyn Mulcahy, Sarah Bauman, Elizabeth Morley Row 3: Austin

Vander Ley, Daniel Sharp, Glen BennettThomas Muir, John DeGross, Tyler Laredo,

Audrey Batcheller Back Row: Matthew Trice, Sofonias Getachew, Andrew Layman,

Benjamin English, Kyle Chipman, Robson Stewart, Laura Pastre
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Best Buddies was a club which fostered genuine friendship between students with

and without intellectual disabilities whose goal it was to create a

community of inclusion where all people could feel accepted and

supported. "I joined because of my cousin," said senior Brittany

Mirro. "She had autism and got bullied a lot in school, and I wanted

to make a change." While some students joined because of family

or friends with disabilities, others joined because of their

connection to the buddies. "I had done stuff with Best Buddies

when I was younger. In the summer, I did camps, and I wanted to

join the club," said senior Madeleine Nelson. "Elisa [Herrera] and

Kevin [Leon] prompted me to join because they were in my gym
class." The club participated in a variety of activites, from a

Valentine's Day Dance to a special visit from "Glee" star, Lauren

Potter.

>

1. "I liked the Thanksgiving party because there were a

lot of people and we were saying what we were

thankful for, and it felt like a family."

Cfi&ce Eutaeii, '16

2. "My favorite event was the dance at George

Mason University because it was nice to get a big

gathering of all the kids there and [to] meet new

people and dance around."

lienjajnin Mean, '14

3. "I'd have to say the holiday party was [my

favorite Best Buddies memory] because it's nice

to see everyone getting together, and I liked how the

club founder was there. The whole thing was really

nice."

d-mdu /-'att, '15

Lauren Potter and senior Brittany Mirro
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1. Freshman Deniz Gurler 2. Freshman Evan Schadelbauer 3. Junior Clyde
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Students waited in the gymnasiuil^^Bresident

Obama to give his speech on college loan rates.
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AJatkan H^Lnimtzn9

C^NCEATULATI^N^ NatUaN. N/|aY SUCCESS

CONTINUE. 10 C0\^. YtfUR. \\/AY IM ALL TJ-lAT

Y^U DO. Y^U MAklL Ui PE^7UP.

L^Vl, N/|<?m. Pap. Andr.eaV & ELaoJe.l

-n/4w SsckaJdzLvauet

CtfNc;RATULATI0N5 tfN YtfUE. ACa?MPLI6i-lME.N~nb! WE.

CANNOT W/AIT F^R- Til E. NEXT OJAPTE.R. IN Y^UR.

AMAZING LIFE. 6T^?E.Y! All OUR. U7V/E, N/|^M. PaP, ANP

E.VAN



(Jenninet PeeL ^di/annan Uouna, -liCLnna. S>mLth-Kenja.mLn, M&ttj

J?.unn (j-LCLtk, J.oe Vein Lutack, d-mma. ScnLmUu, and -Hlriaail

Eaikaxt

C<?tiC;RATUU\TWti-b, LADIE6, 0\\ ALL Of Y<?UE AcrC^MPLI^JJMLNT^.

\\/l'e.L SO LXCITLD JO 6E.L Y^UE. FEIE.NP5iJlP6 PEVE.L0P A6 YOU

continue <?Nt<? tul Next oJaptlr. #f y^ue. lin/e-6. L^x/l, y^ue.

incelpi&ly pz.oud pae.lntc>



Steven 3 -Stephanie. S>ej<zi-(j:ajtt<j

.t>TEVE. ANP i>TE.PUANlE_ E.ICHT FEi?M W/UE.N YOU W/E.E.E. LITTLE. kllP-b

UNTIL TtfPAY Y0U tlAV/E. 0NLY £I\/E.N U6 E.EA60N6 Ttf i-I^LP ^7UC2.

,
iJEA.Pi> UP IM PR.IPE. WE. AR.E. SO LUCklY JO J-lAV/E. YOU IN OUQ. LIN/E-f).

*\jl C^N^RATULATI^Ni. YOU HAVE. MAPE. Y<?UE. FAMILY PZ.OUD. LtfVE.

Y<?U AL\\/AYi. M^M ANP PaP
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PEAR.E.6T E.LLIE. &E.LLE,

LtftfkLlNc; F<?EW/AE.P Ttf Y^UE. C^RAPUAWN 6 W/E.'r.E. PZ.0UD YOU UaVE. PtfNE. 5tf W/E.LL!

Y^U \VlLL CTtf FR-^M E>E.lN<; A £fE.NE.RAL "R? &E.lN<; A ME-M&E.R. Of "H-lE. TE.I&E. ^tftfN,

I Al\VAY6 R.E.ME.M&EE. TJ-lAT YtfU'EE. M^E-E. PR.E.CI<?U6 "R? U5 Tl-lAN "H-lE. 6UN 6 M^^N!

L^v/e, Pap, \J\o\a, Te.ice.y £ CJrjff
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nono-vo-n QtLucu
PtfNtfVAN, T^R^U^l-l 0\XX TLlE YEAEi I UaVE W/ATOJEP \VlTi-J

PRIDE TJ-lAT Y0U HAVE. CEZ7W/N FE<?M A OJlLP Ttf A W/tfNPEEFUL

YtfUN^ MAN. It UA^> E>EEN A JtfUENEY TUAT I JJaVE E>EEN 60

PR<?UP! T^R^U^iJ 0UR UP6 ANP Ptf\VN6 YtfU UA\/E ALW/AY5

MANACEPT01-l0|_PYtfURi-lEAP UP ANP NEVER £I\/E UP. T^PAY

MARkCi TUE CL05E tfF ANtfTlJER PART 0F <?UR JOURNEY. It

LEAN/E6 ME\VlTi-l MIXEP <mOT\Oti£>. I FlNP MYSELF bOTti UAPPY

ANP 6AP TilAT MY LITTLE E>^Y HA6 (^RtfW/N iNTtf A UANP5tfME

YOUWQ MAN. I \VANT YtfU 10 klN^W/ Y0U CAN E>E ANYTJ-IINc; IN

LIFE AS U7NC AS Y<?U \VaNT IT Y^UE ^EANPM^TtlEE. FAMILY

ANP I AEE t>0 PR0UP Of YOU. K/j^Y QoV CONTINUE JO &LESS

ANP PEtfTECT YOU TURtfU^U TJ-lE REST Of YtfUR JOURNEY

L^VE IVJ^MMY ANP ^AMILY





"StiOOT FOR. TlJE. tyOOti. ELVE.N IF YOU M'66. YOU W/ILL LANP

AM^NC TlJE. .bTAR^."

A/lco-le S>tei/eni

N ICO.

W/j-lAT A YEAR FOR YOU:

-TURNllNC, 18.

-\ZOT\tiC; FOR. TUE. FIR6T TIME,

-<RAPUATION ANP tfN TO LtfNq\V<?0P UNIVERSITY

I AM t>0 PROUD OF YOU! I LOV/E. YOU \VlT4-J ALL MY

ueabt.

MomWW

A:e(yecca. /xinlnekatt

CtfNlCRATULATION.b. 6W/E.ET B.E3E.CCA! WE. ACE. SO

INCREPI&LY PROUD OF YOU. YOUR.

ACC^7MPLI6J-lME.NT6, ANP M06T IMPORTANTLY, TJ-lE.

AMAZING YOUtiG WOtyAti YOuVe. &E.07ME- T^E. &L6T

li> YET TO COME.!! L^N/E, N/JOM. C^E^R^E. ANP ANNlkiA
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TWO CHEFS
PIZZA

Since 1984

The Original Now York Style Pizza

5019 Wilson Boulevard

Arlington, VA 22203

DAILY LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS

JOIN US FDR WEEKEND BREAKFAST
Saturday: 8 am - 12 pm & Sunday: 8 am - 3 pm

DELIVERY HDURS Tree (Delivery-

Monday - Saturday: 1 1 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Sunday: 1 1 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.

(Minimum Delivery $15)

STORE HDURS

Monday thru Friday: 1 1 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Saturday: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Sunday: 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

fO CHEFS
PIZZA

Since 1984

The Original New York Style Pizza

Tree (Delivery-
DINE IN / CARRY OUT / CATERING

VISIT IS ONLINE:
www.twochefspizza.coin

703-525-G883



ome Services

CtfNc;RATULATItfN6 JO THE. CL&56 Of 20\y.

W/E. L^VE. Y^U CJ\

Washington-Lee
Alumni
Association

n service to VV-L

students and alumni

since 1999. Visit

our website and keep

in touch with your

classmates.

W-L's homepage > alumni tab
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THaN^I ALL T1406E. \\AJtf PUROJA6E.D AN

AP F^R. T1-IE.IR. E>U6lNt66.

Dolisconstructionva@gmail.com

Delis Construction Inc.

TaSOS General Manoger I 571-238-1647

TaW Project Manager 1703-675-1101

VASOUE NORTH FACE GREGORY ASOLO
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Specializing in Backpacking.

Family Camping
and Adventjre Travel

STORE HOURS
Mon -Fn 9 30 - 9 00 pm

Sal 9 30 6 00 pm Sun NOON - 5.00 pm

3451 N. Washington Blvd.

Arlington. VA 22201

(703) 527-0600

Fax (703) 524-9090

Email: camping5casualadventure.com

www.casualadventure.com

TEVA BiRKENSTOCK PATAGONIA
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\gha, Mohammad 144

ujim, Eren 71, 144
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vguilar. Mario 132
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vhmed, Tanq 132,219
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Jeman, Roger 166
Jfaro Rivera, Miguel 1 54

Ji, Basil 97, 154
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Jim, Jesspert 1 54
.liu. Bled 33, 144

Jizadeh, Cepehr 132, 217, 218
Jlison, Troy 33. 154, 162
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Jmendras. Jennifer 132, 213
Jmendras, Karen 144, 213
.Imeyda, Bryan 97, 100, 126

.Ipos, Alexandras 1 54
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nderson, Joshua 98
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32,212

nderson. Seth 1 54
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ndrade. Kevin 132,216
ndrade, Wesley 1 32
ndrews, Timothy 1 32
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214,216.217,218
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It has been an honor to have the opportunity to serve as the editor-in-chief of the Blue and Gray . "NEXUS: a means of connection"

is a truly fitting theme for this year's book. For many students, and for me, personally, Washington-Lee has provided the tools

and resources to connect. Whether we connect concepts and new ideas, connect with teachers, classmates, coaches, or family

members, connect with different cultures from around the world, or connect with our inner selves as we grow into the unique

person we wish to become, W-L affords us great opportunity. We, as students, are able to harness this opportunity just as long

as we are ready and willing to ask for help when we need it. While the student body is made up of thousands, each one of us is

undoubtedly unique and complex, full of value. I know the many connections I have made through W-L thus far have, indeed,

impacted my future in such an enormous, yet immeasurable way, and to simply say "Thank you" would never be enough to express

my sincere gratitude to all of those who have helped me throughout this adventure, in ways both big and small.

With that said, I would like to acknowledge all of those on staff for their efforts, especially editors Mora, Emma, CJ, and Sam.

Shalma and Elizabeth also deserve a huge thank you for taking a leap of faith and joining the staff at my suggestion; they have

proved indispensable to the successful completion of the book. I thank Ms. Misar for giving me the room to grow and to express

myself as well as for being open to my, at times, admittedly crazy ideas. The book would not have been possible without the

assistance of the administration, especially Ms. Claire Peters; the Activities and Athletics Department staff; the counseling staff;

Jason, our Jostens representative; all of the teachers who continue to allow us to interrupt their classes for interviews; and, of course, all of the talented students

who make up the diverse student body. While I clearly do not have enough room to personally acknowledge every individual who has helped me to succeed and to get

me to where I am today, 1 would be remiss without mentioning the following people:

CD and tl, who have encouraged [and continue to encourage] me to pursue my endeavors since day one of freshman year [including "stalking" people]. You guys rock!

My mentor, eb, for regularly taking the time out of her busy schedule to help me realize and take steps toward reaching my full potential. Her patience, encouragement,

guidance, and dedication will not be forgotten.

My hero and the best friend I could ever ask for, mt, for always being there for me when I need her the most, during both the good times and during those that have

been less than ideal over the years. My immediate family - Mom. Dad. Joe, and Sparky - for supporting me in everything I decide to do, even if it involves staying after

school in the Pub Lab until seven o'clock! From the bottom of my heart, thank you.

I now challenge each and every one of you to set forth into the world and to find new ways to connect.

With all of the new experiences and insights to be gained, we all still have much to learn.

V

<2ai Mli<zt Advisers Rote
Every yearbook [and every yearbook team] is unique, but this year really stands but from the rest. Much

of this credit must be given to our editor-in-chief, Eileen Breslin [aka "Soul Crusher"]. This yearbook is almost

entirely her vision, and it is because of Eileen's attention and dedication that we even made it this far.

As I continue to reflect on this past year. I must also acknowledge several other people who contributed

to the success of this book. Thank you to our dedicated editors. CJ, Emma, Mora, and Sam; Jason from

Jostens; the administration, especially, Claire Peters; the Activities Office; and the WL parents & community.

We couldn't do this without your support.

Most importantly, thank you to all of the students. If it wasn't for your talent and hard work, we wouldn't

have anything to write about!

We are proud of this publication, and I know you will be too. Enjoy!
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North Korea

Launches Rocket

The world is uneasy as North

Korea launches a rocket that

may have put a satellite into

orbit around the Earth.

CI <

•

Women Senators Now Number 20

The U.S. Senate achieves a new record: 20 female senators in office, 16

Democrats and four Republicans. The new total beats the previous record by four.

BP Agrees to

Settlement Terrified Theatergoers

Felix Baumgartner

Takes a Leap

Shortly before the second anniversary

of the 2010 oil spill in the Gulf of

Mexico, BP reaches a settlement

with thousands of businesses and

individuals hurt by the spill.

In Aurora. CO. actor Christian Bale and his wife Sandra Blazic visit the

memorial that was created for the victims of the mass shooting that occurred

during a midnight screening of The Dark Knight Rises.

Skydiver Felix Baumgartner breaks

a world record by jumping from a

space capsule almost 24 miles

above ground.

. images

a New Jersey Battles Hurricane

Hurricane Sandy Hits New York Sandy

Hurricane Sandy hits New York, flooding transit

tunnels and prompting President Obama to sign an

emergency declaration for the entire state.

The Jersey Shore copes with widespread flooding,

power outages and property damage resulting

from Hurricane Sandy.

Malala Is Teenager of the Year

Malala Yousafzai, the 15-year-old Pakistani

schoolgirl shot by the Taliban because she

campaigned for the education of girls, is named

Teenager of the Year by The Muslim Times.
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Mortgage and

Home Equity

Mortgage Sweet Mortgage

Homebuyers benefit from favorable lending rates as the slow economy keeps

home mortgage interest rates as low as 2.94 percent.

Chicago Teachers Strike

After the Chicago Teachers Union

fails to reach an agreement with the

city, more than 26,000 teachers and

staff walk off the job.

Congress Teeters on

Fiscal Cliff

To postpone $109 billion in federal

budget cuts, Congress passes a

compromise bill that raises taxes on

the nation's wealthiest.

iMorsi Becomes

Egypt's President

Egypt holds a democratic presidential

election, and conservative Muslim

candidate Mohamed Morsi is

declared the winner.

Benghazi Attack

Kills Ambassador

Armed attackers kill Ambassador

J. Christopher Stevens and six

other Americans at the U.S.

consulate in Benghazi, Libya.

Dragon Capsule

Concludes Mission

With the safe return of the SpaceX

Dragon capsule, NASA successfully

completes its first commercial

supply mission to the International

Space Station.

Scott O/son/Getty Images Joseph

Sandy Hook Elementary

Students Return to Class

w^wwy

Junk Food Junkies Mourn
Twinkies UN Aid for Syrian Refugees

Three weeks after the Sandy Hook tragedy, classes

are relocated to the former Chalk Hill Middle School

in nearby Monroe, CT. "Our collective strength and
resilience will serve as an example to the rest of

the world," tweeted the principal from Newtown
High School.

The troubled Hostess Brands, Inc. shuts down
operations, signaling a probable end for the

once-popular Twinkies snack cake.

The United Nations launches a $1.5 billion aid effort

to bring food, clothing, shelter and medical supplies

to Syrians fleeing more than two years of war.
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Vice Presidentia

Candidates Debate

Vice President Joe Biden and

Republican vice presidential

candidate Paul Ryan debate

a wide range of issues

in Danville. KY.

First Family Appears at DNC

President Barack Obama accepts his party's nomination and addresses the

Democratic National Convention in Charlotte. NC.

Obama 332 Romney 206

Election Map Shows

Key State Wins

With a total of 332 electoral votes.

Barack Obama easily exceeds the

270 electoral votes he needs to win

the 2012 presidential election.

Obama and Romney Debate

Clint Eastwood Acts

atRNC

President Obama faces his challenger, former Massachusetts Governor Mitt

Romney. in a debate about domestic policy at the University of Denver in

Denver. CO.

Onstage at the Republican National

Convention in Tampa, FL, Clint

Eastwood pretends that the empty

chair beside him is President Obama.

Voters Face Lines at Polls

Voters in the 2012 election faced long lines at

the polls across the country, especially in key

battleground states such as Virginia, Ohio

and Florida.

Obama Claims Victory

Despite high unemployment and a slow economic

recovery, President Barack Obama wins a second

term in the White House.

a Nation's Capital Celebrates

Inauguration

In Washington, D.C., President Obama is sworn in

for his second term at a public ceremony marking

the nation's 57th presidential inauguration.



U.S. Women Win
Soccer Gold

Thanks to two goals by midfielder

Carli Lloyd and a critical save

by goalie Hope Solo, the U.S.

women's soccer team defeats

Japan for the gold.

Missy Franklin Swims

to Victory

After winning four gold medals

and one bronze at the Summer
Games, swimmer Missy Franklin

still plans to swim for her high

school in Aurora, CO.

Usain Bolt Sets Record

Jamaican Usain Bolt wins the

100-meter event in 9.63 seconds,

setting a new Olympic record and

cementing his reputation as the

fastest man on Earth.

* U.S. Defends Men's

Basketball Title

The U.S. men's basketball team, led

by NBA star LeBron James, defends

their Olympic gold title by defeating

Spain 107-100.

Allyson Felix Runs

for Gold

Sprinter Allyson Felix wins the

Women's 200-meter final. It is one

of three gold medals she takes

home from the Summer Games.

Michael Phelps Pools

His Winnings

Michael Phelps swims to his

18th gold medal and his 22nd

medal in total, making him

the most decorated Olympic

athlete in history.

Oscar Pistorius Wins

on Artificial Legs

South African sprinter Oscar

Pistorius is the first double-leg

amputee to compete in the

Olympics. He took home two gold

medals and a silver.

a Misty May-Treanor and Kerri

Walsh Jennings Are Golden

Paralympic Games Welcome
More Athletes Fab Five Grab Gymnastics Gold

The U.S. beach volleyball team of Misty May-

Treanor and Kerri Wash Jennings win their third

consecutive gold medal.

For the first time in 12 years, people with

intellectual challenges are invited to compete

at the Paralympic Games for physical and

intellectual disabilities.

The "Fab Five" (also known as the "Fierce Five")

of the U.S. women's gymnastics team win the gold

for the women's team competition.



Freshman Wins

Heisman

On the 40-year anniversary of

freshman eligibility, the Heisman

Trophy goes to the first freshman

in its history, Texas A&M
quarterback Johnny Manziel.

Timothy Bradley

Unseats Pacquiao

A hotly debated, split-decision

victory for U.S. welterweight

Timothy Bradley ends the 15-fight

winning streak of Filipino boxer

Manny Pacquiao.

Australian Surfs to

Victory

Joel "Parko" Parkinson wins his

first Association of Surfing

Professionals world championship

title and the Pipeline Masters on

the same day.
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NHL Lockout Shortens Season

After a 113-day lockout, the National Hockey League reaches an agreement with

the players' association, resulting in a compressed season.

Williams Is Named
ITF World Champion

For the third time. Serena Williams

earns the World Champion women's

prize from the International Tennis

Federation.

Golfer Rory Mcllroy

Wins World Title

Northern Ireland's Rory Mcllroy is

the world's No. 1 golfer after winning

the Deutsche Bank Championship

and the BMW Championship.

Getty Image*

L.A. Kings Play It Cool

AKeselowski Wins NASCAR
Championship

The Miami Heat Burn Up
the Court

In game six of the 2012 Stanley Cup Finals, the

Los Angeles Kings skate to victory, defeating the

New Jersey Devils 6-1.

Despite finishing in 15th place in the Ford

EcoBoost 400, Brad Keselowski claims the

NASCAR Sprint Cup championship.

In game five of the 2012 NBA Finals, LeBror

James and the Miami Heat defeat the Oklahoma

City Thunder 121-106.



Indiana Fever Jinx

the Lynx

The Indiana Fever defeat the

defending champion Minnesota

Lynx 87-78 in game four of the

2012 WNBA Finals.
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LeBron Scores Another

Award

Sports Illustrated names basketball

superstar LeBron James of the

Miami Heat their Sportsman of the

Year for 2012.

Garrett Reynolds Rolls to Rule

In San Francisco, cyclist Garrett Reynolds takes home two Dew Cup
championships for the BMX Street Cycle finals and the BMX
Streetstyle competition.

Stacy Lewis Is Queen
of the Greens

U.S. professional golfer Stacy Lewis

wins four LPGA titles, the most on

the year's tour, and is named the

LPGA Player of the Year.

Christian Petersen/Getty Images

World Series

Paul Rodriguez Beats the

Street

Andy Murray Serves Up
a Winner

The San Francisco Giants defeat the Detroit Tigers

4-3 in the 10th inning of game four to win the

World Series in a sweep.

Paul Rodriguez (aka P-Rod) captures the gold in

the Men's Skateboard Street final at X Games 18
in Los Angeles.

After losing four major finals. Scotland's Andy

Murray wins the U.S. Open Men's Singles

Championship by defeating defending champion

Novak Djokovic.



Blake Shelton and

Miranda Lambert

Win Awards

At the 46th annual CMA awards,

married couple Blake Shelton

and Miranda Lambert take home
the year's highest honors in

country music.

AMA Calls Carly

Carly Rae, whose song "Call Me
Maybe" is a surprise hit. is named
New Artist of the Year by the

American Music Awards.

* Ocean Considers

Fiction

Breakout music star Frank Ocean

tells an interviewer that he might

write a novel because he enjoys the

storytelling aspect of music.

fun. Releases Second Single

After the success of last year's "We Are Young," fun. has high hopes for its

latest single. "Some Nights."

Shakira Wins AMA
Award

Colombia's global pop star Shakira

wins her fourth AMA statuette,

bringing home the award for Favorite

Latin Artist.

PSY Is Most Watched

With more than 854 mill, on hits, the

viral video of "Gangnam Style" by

Korean pop star PSY becomes the

most-watched YouTube video

of all time.

Two Grammy Nominations Go
to Newcomers

The Lumineers, a folk-rock band from Denver,

receive Grammy nominations for Best New Artist

and Best Americana Album.

Pop Fans Love One Direction

After appearing at the Summer Olympics, the

popular English-Irish boy band One Direction

releases its second album, Take Me Home.

a Bryan Emerges as Rising

Country Star

Singer-songwriter Luke Bryan's singles, like "Kiss

Tomorrow Goodbye," are climbing the pop and

country charts.
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It's Nicki Versus Mariah in "Idol" Feud

Dueling American Idol judges Nicki Minaj and Mariah Carey swap insults and

threats on camera and via Twitter.

< Taylor Swift Achieves

a Record

With the release of Red,

» her fourth studio album, Taylor

K Swift is the first female artist to

release two albums with sales

of $1 million.

TobyMac Inspires AMA

The American Music Awards choose

TobyMac as the year's Favorite

Contemporary/Inspirational Artist.

Pink Enjoys a Career

First

After 12 years in the music business.

Pink finally achieves a No. 1 album

with the success of her newest

release, The Truth About Love.

Rapper Supports

Veterans

Flo Rida contributes his talents to

the "Got Your Six" campaign, which

helps combat veterans return to

civilian life.

CMA Celebrates

Hayes

At age 21, Louisiana native and

multi-instrumentalist country star

Hunter Hayes is named Best New
Artist at the CMA Awards.

ge Pimentel/Wireltnage Marc Brousse;

ieber Makes Headlines at AMA
aNEEDTOBREATHE Wins

Dove Award Viewers Sing Cassadee's Praises

Justin Bieber duets with Nicki Minaj, brings his

mom up on stage and gets a kiss from Jenny

McCarthy at the American Music Awards.

The South Carolina Christian music band

NEEDTOBREATHE wins the Dove Award for Group

of the Year.

Los Angeles-based solo artist Cassadee Pope

garners the most viewer votes and becomes the

first female winner of The Voice.
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iPad Mini
u Debuts *--

Shortly before the holiday

shopping season begins. Apple

launches the IPad mini, a small

tablet computer.

Readers Hail Return

of Teen Demigods

Novelist Rick Riordan publishes

The Mark of Athena, the third book

in his popular series. The Heroes

of Olympus.

a Teen with Cancer

Narrates Novel

The Fault In Our Stars is a fiction

bestseller about a romance between

teens who meet in a cancer

support group.
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* Electronic Gamers

Cheer FIFA Soccer 13

The latest version of the popular

game allows players to analyze

plays and create new offensive

opportunities.

k Nintendo Opens
Virtual Theme Park

Gamers and their Mii " characters

explore NintendoLand. a virtual

theme park featuring attractions

based on Nintendo game worlds.

a Boom Cube Turns Up
the Volume

The powerful, miniature Boom Cube-

speaker hangs from a keychain and

sets your MP3 tunes free from

your earbuds.
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-Jump Up and Just

Dance 4

Just Dance" 4 is the latest version

of the chart-topping dance game,

featuring new songs, new workouts

and six rounds of dance-off battles.

Gamers Welcome Wii U '"

a Consumers Consider New
High-Resolution MacBook® Furby" Talks Back

Nintendo releases its new Wii U game console, which

features high-definition graphics, an embedded
touchscreen and up to 32 GB of Flash storage.

Apple's 13-inch MacBook Pro with Retina display

features a stunning, high-resolution screen and

an equally stunning $1,700 price tag.

The fuzzy Furby toy returns, with sophisticated

technology that allows this chatty, lovable toy to

learn to tell jokes and play games.



Teens Discover Their True Identities

Switched at Birth is a popular television drama on ABC Family about two girls,

one rich and one poor, who learn they were switched as infants.
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Viewers Flock to Rags-

to-Riches Reality Show
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Beastly Drama Is

People's Choice

* New Girl Comes
Back for More

Jess (Zooey Deschanel). Nick.

Schmidt. Winston and Cece

return for a second season of

New Girl on FOX.

Learning Step by Step

Honey Boo Boo Makes

the Most Fascinating List

Duck Dynasty on A&E introduces

the eccentric Robertson clan, which

made its millions by making and

selling duck calls.

Beauty & The Beast, a drama about

a homicide detective with a puzzling

and tragic past, wins the People's

Choice award for Best New TV Drama.

A former ballerina turned Las Vegas

showgirl must start a new life as a

small town dance teacher in

Bunheads on ABC Family.

Seven-year-old reality star Alana

Thompson, better known as

"Honey Boo Boo." makes Barbara

Walters' list of the year's most

fascinating people.

Tom Concordia

igfoot Remains at Large

An Eccentric English Sleuth

Comes to New York

American Audiences Love

English Costume Drama

Finding Bigfoot is a reality program that follows

investigators as they search the wilderness for

evidence that Bigfoot is real.

Jonny Lee Miller's Sherlock solves cases in New
York, with help from Lucy Liu's Dr. Joan Watson in

Elementary, a new CBS drama.

The eagerly awaited third season of Downton Abbey

on PBS features a guest appearance by Shirley

MacLaine as a wealthy American mother-in-law.
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The People Choose

Jennifer Lawrence

Jennifer Lawrence, star of The

Hunger Games series and S/7ver

Linings Playbook. wins the
^

Favorite Movie Actress award in I

the People's Choice Awards.

Downey Dons Hero

Suit a Third Time

A Wizard Finds His

Way

James Stars in Here Comes the Boom

Kevin James stars as a burned-out biology teacher turned mixed martial arts

hero in the feature film Here Comes the Boom.

Caveman Family

Discovers the World How Superman Began

Robert Downey Jr. returns as Tony

Stark to face new enemies and

overcome new challenges in Iron

Man 3.

In Oz: The Great and Powerful.

James Franco stars as a small-time

magician who is transported to the

Land of Oz.

Ryan Reynolds and Emma Stone

lend their voices to The Croods.

a 3D computer-animated comedy

adventure about the world's

first family.

Henry Cavill stars as Clam Kent,

a journalist who is baffled by his

superhuman powers. He finds his

life's purpose when evil invaders

attack the world in Man of Steel.

Francois Duhamel/ < Columbia Piclu^ Paramount Pictures/courtesy ;

Bond Breaks a Record

a Heroes Unite in Rise of

the Guardians Grandparents Need Guidance

Skyfall, starring Daniel Craig as Agent 007,

makes $87.8 million in its first weekend, the most
successful opening of any Bond film.

Fans of fantasy flicks head to the theaters for

Rise of the Guardians, a 3D animated film from

DreamWorks Animation based on the popular

book series.

Bette Midler and Billy Crystal star as traditional

grandparents who are baffled by their grandkids

in Parental Guidance.



Wallflower Blooms on Big Screen

The Perks of Being a Wallflower, adapted from the book of the same title, tells

the story of a shy high school freshman and his quirky friends.
LINCOLN

A President Earns His

Place in History

Lincoln, a historical drama based

on an award-winning biography,

depicts the last four months of

the legendary president's life.
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Breaking Dawn Breaks

Box Office Records

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn
— Part 2, the finale to the vampire

romance series, is No. 1 at the box

office for three weeks in a row.

Downey Is a Fan

Favorite

Voters for the People's Choice

Awards choose Iron Man star Robert

Downey, Jr. as the year's Favorite

Movie Actor.

College Singers

Perfect Their Pitch

In Pitch Perfect, Anna Kendrick stars

as a college student who inspires a

mismatched a cappella singing group

to achieve hilarity and harmony.

Soundtrack Album
Tops Charts

The movie soundtrack for Les

Miserables, featuring performances

by Anne Hathaway and Amanda
Seyfried, reaches the No. 1 spot on

the Billboard 200 chart.

Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic

Fans Root for Wreck- It Ralph It's a Wonderful Life of Pi

a Bilbo Baggins Journeys to

Theaters

In the animated feature film Wreck-It Ralph,

an arcade game character wants to be a hero

instead of a bad guy, but his well-intentioned

plans go haywire.

Nineteen-year-old Suraj Sharma stars in the

movie adaptation of Life of Pi, about a teenager

and a Bengal tiger who survive a shipwreck.

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey is the first

of three films adapted from J.R.R. Tolkien's novel

about a reluctant adventurer in Middle Earth.



Minis Are Major

Little dresses and short skirts go

over jeans and leggings by day.

At night, they go solo for dances

and dates.

LED Headlights Turn Heads

Drivers who love making their cars stand out on the street add LED headlight

strips to create colorful, futuristic effects.

YOLO

"YOLO" Is Favorite

Catchphrase

Rapper Drake and actor Zac Ephron

popularize YOLO, an acronym

standing for "you only live once."

Time magazine names it one of the

year's top buzzwords.

Cowboy Boots Are

Cool Again

Western style makes a comeback
on runways and campuses. Classic

cowboy boots are paired with short

skirts or cropped pants.

Trends Point to Nail

Art

Adhesive nail-art kits make
outrageous manicures easy and

affordable. Options include animal

patterns, stripes, polka dots, images

and more.

Color Sneaks onto

Sneakers

Basic footwear takes a back seat

as brightly colored and patterned

high-tops and athletic shoes emerge

as must-have accessories for school

and weekend style.
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Tees Get the Message Out

ATaco Bell Consid

Doritos® Dishes Infinity Scarf Is Endless Trend

The graphic tee trend becomes a personal

expression obsession. Shirts feature favorite

lyrics, Internet memes, irreverent graphics and

witty jokes.

After the success of Taco Bell's Doritos Locc

Taco, the fast food chain drops hints that a new

Cool Ranch version is coming next.

The must-have neckwear accessory is the circular

infinity scarf, which loops around the neck to add

color, texture and warmth.



Baseball Caps Are Tops with Girls

The flat-brim baseball cap trend is popularized by celebrities like Rihanna. The

casual style is perfect for hiding from the paparazzi.

Backpacks Are

Global Chic

Boring backpacks take a back

seat to colorful patterns inspired

by traditional graphic motifs from

around the world.

Hoodies Are Hot

It's a Plaid, Plaid

World

Duct Tape Inspires

Creative Types

JUST
SAYIN'

Adults Find

Expression Annoying

For every guy. there's a hoodie:

athletic hoodies for jocks, rock band

hoodies for fans and humorous

hoodies for class clowns.

Fashionistas go mad for plaid. The

trend starts on designer runways

and quickly makes its way to fashion

outlets in malls and online.

Crafty tweens and teens use tough,

colorful duct tape to make purses,

wallets, decorations, jewelry, fashion

accessories and even formal wear.

Teens use "Just sayin"' to minimize

an expression of criticism or

sarcasm. The phrase ranks highly

on a Marist Poll surveying the most

irritating words and phrases.

Sensors in the soles of Nike+ Basketball shoes
track the wearer's every move and sync stats to

the player's iPhone.

Jeans Are Anything but Blue

Traditional blues are timeless classics but the

newest skinny denims feature bold colors,

feminine prints and modern patterns.

Glitter Gets a Foot in

Fashion's Door

The trend for "glitter shoes." featuring sequins

and sparkles, includes giue-it-yourself sneakers,

sky-high designer platforms and everything

in between.
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Instagram Is Tops

with Teens •

Facebook snaps up Instagram

and its 80 million users.

The social media site clicks

with teens, ranking as the

top photography destination

among ages 12 to 17.

GIVE THE GIFT OF UNLIMITED MOVIES
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MoviePass Sends Fans Back to Theaters

MoviePass gives film lovers the chance to save money by seeing up to one

movie per day in theaters for one low monthly fee.

Nike Motivates with

Fuelband

Nike has launched a new tool called

Nike+ Fuelband". This technology

tool lets users know how active they

are and reminds them to achieve

their fitness goals.

Pop Is Personal with

New Coke Machine

The Freestyle Coke machine lets

customers mix their own flavor

combinations from more than

100 choices.
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Pinterest Attracts

Interest

Pinterest is a social media

phenomenon. Users "pin" images and

share virtual bulletin boards about

fashion, food, travel and sports.

Apple iPhone 5 Sees

Record-breaking Sales

The Apple" iPhone" 5 sells more

than five million units in its first

three days, setting a new record for

opening weekend sales.

Bill O'Lt

AZumba® Is the Trendy Fitness

Class

Classrooms Connect via

Smartphone

Uganda Documentary Is Most

Viral Video

The Latin-inspired dance-fitness classes known

as Zumba deliver hot music, cool moves, serious

fitness and tons of fun.

Teachers use QR Codes, which can be scanned

by smartphones, to deliver class information and

assignments to students.

Justin Bieber and Oprah help to make Kony 2012,

a documentary about child soldiers, attract more

than 100 million views in its first six days online.
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